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ABSTRACT

Clinical gait analysis currently involves either an expensive analysis in a motion labora-
tory, using highly accurate, if cumbersome, kinematic systems, or a qualitative analysis
with a physician or physical therapist making visual observations. There is a need for a
low cost device that falls in between these two methods, and can provide quantitative and
repeatable results. In addition, continuous monitoring of gait would be useful for real-time
physical rehabilitation.

To free patients from the confines of a motion laboratory, this thesis has resulted in a wire-
less wearable system capable of measuring many parameters relevant to gait analysis. The
extensive sensor suite includes three orthogonal accelerometers, and three orthogonal
gyroscopes, four force sensors, two bi-directional bend sensors, two dynamic pressure
sensors, as well as electric field height sensors. The "GaitShoe" was built to be worn on
any shoes, without interfering with gait, and was designed to collect data unobtrusively, in
any environment, and over long periods of time.

Subject testing of the GaitShoe was carried out on ten healthy subjects with normal gait
and five subjects with Parkinson's disease. The calibrated sensor outputs were analyzed,
and compared to results obtained simultaneously from The Massachusetts General Hospi-
tal Biomotion Lab; the GaitShoe proved highly capable of detecting heel strike and toe
off, as well as estimating orientation and position of the subject. A wide variety of features
were developed from the calibrated sensor outputs, for use with standard pattern recogni-
tion techniques to classify the gait of the subject. The results of the classification demon-
strated the ability of the GaitShoe to identify the subjects with Parkinson's disease, as well
as individual subjects. Real-time feedback methods were developed to investigate the fea-
sibility of using the continuous monitoring of gait for physical therapy and rehabilitation.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Clinical gait analysis is the investigation of the pattern of walking. At present, gait analy-

sis is primarily carried out in one of two ways: in a motion laboratory, with full analysis of

the motion of all body segments using highly accurate computer-based force sensors and

optical tracking systems, or in an office with the clinician making visual observations. The

first method is expensive, requires the maintenance of a dedicated motion lab, and uses

cumbersome equipment attached to the patient, but produces well-quantified and accurate

results for short distances. The second method is inexpensive and does not require any

equipment, but the results are qualitative, unreliable, and difficult to compare across mul-

tiple visits.

There is a need for a low cost device that falls in between these two methods, and is capa-

ble of providing quantitative and repeatable results. In addition, there is a need for long

term monitoring of gait, as well as quick diagnosis of chronic walking problems. Also,

there is a need to be able to quantitatively analyze gait for patients who do not have access

to motion analysis labs, such as is the case in economically disadvantaged locations.

This thesis discusses the development of an on-shoe system for continuous monitoring of

gait. This system includes an instrumented insole and a removable instrumented shoe

attachment. The data are sent wirelessly, providing information about the three-dimen-

sional motion, position, and pressure distribution of the foot. The system was indepen-

dently calibrated and analyzed, and was tested on fifteen subjects. The results from these
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subjects were compared to the results from the gait analysis system at the Massachusetts

General Hospital (MGH) Biomotion Lab.

1.1 Thesis Statement

The goal of this thesis was to design, build, calibrate, analyze, and use a wireless wearable

system capable of measuring an unprecedented number of parameters relevant to gait. The

system was designed to collect data unobtrusively, and in any walking environment, over

long periods of time. It was built to be worn on the shoes, without interfering with gait.

The sensors were calibrated, and the calibrated data were analyzed for information about

the gait of the user, and the results of the gait analysis were validated against results from

the optical tracking system in use at the MGH Biomotion Lab. The calibrated data were

also used to generate features, which were used to classify the gait of the subject, using

standard pattern recognition techniques. The system was also used to investigate real-time

therapeutic feedback.

1.2 Motivation

Quantitative evaluation of gait is currently limited by the availability and the size of

motion analysis labs. Motion analysis labs are expensive to maintain, and are typically

only found in hospitals in large urban areas. Typically, patients can only walk about 7-10

meters per trial, and have one chance per trial to step on a disguised force plate. Alterna-

tively, many physicians and physical therapists rely instead on observational gait analysis

to evaluate patients. While well-trained medical specialists are undoubtedly capable of

discerning a great deal of information about their patients' gait, small changes may be hard

to detect, and a qualitative observation is difficult to compare between office visits or dif-

ferent specialists. Evaluation of common podiatric problems would be enhanced by an

inexpensive method of quantitative evaluation. For instance, people with diabetes are

often fitted with orthotics to improve their gait and reduce their chances of developing

ulcerations on their feet; a straightforward and repeatable method of evaluating gait before
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and after use of an orthotic would be desirable to optimize its shape and placement. His-

torically, orthotics have not been designed following systematic design procedures, but in

an ad hoc manner, relying on the individual expertise of the orthotist [1].

In addition, gait and changes in gait are surrogate markers for a variety of other medically

important phenomena: developmental maturation, likelihood of falling, and recovery from

a stroke. Change in gait over extended time is used in neurological exams to diagnose

dementias, and can be used to assess the adequacy of pharmacologic therapy in a number

of neurologic/psychiatric disorders.

Finally, the development of a wearable wireless system has been greatly enabled by the

many recent and on-going advances in sensor technology that have resulted in sensors

which are small and inexpensive.

1.3 Project Description

The research sought to create a system that will provide instrumented gait analysis outside

of traditional, expensive motion labs. Such a system has the potential to be highly infor-

mative by allowing data collection throughout the day in a variety of environments, thus

providing a vast quantity of long-term data not obtainable with current gait analysis sys-

tems.

The top-level functional requirements for this system are:

1. Effect no change in gait.

2. Characterize the motion of both feet.

3. Be untethered.

4. Allow the subject to use his or her own shoes.

To meet these requirements, an on-shoe system has been designed and developed. The on-

shoe components were configured in such a way that gait was minimally affected, and

such that they could be readily fixed to a variety of typical walking shoes. The system was

replete with sensors, with the goal of measuring more parameters than would otherwise be
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necessary for any one application, essentially providing a wearable podiatric laboratory. A

power source was contained on-shoe, and the system used wireless protocols to communi-

cate between shoes and to transmit the data to a base-station; no cables of any sort were

attached to either shoe.

This research evaluated the system both in persons with normal gait, and in elders with

Parkinson's disease (PD). Subjects with PD were included for the purpose of evaluating

the data in a population with altered gait. As indicated in recent research, the PD popula-

tion would benefit from having a system which would allow evaluation of gait at home, by

providing better information about gait abnormalities present in everyday life that have

not traditionally been captured in analyses carried out in motion laboratories [2]. For

example, this could provide the ability to titrate medication doses to the patient's current,

rather than the average, needs.

1.4 Important Gait Parameters

As mentioned above, this thesis sought to create a system capable of providing clinically

relevant information about gait. "Clinically relevant" is, of course, a subjective term which

is certainly defined in many different ways. Therefore, to direct the design of the system,

certain parameters of gait were identified (through a review of the literature about gait

analysis and meetings with the physical therapists in the MGH Biomotion Lab) as impor-

tant for the system to measure. The following gait measurements were identified:

1. Heel strike timing.

2. Toe off timing.

3. Dorsi-/plantar- flexion.

4. Stride length.

5. Stride velocity.

The system described within this thesis is designed so that, at a minimum, it is capable of

characterizing these specific parameters of gait. The results for these and other parameters

and were compared to those obtained by the system in use at the MGH Biomotion Lab;

__ �__ ·��_______
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this comparison was used to validate the system and to make a statement about the clinical

relevance of the information resulting from the on-shoe system.

1.5 Summary of Contributions

The work completed for this thesis has resulted in the following:

1. A robust wireless two-shoe system, capable of measuring many gait-relevant
parameters, and including shoe attachments, insoles, and base-station.

2. Data collection from ten subjects with normal gait, and from five subjects
with Parkinson's disease (PD).

3. Techniques for calibration of the system.

4. Methods for analysis of gait features, including "important gait parameters"
(heel strike timing, toe off timing, dorsi-/plantar- flexion, stride length, and
stride velocity).

5. Determination of features from the sensor outputs, classification of gait as
gait of healthy subjects or gait of subjects with Parkinson's disease, and clas-
sification of the gait of ten individual subjects.

6. Identification of two features which distinguish normal gait from the gait of
subjects with Parkinson's disease.

7. Investigation into the use of interactive real-time therapeutic feedback.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

To provide an understanding for the need of a wireless gait system, this chapter discusses

the prior work in the field, as well as the current state of the art. In addition, the clinical

need for this system is discussed.

2.1 Prior Work

There is extensive prior research investigating alternatives to the traditional motion lab for

gait analysis. The obvious advantage of directly measuring the pressure distribution

beneath the foot has driven many of the early shoe-based systems. The shrinking size of

data storage has further encouraged the development of non-tethered systems.

2.1.1 On-Shoe Research Systems

Efforts to take measurements more directly at the foot interface go back to at least the

1960's, with most early work focusing on various pressure sensors on an insole to gauge

the pressure distribution beneath the foot.

While there are obvious advantages in taking measurements directly, there are some

potential disadvantages with instrumented shoes. For instance, if accurate measurements

of pressure underneath anatomical landmarks are required, sensor placement must either

be guessed at, or an initial test must be done to determine correct placement. The place-

ment of the sensors must be durable enough to prevent movement within the shoe during

29
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walking. The sensors themselves must be robust enough to withstand the normal and shear

forces of walking, as well as the warm, humid climate inside the shoe. In addition, consid-

eration must be made so that the instrumentation itself does not affect the gait. These limi-

tations need to be taken into consideration during the design of any instrumented

shoes [3].

Instrumented Insole for Pressure Distribution

In 1990, Wertsch et al [4] developed an exceptional system for measuring the pressure dis-

tribution beneath the foot. They first had each subject walk on inked paper to determine

the locations of seven high pressure points corresponding to the five metatarsal heads, the

big toe, and the heel center. They then placed seven force sensitive resistors (FSRs) at

these locations, creating a specific insole for each foot of each subject. A seven channel

amplification circuit was attached to each lower leg, and one shielded cable ran up each

leg to a belt anchor. Both of the shielded cables were 10 m in length, and extended to con-

nect to the analog-to-digital converter in a PC and to a power supply for the amplification

circuit. Computer software was developed to collect and store the data, as well as to dis-

play the readings of all fourteen sensors in real-time, in two formats: bar graphs showing

the pressure amplitude, and strip charts showing pressure vs. time. Although limited by

requiring the subject to be tethered, this system gave detailed information about the pres-

sure distribution beneath the foot, and provided those results in real-time.

Data collected with their device has led to a number of papers, including one quantifying

the differences between shuffling and walking [5], and between sensate and insensate (no

or little sensation in the foot) subjects [6]. In the latter study, the results led to a caution

against drawing conclusions from a short segment of gait analysis in patients with sensory

impairment, as a large step-to-step variation was found in these patients. This further

emphasizes the need for a device capable of collecting data over a long time period.
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Instrumented Insole for Gait Timing

In 1994, Hausdorffet al [7] developed a simple standalone "footswitch" system capable of

detecting several of the temporal gait parameters. Their system consisted of two FSRs on

an insole. The insole was cut from tracings of the subjects' feet on a manila folder, and the

two FSRs (each square, 1.5 inches per side) were positioned under the heel and in the gen-

eral area under the toes and metatarsals. The initial work used a circuit with a battery and

data storage that was placed in the pants pocket of the subject; following work resulted in

a single pack worn on the ankle [8] [9]. After collecting data, it was analyzed and com-

pared to data taken simultaneously on commercial force plates. Calculations by their

device found stance duration to be within 3% and swing and stride duration within 5% as

compared to the results from the force plate.

Because the outputs of the FSRs were connected in parallel for hardware simplicity, they

act as a single combined sensor. This does not affect the case where both sensors are

active, or where both sensors are not active. However, this results in a loss of information

if only one of the sensors is active, because it cannot distinguish between the two. For the

calculations of gait timing, they did not find this to be a drawback; however the outputs of

the FSRs on our insole were not combined, so that all the information can be utilized.

They have used the data from their insole to find patterns in gait [10], which they have

been able to use to predict the maturation of gait in children [8], and the likelihood of fall-

ing in the elderly [9]. This simple device demonstrates that with only two FSRs, some

types of abnormalities in gait can be distinguished from normal gait. This device is cur-

rently limited by the lack of real-time feedback.

Instrumented Insole for Conditions at the Foot Interface

More recent work resulting in shoe-based sensor systems with increasingly sophisticated

measurement capabilities have been driven by sub-specialty interests in gait analysis. For

diabetics, Morley et al [11] have developed an insole-based system to quantify the condi-
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tions inside the shoe, with the goal of being able to predict progression of skin breakdown

and ulceration in diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy.

The laminated insole developed by Morley et al had pressure, temperature and humidity

sensors designed to investigate the conditions at the foot interface. Combined pressure and

temperature sensors were located beneath the heel and the region of the medial metatarsal

head, pressure sensors were additionally located in the region of the central and lateral

medial metatarsal heads, and a single humidity sensor was located centrally at the toes.

Flexible wiring connected the insole to an electronics module and two AA batteries. These

were located in a plastic enclosure, which was strapped to the calf of the subject. The data

were stored on-board and uploaded to a computer via the serial port. It can currently store

4.5 hours worth of data, but with the implementation of data compression schemes, the

data storage is expected to increase to 12-16 hours, to be able to cover a full day. They

foresee a potential use of the device as an activity monitor for patients with diabetes, coro-

nary heart disease, and/or obesity, to see if the subjects meet prescribed activity levels.

In initial work with their device [12], they were able to detect quantitatively distinct varia-

tions in pressure patterns that corresponded to different activities, and were able to corre-

late their results with previous studies. They have not yet published work investigating the

tracking of the temperature and humidity sensors. Limitations of this device include

restricted data storage capacity, a reported breakdown of connections, and the lack of real-

time feedback.

Instrumented Insole and Shoe-based Gyroscope Device for Detection of Gait Timing

Another area of research driving devices capable of capturing information about gait is the

development of neuroprosthetics used for walking assistance. Neuroprosthetics require

inputs to trigger the functional electrical stimulation (FES) used to assist the patient in

making the walking motions. Pappas et al [13] have developed a shoe and insole device

capable of detecting four events during walking: stance, heel-off, swing, and heel-strike,

as well as detecting whether the subject is walking or standing. Three FSRs are located on

_ 1�_�1_1_�
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an insole, one under the heel, and two at the inner and first and fourth metatarsal heads.

The two FSRs at the metatarsal heads provided information about asymmetrical loading of

the foot. The FSRs were taped onto a 3mm insole, and their positions were adjusted for

each subject. Their system also included a gyroscope, which was attached to the back of

the shoe, placed such that the sensing axis was perpendicular to the sagittal plane, provid-

ing measurements of rotation in the sagittal plane.

They implemented a pattern recognition algorithm with their system. In this algorithm,

they divided the gait cycle into two distinct phases (stance, swing) and two distinct events

(heel-off, heel-strike). There were seven possible transitions between these (stance to heel-

off or directly to swing, heel off to swing or back to stance, swing to heel strike or directly

back to stance, and heel strike to stance). Data from the FSRs and from the gyroscope

were used to define the transitions. They verified their algorithm by comparing the data

with results from a commercial motion analysis system using optical motion analysis (a

Vicon 370 from Oxford Metrics Ltd.). In addition to testing their algorithm with walking

and running speeds ranging from 0.5 to 12 km/hour, they challenged it with non-walking

motions: sliding of the feet, standing up, sitting down, and shifting weight during stand-

ing. Their classification algorithm achieved a 99% detection rate for normal subjects and a

96% detection rate for subjects with impaired gait, as compared with the commercial sys-

tem, with a detection delay of less than 90 ms. These results demonstrate that on-shoe sys-

tems with gyroscopes and FSRs are able to achieve comparable results to commercial

optical systems.

More recent work [14] has resulted in an insole-only system where the gyroscope and a

microcontroller have been embedded in the insole. Using the results from their previous

work, the system was used on two subjects with incomplete spinal injury resulting in drop-

foot. The system was used to trigger functional electrical stimulation (FES), and they were

able to demonstrate a functional benefit of using it, for both subjects, while walking hori-

zontally, uphill, downhill, and while sitting and standing.
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This device was developed in order to detect two specific phases (stance, swing) and two

specific events (heel strike, heel off) which occur during gait, in order to accurately trigger

the electrical stimulation by neuroprosthetics used for walking assistance. As such, it only

measures rotation of the foot in the sagittal plane. However, the system described within

this thesis will be capable of quantifying motion of the foot in three axes, so it will include

two additional gyroscopes, as well as three axes of accelerometers.

2.1.2 Off-Shoe Approaches

In addition to research into on-shoe devices, there has also been work in developing differ-

ent types of instrumented laboratory spaces. One method of deriving more information

about the foot is to instrument the surface on which the subject walks. This approach can

be used both in the gait lab, as well as in the clinical setting. Cutlip et al [15] have devel-

oped an instrumented walkway 4.6 m in length, and have demonstrated the ability to cal-

culate correct values for step period, stance duration and swing duration. Their system is

also capable of calculating step length and stride velocity, although it was more accurate at

low speeds, and less accurate when the subjects walked more quickly. Giacomozzi and

Macellari [16] have developed a "piezo-dynamometric platform" which can be used

instead of a force platform. They have shown their system to be highly accurate at calcu-

lating the center of pressure of the foot. The ability to measure the pressure distribution at

the floor interface allows users of this system to walk without any hardware attached to

their shoes or feet. However, these types of systems constrain the walking distance of each

trial to the length of the measuring platform. Also, these types of systems do not provide

any information about the motion of the foot above the platform.

2.1.3 Gait Recognition Systems

A number of research platforms have been developed to recognize gait without instru-

menting the subject. Analysis of videotaped subjects is of particular interest, and has

received significant funding from DARPA for the "HumanID at a Distance" program, for

potential use as a biometric identifier; earlier work on video analysis of gait was done at
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the MIT Media Lab by Jim Davis [17]. At the University of Southampton, UK, research-

ers have been able to recognize subjects from videos, with results better than 80% for

walking gait, and better than 90% for running gait, in a study with 20 subjects [18].

Researchers at the MIT AI Lab have achieved similar results, with better than 84% recog-

nition using videos of walking gait, over 25 subjects [19]. At Georgia Tech, work is in

progress both using video analysis [20], as well as a separate initiative using radar to ana-

lyze the gait cycle [21]. In addition the Aware Home project at Georgia Tech has resulted

in a "Smart Floor" that includes ten tiles, each supported by four industrial load cells. The

ground reaction force profiles measured across the tiles were capable of correctly identify-

ing subjects 90% of the time, from a sample population on the order of ten people [22]. A

group at the University of Oulo, Finland, also used a pressure-sensitive floor to recognize

gait; with three successive footsteps, they were able to recognize gait correctly 89% of the

time, for a sample of eleven people [23].

2.1.4 Commercial Systems

A variety of shoe interfaces have been developed commercially, with a wide range of

applications. Taptronics developed a dance interface with a pair of piezoelectric tap detec-

tors at the toe and the heel [24]. Force sensors have been used by ProBalance [25] for anal-

ysis of the golf swing, while inertial sensors have been used by Acceleron [26], Reebok

(the Traxtar) [27], FitSense [28], and other companies for other athletic applications (pri-

marily for runners). An example of a runner-specific shoe is the Raven from Vectrasense,

a running shoe that detects whether the user is running or walking, and adjusts an air blad-

der within the frontal area of the shoe, such that the air bladder is filled for running to pro-

vide more support, and the air bladder is emptied slightly for walking to provide more

cushioning [29]. A product poised to become available in late 2004 is the "1" from Adi-

das, a running shoe with an on-board microcontroller, Hall effect sensors to measure the

change in heel compression, and a motor to adjust tension in a stainless steel cord in the

heel to achieve the user's desired heel compression [30] [31].
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For medical applications, Tekscan and Clevemed, among others, have developed insoles

which measure pressure distribution [32] [33]. NCSA's Cyberboots use a pressure sensor

array in an overshoe to provide walking interaction in a virtual reality environment [34].

In addition, MiniSun markets "The IDEEA LifeGait System", which uses the outputs of

accelerometers placed on various parts of the body with "artificial intelligence" algorithms

to determine a number of parameters relating to gait and motion [35].

Of all these products, FitSense and Acceleron have developed systems most closely

related to this research [26] [36] [37]. Acceleron has developed a sensor which attaches to

the laces or within the insole of a shoe, and measures linear acceleration in three axes,

transferring the data wirelessly and in real-time; they have obtained two patents on their

technology. In the patents, they describe the use of accelerometers and rotation sensors in

conjunction with an electronic circuit which carries out math calculations. They detail the

methodology and the equations they use to calculate the distance, speed, and height

jumped. In the later patent [37], they describe using radio frequency to send data from the

sensors to a wristwatch or a remote device; this patent also describes the inclusion of a

GPS device for direction and location information; details about the accuracy of the mea-

surements and calculations were not available. The FitSense FS-1 system similarly

attaches to the laces of a shoe, and transmits distance and speed to a watch (it also has an

optional heart rate monitor); it has a reported accuracy of 98% [28]. While these systems

accomplish some of the goals of this research project, neither system has the extent of sen-

sors used in this research, and neither attempts to fully describe the gait in a manner that

can be used as a clinical supplement to the motion analysis laboratory, and could be devel-

oped for a recreation sports product.

2.1.5 Expressive Footware: Instrumented Insole and Multiple Shoe-
Based Sensors

The work in this thesis developed from the Expressive Footware project developed by Dr.

Joseph Paradiso, and students in the Responsive Environments Group at the MIT Media

Lab [38]. The Expressive Footware project resulted in a pair of running shoes that were
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each equipped with a wireless sensor board and an instrumented insole. Each insole mea-

sured dynamic pressure at the heel, bidirectional bend of the insole, the height of each foot

above a conducting mat on the floor, and had three FSRs: two placed roughly under the

medial and lateral metatarsal heads (to allow the dancer easy control by leaning left or

right), and one outside the shoe, mounted at the toe. Each sensor board was permanently

attached to the lateral side of the shoe, and contained a gyroscope for the angular rate of

the foot about the vertical axis, a three-axis compass to determine the orientation of the

foot relative to the Earth's local magnetic field, two axes of acceleration (the two axes in

the plane of the sensor card), and three axes of shock acceleration. Finally, an integrated

sonar receiver on each sensor board, in conjunction with four sonar transmitters on the

floor, provided the position of each foot in the plane of the floor. This system was built for

control, not for measurement; the sensor outputs were not saved for analysis, but were

used to directly control real-time musical outputs, generated by a computer that inter-

preted the basestation data stream with an elaborate rule base.

This highly instrumented shoe was worn by dancers and the outputs of the sensors were

used to interactively control music. It was completely wireless, with all hardware located

directly on the shoe, and provided real-time control of the musical mappings. It reached

high acclaim in the dance community, and was recognized with the Discover Awardfor

Technical Innovation in 2000. It is shown in Figure 2.1, with the shoe hardware in the

foreground, and sensor outputs in the background.
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After using this device extensively in interactive dance, Prof. Paradiso became interested

in further developing it as a medical tool for quantifying the motion of the foot. This inter-

est, combined with interest from collaborators at the MGH Biomotion Lab led to the initi-

ation of this thesis.

2.2 Current State of the Art

Clinical gait analysis is currently carried out in two very different ways. One is visual

observation, and the other is analysis in a motion laboratory.

2.2.1 Observational Gait Analysis

Observational gait analysis (OGA) consists of a well-trained physician or physical thera-

pist assessing patients by watching them walk, either in real-time or on a videotape. This

method requires no specialized equipment other than a video camera and no cost beyond

the clinician's time and training; however, it is entirely qualitative.

A study on the reliability of OGA in children with lower-limb disabilities examined the

ratings on a three point scale, as rated by three experts observing fifteen subjects on video-

tape; the raters agreed on fewer than 7 ratings out of 10 [39]. Another study looked at the

reliability of analyzing knee motion of three different subjects with gait changes due to

rheumatoid arthritis, on videotape, as rated by fifty-four licensed physical therapists; this

study found only slight to moderate agreement between the raters [40].

A recent effort reviewed fourteen studies (including the two mentioned above) that inves-

tigated the reliability of OGA, and found that the majority of studies concluded that quali-

tative observation of gait has poor to moderate reliability [41]. The authors also evaluated

OGA, using eighteen physical therapists who routinely use OGA to assess changes in gait

following a stroke. The therapists were shown a video, and asked to evaluate ankle power

generation by rating each subject on a 22-point scale; the video included an audible tone at

heel strike. The subjects were also evaluated using reflective markers and a camera-based

_ w~
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motion analysis system. Under these highly systematized evaluation conditions, the thera-

pists were able to demonstrate moderate to high reliability in their ratings, as compared

with the results from the motion analysis system.

2.2.2 Overview of Clinical Gait Analysis

Comprehensive gait analysis is generally used for the assessment of a patient with a move-

ment disorder. There are as many as five components to the gait analysis [42]:

1. Videotape Examination: to observe gait abnormalities [in slow motion or
freeze-frame]

2. Temporo-Distance Parameters: cadence, stride length, speed [may be mea-
sured manually]

3. Kinematic Analysis: measurement of movement [usually measured with
cameras, LEDs, IR]

4. Kinetic Measurement: forces between foot and ground [usually measured
with force plate]

5. Electromyography: electrical activity of muscles [surface or fine wire elec-
trodes]

All components are not necessarily used, especially when a motion analysis lab is utilized,

as often the bulk of the gait analysis is performed employing the data from the kinematic

analysis and kinetic measurements. Data from these can also be used to calculate the tem-

poro-distance gait parameters. Electromyography (EMG) is used less often than the other

techniques; surface electrodes may have trouble sensing deep muscles and are less accu-

rate than the data obtained from fine wire electrodes, which can be painful to the

patient [43].

While this is a very accurate method of measuring all the parameters of gait, it requires

expensive equipment, and a dedicated lab space, usually a minimum of 10 meters x 10

meters. This size means that subjects cannot walk very far before stopping and turning

around. Investigators have found that, in general, a minimum of two trials are needed and

better results are achieved when data from multiple trials are averaged, since data from a

single trial are too variable to rely on alone [44]. In addition, the subject must step directly
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on the force plate in order to obtain an accurate measurement; however, asking the subject

to aim for the force plate may result in an alteration of the subject's gait, called "targeting."

The following sections discuss different methods used for kinematic analysis; the technol-

ogy has been driven in part by the computer graphics and animation industries. For exam-

ple, a group at Laboratoire d'Electronique de Technologie de l'Information (LETI), France,

is investigating the use of three axis sensors (with accelerometers and magnetometers) for

the purpose of using these small sensors in wearable clothing to improving motion capture

for 3D virtual worlds [45].

2.2.3 Optoelectronic Systems

An optoelectronic system involves placing light emitting diodes (LEDs) on the subject.

The LEDs are turned on sequentially by a computer, and viewed by a camera. Because the

computer triggers the LEDs, there is no question about which LED is viewed by the cam-

era at a given time point. However, reflection off the floor, or other surfaces reflective to

infrared, such as human skin, can reduce the accuracy of the system.

The system in use at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) Biomotion Lab uses a

Selspot II system (Selective Electronics, Partille, Sweden) to serially sample up to 64

infrared LEDs, arranged in arrays, at a rate of 153 Hz. The LED arrays are placed on

eleven body segments (bilaterally: feet, shanks, thighs, arms; and, the pelvis, trunk, and

head). The TRACK kinematic data analysis software package is used to generate photo-

stereogrammetric reconstruction of the 3-D positions of the LEDs and to define the six

degree of freedom kinematics of the arrays [46]. Within the viewing volume l , this system

is capable of accurately defining the 3D positions of each body segment to within 1 mm,

and the three orientations to within 1 degree, though actual results during testing may

vary. With the technology currently in use, this system requires the subject to be wired

1. The viewing volume is the area of the room visible to the cameras that sample the LED output; in the
Massachusetts General Hospital Biomotion Lab, the viewing volume has a width just under 2 m along the
direction of forward gait.
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("tethered") to the computer, though it is likely possible to convert the system to a wireless

system.

In addition, two Kistler piezoelectric force plates (Kistler Instruments Type 9281A, Win-

terthur, Switzerland) are used to acquire ground reaction forces; this system has an accu-

racy of +1% of full scale; as set in the MGH Biomotion Lab (BML), this corresponds to

±10 N of vertical force, and ±5 N of shear force, for forces and frequencies encountered

during gait (the unloaded force plate is recalibrated to a load of 0 N after each gait trial)

[47] [48]. A photo of a subject instrumented with the MGH Biomotion Lab equipment is

shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 A subject at the MGH Biomotion Lab

2.2.4 Videographic Systems

Systems using videography with reflective markers are the most frequently used system in

motion analysis labs. This type of system involves placing markers which are highly
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reflective on the subject. The markers are illuminated and viewed by cameras; illumina-

tion is generally achieved with infrared lights or an infrared strobe located near the cam-

era. This type of system allows the subject to walk untethered, however, not all markers

may be illuminated a given time point. This results in the need for significant post process-

ing to sort and identify the markers.

Two major manufacturers of such systems are Vicon Motion Systems and Motion Analy-

sis Corporation. Vicon systems can be set up with as many as 24 cameras; the top of the

line M2 camera has 1280 x 1024 resolution (with a digital CMOS sensor), and can capture

up to 1000 frames per second [49]. Motion Analysis Corporation has more than 600 sys-

tems installed in motion laboratories worldwide. Its premier system, the Eagle Digital, can

be set up with as many as 64 cameras, and also has a 1280 x 1024 CMOS sensor. At this

resolution it can capture 480 frames per second [50].

2.2.5 Electromagnetic Systems

Electromagnetic systems involve having a stationary transmitter which emits a magnetic

field, and instrumenting the subject with electromagnetic coils, which detect this field. A

benefit of this type of system is that there are no "line of sight" requirements, as the rela-

tively low-frequency magnetic field lines easily penetrate human tissue and non-conduc-

tive objects. However, the receivers must be within the range of the transmitter. At this

point, electromagnetic systems are not widely used in gait analysis, most likely because

the systems currently available only track a small number of points. In addition, the elec-

tromagnetic field is vulnerable to distortion by magnetically susceptible materials in the

vicinity of the system. However, these systems are currently used in other areas of motion

research, such as hand or head tracking, and may be of interest for gait analysis when they

have the ability to track a greater number of points.

The two best known systems of this type are made by Polhemus and Ascension Technol-

ogy Corporation. Polhemus uses an AC magnetic field; its FASTRAK® system is adver-

tised as having an accuracy of 0.03 inches RMS for position and 0.15 degrees RMS for
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orientation, and a resolution of 0.0002 inches and 0.025 degrees per inch distance from the

transmitter (4-6 feet are recommended, but up to 10 feet is possible). It can track up to four

sensors per transmitter, and up to four transmitters can be used at once, providing the abil-

ity to track sixteen sensors [51] [52]. Ascension Technology Corporation uses a pulsed DC

magnetic field; its Flock of Birds® system can track up to four sensors, and is advertised

as having an accuracy of 0.07 inches RMS for position, and 0.50 RMS for orientation,

with a resolution of 0.02 inches and 0.1° when 12 feet from the transmitter. Alternatively,

Asencion's MotionStar Wireless® system can track up to twenty sensors, and is advertised

as having an accuracy of 0.6 inches RMS for position, and 1.00 RMS for orientation, with

a resolution of 0.1 inches and 0.2 ° when 10 feet from the transmitter. [53].

2.3 Clinical Need

The current clinical methods of analyzing gait fall at two extremes - on one end is obser-

vational gait analysis, which is inexpensive but qualitative. At the other end is analysis in

a motion laboratory, which is quantitative but expensive. In both methods, the subject is

very aware of being observed and analyzed, which is likely to affect the gait of the subject.

An on-shoe system could provide the benefits of both methods without the drawbacks. It

could be far less expensive than the motion lab, and could provide quantitative output

about the gait. If unobtrusive, it could measure the gait of the subject while the subject is

unaware of being tested, over an extended period of time.

In addition, an on-shoe system could ultimately provide unique features. Since it is

mounted on the shoe of the subject, the patient can be sent home to monitor gait through-

out the day, in a variety of environments, and in a variety of situations. In addition, it could

analyze the gait in real-time, which would allow it to provide the wearer feedback of vari-

ous types (e.g. musical, tonal, visual, tactile, electro-stimulation), which could be useful

for physical therapy or gait training. There are many types of patients who may benefit

from such real-time feedback; the subject testing in this thesis included investigation of

the gait of' subjects with Parkinson's disease (PD). Finally, an on-shoe system could be
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used in localities (e.g. rural areas or third-world countries) where patients do not have

access to a motion lab facility.

2.3.1 Utility of On-Shoe Device in Subjects with Parkinson's Disease

This instrumented shoe is likely to be useful for a wide range of gait conditions; in order to

begin evaluation of subjects with altered gait, the subject testing for this thesis included

five patients with Parkinson's disease (see Appendix A.2 for more information on Parkin-

son's disease). Future interests for this system include the ability to use this system to ana-

lyze the gait of PD subjects in their home environment, as well as to provide real-time

auditory feedback to subjects with PD.

Changes in Gait Due to Parkinson's Disease

Hausdorff et al [54] investigated changes in gait variables in subjects with PD. Using their

system described in Section 2.1.1 (see page 31), they recorded data from control subjects,

PD subjects, as well as subjects with Huntington's disease. They found a statistical differ-

ence in the speed (1.35 m/sec for controls, 1.00 m/sec for PD) and in the "double support

time," which is the duration both feet supported the patient simultaneously (305 msec for

controls, 376 msec for PD). These are both parameters that can be easily measured by our

device; these are important to keep in consideration when designing the study with PD

subjects.

Changes in gait parameters between walking and shuffling were examined by Wertsch et

al [5] using their system described in Section 2.1.1 (see page 30). Predictably, they found

that the average velocity and stride length to be lower during shuffling (0.51 m/sec and

0.63 m) than during walking (1.29 m/sec and 1.55 m). They found that peak pressures

were lower at all fourteen sensor sites (seven per foot) during shuffling, while foot-to-

floor contact duration was increased at all fourteen sensor sites. The decreases in peak

pressures ranged from 7.0% at the fifth metatarsal to 63.2% at the great toe, with a

decrease of 41.6% in peak pressures summed over the entire foot. The increase in contact
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duration ranged from 22% at the fifth metatarsal to 76.9% at the heel. The findings in their

study may be of use in analyzing the data which will be collected from PD subjects.

A Clinical Need to Evaluate PD Subjects Outside the Motion Lab

Morris et al [2] have evaluated the biomechanics and motor control of gait in subjects with

PD. Their paper includes a tabular listing of eighteen studies involving subjects with PD,

and lists the medication state of the patients. Morris et al recommend a change from the

current trend of lab based studies investigating PD subjects in straight line walking,

towards studies in their homes and communities with more complex gait activity.

Effect of Rhythmic Cues on Subjects with Parkinson's Disease

A recent study found that auditory rhythm and the resulting physical response shows great

potential as a therapeutic method for rehabilitating patients who have movement disorders

[55]. The authors initially investigated the effect of "rhythmic auditory stimulation"

(RAS), provided to thirty-one subjects with PD for three weeks. With RAS at 10% faster

than each subject's baseline cadence, significant improvement was found in mean gait

velocity, cadence, and stride length, both for the twenty-one subjects on medication, and

the ten subjects off medication; in subjects on medication, the mean gait velocity

increased by 36%, and in subjects off medication, the mean gait velocity increased by 25%

[56]. The authors followed this with a twelve week study of twenty-one subjects; the sub-

jects were pretested, used RAS, using audio tapes, for 30 minutes daily for three weeks,

and were post-tested at seven weekly follow-ups, and a final post-test during the twelfth

week (RAS was not used after the first three weeks). The gains in stride length, cadence,

and velocity were maintained for 3-4 weeks after the training period, but most values

returned to pretest values by the fifth follow-up week [57].

Another group studied the effects of "musical therapy" (MT), as compared to physical

therapy (PT). Thirty-two subjects with PD were randomly split into two groups of sixteen:

one group received weekly sessions of MT for three months, the other received weekly

sessions of PT for three months. The MT sessions involved a variety of active music par-
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ticipation, including choral singing, voice exercises, and rhythmic movement, and the PT

sessions involved a variety of motions designed to improve balance and gait, including

passive stretching and specific motor tasks.

The study used standard scales for rating the subjects: the Unified Parkinson's Disease

Rating Scale: Motor Subscale (UPDRS-MS) was used with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test

to evaluate the significance of changes in movement. The Unified Parkinson's Disease

Rating Scale: Activities of Daily Living (UPDRS-ADL) and the Parkinson's Disease

Quality of Life (PDQL) were used with the Mann-Whitney U test to evaluate the signifi-

cance of changes in quality of life. The subjects in the MT group demonstrated significant

improvement (p<0.0001) in UPDRS-MS scores, with particular improvement (p<0.0001)

of bradykinesia (slowness of movement). Subjects in the PT group did not show signifi-

cant improvement in either the UPDRS-MS scores or in bradykinesia. In addition, only

subjects in the MT group showed significant improvement in UPDRS-ADL (p<0.0001)

and in PDQL (p<0.0001). However, only subjects in the PT group had significant

(p<0.0001) improvement in rigidity. In addition, at follow-up two months after the end of

the study, the improvement in rigidity found in the PT group had persisted, while the

parameters improved by MT had returned to their baseline values [58].

These initial studies investigating the use of auditory feedback for persons with PD sug-

gest that such techniques may provide a method to improve motion, and even quality of

life. The system described in this thesis could open up new avenues of therapy by allowing

auditory feedback to be tailored in real-time to the movement of the subject, and by pro-

viding the subjects access to therapy in their home environments.

2.3.2 Studying Gait Outside of the Motion Lab

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1 (see page 45), subjects with PD would greatly benefit from

a system capable of quantitatively analyzing gait outside of the motion lab. In addition,

such a system could be very useful in areas where a motion lab is not accessible.

� _____I____ _I_�
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From the limited research available regarding gait analysis in third world countries or

rural areas, it is clear that an inexpensive and quantitative method of studying gait is

needed. For a study investigating recovery of gait after a stroke in Soweto, South Africa, a

paper survey was used to ask patients about their recovery. In this survey, the ability to

catch a taxi in Soweto was used as a measure to assess the patient's gait handicap [59].

A study in Germany investigated changes in gait in healthy subjects and in subjects with

PD, with forty-three subjects recruited from an urban area (Berlin), and forty-seven sub-

jects recruited from a rural / semi-urban area (Innsbruck and surrounding Tyrol). To evalu-

ate gait, a system was used which involved attaching threads with Velcro straps to each

foot at the second metatarsal head [60]. The threads were attached to a pulley system, and

rotations of this system were measured by an optical recording device as the subject

walked (the thread length allowed the subject to walk up to 10 m). All subjects were eval-

uated in a quiet environment with a gray colored walkway. This system provided measure-

ments of parameters such as stride length, stride duration, and cadence. The study found

that within each group (urban or rural), subjects with PD walked with a slower cadence

than their healthy counterparts; additionally, subjects in the urban group (including those

with PD) walked with a faster cadence than the subjects in the rural group [61].

A system which is not confined to evaluating gait within the motion lab would have great

benefit in allowing better testing and evaluation of subjects who do not live near motion

lab facilities. Judging from the lack of papers investigating the gait of subjects in rural

areas, as well as the low levels of sophistication of the methods employed, such a system

would open up a new venue of research. and greatly benefit patients who have no access to

fully-equipped motion labs.
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Chapter 3

HARDWARE DESIGN

The focus of this thesis was the design and implementation of the on-shoe system used for

the measurement of gait. Section 3.1 discusses sensor selection, and Section 3.2 describes

the physical implementation. Section 3.3 describes the function of each sensor in further

detail. Section 3.4 describes additional electronics used in the system, and Section 3.5

summarizes the overall design of the "GaitShoe" system.

3.1 Sensor Selection

The first step in designing the GaitShoe was to select the appropriate sensors, with the

goal of creating a highly instrumented system capable of sensing many parameters which

characterize gait. As discussed in Section 1.4, several important parameters of gait were

identified: heel strike timing, toe off timing, dorsi-/plantar- flexion, stride length, and

stride velocity. Additional parameters of interest include global rotations of the foot, dis-

tance moved and velocity in the vertical and side-to-side axes, the pressure distribution

underneath the foot, and orientation of the feet relative to each other.

Timing Parameters and Pressure Distribution

To assess the timing parameters and pressure distribution, force sensitive resistors (FSRs)

and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) strips were selected to be placed underneath the foot.

49
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A FSR is a sensor whose electrical resistance decreases as the applied load increases. Two

FSRs were placed underneath both the first and fifth metatarsal heads, and two more were

placed medially and laterally underneath the heel pad. While use of only four force sensi-

tive resistors will not provide a full picture of the force distribution beneath the foot, the

number is sufficient to provide a general picture of medial vs. lateral force, and heel vs.

metatarsal force. The assessment of heel vs. metatarsal force provides information to be

used in determining stance time, and thus heel-strike and toe-off timing.

The PVDF strips are piezoelectric sensors, which were configured to provide an output

corresponding to dynamic pressure. They were chosen for their fast response time, and

were selected to be located directly beneath the heel and the great toe in order to provide

additional information about heel-strike and toe-off timing.

Other force or pressure sensors were considered. In particular, fine-grain printed arrays of

FSRs, such as Tekscan's F-Scan® system provide extensive information about the pres-

sure distribution underneath the foot [32]; however, the high cost of Tekscan's proprietary

system rendered it a prohibitive choice.

Flexion

Two bi-directional bend sensors were selected for use in analyzing flexion during gait.

The resistance of the bend sensors changes as the sensor is bent. One of the bend sensors

was located at the back of the heel, and held next to the shin by an ankle bracelet to pro-

vide information about plantar flexion and dorsiflexion. The second bend sensor was

located in the insole approximately centered on the metatarsals, to provide information

about flexion at the metatarsals.

Other methods of measuring dorsi-/plantar- flexion were considered, such as capacitance

between foot and shin, or ultrasound measurements between the foot and the shin. Ulti-

mately, a back-to-back pair of resistive bend sensors were selected due to their unobtru-

siveness and ease of implementation. Fiber optic bend sensors such as those made by
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Measurand® were also considered because of their high accuracy and resolution, but were

prohibitively expensive [62].

Distances, Velocities, and Orientations

Three gyroscopes and two dual-axis linear accelerometers were chosen to be placed at the

back of the shoe. By orienting the gyroscopes and accelerometers such that the individual

sensing axes are aligned along three perpendicular axes, the angular velocity and linear

acceleration can be measured in three-dimensions. Hence, velocity and stride length can

be obtained respectively from single- and double-integration, with respect to time, of the

acceleration component corresponding to forward motion of the foot. Displacements and

velocities in the other two axes can be similarly acquired. The gyroscopes provide infor-

mation about the rotation of the foot, which can similarly be integrated once with respect

to time to provide the angle. The use of all six measurements can therefore be used to ana-

lyze the orientation of the foot; a device capable of all six measurements is called an "iner-

tial measurement unit" (IMU).

Late in the project, two additional types of sensors were implemented: an electric field

sensor and an ultrasound sensor. The electric field sensor was added to investigate the util-

ity of using a more direct method of measuring the height of the foot above the floor, via

capacitive loading [63]. Using multiple electric field sensors would allow the height of the

foot to be measured at discrete locations, such as at the heel and the toes. The ultrasound

sensor was added to provide a method of measuring the distance and relative orientation

between the two feet. In addition, an ultrasound sensor could also be used to measure the

height of the foot above the floor.

Summary

Table 3.1 summarizes the parameters of interest, along with the type of sensor(s) selected

for each parameter, and the corresponding sensor output.
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TABLE 3.1 Sensor selection

Parameter

Heel-strike timing
and toe-off timing

Dorsi-/plantar-
flexion

Stride length and
stride velocity

Orientation

Stance width

Displacement
side-to-side

Height of foot
above floor

Sensor

FSRs, and PVDFs

Bend sensors

Accelerometers

Gyroscopes

Ultrasound

Accelerometers

Accelerometers,
electric field, and
ultrasound

Sensor Output

FSRs: Resistance change corresponding to applied
force across the sensor, resulting from change in
displacement of the sensor. PVDFs: Voltage
change corresponding to dynamic pressure across
the sensor.

Resistance change corresponding to flexion angle,
resulting from strain of the sensor.

Voltage change corresponding to acceleration; sin-
gle integration of forward acceleration yields
velocity, double integration yields distance (inte-
gration occurs after correcting for gravitational
component).

Voltage change corresponding to angular velocity;
single integration yields angle of rotation.

Time of flight corresponding to distance.

Voltage change corresponding to acceleration;
double integration of lateral acceleration yields
distance.

Accelerometer: Voltage change corresponding to
acceleration; double integration of vertical acceler-
ation yields distance. Electric field: Capacitance
corresponding to distance. Ultrasound: Time of
flight of reflections, corresponding to distance.

3.2 Physical Implementation

In designing the GaitShoe hardware, the top-level functional requirements, as listed in

Section 1.3, were considered:

1. Effect no change in gait.

2. Characterize the motion of both feet.

3. Be untethered.

4. Allow the subject to use his or her own shoes.

The most important requirement is the first, so in order not to cause changes in the gait,

the hardware had to be small, compact and lightweight. Minimizing the weight is impor-

tant because it has been shown that subtle effects on the gait occur when the lower-extrem-

.
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ities are loaded with weights which are on the order of 1-2% (or greater) of the body

weight [64]. Therefore, by keeping the mass of the final prototype under 300 g, it is not

expected that the adult subjects would experience any change in gait due to the weight of

this system; 300 g is 1% of 30 kg (66 pounds); subject testing was carried out on adults, all

of whom weighed more than 45 kg (100 pounds).

Both shoes were instrumented, which satisfied FR2. To satisfy FR3, each shoe had its own

power supply, and a wireless transceiver, based on radio frequency (RF), was used to

transmit the data to a basestation connected to a laptop.

To meet FR4, the hardware was designed to be readily attachable to shoes and removable

without causing any damage; and to comply with FRI, the attachment to the shoes was

designed o not interfere with walking.

The design of the hardware needed to accommodate the sensors that must be located

beneath the foot, all of the electronics (including additional sensors), an antenna for the

wireless transmission, and the power supply. These requirements resulted in the design of

the GaitShoe system, as shown in Figure 3.1.

The GaitShoe system was comprised of two shoe modules and a basestation. Each shoe

module consisted of an instrumented insole placed beneath the foot, and an attachment

which mounted to the back of the shoe. The instrumented insoles contained the force sen-

sitive resistors, the polyvinylidene fluoride strips, one bend sensor, and part of the electric

field sensor; the other bend sensor was connected to the insole, but placed behind the shin

and held in place with an ankle strap, and an additional part of the electric field sensor was

placed underneath the shoe. The shoe attachments contained a "stack" of printed circuit

boards containing the IMU sensors, general electronics, the antenna, and the power sup-

ply, as well as the electronics and the hardware for the ultrasound sensor [65]. The

1. Another option for wireless data collection was to store the data on-board and download it later; however,
wireless transmission was selected since it allowed the data to be analyzed in real time.
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basestation received the data from both shoes, and transmitted the data to a computer via

the serial port. Each part of the GaitShoe system is described below.

PVI
Toe

i-irecional ena ensor Circuit Boards Power 
Dorsiflexion / Plantarflexion Circuit Boards, Power Sulv

/ RF Transceiver/Antenna, and:

- 3 Axes of Gyroscopes
Angular Velocity

- 3 Axes of Accelerometers
Linear Acceleration

- Ultrasound Sensor, Board to Board
Distance, angle between feet

FSRs (Force Sensitive Resistors)
Stride timing, left-to-right weight distribution

ride)

nd

Insole bend

i\A\.

ta from left and right shoes

Serial Data
= Connected to computer

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the GaitShoe system

3.2.1 The Stack

The electronics used a stacking platform initially developed by Ari Benbasat [66], and

redesigned to meet the requirements of the GaitShoe [65]. The idea was to make several

small printed circuit boards which can be stacked together, resulting in a compact volume,

rather than one large printed circuit board. The GaitShoe stack is shown in Figure 3.2.

- T -!-- - - - - - -- l - - -- 

------------- -------------
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Each individual circuit board contains sensors and electronics that meet a specific func-

tion; each board will be briefly discussed below, and the sensors and electronics are dis-

cussed in detail in the following sections.

Figure 3.2 The stack

The Main Board

The Main board contained the microcontroller, wireless transceiver, antenna connection,

and the connection for the inputs from the power board. It is shown in Figure 3.3 (attached

to the Power board). The Main board controlled the collection and transmission of the data

from all of the sensors.

o -i

3 

Figure 3.3 Photo of the front and back of the Main board
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The IMU Board

The inertial measurement unit (IMU) board contained the two dual-axis accelerometers,

and the three gyroscopes. The accelerometers and gyroscopes were oriented such that the

board was capable of measuring angular velocity and linear acceleration about three axes.

It is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Photo of the front and back of the IMU board

The Tactile Board

The Tactile board is shown in Figure 3.5. It contained all the electronics for the force sen-

sitive resistors, the bi-directional bend sensors, the polyvinylidene fluoride strips, and the

electric field sensors. The electric field sensors connected to a header via co-axial cable,

and plugged into the small receptacle at the side of the board. The rest of the sensors were

connected to a header via ribbon cable, and plugged into the large receptacle at the top of

the board.

Figure 3.5 Photo of the front and back of the Tactile board
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The Ultrasound Boards

The Ultrasound boards, designed by undergraduate Steven Dan Lovell, contained the elec-

tronics for the ultrasound sensor. As shown in Figure 3.6, there were two versions, one

each for the left and the right shoes. The ultrasound sensor measured the distance between

and the angle between the two feet. The left ultrasound board contained an ultrasound

transmitter and the corresponding electronics, and the right ultrasound board contained the

connections for two ultrasound receivers and the corresponding electronics.

Figure 3.6 Photos of the front and back of the transmit Ultrasound board for the right foot (right photos),
and the front and back of the receive Ultrasound board for the left foot (left photos)

The Power Board

The power board was developed to provide each GaitShoe system with an on-board power

supply. It contained connections for a +9 V battery, an on-off switch, indicator lights, a

fuse, voltage regulators for +3.3 V, +5 V, and +12 V, and a connector to transmit the

ground and power lines to the main board. It is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Photo of the front and back of the Power board

3.2.2 Insole Design

An insole was designed to accommodate the several sensors which were connected to the

electronics via ribbon cable, as described in Section 3.2.1: The Tactile Board. The insole,

shown in Figure 3.8 contained the four FSRs (yellow), the two PVDF strips (green), and

one of the bi-directional bend sensors (magenta). The insole provided a straightforward

method to position the sensors in the correct locations beneath the foot (see also

Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.8 Photograph of an insole sensor

The second bi-directional bend sensor was connected to the electronics via the same rib-

bon cable. It was placed between the back of the shoe and the shin, and attached to the

ankle with a nylon ankle-strap, as shown in Figure 3.9. The nylon ankle-strap was fitted

around the subject's ankle, and held the bend sensor against the ankle, so to minimize

buckling.
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Figure 3.9 Bend sensor in ankle strap

When the electric field sensor was used, a ground plane was placed on top of the insole,

and the driven shield of the electric field sensor was placed on the bottom of the insole; the

sensors of the electric field sensor were attached to the bottom of the shoe. The ground

plane, driven shield and electric field sensors used the smaller header to connect, as

described in Section 3.2.1; a cross section of the shoe showing the layout of all these parts

is shown in Figure 3.10.
t- Ground PlanePVC ( ___ __ _ ,-- Insole Sensors

(insulating),I <- Driven Shield

<- Shoe Sole

Figure 3.10 Cross section showing the electric field sensor components

To protect the insole sensors from the humid conditions of the shoe, the sensors were

enclosed between two 0.02 inch sheets of clear Type 1 polyvinyl chloride (PVC) heavy

duty film sheets. PVC sheets are rated to withstand humid and warm environments for up

to three years. Insoles could be made in multiple sizes; for testing, one size was used, and

sensors were moved to adjust for each subject's foot size.

3.2.3 Shoe Attachment

A shoe attachment was designed to hold the stack of printed circuit boards, the power

board, and the antenna. It was designed such that the bulk of the volume was located

behind the heel, so as to have a minimum effect on the gait. The attachment was made
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from 0.125 inch polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PTG) sheets. PTG is thermoformable,

machinable, and shatter-resistant.

Figure 3.11 Photos of three versions of the shoe attachment

Three versions of the shoe attachment, shown in Figure 3.11, were designed, both to

accommodate changes in the stack hardware and to improve the mechanical attachment.

On the far left is the first prototype, which had three large screws at the top to fasten the

attachment to the shoe. The middle photo is the second prototype, which had two screws

at the left and the right, and the power board was rotated to the side to decrease the length

of the attachment. The final prototype featured longer plastic hooks at the location of the

two set screws to help keep the attachment stable on the shoe, included a mounting point

for the antenna, and improved alignment between the main stack and the power board.

Both the second prototype and the final prototype had a plastic loop at the bottom of the

attachment, through which fishing line was threaded, looped under the shoe, and tied to

the laces, to reduce motion of the attachment during heel strike. The left and right attach-

ments of the final prototype are shown in Figure 3.12 (directions for fabricating the attach-

ments are in Appendix D.3).

The attachment was designed for walking shoes. The plastic loops pulled the flexible shoe

material of the walking shoes away from the foot, so that the plastic loops did not rub

against the foot. The top of the shoe attachment was at the same height as the back of the

shoe, which helped to keep the shin from hitting the electronics while walking. As most

walking shoes have a large heel, the height of the shoe attachment was short in relation to

the shoe height, which resulted in a large clearance between the bottom of the shoe attach-

I

N
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ment and the floor, and helped to keep the attachment from hitting the floor while walking.

The mounting points for the antennas were on the outside of each foot, in order to not

affect the clearance between the two feet.

Figure 3.12 Final prototype of the GaitShoe attachment

The attachments are shown on a pair of shoes in Figure 3.13. The fishing line which held

the bottom of the attachment against the shoe and was tied through the eyelets is visible on

the side of the shoes. The co-axial cable connected to the electric field sensors on the bot-

tom of the shoe is visible on the left shoe.

Figure 3.13 Photo of the GaitShoe system on two shoes

The fishing line helped to diminish vibration of the shoe attachment as a result of heel

strike. Figure 3.13 shows the output of the accelerometers when the heel of an empty shoe

is hit against the floor. The accelerometers demonstrate an excitation frequency around

20 Hz, which is quickly damped.

I -
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Figure 3.14 Accelerometer response to impact at heel

3.2.4 The Basestation

The final component of the GaitShoe system was the basestation. The basestation con-

sisted of a metal box, with an antenna mounted externally. Inside the metal box was a

main board, a power board, and a programming board (described in Appendix D. 1.5) con-

taining a MAX233 serial converter chip, to send the data to a laptop or desktop computer

via the serial cable. The basestation is shown in Figure 3.15; on the outside of the box are

a power switch, indicator lights, and a female DB-9 connector for the serial cable. In addi-

tion, a BNC connector provided a method of input from the MGH Biomotion Lab equip-

ment via an optoisolated trigger connected to an input pin on the microcontroller.

Figure 3.15 Photo of the basestation
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3.3 Sensor Specifications

This section discusses each sensor, including an overview of the working principle of the

sensor, and the signal conditioning and implementation used in the GaitShoe system.

Schematics of each sensor implementation are included and analyzed, and a table summa-

rizing relevant parameters of each sensor (as provided by the manufacturers) is included;

sensitivities, zero offsets, and cutoff frequencies refer to the output after any conditioning

electronics shown in the schematics.

Bandwidth Requirements

The average step rate of adults is just under 120 steps per minute, which corresponds to a

stride frequency of 1 Hz. The harmonic content of seven leg and foot markers was ana-

lyzed, and 99.7% of the signal power was found to be contained below 6 Hz [67]. In addi-

tion, it has been shown that if data is collected at 24 Hz, there will be negligible errors in

the kinetic and energy analyses for normal gait speeds [68]; however, for kinematic analy-

sis, a higher sampling rate, such as 50 Hz or above, may be necessary to capture all the

information [69]. Thus, the sensors in the GaitShoe were all selected and set such that the

low-pass cutoff frequencies (the 3 dB bandwidths) were greater than 25 Hz.

3.3.1 Accelerometer

The accelerometer selected for use in this application was the ADXL202E, a dual axis lin-

ear accelerometer from Analog Devices. The ADXL202E is a small, low-power, micro-

electro-mechanical system (MEMS) accelerometer, and acceleration measurements have a

full-scale range of ±2g.

Two of these dual-axis accelerometers were used, oriented1 perpendicularly to each other.

This resulted in a single measurement along each of two axes, and in duplicate measure-

1. The relative orientation between the two accelerometers, in the plane defined by the axis in one acceler-
ometer corresponding to the vertical axis, and the axis in the second accelerometer corresponding to the
horizontal axis, was determined using the gravitational vector, as described in Section 4.4.2.
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ments along the third axis; one of the measurements along the duplicate axis was dis-

carded.

Working Principle

The ADXL202E is constructed using a surface micro-machining process. The proof mass

is suspended above the substrate by polysilicon springs, and can move in two perpendicu-

lar axes. Along each of the four sides of the square proof mass are eight sets of fingers

which are positioned between plates affixed to the substrate; each finger and pair of plates

results in a differential capacitor. When subjected to acceleration, the proof mass moves

from its neutral position. Changes in the differential capacitances correspond to deflection

of the proof mass due to acceleration [70].

This type of accelerometer measures both dynamic acceleration (resulting from shock,

vibration, linear motion, or other types of motion), and static acceleration (resulting from

gravity). Thus, for analysis of acceleration due only to linear motion, the orientation of the

accelerometer must be determined so that the gravity contribution can be subtracted from

the total output.

Implementation

The ADXL202E provides the acceleration output as either a digital duty-cycle or an ana-

log voltage. The analog output was used in the final design1 of the IMU board. Figure 3.16

shows the schematic of the circuitry used for one of the accelerometers, Figure 3.17 shows

the placement of the components for both ADXL202E sensors on the IMU board, and

Table 3.2 lists relevant parameters for this implementation. The bandwidth was limited

externally by adding 47 nF capacitors, C1 and C2, at the Xfilt and Yfilt pins, resulting in a

cutoff frequency of 100 Hz. A 0.1 IF capacitor, C3, was placed between the Vdd pin and

ground to decouple the 3.3 V power supply. A ferrite bead, R 6, was placed between the

1. An earlier implementation used the duty-cycle output, but timing the duty-cycle with the microcontroller
was very time-intensive (the shortest duty-cycle available was 1 ms), so the analog output was used in the
final version to enable fast data acquisition (the other sensor outputs are all analog, as well).
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power supply and the Vdd pin to further reduce digital noise (as recommended when a

microcontroller shares the power supply; a 1 OOQ resistor can also be used if a ferrite bead

is unavailable). The resistor, R 5, at pin 2 was provided for the duty cycle converter and

was set to 125 k.Q (a resistor under 10 MQ is recommended to keep the duty cycle con-

verter running, even when the analog output is used).
+a3 V +1 V

C4

loi_YNCMLY 

Figure 3.16 Schematic of the ADXL202E

Figure 3.17 Photo of the IMU board, with the ADXL202E components highlighted

The Xfilt and Yfilt pins have an output impedance of 32 k.Q; since they cannot directly

drive a load, the output of each pin was buffered by a non-inverting op-amp follower. The

relationship between the voltage, Vfilt, on pin Xfilt, and the output voltage from the op-

amp, Vout, is described by Eq. 3.1, where Vef is the voltage supplied to the inverting input
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through R1 . The two resistors, R1 and R2 , were both set to 10 k, for a gain of 2. The refer-

ence voltage, Vref, was set to 1.6V, in order to keep the output centered around 1.6 V. The

1.6 V was provided through use of a voltage divider connected to the 3.3 V power supply;

the 3.3 V was divided via a 200 kQ potentiometer, RV, and buffered by a non-inverting

op-amp with a gain of 1.

Vout= (1 + (Vfilt- ef Vref (3.1)

Capacitor C5, in parallel with R 2, reduces extraneous noise, with a cutoff frequency of

160 Hz. The same is true for the output from pin Yfilt. Finally, the power pin on the op-

amp has a 0.1 gF capacitor, C4, to minimize noise from the power supply; the voltage

divider which provides the 1.6 V also has two 0.1 gF capacitors, C7 and C8, to reduce

noise in the supply line [71].

TABLE 3.2 Relevant parameters of the Analog Devices ADXL202E accelerometer [71]

Parameter

Measurement range

Sensitivity

Zero offset

Cutoff frequency

Resonant frequency

Nonlinearity

Temperature sensitivity

Noise floor

RMS noise

Peak-to-peak noise estimate

Quiescent supply current

Power draw

Shock survival

Package size

Package weight

Value

±2g

Typical: 377.5 mV/g, min: 313.0 mV/g, max: 452.5 mV/g

Typical: 1.65 V, min: 1.0 V, max: 2.3 V

100 Hz

10 kHz

0.2% full scale

2.0 mg/°C from 25°C

Typical: 200 g/gNHz rms, max: 1000 pug//Hz rms

Typical: 2.5 mg

95% probability: 10.1 mg

Typical: 0.6 mA, Max: 1.0 mA

Typical: 1.98 mW

Up to 1000g while unpowered, up to 500g while powered

5 mm x 5 mm, 2 mm tall

<1.0 grams
l

--
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3.3.2 Gyroscopes

Two types of MEMS vibrating rate gyroscopes were used in this application: the Murata

ENC-03J gyroscope, and the Analog Devices ADXRS 150 gyroscope. The ADXRS 150 is

a yaw gyroscope, meaning it measures rotation about the axis perpendicular to the plane of

the sensor. In contrast, the ENC-03J measures rotation about the long axis in the plane of

the sensor. In order to measure rotation about three axes on one flat circuit board, two

ENC-03J gyroscopes were placed nominally perpendicularlyl to each other, with the

ADXRS 150 placed in the same plane.

Working Principle

Both types of gyroscopes measure angular velocity through use of a vibrating element and

the Coriolis effect. When rotation is applied to a vibrating element, conservation of angu-

lar momentum results in a secondary oscillation orthogonal to both the axis of vibration

and the axis of rotation (this is the Coriolis effect). The magnitude of this secondary oscil-

lation is proportional to the magnitude of the rate of rotation [72].

In the Murata ENC-03J, the vibrating element is a piezoelectric ceramic prism, which is

supported such that it can move freely within the plane normal to its long axis. The prism

is driven at its resonant frequency by a piezoelectric transducer. When rotation occurs

about the long axis of the prism, the resulting secondary oscillation is measured by a sec-

ond piezoelectric transducer. This type of system is susceptible to external vibrations. To

minimize resonant coupling when two of these sensors are placed in close proximity to

each other, Murata sells an "A" and a "B" version, which have slightly different resonant

frequencies [73].

In the Analog Devices ADXRS 150, the vibrating element is a polysilicon structure. This

structure consists of a mass tethered to an inner frame, which is tethered to the substrate.

The mass is allowed to move freely only along the axis of vibration, and the inner frame is

1. The relative orientation between the gyroscopes was not explicitly determined.
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allowed to move freely only along the axis normal to the axis of vibration. The inner frame

has fingers positioned between plates affixed to the substrate. When rotation occurs about

the axis orthogonal to the plane of the polysilicon structure, the resulting secondary oscil-

lation between the inner frame and the substrate can be measured by the changes in capac-

itance between the fingers on the inner frame and the plates on the substrate. In addition,

the ADXRS 150 has two of these structures, placed adjacent to each other, but operating in

anti-phase. By examining the differential signal from the two structures, the conditioning

electronics contained within the chip are able to reject common-mode signals unrelated to

the angular rate, such as external shocks and vibrations [74] [75].

Implementation of the Murata ENC-03J Gyroscope

Two Murata ENC-03J sensors were used, one type A and one type B. The ENC-03J sensor

is a dual-inline-pins (DIP) style package, and has been replaced by ENC-03M which is a

surface-mount part. The Murata data sheets indicate that the ENC-03M is a direct replace-

ment for the ENC-03J, with the same specifications other than size and weight (the hard-

ware developed for this thesis includes a footprint for the ENC-03M within the footprint

for the ENC-03J, as discussed in Appendix D. 1.1; the ENC-03J was used in all testing).
+3.3 V

Figure 3.18 Schematic of the ENC-03J

Figure 3.19 Photo of the IMU board, with the Murata ENC-03J components highlighted

-
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The schematic for the implementation of one of the ENC-03J sensors is shown in

Figure 3.18. Figure 3.19 shows the placement of the components for both ENC-03J sen-

sors on the IMU board, and the relevant parameters are listed in Table 3.3. The output was

buffered by an op-amp follower, in an inverting configuration. The relationship between

the output voltage of the sensor, Vsens, and the output voltage from the op-amp, V t, is

described by Eq. 3.2, where Vref is the voltage supplied to the inverting input through R1 .

While the op-amp was used in the inverting configuration, the output was always positive

since Vref, the zero-offset of the sensor provided by the ENC-03J, kept the output centered.

Resistor R I was set to 10 kQ and resistor R 2 was set to 15 k2, for a gain of 1.5. Capacitor

C2, in parallel with R2, reduced extraneous noise, with a cutoff frequency of 106 Hz (the

sensor itself has a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz). The power pin on the op-amp had a 0.1 F

capacitor, C1 , to minimize noise from the power supply [73].

R2
Vut- R ( Vsens - Vref) + Vret (3.2)

TABLE 3.3 Relevant parameters of the Murata ENC-03J gyroscope [73]

Parameter Value

Measurement range + 300°/sec

Sensitivity 0.37 mV/°/sec

Zero offset 1.65 V

Cutoff frequency 50 Hz

Nonlinearity A 5% full scale

Temperature sensitivity i 20% at -5 or +75°C

Current consumption Max: 5 mA

Power draw Max: 16.3 mW

Package size 15.44 mm x 8 mm, 4.3 mm tall (not including pins)

Package weight <1.0 grams
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Implementation of the Analog Devices Gyroscope

The Analog Devices ADXRS 150 used in the GaitShoe system was an early demo version,

and was a sixteen pin DIP package. The ADXRS150 is now available for purchase as a

surface mount part, and has nearly identical specifications to the demo part used, other

than size and weight (Appendix D. 1.1 shows the pin-to-pin mappings between the two

versions). All specifications and operating parameters in this chapter correspond to the

demo version.

R2
5 kOh
Pt

Figure 3.20 Schematic of the ADXRS150

Figure 3.21 Photo of the IMU board, with the ADXRS 150 components highlighted

The implementation of the ADXRS150 is shown in Figure 3.20, Figure 3.21 shows the

placement of the components for the ADXRS150 on the IMU board, and Table 3.4 lists

the relevant parameters. The ADXRS150 required a 5 V power supply, and was the only

---
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sensor in the system to use 5 V. Capacitors Cl , C2, and C3 were set as specified (22 nF,

22 nF, and 47 nF, respectively) in the data sheet, and had to be located close to their

respective pins, as these capacitors were used in the charge pump that provided 16 V for

the electrostatic resonator. Capacitors C4 and C5 were each set to 0.1 gF, as specified, and

also needed to be placed as near their respective pins as possible; these capacitors were

used to minimize noise injection from the charge pump into the supply voltage. Capacitor

C6 was set to 0.1 gF, as recommended, to set the cutoff frequency before the final amplifi-

cation stage to 400 Hz (35%, due to tolerances of two internal resistors). This low pass

filter served to eliminate high frequency artifacts prior to the final amplification. Capacitor

C7 was set to 0.1 gF, and resistor R1 was set to 100 k, in order to set the bandwidth and

adjust the measurement range of the sensor. Resistor R 1 was in parallel with an internal

resistor, Rout internal resulting in an effective Rout = 64.3 kO This resulted in a cutoff fre-

quency for this sensor of 25 Hz. By reducing Rout by approximately a third (as compared

to Rout internal), the sensitivity was decreased by approximately a third, and the measure-

ment range was increased by approximately a third. The output of the sensor was divided

via a potentiometer, R2, such that the resulting output was centered around 1.65 V, with a

full-scale range from 0 - 3.3 V. Finally, the output was buffered by a non-inverting op-amp

follower with a gain of 1, and capacitor C8 was set to 0.1 gF to reduce noise into the op-

amp from the power supply [75].

3.3.3 Force Sensitive Resistors

Two sizes of force sensitive resistors (FSRs) manufactured by Interlink Electronics were

used, FSR-402, which has a circular sensing area with a diameter of 12.7 mm, and

FSR-400, which has a circular sensing area with a diameter of 5 mm. Two of the FSR-400

sensors were placed underneath the heel pad, one medially and the other laterally. One of

the FSR-402 sensors was placed underneath the first metatarsal head, and a second

FSR-402 sensor was placed underneath the fifth metatarsal head.
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TABLE 3.4 Relevant parameters of the Analog Devices ADXRS 150 gyroscope [75]

Parameter

Measurement range

Sensitivity

Zero offset

Cutoff frequency

Resonant frequency

Nonlinearity

Temperature sensitivitya

Rate noise density

Quiescent supply current

Power draw

Shock survival

Value

+420 °/sec

Typical 2.9 mV/°/sec, min: 2.8 mV/°/sec, max: 3.2 mV/°/sec

Typical: 1.65 V, min: 1.4 V, max: 1.8 V

25 Hz

16 kHz

0.1% full scale

Min: 4.2 mV/°/sec, max: 4.9 mV/°/sec

0.05°/sec/ IFz

Typical: 5.0 mA, Max: 8.0 mA

Typical: 25 mW

Up to 30,000g while unpowered, up to 500g while powered

a. Greatest deviations from initial value at 25C to worst case value at Tmin or Tmax.

Working Principle

A force sensitive resistor is a type of sensor which experiences a decrease in electrical

resistance when force is applied orthogonally to the active area of the sensor. Though less

accurate than a load cell, FSRs are generally inexpensive, and when manufactured from

polymers, the typical thickness is on the order of 0.25 mm [76].

The FSRs manufactured by Interlink Electronics are polymer-based sensors, and consist

of three layers. The lowest layer is a flexible substrate which has been coated with a print-

able semi-conductor material. The middle layer is a spacer adhesive, with material only

along the outline of the part, providing an open region at the active area of the device. The

top layer is a flexible substrate, printed with interdigitating electrodes and two printed

leads which connect to solder tabs. The active area of the sensor is the area containing the

electrodes. FSR-400 uses a 0.10 mm layer of polyethersulfone for the top and bottom lay-

ers, with a 0.05 mm layer of acrylic for the spacer. FSR-402 uses a 0.13 mm layer of poly-

etherimide for the top and bottom layers, with a 0.15 mm layer of acrylic for the spacer.

Polyethersulfone is a transparent substrate which has excellent temperature resistance,

I -
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moderate chemical resistance, and good flexibility. Polyetherimide, on the other hand, is a

semi-transparent substrate which has excellent temperature resistance, excellent chemical

resistance, and limited flexibility [77].

The semi-conductor material on the lowest layer provides an electrical connection

between the sets of interdigitating electrodes. Without any force applied, the adhesive pro-

vides an air gap between the semi-conductor and the electrodes, so the resistance across

the sensor is high. When force is applied across the active area, the electrodes are pressed

into the semi-conductor, which reduces the resistance across the sensor.

If the sensor is bent, local changes along the line of bending may result in a decrease in

resistance, which would cause a false reading of applied force. Changes in temperature

and humidity can also affect the output of the FSR.

Implementation

A voltage divider was used to measure the change in resistance of the FSRs. The circuit

implemented is shown in Figure 3.22. Figure 3.23 shows the placement of the components

for all four FSRs on the Tactile board, and relevant parameters of the FSRs used are listed

in Table 3.5. The same values of resistors were used for both the FSR-400 and the

FSR-402 sensors. To lower the impedance of the signal, the output of the voltage divider

was followed by a bipolar junction transistor (BJT), in the typical npn configuration, used

as an emitter follower; there was a 0.6 V voltage drop across the BJT. As shown, a 1 kQ

resistor, R 1, was used in the voltage divider, and a 10 k.Q resistor, R2, was placed between

the emitter and the ground. The relationship between the FSR output, V,, t, and the resis-

tance of the FSR, RFSR, is described by Eq., where R 1 is 1 kQ and VCc is 3.3 V.

Vout = (R R )sR Vc -0.6V (3.3)
RFSR
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:FS Output

FS

Figure 3.22 Schematic of the FSR

Figure 3.23 Photo of the Tactile board, with the FSR components highlighted

TABLE 3.5 Relevant parameters of the Interlink FSR-400 and FSR-402 [77]

Parameter

Force sensitivity range

Pressure sensitivity range

Part-to-part repeatability

Single part repeatability

Cutoff frequency

Device rise time

Resolution

Current consumption

Power draw

Lifetime

Package size

Value

<100 g to >10 kg, depending on mechanics

<0.1 kg/cm2 to >10 kg/cm 2, depending on mechanics

+15% to +t25% of established nominal resistancea

-2% to -5% of established nominal resistancea

500 Hz

1-2 msec

0.5% full scale

FSR-400: 0.2 mA, FSR-402: 1.3 mA

FSR-400: 0.66 mW, FSR-402: 4.3 mW

>10 million actuations

FSR-400: 7.5 mm x 38.1 mm, 0.30 mm thickness
FSR-402: 18.3 mm x 54.1 mm, 0.46 mm thickness

a. With a repeatable actuation system.

-
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3.3.4 Bend Sensors

The bend sensors used were the FLX-01, manufactured by The Images Company. Each

FLX-01 is 11.4 cm long and 0.64 cm wide, with a thickness of 0.5 mm. One bi-directional

bend sensor was located in the insole to measure the flexion at the metatarsal-phalangeal

joint, and the other was placed between the shin and the back of the shoe to measure the

dorsi-/plantar- flexion of the foot.

Working Principle

The bend sensors work in a manner similar to the FSRs: the resistance through the sensor

changes as the sensor is actuated. However, instead of having interdigitating electrodes,

the electrodes are printed linearly along the length of the sensor. When the bend sensor is

bent in the direction which lengthens the spacing between the printed electrodes, the resis-

tance increases (bending in the direction which shortens the spacing has a negligible effect

on the resistance). When unbent at 00, the nominal resistance of the sensor is 10 KaZ and

when bent to 900 in the direction of sensitivity, the resistance is on the order of 30-40 KQ

Since each individual bend sensor measures bend in only one direction, two sensors were

used in pairs, such that their sensitive bending directions would complement each other,

resulting in a measuring range of ± 180°, as shown in Figure 3.24. A differential circuit

was used to combine the outputs, in order to provide an output corresponding to the bi-

directional bend.

Figure 3.24 Bend sensors shown back to back

Implementation

The differential circuit implemented to combine the individual uni-directional bend sensor

outputs into a bi-directional bend output is shown in Figure 3.25, Figure 3.26 shows the

placement of the components for both bi-directional bend sensors on the Tactile board,

and relevant parameters of the FLX-01 are listed in Table 3.6. A voltage divider was used

I,zz -.l
-"z s~~j
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to measure the change in resistance of each individual bend sensor, with resistors R1 and

R2 each set to 20 kQ. The outputs from each voltage divider were then combined through

an op-amp set as a differential amplifier. The relationship between the bi-directional bend

output, Vo t, and the resistance of the bend sensors, RA and RB, is described by Eq. 3.4,

where R1 is 10 kQ and V is 3.3 V (note R3 = R l , R4 = R2 , and R 7 = R8). Since R2 is

100 kQ and R 8 is 220 k•Z there is a gain of 2.2 across the op-amp. Assuming the bend sen-

sors are well-matched when flat, the output is centered around 1.65 V, with the output

greater than 1.65 V when bend sensor B is bent in its sensitive direction, and less than

1.65 V when bend sensor A is bent in its sensitive direction. Capacitor C1, in parallel with

R3, reduces extraneous noise, with a cutoff frequency of 154 Hz.

R8 R RA V"Vc c+cc + 2(3.4)
Out R2 RB + R RA + R C 

C1

BendSensor A

BendSensor B

OtpUt

Figure 3.25 Schematic of the bi-directional bend sensor

--- _ --
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Figure 3.26 Photo of the Tactile board, with the bi-directional bend sensor components highlighted

TABLE 3.6 Relevant parameters of The Images Co. FLX-0 1 [78]

Parameter Value

Angle sensitivity range 0° to 900

Cutoff frequency 154 Hz

Package size 11.4 cm x 0.64 cm, 0.5 mm thickness

3.3.5 Polyvinylidene Fluoride Strips

Two polyvinylidene fluoride strips, part LDTO made by Measurement Specialities, were

used to measure the dynamic force applied across the sensor. One was placed under the

heel and the other was placed under the great toe.

Working Principle

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is a manufactured polymer that can be poled to become a

a piezoelectric material. Piezoelectric materials have somewhat of a crystalline structure

(PVDF is a semi-crystalline homopolymer) which generates an charge difference when

subjected to stress. While a piezoelectric material is electrically neutral at rest, stress

deforms the crystalline structure such that the dipoles align and a polarity develops along

one axis, resulting in a net charge expressed across the structure; this is a reversible physi-

cal phenomenon [79].

The LDTO has a thin film of PVDF laminated between two electrodes; forces applied to

this sensor result in stress across the piezoelectric material. The electrical equivalent of

this sensor is a voltage source in series with a capacitor, with a shunting leakage resistor.
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The capacitance of the LDTO is on the order of 400 pF, and the leakage resistor is very

large (on the order of 1012 - 1014 Q), which means that the sensor has a very high output

impedance at low frequency. Piezoelectric sensors are typically interfaced with matching

charge amplifiers, or voltage amplifiers with high input resistances [76] [80].

Implementation

The circuit implemented for the PVDF strips provides an output corresponding to

dynamic force, and is shown in Figure 3.27. Figure 3.28 shows the placement of the com-

ponents for both PVDF strips on the Tactile board, and relevant parameters of the PVDF

strips used are listed in Table 3.7.

Oitpt

Figure 3.27 Schematic of the PVDF strips

Figure 3.28 Photo of the Tactile board, with the PVDF strip components highlighted

The output from the PVDF strip was connected to the gate of an n-channel junction field-

effect transistor (JFET). The JFET was used as a source follower, with a source resistor,

R 3, set to 10 k.Q; JFETs have extremely low leakage current, which results in a high input

~ __ -
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impedance, as necessary for buffering the PVDF strip. When the PVDF strip was bent by

a force, it generated a voltage difference across its capacitance, which biased the JFET,

and caused current to flow from the drain to the source, proportionally increasing the volt-

age at the "PVDF output," as labeled in Figure 3.27. The PVDF strip was shunted by two

resistors in series, R 1 and R2, each set to 10 MQ for a total resistance of 20 Mi. This

shunt attenuated low frequency drift from charge buildup on the piezo strip, and this atten-

uation resulted in an output signal that corresponded to dynamic changes in the force

applied across the sensor. The (first-order, high-pass) cutoff frequency for the system was

20 Hz, and was determined by resistors R1 and R2 (20 MQ total) and the LDTO capacitor

(-400 pF). The shunt capacitor, C1 (330 pF), provided a frequency-independent attenua-

tion of the piezo's signal.

TABLE 3.7 Relevant parameters of the Measurement Specialties LDTO PVDF strip [80]

Parameter Value

High-pass cutoff frequency 20 Hz

Package size 25.0 mm x 13.0 mm, 0.15 mm thickness

3.3.6 Electric Field Sensor

An electric field sensor was developed during the latter part of the project, using an elec-

tric field imaging device manufactured by Motorola, part MC33794DH, for occupant

detection in automotive seat applications [81]. This sensor was used in testing to measure

the height of the heel above floor via capacitive coupling. Another electrode was later con-

figured to measure the height of the toes/metatarsals above the floor.

Working Principle

An electric field sensor measures the capacitive coupling between an electrode at an oscil-

lating potential and other electrodes or grounds [63]. When an object moves into the elec-

1. The use of two resistors allowed for more flexibility in setting the total resistance, as surface mount resis-
tors in the high MQ range were only available in a small number of discrete values.
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tric field created by the oscillating electrode, it increases the capacitive loading of the

electrode and changes the intrinsic capacitive coupling between the electrode and its envi-

ronment. For measuring the height of the foot above the floor, both the transmitting elec-

trode and the ground were placed on the bottom of the shoe. When the foot is "high" off

the floor, all of the electric field lines emanating from the sensing electrode will shunt to

ground via Co. As depicted in Figure 3.29, the system (and the measurements presented in

Section 4.8) consisted of two electrodes: an active sensing electrode partly surrounded by

another electrode at local ground. When the foot is far off the floor, the capacitive loading

is dominated by the intrinsic coupling between the sensing electrode and the ground elec-

trode (CO), as dictated by their geometry. As the foot nears the floor, however, the conduc-

tive and dielectric property of the flooring (RF II CF) becomes increasingly significant,

through the series chain of CFE to RF I CF to CF and eventually dominates the intrinsic

capacitance CO when the foot is in contact with the floor. By measuring this change, the

height of the foot above the floor can be estimated.

0

C°
'T FE

Figure 3.29 Schematic showing electrode coupling to both the ground and the floor

A second electrode configuration, developed after subject testing, consisted of circular

electrodes on the bottom of the shoe, with a driven shield layer in the insole and a ground

layer above the driven shield (the insole with the other sensors was located between the

driven shield and the ground layer), as depicted in Figure 3.30. The driven shield effec-

tively prevents coupling between the sensing electrode and the ground electrode, resulting

in a larger measurement output range.
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ground electrode I
-- |driven shield I

I sensing electrode
\

CFG = CE
\ I

Figure 3.30 Schematic showing the second electrode configuration coupling to the floor

The MC33794DH drives the electrodes by generating a sine wave at 120 kHz, and mea-

suring the capacitive coupling by detecting the load current. The sine wave has very low

harmonic content, to reduce interference with other systems, and the frequency of the sine

wave is adjustable via an external resistor. Up to nine electrodes can be driven by the

MC33794DH; one electrode is selected at a time, by a 4 bit digital address, and the unse-

lected electrodes are all grounded. To measure the capacitance on the selected electrode,

the load current is converted to a DC level, filtered by an external capacitor, and multi-

plied and offset, resulting in an output range from 1.0 V to 4.0 V.

The MC33794DH also includes a shield driver, which provides a signal that follows the

sinusoidal signal on the selected sensing electrode. This signal can be used to drive shield-

ing electrodes that prevent coupling to nearby grounds. It can also be used to drive the

shield on a co-axial cable connecting a sensing electrode. This effectively nulls the intrin-

sic capacitance of the co-axial cable, keeping measurement of the capacitance of the elec-

trode minimally affected. In addition, a driven shield layer, constructed of an additional

PVC insole lined with copper tape, and connected to the driven shield, was placed beneath

the GaitShoe insole, to shield the sensing electrode from loading by the insole sensors.

Implementation

The circuit implemented for the MC33794DH is shown in Figure 3.31, Figure 3.32 shows

the placement of the components on the Tactile board, and relevant parameters of the
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MC33794DH are listed in Table 3.7. Due to its automotive legacy, this sensor required a

+ 12 V input, and was the only component to require + 12 V.

14 4 F 1- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V-CC PWVR
CpSheld 
El .1 ~V
C~ShLd V DD

985W, VDM62 ~~~~5E2 5 NC C
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~~~~~~~~~~~E835 3~~~~~~~~~6
E61 5 E~~~6
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CCN10 
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Figure 3.31 Schematic of the electric field sensor

Figure 3.32 Photo of the Tactile board, with the electric field components highlighted

The configuration of the electrode, as used to measure the height above the floor for the

last few subjects during subject testing, is shown in Figure 3.33. The capacitive tape along

the perimeter of the shoe is connected to the ground of the +9 V battery, and the inner strip

is connected to electrode E2 (the driven shield within the shoe shown in Figure 3.10 was

not used with this electrode configuration). The second configuration, developed after

subject testing, including two sensing electrodes, is shown Figure 3.34.

The various capacitors and resistors were set as recommended in the data sheet. Resistor

R33 was set to 39 kM, which set the frequency of the sine wave to 120 kHz. Capacitor C11

was the external capacitor which filtered the receiver multiplexer signal, and was set to

10 nF, which allowed in a 99% settling time for the detector output in under 5.0 ms1.

I

I
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Figure 3.33 Example of an electrode set up on the bottom of a shoe to measure heel height

Figure 3.34 Example of two electrode set up on the bottom of a shoe to measure heel and toe height.

Capacitors C9 and Clo were set to 10 pF and 100 pF respectively; these capacitors served

as external reference capacitors, which allowed a method for determining the absolute

capacitance on a selected electrode. Capacitor C8 was set to 47 pF, C12 was set to 0.1 gF,

and C7 was set to 4.7 gF, all for filtering noise from the power lines. The "ground plane"

pad connected to the circuit board ground at pin 20 was placed underneath the

MC33794DH, and soldered to its heat sink. The heat sink was designed into this chip for

its other applications (e.g., as a lamp driver); the capacitive sensing function consumes

very little power, and does not actually require the heat sink.

1. All sensors on each shoe are sampled at 75 Hz, or, every 13.4 msec. The microcontroller turned each
electrode on, and paused before measuring the output, in order to allow the output to settle.

dil
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Jumper pads RJ1 - RJ 6 were used to allow the microcontroller to set the multiplexer and

select the electrodes. To select two of the electrodes connected to the small receptacle

shown in Figure 3.32 (e.g. for use with electrodes under the heel and the metatarsals), RJ 1

and RJ 3 were connected to pull each high and low via the local power supply and ground,

respectively, RJ2 and RJ4 were left open, and RJ5 and RJ6 were connected to the micro-

controller. Using the microcontroller, RJ6 was pulled low, and RJ5 was pulled low to select

the first electrode, and high to select the second electrode. Jumper pad RJ7 was connected

to provide the output signal directly to the microcontroller.

The driven shield was used to drive the co-axial shield on the cables connecting the elec-

trodes to the header pins. The driven shield was also used, in lieu of a ground plane, on the

printed circuit board in the areas surrounding the header connections and the lines con-

necting the headers to the MC33794DH chip, to further shield the electric pins from any

stray capacitance or noise on the board. In addition, the driven shield signal was routed to

capacitive tape which formed a shield beneath the insole, to prevent any noise or load

capacitance from the insole sensors from interfering with the sensing electrodes on the

bottom of the shoe.

TABLE 3.8 Relevant parameters of the Motorola MC33794DH [82]

Parameter Value

Measurement range Typical: 10 pF - 100 pF

Sensitivity Typical: 30 pF / V

99% settling time Max: 5 ms

Cutoff frequency Max: 200 Hz

Electric field frequency 120 kHz

Package size 14 mm x 16 mm; 3 mm tall

------ I----`
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3.3.7 Ultrasound Sensor

An ultrasound sensor was developed during the latter part of this research, by Mr. Lovell.

The implementation and sample results are available in Appendix E. The ultrasound sen-

sor was configured to measure the distance and the angle between the two shoes.

Working Principle

Ultrasound waves are mechanical acoustic waves at frequencies higher than can be heard

by human ears (humans can hear waves up to at most 20 kHz). Ultrasound sensors typi-

cally have a transmitter, which generates the waves, and a receiver, which is excited when

waves are encountered. Ultrasound waves travel at the speed of sound, so distances can be

determined by measuring the amount of time between the start of transmission and the

first incidence of reception. The speed of sound in dry air, at 20° C, is 331 m/s; this num-

ber does vary with temperature and humidity [76].

Earlier tests using two closely spaced receivers to detect phase difference (as in

monopulse sonar [83]) provided poor results, hence a large separation between receivers

was used with a time-difference-of-arrival method.

Figure 3.35 Ultrasound sensor for distance and angle between two shoes
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To measure the distance and relative position between the shoes using the time-difference-

of-arrival, a transmitter was placed on the right shoe, and two receivers were placed on the

left shoe, as shown in Figure 3.35. On the right shoe, the transmitter, shown in green, gen-

erated ultrasound waves at 40 kHz. On the left shoe, the ultrasound electronics measured

the time which elapsed before each of the receivers, shown in red, were first hit by the

ultrasound waves. These time measurements led to an estimate of the distances from the

transmitter to each of the receivers (A and B), and since the distance between the two

receivers (C) is known, 0 can be determined from the law of cosines, as described in

Eq. 3.5. If desired, the distance from the transceiver to an arbitrary point (at known posi-

tion in relation to A or B) and the corresponding angle from the horizontal, , can be deter-

mined from the geometrical relationship between the points.

A2 + B2 _ C 2
cos = A +B C (3.5)

2 AB

3.4 Additional Components

The additional hardware and circuits used in this system are described in this section.

Detailed part numbers and ordering information for all parts are listed in Appendix D.2.

3.4.1 Microcontroller

The microcontroller selected for the GaitShoe was the C8051 F206, manufactured by Cyg-

nal Integrated Products, Inc. The features of this 48 pin chip include its small size (8 mm x

8 mm, 1.20 mm thick), its on-board analog-to-digital convertor (ADC), and its low operat-

ing current (under 9 mA, typical). The analog-to-digital convertor features 12-bit resolu-

tion multiplexed in 32 channels, and has a net throughput of up to 100 kilosamples/sec

(ksps). The chip was clocked at 22.118 MHz, and therefore has just over 22 million-

instructions/sec (mips); the supply voltage provided was +3.3 V.

Figure 3.36 shows the implementation of the Cygnal C8051F206, as used in the GaitShoe

system, and Figure 3.37 shows the placement of the components on the Main board. A six
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pin JTAG programming header provided the ability to easily update the code on the chip

as needed. Pin 14 must be connected to ground when the Cygnal chip is first turned on, in

order to reset the ADC, so a manual switch was provided for this purpose. Pins 11 and 31

were connected to the 3.3 V power supply, each with 0.1 LF capacitors to minimize noise.

Five jumper pads (RJ 1 - RJ 5) were provided for future use with multiple stack boards;

these can be used to give each of 32 boards a unique identification number.

A voltage reference was included on the board, shown connected to pin 7. This can be

used to provide the C8051F206 with a reference voltage which is separate from the main

power line; however, the use of this part was not implemented in testing.

+3 V +3.3V
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Figure 3.36 SchematicoftheCygnal C805F206
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Figure 3.37 Photo of the main board, with the Cygnal C8051F206 components highlighted
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3.4.2 Radio Frequency Transceiver

A critical requirement of the design of the GaitShoe was that it be an untethered system.

Since the ability to use the GaitShoe for real time feedback was of strong interest, a wire-

less transceiver was required for data transmission.

Transceiver Hardware and Electronics

The wireless transceiver selected for use in this application was the DR3000-1 module,

manufactured by RF Monolithics, Inc. The DR3000-1 module contains RF Monolithics'

TR1000 amplifier-sequenced hybrid (ASH) transceiver on a daughter board, and was

designed specifically for short-range wireless applications in the radio frequency (RF)

range. The daughter board helps isolate the local ground from any noise on the main

ground line, and contains most of the capacitors, resistors and inductors used to operate

the TR1000. The TR1000 operates at 916.5 MHz, and transmits data at 115.2 kilobits/sec1

(kbps), using amplitude-shift keyed (ASK) modulation. Surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) fil-

tering is employed by the receiver (in two stages) to reject out-of-band noise and by the

transmitter to suppress2 output harmonics [85].

Figure 3.38 shows the schematic used for the DR3000-1, and Figure 3.37 shows the place-

ment of the components on the Main board. Signals CTRO, CTR1, and TXEN were set by

the microcontroller, to set the state (transmit or receive) of the transceiver. The microcon-

troller also sent signal TX, which contained the data to be transmitted. Signal RX was the

data received by the transceiver, and was sent to the microcontroller. The NAND gate was

implemented to ensure that pin 5 on the DR3000-1 was held low when the transceiver was

operating in receive mode. It was necessary to add a 22 gF capacitor across pins 7 and 8

1. Transmission at 115.2 kbps was selected so that the data could be converted to serial data, and transmitted
to the computer over the serial line.

2. SAW filters use the piezoelectric effect; a transducer at the input of the device converts electric waves
into surface acoustic waves. The acoustic waves then excite a half-wavelength resonant acoustic cavity
within the transducer, and this energy is coupled to a second resonant acoustic cavity (also of dimension
corresponding half-wavelength) transducer at the output, where the signal is converted back to electric
waves. Various methods of coupling are employed; SAW filters are commonly used in the telecommuni-
cations industry to suppress output harmonics [84].
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(Vcc and GND) in order to minimize noise from the power line [85]; this increased the

range of the system by from approximately 3 m to more than 15 m, during use in the MIT

Media Lab.

C _

-3.3 V

Figure 3.38 Schematic of the RF Monolithics DR3000-1

Figure 3.39 Photo of the Main board, with the components of the RF Monolithics DR3000-1 highlighted

The antenna used for most of the testing of the system1 was a helical whip 1/4-wave

antenna manufactured by Linx Technologies, Inc.; it has a female RP-SMA connector, and

is omni-directional. It was connected to the DR3000-1 daughter board via a connector

manufactured by Linx Technologies, which has a male RP-SMA connector with an 8.5"

1. A solid core wire cut to 8.2 cm in length (the 1/4 wavelength for 916.5 MHz) was used with the first three
subjects. However, the wire was continually hit by the equipment used by the MGH Biomotion Labora-
tory, which caused it to bend back and forth and eventually shear off. The helical whip antenna was found
to work nearly as well as the wire, and was more stable physically. Though it is recommended that it be
used with a proximity groundplane, a groundplane was not implemented in this version of the system;
doing so could improve the reliability of the wireless transmission.
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length of coaxial cable attached with heat shrink and strain relief. The voltage standing

wave ratio (VSWR) of this antenna is typically under 1.9.

RF Issues

RF Monolithics estimates that in the 916.5 MHz band, with transmission at 115.2 kbps,

the operating distance will be up to 65.3 m in free space or as low as 8.1 m in dense cubi-

cal office space. Additionally, it is important to note that UHF radiation is well absorbed

by the human body, particularly above 750 MHz, which will always be a confounding fac-

tor in optimizing such a wireless system.

The testing of the GaitShoe was carried out at the MGH Biomotion Laboratory (BML),

which contained a large quantity of electrical equipment. In addition, the equipment of

other residents in the building was unknown (for instance, some wireless phones operate

in the 900 MHz band), and temporary magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron

emission topography (PET) laboratories are often set up outside the building. These fac-

tors were likely contributors to the low transmission range achieved during testing: the

maximum range of the GaitShoe, while in use at the BML, was on the order of 3-5 m from

the basestation. In contrast, in use at the MIT Media Lab, the maximum range was on the

order of 15 m or more. However, the basestation was placed in the middle of the room at

the BML which provided sufficient length for collecting data during the entire gait trial.

The 12-bit output from the ADC was converted to two balanced (equal numbers of zeros

and ones) bytes, using the algorithm described in Appendix F.1. Error checking algo-

rithms, such as cyclic redundancy check (CRC), were not implemented, but are recom-

mended for future work with the GaitShoe.

3.4.3 Power

Several different voltages were needed in the GaitShoe system. While most of the hard-

ware used +3.3 V, the Analog Devices gyroscope (ADXRS 150) required +5 V, the Motor-

ola electric field imaging device (MC33794DH) required +12 V, and the ultrasound sensor
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required +9 V. To meet these requirements, and to allow the GaitShoe system to be unteth-

ered, a power board was developed, containing a replaceable +9 V battery and voltage

regulators. The voltage regulators were three different fixed voltage output versions of the

Analog Devices ADP1111 switching regulator. For fixed outputs of +3.3 V and +5 V, the

ADP 111 operated in step-down mode, and for the fixed output of +12 V, the ADP 1111

operated in step-up mode. In steady-state operation, the hardware on each GaitShoe

attachment drew a current just under 50 mA, while the basestation drew just under 15 mA

Figure 3.40 Schematic of the Power Board

The schematic showing the circuits on the power board is shown in Figure 3.40. As imple-

mented, R1, R 2, and R3 , were each set to 0 kQ (the resistor pads were included to provide
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the option to limit the current; this was unnecessary). The inductor values were selected

based on allowing the battery to reach a minimum voltage of 7V. Inductors are available in

a finite range of values, so the closest lower value was selected. This resulted in used (and

calculated) values of: L1 = 27 gH (30 lgH), L2 = 18 gH (19 gH), and L3 = 82 jgH (98 gH).

The direct battery output was used to provide the +9 V for the ultrasound sensor. To mini-

mize noise, each voltage line had a ceramic 0.1 gF capacitor, C8, C9, CO10, and C11, as well

as an electrolytic capacitor, C4, C5, C6, and C7; the electrolytic capacitors were set to

220 jgF on the +3.3 V and +5 V lines and 470 jgF on the +12 V and +9 V lines.

The power board also contained a MAX666 chip, which was used to detect when the bat-

tery level becomes low. The MAX666 pulls pin 7 high when the battery level is above the

threshold set by resistors Rlo and R 1, and low when the battery level falls below the

threshold. With Rlo = 2.7 MO and Rll = 12 MQ, the threshold was set at 7 V. The level of

pin 7 was provided as an output, and was connected to the +9 V battery source via a light

emitting diode (LED), L2, such that the LED was lit when the battery level fell below the

threshold of 7 V. This provided a visual indication that the battery level was low. A second

LED, L1, was located between the +9 V battery source and ground, which provided a

visual indication that the power board is turned on.

Finally, the power board also contained a resettable fuse, in series with the on-off switch,

and before the rest of the hardware. Although a +9 V battery cannot source enough current

for a shock to be felt through the skin, a fire or burn hazard from a short circuit remains a

possibility, hence, a fuse was included as a safety precaution. The fuse used was part MF-

SM030, a positive-temperature coefficient (PTC) polymer fuse manufactured by Bourns,

Inc. PTC polymers change from a low resistance to a very high resistance state in response

to a spike in current above the trip current level; PTC polymer fuses are resettable by

power cycling the device (and removing the cause of the high current). The MF-SM030

has a trip current of 0.6 mA.
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3.4.4 Other Components

An analog multiplexer from Analog Devices, part ADG608, was used for the collection of

data from multiple sensors. The ADG608 switches between each of eight inputs to a com-

mon output. Its features include a high switching speed (typical transition time to switch

inputs is 120 nsec), low power dissipation (1.5 gW, max), and a low on resistance (30 S,

max).

All op-amps used in the system were the Analog Devices OP262. The OP262 is a dual op-

amp, which has a low offset voltage (50 jtV, typical), low supply current (.5 mA, typical),

high slew rate (10 V/jLsec, typical) and low noise (0.5 pV peak-to-peak, typical). Nearly

all were operated at +3.3 V, except for the op-amps used in the ultrasound sensor circuits,

which were operated at +9 V.

In the basestation, the RS-232 driver used to convert the streaming wireless data to serial

data was a MAX233 chip, manufactured by Maxim. This chip runs on +5 V, and provides

the higher RS-232 voltage with a charge pump, hence it does not require any external

components.

A number of connectors were used in the GaitShoe system. The most critical selection was

the choice of connectors between the stacked printed circuit boards. These provided both

electrical interconnections, and some mechanical stability. The 26 total interconnections

were split between the two headers (14 for one, 12 for the other), which were located at

opposite corners. The connectors were Molex Milli-Grid shrouded headers and mating

receptacles, and were rated for 100 insertion cycles (reasonable for prototyping) 1. The net

names on the interconnections are shown in Figure 3.41.

1. The footprint of these connectors and the foot print of the RF Monolithics DR-3000-1 board (the largest
component) determined the basic size of the board: 4.5 cm x 3.7 cm, the smallest size which could
accommodate these three components. A smaller single connector with 26 pins wa originally used, which
allowed for a smaller board footprint, however, this connector was not robust enough when mounted on
the back of a shoe.
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INT

DIR7 sa 2 +3.3 ' 2
3 3
4 AO 

3.5 The GaitShoe System
DIR3 6 EN4
DIR2 x

DIRi 8 8

10 10
DIR 12 

INTl 14 CCN12

CCN14

Figure 3.41 Header interconnection net names

3.5 The GaitShoe System

The design of the GaitShoe has resulted in a wearable wireless system which can measure

a vast number of parameters about gait. A photo of the GaitShoe hardware on a pair of

shoes is shown in Figure 3.42, and the structure of the GaitShoe system is summarized in

a high-level block diagram in Figure 3.44. Figure 3.44 shows the (uncalibrated) outputs

across all the sensors used during the subject testing.

Figure 3.42 GaitShoe hardware
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Tactile Board
FSRs (4)

Bend Sensors (2) . $ $ 79 4 TRF

RF Monolithics RF Moonolithic
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Figure 3.43 High level block diagram of the GaitShoe system
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Chapter 4

SENSOR ANALYSIS

This chapter discusses the pre-processing applied to the GaitShoe data, the analysis tech-

niques and assumptions used, and presents an analysis of the output of all the sensors,

including calibration of the most relevant sensors. The outputs of the calibrated sensors in

the GaitShoe system were analyzed to generate clinically relevant gait parameters; the val-

idation of these results by comparison to data collected simultaneously by the system at

the Massachusetts General Hospital Biomotion Lab is discussed in Chapter 5.

Calibration of the sensors was necessary because sensor outputs may vary, depending

upon, inter alia, manufacturing tolerances of sensors and other components in the circuits

with the sensors. Although manufacturers provide specifications ("specs") for sensors, in

general they are not sufficiently accurate. The sensitivity, which relates the output of the

sensor to the standard units, must be determined for any sensor for which a quantitative

output is desired. In addition, sensors such as the gyroscopes and accelerometers measure

parameters that have positive and negative polarities. However, the actual sensors all have

an output voltage greater than zero, so the zero offset for each of these sensors must be

determined1 . The uncalibrated sensor outputs have been normalized to a scale of 0 to 1 by

the maximum 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) value (i.e. the uncalibrated outputs

were divided by 4095).

1. In a sensor which has a linear output, the zero offset corresponds to the y-intercept, and the sensitivity
corresponds to the slope of the line.
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4.1 Data Processing

Before the parameters derived in this chapter were used to calibrate and analyze the sensor

outputs, a number of processing steps were applied to the data.

4.1.1 Truncation

The GaitShoe collects data continuously, while the MGH Biomotion Lab (BML) collected

data for seven seconds during subject testing for validation of the GaitShoe. The GaitShoe

data were truncated so that it started a couple seconds before the subject started walking,

and concluded just before the subject stopped or turned at the end of the room. To deter-

mine the truncation1 , the raw data were loaded, and the outputs from several sensors on

both feet were plotted, as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Complete raw output

The starting and stopping points were selected by investigation of plotted data. The initia-

tion of gait was easily determined, because the subjects were instructed to stand still with

1. See timetrunc.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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both feet on the floor before starting the gait trial; the starting point was selected approxi-

mately 2 seconds before the first changes seen in the sensors.

The stopping point was more difficult to determine. Subjects were told to stop when they

reached a point a few feet away from the wall, and could either pause or continue walking

by turning to their left. Because of this variation, the stopping point was set either when

the subject slowed or turned, whichever occurred first. All four FSR outputs and both

PVDF outputs, for both feet, were plotted for visualization of a slowing gait. For instance,

in Figure 4. 1, the left FSR output shows a broadened output during the last two steps, cor-

responding to a slowing gait. Two gyroscope outputs were plotted for both feet: the z-

gyro, which measures the angular velocity corresponding to changes in the pitch of the

foot, and the y-gyro, which measures the angular velocity corresponding to changes in the

yaw of the foot. Turning on the heel of the foot results in changes picked up by the y-gyro

only, this can be seen well in the left foot output in Figure 4.1 (this event is marked in the

top graph of Figure 4.1). The stopping point was set just before either of these events

occurred, and was always set mid-stance (load on the FSRs) for one foot, and just after

toe-off (no-load on the FSRs) of the other foot.
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Figure 4.2 Truncated section of the raw output
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The resulting truncated data are shown in Figure 4.2. All of the truncated gait trials for

each subject were stored as a Matlab data file. The bottom graphs in both Figure 4.1 and

Figure 4.2 is the output of the BML transistor-transistor logic (TTL) trigger, which was

used to align the time scale of the GaitShoe with the time scale of the BML data

(described in Appendix D). The initiation of the trigger flag corresponds to time zero on

the BML system.

4.1.2 Time Adjustment

Stored with the data were two columns of information about the time points corresponding

to each row of sensor outputs: the time as provided by the laptop computer clock, "comp-

time," and a timestamp provided by the clock and the microcontroller in the basestation,

"basetime." The comptime stream was continuous, but was only accurate only to about

50 msec. The basetime stream was accurate to 0.1 msec, but it reset every 0.4096 seconds.

The comptime was used to make initial observations of the data, such as for truncation,

without needing to convert the basetime. It was also used as a moderately accurate refer-

ence during the basetime conversion; this reference was needed if the wireless connection

failed and packets of data were not received by the basestation. The basetime was con-

verted1 to a continuous time stream using the comptime as a reference. The trigger output,

shown on the bottom graph in Figure 4.2, was used to set time zero, corresponding to the

BML time scale.

4.1.3 Data Adjustment

The final step2 before calibration was to adjust the data3, by reordering the sensor col-

umns, and by checking all data for outliers.

1. See timeadjuster.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.

2. See getshoedataorder.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2, which ran timeadjuster.m and dataad-
juster.m

3. See dataadjuster.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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TABLE 4.1 Final sensor order

Sensor Name Abbreviation

FSR, under the medial heel FSR-HM

FSR, under the lateral heel FSR-HL

FSR, under the medial (first) metatarsal FSR-MM

FSR, under the lateral (fifth) metatarsal FSR-ML

PVDF, under the heel PVDF-H

PVDF, under the great toe PVDF-T

Bend, in the insole Bend-I

Bend, at the ankle Bend-A

Gyroscope, measuring about the z-axis Gyro-Z

Accelerometer, measuring along the z-axis Accel-Z

Gyroscope, measuring about the y-axis Gyro-Y

Accelerometer, measuring along the y-axis Accel-Y

Gyroscope, measuring about the x-axis Gyro-X

Accelerometer, measuring along the x-axis Accel-X

Electric Field Sensor, under the heel EF-H

reserved for future use

reserved for future use

reserved for future use

reserved for future use

reserved for future use

Time

Outlier information

Sensor Order

The data were reordered such that the columns of the data corresponded to the order of

sensor outputs as listed in Table 4.1 (rows corresponded to time points). This was done

mainly to set a standard order of sensor data across all subjects, since different versions of

microcontroller code transmitted the sensor data in different orders. It was also used to

group similar sensors together. The five columns reserved for future use were left empty

for both the planned additional sensors, such as an electric field sensor under the metatar-

1

'2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

:10

:11

:12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Column
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sals, and the ultrasound sensors, as well as any future sensors of interest (if more than five

additional sensors were added to the system, additional columns could, of course, be

added as well).

Outliers

As described in Section 3.4.2, the wireless transmission involved encoding the twelve bit

sensor reading as two balanced bytes. The basestation received these data and used the

serial line to send the computer the two balanced bytes, where they were decoded to

reconstruct the twelve bit sensor reading. However, if a single bit (or 3, 5, or 7 bits) was

not received correctly at the basestation, the two bytes could not be decoded to the original

twelve bit number. If the decoding failed, the sensor output at that time point was

flagged1.

In addition, if two (or 4, 5, or 8) bits were not received correctly at the basestation, the

resulting byte was still balanced, so it was able to be decoded and reconstructed as a

twelve bit number; however, this reconstructed value was incorrect. Errors of this type

resulted in outlying data points2 , which were identified using the first difference of the

sensor data. For each point, the standard deviation of the first differences over a total of 75

points (which corresponds to about a minute's worth of data) were calculated. When eval-

uated, most points were located in the middle of the 75 points, but at either end of the data,

a block of the first 75 or last 75 points were used.

A point was identified as an outlier if both of the following criteria were met: 1) the mag-

nitudes of the first differences between the point and each of its neighbors were greater

than the standard deviation times a threshold (the value of the threshold is discussed

below), and, 2) the signs of those two first differences were opposite. The first criteria

indicated that the value of the point changed rapidly with respect to its neighbors, and the

1. The computer program converted the twelve-bit output (range, 0-4095) to a normalized output with a
range from 0-1; data which could not be decoded was set equal to 2.

2. See findoutliers.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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second criteria indicated that the point was not along a valid trajectory of rapidly increas-

ing (or decreasing) points. Each sensor data vector was evaluated twice, since outliers

with a very large first difference could skew the mean standard deviation within the 75

point window for outliers which occurred earlier.

Bend Sensor Output
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U 
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.
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Figure 4.3 Outlier identified in bend sensor output

The FSRs, bend sensors, and electric field sensors all measured parameters which did not

change rapidly, so a threshold of three standard deviations was used. Data from a bend

sensor is shown in Figure 4.3, with the first differences plotted in the lower portion of the

graph. One of the data points visually stands out as an outlier. The circle around this data

point in the upper graph indicates that it met the criteria for being labeled an outlier. The

horizontal lines on the bottom graph correspond to the value of the three standard devia-

tions of the local first difference.

The accelerometers, gyroscopes, and PVDF strips were all high-bandwidth devices and

measured parameters that changed very quickly, so a higher threshold of five standard

deviations was used. Though many of the data points in the accelerometer output change

very rapidly, only one met the criteria to be labeled outlier, as can be seen from the hori-

zontal lines on the lower graph in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Outlier identified in accelerometer output

When a sensor data point was identified as either an odd-bit error from the flag, or as an

even-bit error from the outlier evaluation, it was replaced by fitting a line1 between the

two neighboring points. Column 22 was used to store which data points were replaced, by

using a base-18 number, where the position in the base-18 number corresponding to the

column number was set to 1 if the sensor data point was determined to be an outlier, and

set to 2 if the sensor data point was flagged as unable to be decoded (or left as zero if the

data was unaltered).

Another wireless transmission problem was that some data packets were not received by

the basestation. Each shoe was instructed to update every 0.0134 seconds, which corre-

sponds to a data transmission rate of approximately 75 Hz. However, due to issues with

the wireless transmission, as discussed in Section 3.4.2, there were occasional "dropped

packets," where the time between data packets for a single shoe was more than

0.0134 seconds. An additional step2 was performed on all of the data, where for any series

of three dropped packets or fewer, data were generated for the missing time points by fit-

1. Polyfit.m, a standard Matlab function, was used with the polynomial degree set to 1 to fit the line, and
polyval.m, also a standard Matlab function, was used to calculate the value at the time of the outlying
sensor data point.

2. See gapfiller.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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ting a line in the same manner as was used for the outliers. In this case, the corresponding

row had a value of 0.1 placed in column 22.
Bend Sensor Data

* Unaltered data
* Data replaced due to odd-bit error

0.82 * Data replaced due to even-bit error
Generated data

0.8

' 0.76

0.74

0.72

0.7

0.688 L · I I
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Time [sec]

Figure 4.5 Bend sensor data with a number of adjustments

By using column 22 to store information about data replacement and data generation, it

was easy to recover the status of every data point. A sample of bend sensor data which had

all three types of data adjustments is shown1 in Figure 4.5. Each resulting matrix of data,

for the left and right feet over a single gait trial were stored in a Matlab data files for each

subject.

4.1.4 Calibration and Analysis

To calibrate2 the data, the truncated and adjusted data were loaded into Matlab. All rows

with a non-zero value in column 22 were removed, because of concerns about the accu-

racy of the line-fit (the use of a spline-fit for data is discussed later in this chapter; this was

done on an as-needed basis).

The accelerometers, gyroscopes, and bend sensors were calibrated using the sensitivities

and zero offsets, and the FSRs were calibrated using the sensitivity functions; the determi-

nation of these parameters will be discussed in this chapter. The PVDFs were scaled to a

1. See plotadjdata.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.

2. See gencalibrations.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2, was used to apply the calibrations to the data
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centered around zero. The electric field sensor was only used on a few of the last subject,

and so the electric field sensor output was not included in the calibrated data matrix; the

data order is listed in Table 4.2. In addition, the sum of the four calibrated FSR outputs

was calculated, and stored in column 20. The resulting calibrated data were stored in a

Matlab data file.

TABLE 4.2 Order of calibrated and analyzed data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Data Abbreviation

Calibrated FSR, under the medial heel FSR-HM

Calibrated FSR, under the lateral heel FSR-HL

Calibrated FSR, under the medial (first) metatarsal FSR-MM

Calibrated FSR, under the lateral (fifth) metatarsal FSR-ML

Centered PVDF, under the heel PVDF-H

Centered PVDF, under the great toe PVDF-T

Calibrated Bend, in the insole Bend-I

Calibrated Bend, at the ankle Bend-A

Calibrated Gyroscope, measuring about the z-axis Gyro-Z

Calibrated Accelerometer, measuring along the z-axis Accel-Z

Calibrated Gyroscope, measuring about the y-axis Gyro-Y

Calibrated Accelerometer, measuring along the y-axis Accel-Y

Calibrated Gyroscope, measuring about the x-axis Gyro-X

Calibrated Accelerometer, measuring along the x-axis Accel-X

Pitch, determined from Gyro-Z

Velocity in XRoom

Displacement in XRoom

Velocity in YRoom

Displacement in YRoom

Sum of calibrated FSR outputs (columns 1-4) FSRsum

Time

As will be discussed in this chapter, the z-gyroscope was analyzed to determine the foot

pitch, and the pitch was stored in column 15. The x-accelerometer and y-accelerometer

were used to determine the velocity and displacement along the x- and y- axes of the

Column

.-
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room; the x-velocity and x-displacement were stored in columns 16 and 17, and the x-

velocity and x-displacement were stored in columns 18 and 19. The final order of the cali-

brated and analyzed data is detailed in Table 4.2.

4.2 Analysis Model

4.2.1 Coordinate Systems

Analysis of the data requires the understanding of two coordinate systems, shown in

Figure 4.6. The first coordinate system corresponds to the global reference frame of the

room. The second corresponds to the local body frame, where the sensors are located and

collect their measurements. Determination of room-based parameters such as orientation

or position (for instance, corresponding to stride length) requires a transformation to the

global reference frame.

For very simple motions, this transformation is straightforward. For example, a simple

rotation about a single gyroscope axis is transformed to an angle of orientation within the

fixed reference frame by integrating the corresponding gyroscope signal. Similarly a sim-

ple translation consisting only of motion along a single acceleration axis is transformed to

a displacement within the fixed reference frame by double integration of the correspond-

ing accelerometer signal. Of course, most motions of interest will consist of rotations

about multiple axes, vector translations, and the two axes will be at some arbitrary posi-

tion and orientation with respect to each other, requiring more complex transformations to

obtain measurements of interest in the fixed reference frame of the room.

Yroon

Global
Reference

rvm~
XGS

Local Body
Frame

Figure 4.6 Frames of reference used in evaluation
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4.2.2 Inertial Measurement Evaluation

The GaitShoe system contains three gyroscopes and three accelerometers, which form a

strapdown "inertial measurement unit" [86], by collecting information about the three-

dimensional motion of the foot through space. These measurements can be integrated with

respect to time and combined to determine the position and orientation of the foot.

Evaluation of Complex Rotations and Translations

As discussed above, complex rotations and translations require careful evaluation to trans-

form the motion in the local body frame back to the fixed reference frame. In particular,

because orientation space wraps onto itself, and rotations do not commute, complex rota-

tions in 3D space cannot be determined by examining only the rotations about each axis

independently. For instance, in a given reference frame, rotation about the y-axis of +30 °

results in the same orientation as a rotation about the y-axis of-330°; in addition, succes-

sive rotations about the x-axis and z-axis can result in the same final orientation. The two

most commonly used methods of evaluation to deal with this issue are Euler angles and

quaternions. Euler angles represent complex rotations as the product of three successive

rotations about three orthogonal axes. Quaternions represent rotations via a three element

vector, Qv and a real number Q, where the magnitude of the rotation is 2acos(Qr), and the

rotation is about the axis described by Q. Quaternions can be transformed to Euler

angles, and vice versa.

The Kalman filter is an important mathematical tool used to combine quaternions or Euler

angles with translations in order to obtain the position and orientation. The Kalman filter

was developed to provide a method of estimating a process with feedback from measure-

ments [87]. The basic Kalman filter has two types of equations: time update equations,

which predict the state of the process prior to the next time point; and, measurement

update equations, which use the feedback from measurements at the time point to correct

the estimation of the state. The basic Kalman filter is useful for estimating the state of a

linear process; for estimating the state of a three-dimensional non-linear motion, the

-
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extended Kalman filter, which linearizes about the current mean and covariance, is used

(this initial analysis of the data did not include the implementation of a Kalman filter,

though one is recommended for future work) [88] [89] [90].

Integration Considerations

Applying integration to gyroscope and accelerometer outputs results in a long-term

increase in error of the position and orientation, because noise errors accumulate during

integration via a random walk process; the root mean square of this drift is proportional to

the square root of the time of the integration [91]. This results in a second source of error

for the accelerometers. Because the accelerometers measure both dynamic and static

acceleration, the contribution of gravity must be correctly subtracted before integration to

determine position due to dynamic acceleration. As discussed in Section 4.4.2, this contri-

bution of gravity is calculated by integrating the gyroscopes to determine the orientation

of the foot. Errors in the integration of the angular velocity therefore contribute to errors in

the calculation of the gravity contribution, which is subtracted prior to integration of the

accelerometer signal.

These effects can be minimized by periodic recalibration of position and orientation, or by

integrating over short time intervals. Because the subjects in this study of the GaitShoe

were all walking, the gait included a state when each foot was flat on the floor. This state

occurs between heel strike and toe off, and can be confirmed with other sensors, such as

the four FSRs in the insole. This was exploited to improve the integration of the gyroscope

and accelerometer signals: it was used to set the bounds of integration over a single stride,

as well as to recalibrate the orientation about the z-axis and x-axis (both 0° when the foot

is flat on the floor), and the position in the y-axis (0 cm). Though the positions in the z-

axis and x-axis and the orientation about the y-axis in the horizontal plane do not have an

external reference for recalibration, resetting the integration reduces errors. Healthy gait

typically has a step rate close to 120 steps per minute, or 60 strides per foot per minute. As

shown in Figure 4.7, stance time is typically 60% of the gait cycle, which results in inte-

gration over about 0.40 seconds; this short integration time should help reduce the random
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walk noise accumulated during integration. For persons with gait which does not include

foot-flat, such as toe-walkers, a different method will be required for recalibration. For

instance, the bend sensor in the insole could be used to determine the orientation of the

gyroscope every time the toes were on the floor, as detected by the FSRs located under-

neath the metatarsals.

Yroom

() Xroom

ZroomY1100.

J ,,

a\
THeel Strike Toe offt tHeel Strike

Stance Swing
~60% 40%

One Step 

One Stride

Figure 4.7 The gait cycle

Analysis Assumptions

The initial analysis of the GaitShoe sensor output was simplified by assuming that the data

collected involved linear motion in the XGS-YGS plane only (no translation in ZGS), and

rotation about the ZGS axis only (the XGS-YGS plane remained parallel to the Xroom-

Yroom plane). In other words, it was assumed that motion involved only changes portray-

able on flat paper, such as in Figure 4.7.

The subject testing involved collecting data during walking, with the subject walking in a

straight line only (as discussed in Section 4.1.1, the data were truncated before the subject

turned upon reaching the end of the room). While this assumption is unlikely to be com-

pletely true for any of the subjects, it is a reasonable approximation to reality, particularly

�I
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for subjects with normal gait. Figure 4.8 shows the outputs of the three gyroscopes and

three accelerometers from one of the gait trials during subject testing. Though there is

acceleration in ZGS, the magnitude is smaller than the accelerations measured in XGS and

YGS. In this sample, the standard deviation of the acceleration in ZGS is 2.2 m/s2 , com-

pared to greater than 5 m/s2 in XGS and YGS, and the spread between the largest positive

and largest negative acceleration in ZGS is 20 m/s2 , compared to greater than 45 m/s2 in

XGS and YGS; thus, the accelerations in XGS and YGS are at least double those in ZGS.

Similarly, the angular velocity about ZGS, is significantly larger in magnitude than the

angular velocities measured about XGS and YGS. In this sample, the standard deviation of

the angular velocity about ZGS is 164.5 °/s, compared to less than 35 °/s about XGS and

YGS, and the spread between the largest positive and largest negative angular velocity

about ZGS is 781.2 °/s, compared to less than 270 °/s in XGS and YGS; thus, the angular

velocities about XGS and YGS are less than a third of the angular velocity about ZGS.
Gyro-X Accel-X
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of IMU outputs during walking gait

For this initial analysis of the GaitShoe system, these assumptions were reasonable, with-

out requiring the complex mathematics required to represent true 3D motion. Thus, the

motion analysis consisted of integrating the output of the z-gyroscope to obtain the pitch

of the foot about Zroom, and transformation of the single and double integration of the out-

Std Dev: 5.2

Spread: 58.9

i

14-

2 0
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put of the x- and y-accelerometers (after incorporating the pitch of the foot) to obtain the

velocity and displacement along the Xroom direction.

Methods of Integration

Two methods of integration were used in the analysis, a linear integrator, and Simpson's

integration with a spline-fit. For the latter, a spline1 was fit to a subset of the data and used

to evaluate the integral numerically, using adaptive Simpson quadrature2.

The linear integrator used the assumption that the data collection rate of At = 0.0134 sec

between data updates was a small enough interval that the change in the gyroscope or

accelerometer output could be considered linear between the two time points, as shown in

Figure 4.9 on sample gyroscope output.
Calibrated Gvro-Z Output

To

o

.5Im(D.24
of

ro

0

vl

t
Figure 4.9 Illustration for linear integration

The equation of the line between two time points can be defined by its slope, m,

m = ( - i- ) (4.1)

(ti-ti) I

and its y-intercept, b,

b = oi_-m ti-1- (4.2)

1. See spline.m, a standard matlab function was used for the spline-fit.

2. See quad.m, a standard matlab function was used to integrate using adaptive Simpson quadrature.
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Then, the integral of the angular velocity between time point til and t i is:

ti

(Oi- Oi -) =--J (m. +b)d,
ti- I

which reduces to

1 2 2

i 2 m(t i-i)+Ei_ 1.
(4.4)

Equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 provided a simple method1 of linearly integrating the data.

4.3 Gyroscopes

All three gyroscopes were calibrated; the calibrated z-gyroscope output was integrated to

determine the pitch of the foot.

4.3.1 Calibration

For the gyroscopes, two types of information were required: the zero offset, to center the

output around zero; and, the sensitivity, to convert the output to units of °/s.

Zero Offset

The zero offset of the gyroscopes was simply the output of the gyro when the hardware

was at rest. The results are summarized in Table 4.3.

Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the gyroscopes was determined by rotating each gyroscope about its

sensitive axis, through a range of constant angular velocities.

A precision gearhead motor from Globe Motors (#409A582) was used to rotate the gyro-

scopes. This motor is a high torque permanent magnet motor with a no-load rating of

1. See linear integrator.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.

(4.3)
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3000 rpm at +12 V. As purchased, the assembly is geared down such that the gearhead

output shaft has a no-load rating of 25 rpm at +12 V, with 400 ounce/inches of torque; the

motor functions from 6-12 V. During calibration, the polarity of the inputs were reversed

in order to switch the direction of rotation, and the voltage input was varied to adjust the

angular velocity. A flat metal turntable was attached to the gearhead output shaft, and the

stack hardware was mounted directly to the metal turntable. The rotational velocity was

measured with an optical tachometer.

Figure 4.10 Photo of the turntable used for the gyroscope calibration

For each gyroscope, the stack hardware was placed on the turntable shown in Figure 4.10,

and taped securely into place, with the sensitive axis of the gyroscope undergoing calibra-

tion visually aligned over the center point of the turntable. Data were collected for 20 to 30

seconds each at several discrete angular velocities, and the clipped means1 were calcu-

lated2 for each set of data. A line was fit to the clipped mean data points and the zero offset

value (which corresponds to 0°/s); the slope of the fit line is the sensitivity of the sensor.

The results are summarized in Table 4.3, including the coefficient of correlation of the line

fit, and the line fit for gyroscopes on IMU- 1 is shown in Figure 4.11. Note that the Murata

1. The mean, calculated after discarding the top 10% and bottom 10% of the data.

2. As discussed in Section 4.1.3, the GaitShoe data may contain some incorrect data points, as a result of the
wireless transmission protocol. For data collected about gait, these points are identified by looking at the
first difference; here, any spurious points were eliminated by using the clipped mean.
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gyroscope (axes Y and Z) specification indicated a sensitivity of 3.05 x 10- 4 [output/(°/s)]

and a zero offset of 0.5 [output]. The Analog Devices gyroscope (axis X) specification

indicated a typical sensitivity of 8.93 x 10-4 [output/(°/s)], a maximum sensitivity of

9.82 x 10-4 [output/(°/s)] and a zero offset of 0.5 [output].
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Figure 4.11 Line fits for determining the sensitivity of the gyroscopes (shown for IMU-1)

TABLE 4.3 Gyroscope sensitivities and zero offsets

Gyroscope Sensitivitya Zero Offset

Slope Coeff. of Corr.

IMU-1 X 9.25 x 10 4 1.000 0.492

IMU-1 Y 3.21 x 10-4 0.999 0.462

IMU-1 Z 3.30 x 10-4 1.000 0.423

IMU-2 X 9.33 x 10-4 1.000 0.508

IMU-2 Y 3.32 x 10-4 1.000 0.446

IMU-2 Z 3.23 x 10-4 1.000 0.432

a. Sensitivity units are [output/(°/s)]; all other units are the uncali-
brated output (scaled from 0-3.3 V to 0 to 1
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4.3.2 Analysis of the Pitch

The pitch of the foot was determined by integrating the z-gyroscope output. The sign of

the pitch follows the convention used at the MGH Biomotion Lab (BML), where in facing

a subject such as the one pictured in Figure 4.7, a positive rotation about the z-axis corre-

sponds to a rotation from the y-axis to the x-axis (left hand rule). The z-gyroscope output

was integrated over a single stride. A variety of approaches for integration were devel-

oped.

The integration bounds for the gyroscope were determined from the times of heel strike

and toe off. The midpoint between the heel strike time and the toe off time was calculated

and was used for the starting and stopping point of each integration.

Direct Linear Integration

The first method1 of determining the pitch used the calibrated z-gyroscope data and linear

integration. A sample is shown in Figure 4.12, where the integration bounds are indicated

with a red dot. The problem with this approach is that the integration sometimes fails to

return the angle to 0° after a single stride. In Figure 4.12, the first integration is signifi-

cantly off, and the second and fourth integrations are slightly off, while the third integra-

tion looks very reasonable.

There are two reasons which usually account for the failure to return the angle to 0 ° at the

end of the stride: dropped packets; and drifting z-gyroscope output. In the first integration,

there is a fairly large gap of dropped packets, which results in a miscalculation of the angle

at the first time point following the gap, and a shift of the subsequent angles. This problem

can be most readily addressed by improving the wireless implementation to prevent

packet loss or by providing a method of on-board data storage. For this work a number of

methods using spline-fits were developed to generate the missing data.

1. See gyroz_linint.m, a m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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Figure 4.12 Sample of direct linear integration of the z-gyroscope

The z-gyroscope output corresponding to the fourth integration interval is shown in

Figure 4.13, The output of the z-gyroscope is not zero during stance in this sample. This is

because during calibration of the gyroscope, the zero-offset determined in Chapter 4 was

used, but gyroscope output actually drifts very slightly over time. To compensate for this,

an iterative method was developed.
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Figure 4.13 Z-gyroscope output where angular velocity is non-zero during stance
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Iterated Linear Integration

To compensate for the slight drifting of the gyroscope's zero-offset, the second method1 of

determining the pitch linearly integrated the z-gyroscope data, but checked the final value

of each integration between each set of integration bounds. An "endlimit" value was

defined as 0.1% of the full-scale across all integrations. In Figure 4.12, the full-scale is

approximately -50 ° to 60°, so the endlimit value would be 0.1% of 110°, or 0.110.

For a given pair of integration bounds, if the final value had a magnitude greater than the

endlimit, a small "nudge" value was added to the calibrated z-gyroscope data between

these integration bounds. The magnitude of the nudge value was equal to the difference

between the endlimit and the final value after integration, and the sign of the nudge value

was opposite from the sign of the final value after integration. The linear integration

between these integration bounds was repeated. This process was repeated until the final

value was within the endlimit.

Calibrated Gyro-Z Output

Time [sec]

Linear Integration of Gyro-Z Output, with Iteration
I * Linearly Integrated Data

-1

Time [sec]
0

Figure 4.14 Sample of linear integration of the z-gyroscope, with iteration

1. See linearintegratorendadjust.m and gyrozlinint_withspline.m, m-files available in Appendix F.2.
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The results of this method are shown in Figure 4.14. All four of the integrations, including

the first with dropped packets, now return smoothly to 0°.

Iterative Linear Integration with Spline-fit and Iterative Simpson's Integration

The third method1 added an additional step to compensate for any gaps of dropped pack-

ets. After the iterative linear integration was complete, the data were checked between

each set of integration bounds for gaps with more than four packets dropped in a row. If

such gaps were found, a spline was fit to the calibrated z-gyroscope data. Then, the spline

was used with Simpson's integration to determine the angle corresponding to the time

points where packets were dropped (an iterative integration was used, similar to the one

described above).

The results of this method are shown in Figure 4.15. There were three gaps of significant

length, two during the first iteration, and one during the final iteration. The results of the

spline-fit fill in the missing data points, but do not significantly affect the overall calcula-

tion of the angles.
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Linear Inteqration of Gyro-Z Output, with Iteration and Spline-Fit SimDson's Intearation

1. See simpsonsintegratorendadjust.m and gyrozlinint withspline.m, m-files available in Appendix F.2.
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Figure 4.15 Sample of linear integration of the z-gyroscope, with iteration and spline-fit
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Iterative Linear Integration with Post-Integration Spline-Fit

The final method1 was developed as an alternative to the previous method; it was compu-

tationally expensive to do the spline-fit and iteration, particularly since the overall results

were not changed. In this method, after the z-gyroscope was linearly integrated with itera-

tion as described above. As necessary, any area of interest in the pitch was fit with a spline

for evaluation.

For evaluating the performance of the pitch calculation with the BML results (see

Chapter 5), the minimum and maximum values of the pitch, and the times at which they

occurred, were compared. The maximum and minimum pitch during the gait cycle are

labeled in Figure 4.16.

tmaximum pitch tminimum pitch
Figure 4.16 Pitch of the foot during the gait cycle

Each minimum and maximum of the calculated pitch were located, and a spline was fit to

the pitch data over nine points (with the extremum at the center; this corresponds to

0.1 sec of data if no packets are dropped). The spline was fit with time points every

3.34 msec, which is four times as many data points as are collected if no packets are

dropped. The results of this method are shown in Figure 4.17.

The maximum or minimum of each spline-fit (and the corresponding times) were deter-

mined, and compared to the maximum and minimums (and times) of the foot pitch infor-

mation from the BML data. Figure 4.18 shows the BML data plotted with the integrated

pitch. The shape of the pitch iteratively integrated from the angular velocity closely

resembles the shape of the BML foot pitch

1. See gyroz_postspline.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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Figure 4.18 Final results, compared to BML data

The root mean square error (RMS error) between these two curves was calculated. As

shown in Figure 4.19, a spline was fit to the linearly integrated data at timepoints corre-

sponding to the timepoints of the BML data. The RMS error calculated between these two

curves was 3.4 ° .
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Pitch Data Points
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Figure 4.19 Comparison of BML pitch to GaitShoe pitch

4.4 Accelerometers

All three accelerometer outputs were calibrated; the calibrated x- and y- accelerometer

outputs were used to determine the velocity and displacement of the foot in the Xroom and

Yroom coordinates.

4.4.1 Calibration

Three types of information about the accelerometers were required: the zero offset, to cen-

ter the output around zero; the sensitivity, to convert the output to units of m/s2 ; and the

orientation of the accelerometers relative to the foot, to interpret the sensor output accu-

rately.

Zero Offset and Sensitivity

Determining the sensitivity of the accelerometers was very straightforward, by using grav-

ity. Naturally, the gravitational acceleration vector, g, is stable, accurate, and readily avail-

able. By rotating the sensor such that the axis of interest was orthogonal to the earth's

surface, and then rotating the sensor 180° , measurements of +1 g and -1 g were easily

obtained. The sensitivity, Vsensitivity (units: output/ m/s 2), of the acceleration measurement
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is described by Eq. 4.5, where Vlg is the measurement at +1 g and V lg is the measurement

at-1 g.

Vsensitivity = (Vlg- Vlg) (4.5)

The zero offset, Vzero-offset (units: output), was set as the midpoint between the +1 g and

the -1 g measurements, as described by Eq. 4.6.

Vzero-offset = '(Vlg + V_1g) (4.6)

The positioning of the accelerometers with respect to the gravity vector was done by hand.

The hardware was slowly rotated about each of the three axes; this allowed each acceler-

ometer to sweep through the gravitational acceleration vector, g, twice. As shown in

Figure 4.20, rotation about the x-axis resulted in the y-axis and z-axis accelerometers

sweeping through g; similarly, rotation about the z-axis resulted in the x-axis and y-axis

accelerometers sweeping through g, and rotation about the y-axis resulted in the x-axis

and z-axis accelerometers sweeping through g.

X X

X Ig
X

Figure 4.20 Demonstration of accelerometer calibration

Rotating by hand provided the ability to slightly modify the orientation of the accelerome-

ters during rotation, in order to place the accelerometer axes parallel to g, and maximize

the sensor reading. The two axes within an accelerometer are specified to be perpendicular

to each other to within 0.01°, and are parallel to the sides of the accelerometer to within

1° [71]. The accelerometer on the face of the IMU measures along the y-axis and the z-
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axis, and the accelerometer located along the top of the board measures along the x-axis.

Both accelerometers were soldered to the board by hand, so while the x-axis is expected to

be close to perpendicular to the y-axis and the z-axis, the exact angle was unknown.

The data were low-pass filtered1 , with second-order Butterworth coefficients2 and a low-

pass cutoff frequency of 2 Hz, and the sampling frequency was 75 Hz. The rotation by

hand was performed slowly, with the goal of keeping the rotation at a constant speed, as

the goal was to measure only gravitational acceleration. The filtering was used to remove

any small acceleration changes resulting from hand jitter. The values of Vg and Vlg for

each calibration were determined by finding the maximum and minimum values of each

output (the uncalibrated output of all sensors has been scaled from 0 to 1). A sample graph

of the filtered accelerometer outputs is shown in Figure 4.21.
X Accelerometer

50 1 150 2 300
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Figure 4.21 Sample accelerometer calibration for determining sensitivity and zero-offset.

The calibration was carried out seven times, on each IMU3 , throughout the subject testing.

The values of Vg and V.lg for each IMU were determined from the average of the results

from all seven calibrations. The sensitivity and zero offset for each axis of the accelerom-

1. Matlab function filtfilt.m, a backwards and forwards filter, was used.

2.Matlab function butter.m was used to generate the Butterworth coefficigents.

3. Two IMUs were used during testing of the GaitShoe system, one per foot; this document refers to the two
IMUs as IMU-1 and IMU-2.
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eters on each IMU were then determined from Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6, using the mean values

of Vlg and V lg; results are summarized in Table 4.4, and shown in Figure 4.21. Note that

the Analog Devices specification indicated a typical sensitivity of 0.11 [output/m/s2 ], and

a maximum sensitivity of 0.14 [output/m/s2 ]; typical zero offset was indicated as 0.5 [out-

put], with a maximum of 0.7 [output].

TABLE 4.4 Accelerometer sensitivities and zero offsets

Accelerometer +1 g Output -1 g Output Sensitivitya Zero Offset

Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

IMU-1 X 0.676 0.001 0.425 0.001 0.13 0.551

IMU-1 Y 0.694 0.002 0.442 0.002 0.13 0.568

IMU-1 Z 0.619 0.005 0.375 0.002 0.12 0.497

IMU-2 X 0.716 0.002 0.467 0.002 0.13 0.591

IMU-2 Y 0.684 0.002 0.433 0.004 0.13 0.558

IMU-2 Z 0.750 0.003 0.507 0.003 0.12 0.628

a. Sensitivity units are [output/(m/s 2)]; all other units are the uncalibrated output (scaled from
0-3.3 V to 0 to 1].

4.4.2 Orientation

Determining the orientation of each accelerometer in space was critical because the accel-

eration due to gravity must be correctly subtracted from the total acceleration signal dur-

ing the analysis of gait data.

For simple rotation about the z-axis, the orientation of the foot can be determined by inte-

grating the angular velocity about z to obtain the pitch of the foot. Then, the pitch orienta-

tion of the accelerometer is determined by subtracting the angle of inclination of the

accelerometer with respect to the foot from the pitch, to allow the contribution of the grav-

ity vector to be appropriately subtracted from the total acceleration measured.
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The orientation of the accelerometer with respect to the foot is different for each subject,

as the size and shape of shoe influence the inclination of the GaitShoe attachment on the

shoe. When a subject stands still, with both feet flat on the floor (the foot flat on the floor

corresponds to a pitch of 0°), each accelerometer measures only the fraction of gravita-

tional acceleration along its sensitive axis. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.22, the angle

ax can be determined as described by Eq. 4.7., where Ax is the acceleration measured by

the x-accelerometer with the foot flat on the floor.

ax = asin- (4.7)

A

Figure 4.22 Determination of the orientation of the accelerometers

The angle oy can be similarly determined; the difference between these two angles pro-

vides the relative orientation between the x- and y-accelerometers in the x-y plane.

4.4.3 Velocity and Stride Length Analysis

Velocity and stride length were determined by single and double-integration, respectively,

of the acceleration along the Xroom axis, using the output of the x- and y-accelerometers.

In addition, the vertical velocity and vertical displacement were determined by single and

double-integration, respectively, of the acceleration along the Yroom axis. The accelerome-
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ters are fixed to the back of the shoe via the GaitShoe hardware, and their orientation with

respect to the room and the gravity vector changes as the subject walks.

Determination of Dynamic Acceleration

The acceleration measured by the x-accelerometer can be resolved into two components,

corresponding to the dynamic acceleration from foot motion, and the static acceleration

due to gravity, AXdynamicdyn, and Axstatic respectively. Figure 4.23 shows these compo-

nents, and the relationship between the gravity contribution and the static component,

given the pitch orientation of the x-accelerometer, cIx.

AXstaticsin(I = 

Axdynamicdynamic

AXstatic

Ax

Figure 4.23 Dynamic acceleration along Xroom only

In order to calculate the contribution of AXstatic component, the orientation of the x-accel-

erometer with respect to the room, >x, must be determined. At time point ti, Ix(ti) is cal-

culated from the sum of the pitch at the same time point, ti, x(ti), and the orientation of

the x-accelerometer with respect to the horizontal, a X:

(4.8)(x(ti) = a + Ox(ti),

where ax is calculated as described in Eq. 4.7 on page 126 (the sign of aX has been deter-

mined by the right-hand rule, so Ox, which was determined using the left-hand rule to cor-

respond to the BML data, is multiplied by -1).

127
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The dynamic acceleration measured by the x-accelerometer at time point ti, AXdynamic(t),

is calculated by subtracting1 the contribution of gravity from the total acceleration:

Axdyamic(ti) = AX(t i) - . sin DX(ti). (4.9)

The dynamic acceleration measured by the y-accelerometer is determined using the same

method, but substituting the appropriate y-variables.

Determination of Appropriate Acceleration for Integration

The total acceleration vector experienced by the foot, Afoot, can be resolved into two com-

ponents corresponding the reference frame of the room, Ax-roomdynamic and

Ay-roomdynamic. These both contribute the dynamic component measured by the x-acceler-

ometer, AXdynamic, as determined above, and are shown in Figure 4.24

Ay-roomdyi

sh sh

Ay-roomdynamic

/
I
I

I
II

I Xroom

Ay-roomdynarr

Ax-room dynamic

Ax-roomdynamic
Ax-shoe dynamic

dynamic Ax-shoe n- /

Ax-shoedynamic Ax-room dynamic cOS x + Ay-roomdynamicin( -

Ay-sh~oe. Ax-room ~ ~cos' + Ay-room sAx'shoedAy-shoedynamic AX-roomdynamic S }y + Ay.roomdynamcinc y

Figure 4.24 Dynamic acceleration with both Xroom and Yroom components

ny

1. Although Einstein's Equivalency Principle states that dynamic and static acceleration cannot be deter-
mined from measurement of acceleration alone, given the orientation of the object (e.g. O), the static
component resulting from gravitation acceleration can be determined and subtracted from the total vector
acceleration. However, any error in the orientation will contribute to the error in the dynamic component.

;I- - &' IrP

Yroo
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The most accurate way to determine the actual dynamic acceleration along Xroom, which

is the axis of interest for the velocity and the displacement calculations, is to combine the

outputs of both the x-accelerometer and the y-accelerometer. The y-accelerometer has a

dynamic component, AXdynamic, that also measures components of both Ax-roomdynamic

and Ay-roomdynamic, as shown in Figure 4.24. Using the output of both the x- and y-accel-

erometers, Ax-roomdynamic and Ay-roomdynamic can be determined from:

A sin I -A sinD
-rA oo Xdynamic Y Ydvnamic X (4.10)

x-romdynamic COS(Ix siny - cOSDy . sin x'

and

A coscD -A cosF
AXdynamic Y Ydvnamic X (4.11)

y-roomdyamic sin x. cosy - siny.- cosx X

These equations were used to integrate Ax-roomdynamic and Ay-roomdynamic twice, to deter-

mine the stride length, and the vertical displacement of the foot.

In addition, a second method of estimating velocity and displacement along the x-axis was

evaluated. Because the subjects walked in (essentially) a straight line, which was (essen-

tially) aligned with Xroom axis, the total dynamic acceleration along XGS, AXdynamic was

also integrated twice to estimate stride length. This corresponded to the path length traced

out by the foot during walking. While this result does not correspond precisely to the room

coordinates, it is a simple method of approximating these parameters of interest, and does

not use the output of the y-accelerometer.

For future work with applications for the more usual case of non-straight walking (such as

turning corners), the full three axes of acceleration and angular velocity will need to be

analyzed and combined. In addition, it may be useful to have three two-axis accelerome-

ter, such that each axis has two (redundant) measurements.
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Integration Methods

Following determination of the dynamic components of the outputs of each of the acceler-

ometers, a single linear integration determined1 the velocities, and a subsequent linear

integration determined the displacements, as shown in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.27. After

each integration, when the foot was flat on the floor and not accelerating, the velocity was

reset to zero.

The integration bounds for both the x- and y-acceleration were determined by the charac-

teristics of AXdynami,, using the z-gyroscope integration bounds as starting points. The

lower integration bound was determined by starting at the first quarter-point between a

pair of z-gyroscope integration bounds, and moving back in time toward the first z-gyro-

scope integration bound until the magnitude of AXdynamic was less than 0.2 m/s2 . If no

value met this condition, the lower bound was set at the time point where the magnitude of

Axdynamic was a minimum, across the points between the first z-gyroscope integration

bound and the first quarter-point.

The upper integration bound was determined by moving forward in time from the mid-

point between two subsequent z-gyroscope integration bounds towards the second z-gyro-

scope integration bound until the magnitude of AXdynamic was either less than 0.2 m/s2 or

the value of AXdynamic was greater than 0 m/s2. The latter condition was for the instances

where a large positive acceleration was detected. This condition, which appeared in the

fourth integration bound in Figure 4.25, most likely corresponds to a strong heel-strike, so

it is appropriate to cease integration, since the stride is completed upon heel strike. If nei-

ther of these conditions were met, the upper bound was set at the time point where the

magnitude of AXdynamic was a minimum, across the points in between the second z-gyro-

scope integration bound and ten points prior. Both the lower and upper integration bounds

are indicated in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.27.

1. See accel_integrator.m and linearintegrator.m, m-files available in Appendix F.2.
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Figure 4.25 Integration of the acceleration in Xroom and Xshoe

The x-displacement is shown plotted with the corresponding BML data in the lower graph

in Figure 4.25. The BML data, which has a different 0 m origin than the GaitShoe, has

been shifted to align with the GaitShoe results at a time point during stance (here, at

approximately 0.8 sec). For evaluating the performance of the displacement calculation

with the BML results (see Chapter 5), the stride lengths were compared, by calculating the

difference in displacement from one stance to the next.

Figure 4.26 shows a spline fit to the linearly integrated data at timepoints corresponding to

the timepoints of the BML data. In this example, the RMS error between the BML X-dis-

placement and the GaitShoe Xroom-displacement was 10.3 cm, while the RMS error

between the BML x-displacement and the GaitShoe Xshoe-displacement was 14.2 cm.
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Figure 4.26 Comparison of BML Xr,,,-displacement to GaitShoe Xroom- and Xshoe-displacement

The y-displacement is shown plotted with the corresponding BML data in the lower graph

in Figure 4.27. Since the foot LED array is mounted above the foot, during stance the

value of the BML Y-displacement is on the order of 5 cm, so the BML data has been

shifted to align with a displacement of 0 m a time point during stance (here, at approxi-

mately 0.8 sec). For evaluating the performance of the displacement calculation with the

BML results (see Chapter 5), the peak Y-displacement and the time point at which it

occurred were compared. Again, as shown in Figure 4.28, a spline was fit to the linearly

integrated data at timepoints corresponding to the timepoints of the BML data. In this

example, the RMS error between the BML Y-displacement and the GaitShoe Yroom-dis-

placement was 3.9 cm.
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Figure 4.27 Integration of the acceleration in Yroom
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Figure 4.28 Comparison of BML Yroom-displacement to GaitShoe YrOO-displacement

The GaitShoe's Xroom-displacement, Xshoe-displacement, and Yroom-displacement all had

maximum differences compared to the corresponding BML displacements on the order of

10-15 cm. For the Y-displacement, this results in a larger percent change; the RMS error

of the Y-displacement is smaller because the GaitShoe's Yroom-displacement is reset to
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zero at each stance, which results in a large number of data points which have only a very

small difference from the BML Y-displacement.

These results will likely be greatly improved by improving the GaitShoe pitch calculation,

and, in addition, by incorporating all of the gyroscope and accelerometer data into the

analysis.

4.5 Force Sensitive Resistors

Both types of force sensitive resistors (FSRs) were calibrated; the calibrated outputs for

each shoe were added together, and the sum was used in determining heel strike and toe

off timing.

4.5.1 Calibration

Use of the FSRs in the analysis required a calibration of their output to units of applied

force in kg. The zero offset, representing the output of the FSR with no applied force, was

not required in this analysis, because the FSRs were likely to be slightly pre-loaded during

subject testing. Because the FSRs are located under the foot inside a shoe, pre-load can

result when the laces are tied snugly. In addition, the equipment worn on the foot for

acquisition of the MGH Biomotion Lab's data involved a large strap which wraps around

the foot, which can cause further pre-loading of the FSRs. Therefore, the load on the FSRs

when the foot is in the air is not expected to be 0 kg, so as long as the sensitivity is deter-

mined at small values close to 0 kg, the zero offset is not required.

Unlike the output of the accelerometers and the gyroscopes, the output of the FSRs is non-

linear, due in part to the choice of conditioning electronics 1. In addition, the manufac-

turer's specifications report that the single part repeatability is from ±2% to ±5% of the

nominal resistance. Also, over time and with use, the adhesive layer in the FSRs may

break down and contribute to an increased non-linearity.
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Sensitivity

The FSRs were characterized through the application of a series of forces to several FSRs.

The tests were carried out using a TA-XT Texture Analyser from Stable Micro Systems,

with both a 5 kg and a 30 kg load cell.

As described in Section 3.3.3, the output of the FSR can be biased if it is bent. There are

two ways an FSR could be bent, either by a simple folding motion, or by being indented;

the likelihood of either will depend both on the location of the FSR beneath the foot, as

well as the shoe of the subject (e.g. the amount of flexibility behind the FSR). The two

larger FSRs are located beneath the metatarsals, at the first and the fifth metatarsal heads.

As the subject rolls off the foot preceding toe-off, the sensor portion of the FSR may expe-

rience some bending across its sensing area, particularly in flexible running shoes, which

are designed to allow a great degree of flexion in the insole. Also, since the size of the

metatarsal heads is on the same order as the size of the FSRs, a large amount of force

applied through the metatarsal heads could result in an indentation of the FSRs into the

insole, particularly if the insole is very flexible, as found in most running shoes. On the

other hand, the two small FSRs are located beneath the heel pad, and are less likely to

experience much bending, both because there is not typically any bending underneath the

heel, and because the area of the heel pad is much larger than the sensing are of the FSRs

under the heel, and so bending due to indentation is less likely.

Therefore, the output of the FSR will depend not only on the applied force, but on the

method of application, which is likely to vary slightly from subject to subject, depending

on the shape of their feet, and the type of shoe.

I A A_-;ihAl in Q-VLi__ '. 2 a U 2 L a UULJ.- -L Of
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given FSR is proportional to (R 1 + RFSR)/RFSR, which
results in non-linear output. For future work, an implemen-
tation using the FSR at the input to a current-to-voltage
converter, as shown to the right, is recommended, as the
output of the FSR would be inversely proportional to RFSR,
with Vout= - (R1/RFSR)Vref. Direct proportionality could An alternate FSR implementation
be obtained by using RFSR as the feedback resistor.

t
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To mimic these conditions during calibration, the following set-up was used: the FSRs

were placed on a typical running shoe insole, which allowed some indentation, as would

occur in a normal walking shoe. The applicators are shown in Figure 4.29, were wooden

dowels covered with a thin layer of a compressible material, cut to the same diameter, and

glued to the bottom. This was designed to mimic the metatarsal head and the calcaneous

behind a layer of skin and tissue. The testing set-up is shown in Figure 4.30. The large

indentor was the same diameter as the sensing area of the FSR-402. The small indentor

was the same diameter as the physical area of the FSR-400; in calibrating the FSR-400,

the force applied during calibration was converted to a pressure (applied across the inden-

tor area), and converted back to the force measured across the area of the sensing area of

the FSR-400.

rI

/

Figure 4.29 Force applicators (above) and FSRs (below)

Six of each type of FSRs (small: FSR-400, large: FSR-402, both from Interlink Electron-

ics [77]) were tested, four which had been used in the insoles during patient testing, and

two new unused sensors. The TA-XT Texture Analyser was used to apply successive

forces every 0.25 kg from 0.25 kg to 10 kg, measured with a 5 kg load cell, for both the

FSR-402 and the FSR-400 sensors. For the FSR-402 sensors only, the TA-XT Texture

Analyser was used to apply successive forces every 1 kg from 10 kg to 30 kg, measured

with a 30 kg load cell. The TA-XT Texture Analyser continually recorded the actual

applied force, and was re-calibrated after each series of successive forces. Each of the suc-

cessive forces applied by the TA-XT Texture Analyser, and the corresponding outputs of

the FSRs were determined and correlated.
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Figure 4.30 Test set-up for calibration of FSRs

Figure 4.31 shows a sample of the calibration data from a used FSR-402 sensor. The upper

left graph shows the FSR-402 output during calibration, and the lower left graph shows

the pressure applied by the TA-XT Texture Analyser across the indentor during calibra-

tion. The right graph shows the calibration results, with the FSR-402 output plotted vs. the

applied pressure, with a second x-axis showing the equivalent applied force units.
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Figure 4.31 Sample FSR-402 calibration data

For each type of FSRs, a single curve was fit to the calibration data for multiple FSRs,

rather than fitting individual curves for each FSR, because it was expected that the output

of each FSR during calibration may not directly correspond to the output during subject
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testing. As mentioned previously, FSR output may degrade over its lifetime use, and the

calibration was carried out after subject testing was concluded. In addition, a few of the

FSRs were replaced during subject testing, hence the replaced FSRs could not be cali-

brated. Though two new FSRs of each type were calibrated, the output of the new FSRs

was not used for the curve fit. Since the output of all the used FSRs grouped together,

despite a few FSRs being replaced during testing, it was expected that the best representa-

tion of FSR output during testing would be determined from the output of the used FSRs

only. Also the FSRs are thought to have some temperature and humidity sensitivity, which

could certainly affect their performance within the environment of the shoe. Finally, while

the indentors were designed to mimic the conditions inside the shoe, each subject's foot is

certainly unique, which may result in some minor variation in the output.

The calibration results for all six tested FSR-402s and the calibration data for the FSR-402

provided in the FSR data sheet [77], are shown in Figure 4.33. To capture the non-linear

relationship between the FSR output and the applied force, first, second, and third order

polynomials in exponentials were fitl to the calibration data from the four used FSR-402s,

as shown in Figure 4.32. The third-order polynomial in an exponential was empirically

found to provide a good fit to the data, and is also plotted in Figure 4.33.

z
0

C,

0
IL-o
-0

01)00-
:S

FSR-402 Output [uncalibrated]

Figure 4.32 Various line-fits to the FSR-402 calibration data

1. Matlab function polyfit.m was used to fit a third-order line to the applied force and the natural logarithm
of the FSR output; polyfit.m returns p, polynomial coefficients, and s, for estimating the error in the line-
fit.
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The relationship between the FSR-402 output, VF402, and the applied force in N, F, is

described by Eq. 4.12.

{-F = 9 8.7 VF402
3

+ 14.2 VF40 2
2

- 10.6. VF402 + 2.4} (4.12)
F = 9.8 e (4.12)

Figure 4.33 also shows two additional limits: the mean value of the minimum FSR-402

output measured across all trials during subject testing (0.20), and the absolute minimum

FSR-402 output over all trials (0.01). While the absolute minimum was much lower than

the mean minimum output, fewer than 15% of all FSR-402 trials (145 out of 1080) had a

minimum value under 0.10.

0.8 L

0.7 -. "Used" FSRs
t - "New" FSRs

0.6 \ - Exponential fit

C. Data from FSR spec sheet
rC 0.5

'= -- Mean Minimum FSR Output
N 0.4 ---- Absolute Minimum FSR Output

0.2

0.1 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Applied Force [N]

Figure 4.33 FSR-402 calibration curve

The FSR-400 calibration curves are shown in Figure 4.34. Again, four used FSRs and two

new FSRs were tested (calibration data for the FSR-400 was not provided in the FSR data

sheet). The compressible material on the bottom of the indentor delaminated during the

testing of the last used FSRs; this FSR is shown in a different color in Figure 4.34.

As with the FSR-402s, a third order exponential was fit to the calibration data from the

three FSR-400s with the indentor in the proper configuration. The resulting curve is

shown in Figure 4.34, and the relationship between the FSR-400 output, VF400, and the

applied force in N, F, is described by Eq. 4.13.
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Figure 4.34 FSR-400 calibration curve

{-F = 98 10.5 · VF400
3

+ 21.9 · VF400
2 - 21.6 VF400 + 6.8F = 9.8 e (4.13)

Again, Figure 4.34 shows two additional limits: the mean value of the minimum FSR-400

output measured across all trials during subject testing (0.60), and the absolute minimum

FSR-402 output over all trials (0.47). Fewer than 2.6% of all FSR-400 trials (28 out of

1080) had a minimum value under 0.50.

Figure 4.35 shows the 95% confidence intervals, which were calculated 1 on the line-fit of

the log of the applied force for the curve-fit, and converted to units of applied force in N,

for both FSR types. Since the sensitivity curve is an exponential, it only approaches zero,

but as discussed above, the FSRs are likely to have a small amount of pre-load. The cali-

bration started at 0.25 kg, to define the output when a small force was applied.

The 95% confidence intervals were calculated for each FSR from the absolute minimum

value seen during testing (0.47 for the FSR-400, 0.01 for the FSR-402) to 0.8, with an

increment of 0.005; the mean across these values was 14.64 N for the FSR-400, and

14.95 kg for the FSR-402.

1. Matlab function polyval.m was used to obtain error estimates, using "s", a structure returned from poly-
fit.m for estimating the error in the line-fit.
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Figure 4.35 95% confidence intervals for FSR sensitivity curves

This error is rather large, and is likely due at least in part to the non-linearity of the FSR

response. Different conditioning electronics, such as those discussed at the beginning of

this section, that would result in a more linear FSR response should be implemented

before using the FSRs for numerical analysis of the force distribution. In the analysis for

this work, the FSRs were calibrated and summed together for use in determining heel

strike and toe off timing.

4.6 Bend Sensors

4.6.1 Calibration

For the bend sensors, two types of information were required: the zero offset, to center the

output around zero; and, the sensitivity, to convert the output to units of degrees (°).

Zero Offset

The zero offset of the bend sensors was simply the output of each bi-directional bend sen-

sor while lying flat; the zero offsets are summarized in Table 4.5.

Sensitivity

Each bend sensor was characterized individually; the native resistance of the individual

bend sensors varies widely, making the output of each pair of bend sensors unique. The
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test setup is shown in Figure 4.36. Pairs of 9 V batteries were taped together and used as a

weighted clamp to position the bend sensors. A printed graph with lines radiating to mark

angles from -50° to +500 was taped to the table to guide the calibration process. One pair

of batteries was taped to the table such that they created a gap parallel to the 0° line, with

the right edge aligned with the (0,0) mark on the graph. The bend sensor was threaded

through this pair of batteries, and positioned such that the midpoint of the bend sensor was

aligned with the (0,0) mark on the graph. A second pair of batteries was placed over the

bend sensor, about an inch away from the pivot point, and was used for positioning the

bend sensor.

For each of the four bend sensors, a static calibration test was carried out, with data col-

lected at 100 increments from 0 to +500, and from 0 to -500. First, the bend sensor was

aligned at the increment, and a small weighted box was place on each side of the position-

ing pair of batteries, to hold the bend sensor securely in place. One of the FSRs was

pressed to indicate the start of data collection, and after 20-30 seconds, a second FSR was

pressed to indicate the end of data collection. Then, the bend sensor was moved to the next

increment, and the process was repeated.

Figure 4.36 Method of calibration of bend sensors
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Figure 4.37 Data from calibration of sensitivity of the bend sensor

A sample of the data from the calibration of one of the bend sensors is shown in

Figure 4.37 (the FSR plots are included to indicate the times of data collection; rapid

changes in the bend sensor output, such as seen around 115 sec corresponds repositioning

of the bend sensor in between the data collection). The output appears to change linearly

from 0° through +30° , but at angles higher than 30°, the output nears the maximum output

of 1, and starts to saturate. In addition, there is some drift present: the output at 0° at the

end of the calibration trial is different than at the start (a slight change in positioning could

contribute to less than 1° of this change, but the full change is closer to approximately 5°,

suggesting another process is contributing). In particular, it is likely that the electrical tape

used to hold the two uni-directional bend sensors is contributing to the drift as it stretches

and relaxes, and in addition, the bend sensor output is likely to be affected by the radius of

curvature at the bending point.

For each bend sensor, the clipped means1 were calculated on the output at each of the

measured different angles, and on the data from the 0° position at the start of each trial (the

data from the 0° position at the end of each trial was not used). A straight line was fit2 to

1. Again, as discussed in Section 4.3.1, spurious points were eliminated by using the clipped mean.

2. Matlab function polyfit.m was used.
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the clipped mean data points; for data which saturated at the upper limit, only the first

clipped mean value greater than 0.95 was used, so as not to skew the line-fit away from

the non-saturated data (the calibration was carried out only oncel). The clipped mean

points, and the resulting line-fit are both shown in Figure 4.38 for all four sensors. The

sensitivity (slope of the line-fit) and the zero offset are shown in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.38 Line fit for determining the sensitivity of bend sensors

One sensor (shown in red in Figure 4.38) actually had a uni-directional output, due to a

deficient individual bend sensor, and saturated at the upper bound. This sensor was located

in the right insole, and the saturation of this sensor was not an issue during subject testing

of normal gait, as flexion of the insole is only possible in one direction; negative bend cor-

responded to insole flexion. The left insole sensor also had some saturation, but only at the

higher range of positive bend, so it was not an issue during subject testing either.

1. As the rest of this section discusses, the bend sensor did not perform well; though the calibration would
be more accurate if the bending routine was repeated multiple times, the inaccuracies in the bend sensor
discussed below in Section 4.6.2 and Section 4.6.3 were likely more influenced by the placement of the
bend sensor and the drift issue discussed above. Future work with the GaitShoe should briefly investigate
whether the influence of the placement and the drift can be alleviated, and if so, a better calibration rou-
tine should be devised at that time. But it is likely that far better results would be achieved by switching
to a different type of sensor, or by placing a second IMU on the shin.
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TABLE 4.5 Bend sensor sensitivities and zero offsets

Sensor Sensitivity Zero Offset
[degrees/output] [output]

Left, Ankle 87.7 0.54

Left, Insole 95.4 0.59

Right, Ankle 124.5 0.39

Right, Insole 104.8 1.00

The bend of the ankle bend sensors corresponds to plantar flexion and dorsiflexion; posi-

tive bend corresponded to dorsiflexion and negative bend corresponded to plantar flexion.

The two sensors located at the left and right ankles also had some saturation, however, the

outputs of both sensors are linear across the range of typical angles encountered. A healthy

gait cycle typically has a maximum dorsiflexion close to 100 and a maximum plantar flex-

ion of 10-20° [105].

To investigate the issue of drift further, the calibration was run on a bend sensor with two

brand new uni-directional bend sensors, with and without tape covering. The results are

shown in Figure 4.40; a black dashed line has been plotted over the bend sensors, corre-

sponding to the value of the bend sensor at time zero. Again, the FSRs were used to indi-

cate the start and stop of each calibration point.
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Figure 4.39 Bend calibration routine, on a new sensor with and without tape
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These results do not show the drift present in the earlier calibration plots, indicating that

the drift is likely to be due to aging of either or both the bend sensor and the electrical tape

used to protect the bend sensors and to force the two uni-directional bend sensors to fol-

low the same motion (the bend sensors used in the subject testing were assembled with the

tape in January 2003 at the latest). Further work is necessary to determine which aging

process is the major contributor to the drift. If the electric tape, other methods of protect-

ing the bend sensors (and forcing the same motion) could easily be found, such as slipping

a plastic sleeve over the sensors. However, if the bend sensor itself is degrading as it ages,

the use of this part may need to be rethought as it would be inconvenient and expensive

(each individual bend sensor is $10, for a total cost of $80 across both feet) to replace.

4.6.2 Placement of the Bend Sensors

One of the bend sensors was used to check the variation in the output due to a change in

the location of the pivot point, as shown in Figure 4.40. The insole bend sensors were not

repositioned before each subject, but were located such that their midpoints were roughly

aligned with the metatarsals, since flexion in the insole occurs about the metatarsals. The

ankle bend sensors were positioned between the heel of the foot and the back of the shoe

such that the midpoint was roughly aligned with the back of the shoe. In normal use, the

ankle attachment (shown in Figure 3.9) would be mounted on the subject's ankle to hold

the ankle bend sensor in place. However, testing was carried out with the subject simulta-

neously wearing the MGH Biomotion Lab equipment, and so as not to unduly interfere

with the gait of the subject, the ankle attachment was mounted on the MGH Biomotion

Lab shin attachment rather than directly against the ankle. This resulted in the ankle

attachment being located further away from the edge of the shoe, particularly on taller

subjects, so the bend sensor had to be pulled out of the shoe in order to be enclosed com-

pletely by the ankle attachment. This resulted in the bend sensor pivoting about a point

between the end of the sensor and the midpoint.
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Figure 4.40 demonstrates that the sensitivity of the output remains similar over the three

different pivot points: the midpoint, and the 1/4 and 3/4 points along the sensor's length.

However, there is some variation in the zero offset value, which is likely due to the drift

seen in Figure 4.37, as these tests were performed in succession.
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Figure 4.40 Bend sensor, calibrated with different pivot points

4.6.3 Plantar Flexion and Dorsiflexion

The bend sensor at the ankle was used to measure the angle of plantar flexion and dorsi-

flexion. However, as discussed above, the bend sensors have a baseline drift in the output.

In addition, the ankle attachment, which was designed to hold the bend sensor next to the

ankle to prevent buckling, was placed higher relative to the back of the shoe, during sub-

ject testing. This resulted in the ankle bend sensor being more likely to buckle during data

collection. Also, plantar flexion and dorsiflexion were determined from the BML data

from the pitch of the foot array and the pitch of the ankle array, resulting in the angle

between the shank and the foot. There are two difficulties in using the BML data to vali-

date the calibrated bend sensor data. First, the shank and foot arrays are visible to the cam-

era detection system at different (but overlapping) times, which results in a shortened

amount of data available as only the overlapping data can be used to determine the pitch.

The second difficulty is that the BML data occasionally contains outlying data points;

because two different data vectors are combined, there are two sources of error: these must

be removed, and thus further shorten the data available for comparison.
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The bend sensor output for an ankle bend sensor, and the combined output of the BML

foot pitch and shank pitch, resulting in plantar flexion / dorsiflexion curve measurement

for the corresponding foot are shown in Figure 4.41 (the bend sensor data shown is the

result of a spline fit to the bend sensor calibrated output, using the time points correspond-

ing to the BML data).
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Figure 4.41 Plantar Flexion and Dorsiflexion from the GaitShoe (left) and the BML (right)

Although the shape of the calibrated bend sensor output generally follows the shape of the

BML plantar flexion / dorsiflexion curve, the RMS error between the two curves is 6.3°.

With a full range across the BML plantar flexion / dorsiflexion of less than 30°, this repre-

sents an error of more than 20%. The sharp changes in the GaitShoe ankle bend output

(e.g. shortly after 1 sec and around 2.25 sec) are most likely due to the sensor buckling as

a result of the poor location of the shoe attachment, as the direction of flexion reverses.

A sample of the calibrated insole bend data is shown in Figure 4.42, for the same gait trial

as the calibrated ankle bend data shown in Figure 4.41. The minima correspond to the foot

motion preceding toe off. This is a parameter that the BML does not measure: the BML

foot array is mounted in the center of the foot and cannot distinguish between pure rota-

tion of the foot, and flexion of the foot with the forefoot flat on the ground.

----------
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Insole Flexion, from the Insole Bend

[sec]

Figure 4.42 Calibrated insole bend sensor output

Because of these issues, the bend sensor signals were not further validated with the BML

data. Future work with the GaitShoe using this bend sensor should involve a different

design of the ankle attachment, or evaluation with a system that allows the bend sensor to

be held next to the ankle as it would under conditions where only the GaitShoe is collect-

ing data. Alternatively, other methods of determining plantar flexion / dorsiflexion should

be considered, such as the use of fiber optic sensors, or placement of a second IMU on the

ankle, which would provide the full gyroscope and accelerometer information, and would

allow the position of the shin and foot to each be determined independently, and then com-

bined to find relative positions, such as plantar flexion / dorsiflexion.

4.7 PVDF Strips

The polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) strips were included for their rapid dynamic

response, and were expected to be useful in determining heel strike and toe off timing.

Unfortunately, the output varied greatly, not only from subject to subject, but between the

left and right feet of a given subject, and even from step to step within a given subject. The

PVDF outputs from five females with healthy gait are shown in Figure 4.43; data from the

left shoe are on the left, and data from the right shoe are on the right, and the outputs from

the PVDF sensors at both the heel and the great toe are included. The raw PVDF output

a,a,
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was scaled from the twelve bit output such that the output ranged from 0 to 1, and was

centered around zero.
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Figure 4.43 Various PVDF output plots

Some of the variation seen across Figure 4.43 may be caused by the physical design of the

shoe worn by the subject: the PVDF strip is traditionally used to measure vibration, and

the subjects were asked to wear running shoes, which are designed to minimize impact on

the foot via compressible components; in addition, the PVDF strip output is likely sensi-

tive to motion of the foot within the shoe. Thus, some variation may be due to the PVDF

strip picking up the dynamics of shoe as well as the dynamics of the foot moving within

the shoe, rather than the dynamics of gait. To investigate the effect of the shoe type, data

were collected on the same subject wearing three different types of shoes: a running shoe

(manufactured by Reebok), a walking shoe (manufactured by Ecco), and a stiff clog (man-

ufactured by Dansko); the shoes are shown in Figure 4.44.
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Figure 4.44 Reebok running shoe, Ecco walking shoe, and Dansko clog.

Figure 4.45 shows the uncalibrated1 data for each of three shoe types. The data are all

from the right foot, and the same insole was used in all three trials. The back edge of the

insole was aligned with the back of each shoe and taped into place, to position the PVDF

strips in the same location relative to the subject's foot. Visually, the PVDF strips have a

stronger similarity within a shoe-type than between shoe-types, particularly the toe PVDF

strips, suggesting that the type of shoe worn during testing may indeed contribute to

changes in the PVDF output.
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Figure 4.45 Comparison of PVDF output in three different types of shoes

1. To display both PVDF output clearly on one graph, the PVDF-heel output has been shifted by a value of
one.
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The PVDF strips were selected to be placed at the toe and the heel were because they were

expected to have a faster response than the FSRs. Figure 4.46 shows the uncalibrated (cen-

tered around zero) PVDF outputs and the sum of the calibrated FSR outputs for compari-

son, as well as the heel strike time and toe off time determined by the BML. The heel

PVDF output does appear to rise slightly in value one time step before the FSRsum output

rises (and before the BML heel strike time); however, the PVDF sensor is located cen-

trally beneath the heel, and closer to the rear edge of the heel, while the FSRs at the heel

are located medially and laterally, so this very slight anticipation by the PVDF sensor may

be due only to a better location within the insole. In addition, as seen in Figure 4.43 and

Figure 4.45, the heel PVDF output tends to have multiple peaks, due both the dynamic

nature of the PVDF output, as well as the likely response to movement of the foot within

the shoe, whereas the FSRsum has a direct correspondence to the actual force distribution

beneath the foot. The toe PVDF output has already returned to the baseline at the BML

toe-off time, making it no more useful than the FSRsum.
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Figure 4.46 Comparison of PVDF response to FSRsum response

This PVDF output certainly contains interesting information, and, the potential change in

response in different types of shoes may be useful for future work in evaluating orthotics
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or different types of shoes for a given patient. However, it was selected for this work for

use in determining heel strike and toe off; the FSRs appear to quite useful, not only in

determining heel strike and toe off, but in providing information about the force distribu-

tion underneath the foot. The analysis of heel strike and toe off time, as described, did not

employ the use of the PVDF output, but rather relied on the FSRsum, and information

from the accelerometers and gyroscopes.

For future work with the GaitShoe, the PVDF strips should be replaced with FSRs, which

will allow the FSRs to be placed directly under the heel pad and under the great toe, result-

ing in a more complete force distribution profile, and possibly improving the determina-

tion of heel strike and toe off times.

4.8 Electric Field Sensor

The electric field sensor was developed after subject testing had started, so it was included

during the testing of the last five subjects to investigate its utility for measuring the height

of the foot above the floor. The purpose was both to evaluate the implementation, as well

as to investigate the signal output. Electrodes for the electric field sensor were created by

placing copper tape on the bottom of the shoe. Figure 4.47 shows the uncalibrated output

of the electric field sensor on five different subjects1. The output level which corresponds

to the zero height at the initiation of gait (e.g. the output while the subject stands with both

feet flat on the floor, before starting the gait trial, around time -6 sec in the graphs in

Figure 4.47) is indicated.

The physical implementation required placing copper tape on the bottom of the shoe to

construct the sensor, and co-axial cable to connect the sensor to the circuit board (the

driven shield signal was connected to the outer layer of the co-axial cable). The copper

tape on the bottom of the shoe lasted throughout the each subject's testing. The co-axial

1. These subjects were the five subjects on which the electric field sensor was used; data were not collected
from the right foot sensor on subjects A and B; these subjects are not the same as those in Figure 4.43,
above
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cable has a diameter of 3 mm; for most athletic shoes, the co-axial cable can be placed in a

tread groove to avoid adding this small thickness under one side of the shoe, however, this

connection may need to be redesigned for use with other types of footwear.
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Figure 4.47 Various electric field sensor output plots

In addition, as seen in Figure 4.47, the output of the electric field sensor was greatly

dependent on the implementation of the electrodes, which varied depending upon the size

of the subject's shoe. the range of the output varies greatly over all eight implementations.

Also, the actual output of the electric field sensor is likely to vary depending on the con-

struction of the floor. Interestingly, most subjects generally pass the force plate between

+1 sec and +4 sec; in the graphs shown in Figure 4.47, the electric field sensor output gen-

erally dips below its initial zero height during this time, as the metal force plate provides

increased capacitive loading.

Figure 4.48 presents data collected during one of the gait trials from Subject A. The top

graphs show the height of each foot, as measured by the MGH Biomotion Lab (BML).

The height is measured by the foot array, which is located above the foot; thus, the height

is never 0 cm, because the lowest height seen during stance (approximately 10 cm on the

left foot, and approximately 5 cm on the right foot) corresponds to the actual height of the

154
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array above the floor. The bottom graphs show the output of the electric field sensors on

the left and right feet. The electric field output reaches its maximum value once the foot is

lifted above the floor to a distance where the sensor can no longer couple into the floor. By

visual comparison with the BML height graphs, both electric field sensors appear to have

a range up to approximately 3-5 cm, over a third

sensor was located on the heel of the shoe, while

this results in the electric field sensors anticipating
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Figure 4.48 Comparison of the electric field sensor output to foot height.

Before using the electric field sensor as a method of determining the height of the foot

above the floor, further investigation into the design of the electrode is needed. For

instance, as discussed in Section 3.3.7, after subject testing was completed, a second

design was developed, using a round electrode made out of copper tape, with the driven

shield inside the shoe. This sensor was not tested at the Biomotion Lab, but it does appear

to have a range greater than 5 cm. In addition, two electrodes can be used underneath the

foot, to provide measurements of height at two different locations. The output of the two

electrodes on the left and right feet are shown in Figure 4.49. Again, the value of the out-

put depends on the electrode configuration. The sensors located at the heels both clearly

measure a decrease in distance above the ground before the sensors located at the toes

(e.g. at 1.75 sec in the left foot heel sensor, and at 2.4 sec in the right foot heel sensor),

while the sensors located at the toes are clearly measuring an increase in distance above
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the ground after the sensors located at the toes (e.g. at 1 sec in the left foot toe sensor, and

at 1.75 sec in the right foot toe sensor).
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Figure 4.49 Sample output from the second electrode design

Once the electrode design has been finalized, methods of preparing the electrode such that

it is consistent from subject to subject should be investigated. For instance, rather than

affixing copper tape, electrodes could be pre-cut from a thin metal foil, which would be

taped to the bottom of the shoe. Finally, data should be collected on different floor types,

from wood floors and sidewalks to concrete floors with and without rebar, to generate a

family of calibration curves and allow calibration of the electric field sensor signal.

4.9 Heel Strike and Toe Off Timing

Timing of heel strike and toe off were determined using several of the GaitShoe sensors.

Initial values for each were determined using the sum of the four FSRs, "FSRsum", which

was calculated when the FSRs were calibrated, as described in Section 4.1.4. These initial

values were used to determine the integration bounds for the z-gyroscope. The final values

of the toe off timing were determined from the pitch, and alternative values for the heel

strike timing were determined from the x-accelerometer integration bounds.
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FSRsum Determination of Heel Strike and Toe Off Timing

The four FSRs were coarsely distributed underneath the foot, with two underneath the

heel, medially and laterally, one underneath the first metatarsal head, and one underneath

the fifth metatarsal head. Though this cannot provide a complete picture of the force distri-

bution underneath the foot, the information can still be of use.
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Figure 4.50 Comparison of the sum of the four calibrated [N] FSR outputs to the force plate output

The calibrated FSR output with units of force [N] (e.g. the total force applied across the

FSR), the sum of the four calibrated FSR outputs, and the BML force plate output are

shown in Figure 4.50. The FSRs only cover a small percentage of the total weight-bearing

area underneath the foot; as such, they only measure a portion of the total force. Thus the

shape of the summed FSR output in the middle graph is different than the bottom graph of

the force plate measurement, because the summed FSR output is subsumed by the total

force output.
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For further comparison, data collected using the Tekscan F-Scan system [32] on two dif-

ferent subjects was examined. One subject had a peak pressure under the heel area of 32

psi, a peak pressure under the area of the first metatarsal head of 52 psi, and a body weight

of 144.8 pounds, while the other subject had a peak pressure under the heel area of 43 psi,

a peak pressure under the area of the first metatarsal head of 33 psi, and a body weight of

162.6pounds [92]. These are similar ranges as the calibrated FSR data, shown in

Figure 4.51 with units of pressure [psi] (e.g. the pressure applied across the FSR sensing

area), though Figure 4.51 presents data from a subject with a body weight of 253 pounds.

Output of individual FSRs I

2 

1

U,
A

Sum of FSR outputs

Figure 4.51 Comparison of the sum of the four calibrated FSR outputs in pressure units of psi.

Figure 4.50 demonstrates that the larger FSR-402s (located under the metatarsals) mea-

sure more force, while Figure 4.51 shows that even though the smaller FSR-400s (located

under the heels) measure less force, the pressure under the heel, for this subject, is higher

than underneath the metatarsals.

The change in the shape of the FSRsum, with either force or pressure units, as compared

to the typical "m"-shape measured by force plate is a result of the very discrete measure-

ments taken by the four FSRs. However, this does not render the FSR measurements use-

less: in both Figure 4.50 and Figure 4.51, the shape of the FSRsum is similar across the

three steps shown, however, there were substantial differences in the weight distribution

between the first and fifth metatarsal heads. In the first step shown, more weight is on the
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fifth metatarsal, in the second step, more weight is on the first metatarsal, and in the third

step, the weight is distributed fairly evenly across the first and fifth metatarsal heads. This

is information which cannot be obtained from a standard force plate.

In the BML, timing of heel strike and toe off are determined by examining the force plate

output; when it first crosses a certain threshold, that time point is identified as heel strike,

and when it re-crosses that threshold, that time point is identified as toe off.

This general approach' was adopted for deriving the heel strike and toe off times from the

FSRsum, as shown in Figure 4.52. In order to improve the resolution, a spline was fit to

the FSRsum with time points every 1 msec; the ideal data rate of the GaitShoe was 75 Hz,

which corresponds to a complete data packet every 13.4 msec. The "no-load cutoff' was

calculated from the mean of the minimum value of the FSRsum and the clipped mean of

the FSRsum. The no-load cutoff was used as the limit below which the FSRsum value

could correspond to a no load situation, such as during swing. The times of the FSRsum

points (original data, not the spline-fit) that occurred just before and just after (FSRsumno_

load- and FSRsumnoload+, respectively) the FSRsum crossed the no-load limit were identi-

fied; these are marked in Figure 4.52.
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Figure 4.52 Determination of heel strike and toe off from FSRsum

1. See hstos_fsrsum_spline.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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To locate heel strike and toe off, the first difference of the spline-fit, D(FSRsumspline-fit

was calculated, as shown in Figure 4.52. The maximum peak of D(FSRsumsplinefi) corre-

sponded to the peak loading during heel strike, and was located using the vicinity deter-

mined by FSRsumnoload+. The heel strike time was set as the first spline-fit time point

prior to the maximum peak where the condition D(FSRsumsplinefi)<AO.005 kg was met.

This condition was set after inspection of many gait trials; as shown in Figure 4.53,

A0.005 kg was greater than the small changes of FSRsum registered during swing, and

indicated the start of the rapid increase in force corresponding to heel strike. This was non-

objective method of finding the point corresponding to initial loading of the FSRs; for

future work with the GaitShoe, the loading profile of the FSRs should be more fully inves-

tigated, perhaps by using a separate system where its time scale precisely aligned with the

GaitShoe's time scale (as discussed in Appendix F. 1, in the subject testing data, the time

scale of the BML could only be aligned with the GaitShoe's time scale within 13.4 msec).

Similarly, the minimum value of D(FSRsumsplinefi) corresponded to the peak unloading

leading up to toe-off, and was located using the vicinity determined by FSRsumnoload_.

The toe off time was estimated at the first spline-fit time point following the minimum

where the magnitude of D(FSRsumsplinefi) was less than A0.005 kg. As shown in

Figure 4.53, -A0.005 kg approximately corresponded to the unloading of the FSRsum due

to toe-off and initiation of leg-swing.
First difference of spline-fit to FSRsum

1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

Time [sec]

Figure 4.53 First difference of spline-fit, zoomed-in
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Because there are two FSRs located under the heel, this method was expected to perform

well in determining the heel strike. However, there are no FSRs located underneath the

great toe, so this method was expected to estimate the toe off time early. Thus, these heel

strike and toe off times were used to determine the integration bounds for the z-gyroscope,

and the toe off time was subsequently re-evaluated.

Maximum Pitch Determination of Toe Off Timing

The final toe off times were determined by the location of the minimum pitch. As shown

in Figure 4.16, the maximum pitch occurs at toe-off; as the foot rolls off the foot, the pitch

increases, and once the toe is off the ground, a rapid acceleration at the start of leg-swing

occurs, and results in a decrease in the pitch. Once evaluation of the z-gyroscope was

complete, the times corresponding to the maximum pitch values during each stride were

determined using the post-spline-fit method described in Section 4.3.2. These toe off times

were compared to values for toe-off obtained from the BML analysis.

X-Accelerometer Upper Integration Bound for Alternate Heel Strike Timing

As described in Section 4.4.3, the upper integration bound for the x-accelerometer was set

when the magnitude of AXdynamic was either less than 0.2 m/s2, or when the value of

AXdynamic was greater than 0 m/s2 . This second condition was expected to correspond to an

especially strong heel strike. Each of the upper integration bounds were investigated, and

if the bound corresponded to a positive spike in the AXdynamic output, the time point was

saved as an alternate measurement of heel strike timing. Where available, these alternate

heel strike times were compared to values for heel strike obtained from the BML analysis,

as were the heel strike times calculated from the spline-fit of the FSRsum.
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Chapter 5

GAIT PARAMETER VALIDATION

The outputs of several sensors in the GaitShoe system were analyzed to generate clinically

relevant gait parameters. The data were collected during subject testing (described in

Appendix B), and was evaluated by comparison to data collected simultaneously by the

Massachusetts General Hospital Biomotion Laboratory (BML). This chapter discusses the

results of the comparison with BML data. The examples presented while describing the

analysis model and the analysis techniques all use data from the same gait trial.

Testing of the fifteen subjects resulted in 270 total trials of gait. The GaitShoe pitch, stride

length, and vertical displacement results for all of these trials were compared to the data

collected simultaneously from the MGH Biomotion Lab (BML). The validation was car-

ried out by comparing quantities of interest from each of these results: the maximum and

minimum values of pitch and the times at which they occurred, the total stride length, and

the maximum vertical displacement and the time at which it occurred. The magnitude dif-

ferences and the percent differences, using the BML as the reference value where avail-

able, were determined.

The GaitShoe heel strike and toe off times were compared to heel strike and toe off times

determined by a physical therapist by inspection of the BML force plate data. For each

subject, approximately three heel strike times and three toe off times of each times were

determined for each foot, for a total of 86 comparisons. The magnitude difference was cal-

culated for the heel strike times and the toe off times.
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5.1 Pitch

The maximum and minimum values and times of the GaitShoe pitch were determined1

with a post integration spline-fit2 , as described in Section 4.3.2. The BML data were eval-

uated for outlying data points, which were removed, and the maximum and minimum val-

ues and times of the remaining BML data were determined. Figure 5.1 shows the

GaitShoe pitch, BML pitch, and all extrema.
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of GaitShoe pitch to BML foot array pitch

Figure 5.1 was included to demonstrate the issues which arise in the BML data. The lower

left graph in Figure 5.1 shows that, like the GaitShoe data (see Section 4.1.3), there are

occasional outliers in the BML data; these were excluded3 for the purposes of determining

the maximum and minimum points of the BML foot pitch. In addition, there are often

unusual data at the start and/or end of the BML data, usually due to only a portion of the

array being visible to the cameras. These effects can be seen at the start of both BML foot

pitch graphs in Figure 5.1: the lower left graph has an unusual dip before the true pitch

1. See pitch_compare_postspline.m, and pitchpeakfinder.m, m-files available in Appendix F.2.

2. See gyrozpostspline.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.

3. See findmghoutliers.m, an m-file available in Appendix F.2.
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minimum at the start, and the lower right graph has an unusually large magnitude of pitch

at the start; thus the first 16 and last 16 BML data points, corresponding to approximately

0.1 sec, were also excluded.

During determination of the extrema for both the GaitShoe data and the BML data, the

number of dropped packets (in the BML data, dropped packets are the result of removal of

outlying data points) in the vicinity of the extrema were stored, as well as the size of the

largest number of successive dropped packets over the entire data series. Extrema were

not included in the comparison if either the GaitShoe or the BML data had a series of

dropped packets longer than 0.2 sec during the gait trial, or if either had 2 packets dropped

in the vicinity of the extrema. This resulted in 279 comparisons of maximum pitch and

time, and 241 comparisons of minimum pitch and time. The results are summarized in

Figure 5.1, and histograms for each are shown in Figure 5.2. The percent change was not

calculated for the time values, since the BML data, as seen in the lower right graph of

Figure 5.1, did not always contain two successive pitch maximums or two successive

pitch minimums from which to calculate a reference time.

TABLE 5.1 Pitch Validation Results

Comparison Difference Percent Change [%] Samples

Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

Shoe Pitch Max minus BML Pitch Max 1.90 6.70 4.22 10.4 279

Time of Shoe Pitch Max minus -.04 sec .02 sec 279
Time of BML Pitch Max

Shoe Pitch Min minus BML Pitch Min -4.9 ° 5.1° 29.1 20.5 241

Time of Shoe Pitch Min minus -.Olsec .02 sec 241
Time of BML Pitch Min
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Figure 5.2 Histograms of the pitch validation results

(secl

5.2 Distance

The stride length (horizontal displacement) was determined by the GaitShoe via double-

integration of the acceleration along the Xroom axis, and, for comparison, along the Xshoe

axis. The vertical displacement of the foot was determined via double-integration of the

acceleration along the Yroom axis. These displacements were compared to the BML data

samples if the BML data included the time corresponding to a lower integration bound and

an upper integration bound (e.g. the BML data encompassed an entire swing phase); this

resulted in 363 total samples available for comparison. For the stride length, the total dis-

placements were compared, and for the vertical displacement, the peak displacements and

the corresponding times were compared.
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Comparisons were omitted if either the GaitShoe or the BML data had a series of dropped

packets longer than 0.2 sec during the gait trial, or if either had a total of more than 10

packets dropped during the swing phase used in the comparison. This resulted in 166 com-

parisons of stride length, and 166 comparisons of peak vertical displacement and time.

The results are summarized in Table 5.2; histograms for stride length are shown in

Figure 5.3 and for peak vertical displacement and time in Figure 5.4 (the vertical axes are

the same on all histogram plots; again, the percent change was not calculated for the time

of peak vertical displacement, since an independent stride time was not always available

from the BML data). Of note, while the magnitude of the mean difference of peak vertical

displacement is only slightly larger than the mean difference of stride length, since the

vertical displacement of the foot during stride is an order of magnitude smaller than the

stride length (on the order of 10 cm as compared to more than a meter), the percentage

change in peak vertical displacement is unacceptably large, at 72.7%. This is most likely

mainly due to small errors in the pitch that have affected the determination of the acceler-

ation in the Yroom axis.

TABLE 5.2 Displacement Validation Results

Comparison Difference Percent Change Samples

(All GaitShoe minus BML) Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

Stride Length 6.1 cm 15.4 cm 5.4% 12.9% 166
Double linear integration ofAx-roomdynamic

Stride Length -4.0 cm 20.1 cm -1.8% 17.3% 166
Double linear integration ofAx-shoedynamic

Peak Vertical Displacement 6.9 cm 3.3 cm 72.7% 45.8% 166

Time of Peak Vertical Displacement -0.03 sec 0.06 sec 166
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5.3 Heel Strike and Toe Off

The heel strike and toe off times determined by the GaitShoe were compared to times

determined by a physical therapist at the MGH Biomotion Lab, by inspection of the force

plate data. A total of 86 samples including both heel strike and toe off time were provided

from the for validation; of these, nine were excluded, by inspection, because of obvious

errors (such as a BML heel strike occurring when the GaitShoe FSRs did not have any

load); these should be investigated further to find the reason for the errors. Two additional

samples were excluded from toe off analysis because the IMU became loose towards the

end of testing of one of the early subjects, and so the gyroscope output was not available.

As explained above, two methods of determining heel strike were evaluated. The first

method used only the FSRsum to detect loading corresponding to heel strike; the second

method used a spike in the x-accelerometer data corresponding to a strong floor impact

where available and the FSRsum method if the x-accelerometer was not jolted. The toe off

time was evaluated using the time of occurrence of the maximum pitch. The results are

summarized in Figure 5.3, and histograms for each are shown in Figure 5.5.

TABLE 5.3 Heel Strike and Toe Off Validation Results

Comparison Difference [msecl Samples

Mean Std Dev

Shoe Heel Strike minus BML Heel Strike -14.4 21.5 77
FSRsum method only

Shoe Heel Strike minus BML Heel Strike -6.7 22.9 77
FSRsum and x-accelerometer method

Shoe Toe Off minus Toe Off -2.9 16.9 75
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Figure 5.5 Histograms of the heel strike time and toe off time validation results

5.4 Discussion

The overall results from this initial analysis are encouraging, though a more detailed anal-

ysis may be needed to improve the results.

The GaitShoe's calculation of maximum pitch correlate well with the BML reference

pitch, with a mean difference of 1.90 (standard deviation 6.7°), which corresponded to a

mean percent change of 4.22% (standard deviation 10.4%). The difference in time

between the maximum pitch points in each group was 40 msec. However, the calculation

of minimum pitch did not correlate quite as well. The mean difference was -4.9° (standard

deviation 5.1 ), but because the magnitude of the minimum pitch is typically on the order

of 10-15°, this corresponded to a mean percent change of 29.1% (standard deviation
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20.5%). The minimum pitch suffers from cumulative integration errors, as it occurs

toward the end of the stride.

The stride length results are very encouraging. Surprisingly, the mean difference is better

when the stride length is determined via integration along the Xshoe axis than via integra-

tion along the Xroom axis; however the standard deviation is much larger along the Xshoe

axis. As compared to the BML stride length, the stride length calculated along the Xshoe

axis has a mean difference of -4.0 cm (standard deviation 20.1 cm) and percent difference

of -1.8% (standard deviation 17.3%), while as compared the stride length calculated along

the Xroom axis has a mean difference of 6.1 cm (standard deviation 15.4 cm) and percent

difference of-5.4% (standard deviation 12.9%). These results are encouraging considering

the large number of assumptions made in the analysis; by incorporating the full analysis of

all three gyroscopes and all three accelerometers, both the mean difference, and the stan-

dard deviation are likely to decrease. The results of stride length calculated along the

Xshoe axis suggests that if smaller and less expensive system were required for certain

applications analyzing straight-line gait, a single-axis accelerometer could be used with a

single gyroscope.

Though the difference for the vertical displacement as compared to the BML results is of

similar magnitude to the stride length difference, the percent change is much larger. A typ-

ical stride length is longer than a meter, while vertical displacement is generally under

10 cm. Thus, while the vertical displacement as compared to the BML results has a mean

difference of 6.8 cm (standard deviation 3.8 cm), the percent difference is -72.7% (stan-

dard deviation 50.0%). The time of the peak displacements as compared to the BML

results has a mean difference of -.03 sec (standard deviation 0.06 sec). Unlike the stride

length, these results appear to have suffered from the large number of assumptions made

in the analysis, but will hopefully improve once the analysis is broadened to include all

three gyroscopes and accelerometers.
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In addition, errors in the pitch are likely to strongly contribute to the large errors in the

vertical displacement, as well as the result that the stride length calculated along the Xshoe

axis is as accurate as or better than the stride length calculated Xroom. Determining the

dynamic acceleration requires the orientation of the accelerometers with respect to the

room, Ox and (y, which correspond to the pitch. However, in addition, determination of

the accelerations along the Yroom and Xroom axes from the dynamic acceleration uses rela-

tionships involving the sines and cosines of Ox and y Thus, errors in the pitch affect the

calculations along the Yroom and Xroom axes more than the calculation along the Xshoe

axis. Improvements in the pitch calculation are therefore likely to improve the results of

the stride length and vertical displacement along the Yroom and Xroom axes. In particular, a

hardware change to use the Analog Devices gyroscope to measure rotation about the z-

axis, rather than the Murata gyroscope, may sufficiently improve the pitch calculation; as

discussed in Section 3.3.2, the Analog Devices gyroscope has two vibrating structures

operating in anti-phase to reduce common mode signals unrelated to angular velocity

(such as external shocks or vibrations).

The results for the heel strike time and toe off time are particularly interesting. Both meth-

ods of calculating the heel strike time anticipate the time determined by the BML; the

method using the FSRsum has a mean difference of -14.4 msec (standard deviation

21.5 msec) as compared to the BML time, while the method using the x-accelerometer in

combination with the FSRsum has a mean difference of only -6.7 msec (standard devia-

tion 22.9 msec). These results suggest that the it is possible that the automated analysis of

the GaitShoe results in detection of heel strike earlier than the human interpretation of the

force plate data. However, the time scales of the GaitShoe system and the BML system are

only aligned within 13.4 msec (see Appendix F. 1), such that the GaitShoe time may regis-

ter up to 13.4 msec ahead of the BML time; this may account for the shift between the

detection on the two systems. Further evaluation, perhaps with a different type of valida-

tion equipment, and certainly with an improved method of aligning the time scales, is rec-

ommended to confirm these results.
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The toe off times are the most well correlated parameter in comparison with the BML sys-

tem, with a mean difference of only -2.9 msec (standard deviation 16.9 msec). However,

these results are moderately surprising, given that the maximum pitch was used to detect

toe off (as the maximum pitch occurs right around the time of toe off), and the pitch results

demonstrated that the time of detection of maximum pitch by the GaitShoe had a mean

shift of 40 msec from the BML maximum pitch. It would be interesting to add FSRs

underneath the great toe to see how the toe off time detected by an FSRsum including

more FSRs compared to the BML and maximum pitch generated toe off times.
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Chapter 6

PATTERN RECOGNITION ANALYSIS

The ability of the GaitShoe system to provide information capable of identifying gait pat-

terns was investigated by using standard pattern recognition techniques with the data col-

lected during subject testing. Two classification problems were investigated; the primary

goal was to distinguish the gait of subjects with Parkinson's disease from the gait of sub-

jects with normal gait. Of secondary interest was recognizing individual subjects from

their gait. This chapter discusses the techniques used, the selection of the subject data that

was classified, the selection of the feature set, hypotheses, training and testing data, and

the results of the classification.

6.1 Pattern Recognition Techniques

Several classic techniques were applied to data sets extracted from the subject testing, in

order to investigate which technique was best at classifying this type of data. These tech-

niques are described briefly here; all employ supervised learning, where a labeled training

set was used to train the classifier, and a separate labeled test set (containing samples not

in the training set) was used to evaluate the classifier.

6.1.1 Classification and Regression Trees (CART)

CART is a decision tree tool, distributed by Salford Systems software. It was developed

from original work by Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, Stone at the Stanford University and
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the University of California at Berkeley [93]. It uses binary recursive partitioning; each

node is split into exactly two nodes, and the process is repeated with each child node. The

CART software analyzes the data through a set of rules which determine the following:

node splitting (to create the tree), tree completion, tree pruning, terminal node classifica-

tion.

To determine the split of each node, the CART conducts a brute force search by calculat-

ing all possible splits for all features. For continuous data (as opposed to categorical data),

such as was generated from the GaitShoe data, a split is a numerical point which forms all

or part of the boundary that separates two classes. For example, in gait data there might be

a split in stride length at 1.4 m, such that stride lengths greater than 1.4 m correspond to

male gait, while stride lengths shorter than 1.4 m correspond to female gait. The brute

force search finds the split for each of the features for all samples in the data set, and then

selects the best split for each node using a set rule. The Gini rule was the default in CART;

the implementation of the Gini rule in CART was set to separate classes of data one at a

time, by trying to isolate the classes in order of importance (most to least) [94]. By default

in CART, importance is defined by the number of samples in the class, with larger classes

more important (classes can be weighted; this option was not used). Thus, the split that

provides the highest separation of the largest class was selected.

The splitting process is repeated on each resulting node until the tree is completed, as

determined by the default settings: splitting was stopped when either fewer than ten sam-

ples were in a node or when all samples in the node were of a single class.

Once the tree is completed using the training set, CART uses the testing set of data to

prune the split nodes to select the "best" tree, determined by the default "standard error

rule," which picks the tree with the minimum cost. The cost is calculated by the rate at

which the samples in the test set are misclassified, and is determined for both the full tree

and for all possible sub-trees, with a penalty for large trees (because the testing set is used

to select the final tree, this results in an overly optimistic estimation of error rates). This
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method is "overly optimistic" in that the final decision for the tree is determined by the

testing set, rather than determined independently of the testing set.

One of the great benefits of CART is that the tree provides information about the most

useful parameters in the feature set, as the splits at each of the nodes represent the features

which best classify the data. In addition, the data set can have any number of classes, and

the software completes the classification in seconds. There were two limitations to the

software: the interface is not readily automatable, making analysis of several data sets

tedious, and CART does not directly report or store which data were misclassified [94].

6.1.2 Bayes Decision Theory & Naive Bayes

Bayes decision theory is a classification method based on probabilities. It assumes that the

classification problem can be described in probabilistic terms, and that all the underlying

probability values are known or can be reasonably approximated.

In order to calculate the posterior probability, P(ojlx), that x is in class oj, the following

probability values must be obtained or estimated: 1) the state-conditional probability den-

sity function, p(xlIoj), which is the likelihood that x is observed, given class oj; and, 2) the

prior probability, P(oj), of class oj, which is the probability that any observation is class

cj (all prior probabilities sum to one). Bayes rule, shown in Eq. 6. 1, states that the poste-

rior probability that sample x is in class oj is equal to the likelihood of x multiplied by the

prior probability of class oj and divided by the evidence, p(x), defined in Eq. 6.2. The evi-

dence is a scale factor to guarantee that the posterior probabilities over all classes sum to

one. Bayes rule was published posthumously, in 1763, by mathematician Rev. Thomas

Bayes [951.

P(jx) = p(xj)P() (6.1)
P(0x) ~ p(x)

1. P represents a probability, and p represents a probability density
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n

p(x) = p(xlI)P(o)) (6.2)
j=1

For example, Bayes rule would state that the probability that a subject with a stride length

of 1.3 m is a female is equal to the likelihood that female subjects have a stride length of

1.3 m multiplied by the probability that the subject is female, and divided by the evidence.

The evidence would be equal to the sum of the numerator plus the likelihood that male

subjects have a stride length of 1.3 m multiplied by the probability that the subject is male.

For the two class problem, both posterior probabilities, P(o llx) and P(co2 x), are calcu-

lated and x is classified as class o1 if P(ol x)>P(o2lx); otherwise, x is classified as class

o2, where the data sample is either a single feature x, or a vector x of several features.

When x is a vector of several features, information about the interdependence of the fea-

tures is required to estimate the prior probabilities. Naive Bayes is a technique which sim-

plifies the estimation of the prior probabilities by assuming that class-conditional

independence exists. This assumes that all features are independent from each other, so the

prior probability can be simply calculated from the prior probabilities of each individual

feature, as shown in Eq. 6.3.

d

p(cojlxc) nP(Xi Ci) (6.3)
i= 1

Though the class-conditional independence assumption rarely holds in practice, Naive

Bayes classifiers are easy to implement, and often perform reasonably well. In addition,

multiple classes can be considered as easily as two classes [96].

Use of Bayesian approach is usually to update the prior probabilities as new information

becomes known; in this case, the analysis is carried out once. Since the NaYve Bayes

assumptions are unlikely to apply to the gait feature data, which are certainly not indepen-
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dent, this was not expected to provide the best classification, but was included to see how

well a simple technique could perform.

For this work, an implementation of Naive Bayes in a program called Weka was used.

Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks, written in

open-source Java, and developed at the University of Waikato in New Zealand. The prob-

abilities were estimated using the (default) normal distribution, and the classification was

complete in a few seconds [97].

6.1.3 Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVMs are a classification method based on a linear learning machine (a learning algo-

rithm that uses linear combinations of the input variables) and were first introduced in

1992 by Vapnik and co-workers, at the Computational Learning Theory conference [98].

SVMs use linear discriminant functions, which means that the form of the underlying

function is known (or assumed), and the training data are used to estimate the values of the

parameters of the classifier. Unlike Bayes methods, SVMs require no knowledge or

assumptions of the underlying probability distribution of the samples.

The essential function of SVMs is to find the optimal hyperplane that separates the labeled

samples into two categories. The optimal hyperplane is defined to be the one that has a

maximal distance to the closest training samples (see Eq. 6.4, below). This distance is

called the margin, and the closest training samples are called the support vectors. The sup-

port vectors are the most informative samples; the hyperplane could be recreated from

their information alone.

A larger margin corresponds to a SVM classifier with better generalization properties, in

the sense that the distance between the hyperplane and the support vectors corresponds to

the separation between the two data classes. The complexity of a SVM classifier is indi-

cated by the number of support vectors; more support vectors indicate a more complex

classification.
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Training data are not expected to be linearly separable in the feature space. Thus SVMs

use a "kernel" to map the feature to a higher dimensional space where separability is more

likely. In this case, it is useful to replace the dot product with a kernel function, to map the

data to a higher dimensional space where it may be linearly separable by a hyperplane.

Many functions can be used as a kernel function. While use of kernels can be a powerful

technique for separating data, use of kernels can result in a feature space that overfits the

training data, but does not generalize well to new data despite separating the training data

well.

In practice, the generalized optimal hyperplane is found by maximizing the margin and

minimizing the classification error in this new space. For example, let xi be the original

features, then given a hyperplane defined by w 1xl + w 2x 2 + ... + WNXN = b, the general-

ized optimal hyperplane is found by minimizing

N

(w, ) = 21wll 2+ C i, (6.4)

where i is some error function, and C is a weighting factor to weight the importance of

maximizing the margin vs. minimizing classification error. By using Lagrange undeter-

mined multipliers, and the Kuhn-Tucker construction, this optimization can be carried out

by maximizing

N 1

L(a) = ai- cjkzjzkK(xl ' X2), (6.5)
i k,j

subject to the constraints

N

Zkak= ak 20 , k =l ,. . ., n, (6.6)
k= 1

given the training data. K(x l, x2) refers to the kernel used, and the ak are the undeter-

mined Lagrange multipliers, in z space.
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Many implementations of SVMs are available [99]; the Matlab implementation by Steve

Gunn was used [100] [101]. This classifier was easily automated within Matlab, and in

addition, the classifier ran quickly, generally taking under 20 seconds. The data were

treated as linearly separable in the native feature space (the dot product was not replaced

with a specialized kernel).

SVMs do not provide information about which features are most informative. In addition,

in most implementations, including the one used, SVMs can only classify two categories

(it is possible to use SVMs to classify more than two categories, by serial analyses, but

this is considerably more complex, and was not used) [96] [101] [102].

6.1.4 Neural Networks

An artificial neural network is an adaptive learning method that represents the data

through the use of a parallel network of nodes ("neurons") arranged in layers and con-

nected by weighted links. The link weights are determined by the training data.

A neuron with a single input is shown in Figure 6.1, left. The neuron is simply a model for

processing the scalar input p via multiplication by weight w and addition of bias b. This

sum, net input n, is the input to functionf, which determines the output a. The functionf

can take any form, from a hard limit function, where a = 1 if n 1 and a = 0 if n < 0, to a

linear function, where a oc n, to a sigmoid function, such as a = 1/(1+e-n). This particular

sigmoid function results in an output a that has a range of 0 to 1, for any value of n

between plus and minus infinity. Sigmoid functions are often referred to as "squashing"

functions because they compress the input into a predefined range; a key feature of all sig-

moid functions is that they are differentiable.

The neural network is built by composing layers consisting of multiple neurons, where the

input is usually a vector of multiple features. Figure 6. 1, right, shows a vector input p and

a single layer; the weights form a matrix w and the biases form vector b. Neural networks

are not limited to a single layer: multiple layers can be added serially, by using the outputs
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of a the first layer as inputs to the next layer. The final layer is called the output layer, and

all other layers are called hidden layers. For pattern recognition, the neural network is set

up such that the final layer has as many neurons, and thus as many outputs, as there are

classes.

,, ~neuron ' N

inpL

N . 1 /
a= (n)=f(w/p+b)

a=f(n)= f(w p+b) -________________J
a=f(w.p+b)

Figure 6.1 Examples of a single input neuron and a multiple input neural layer

Backpropagation is a frequently used method to improve the accuracy of neural network.

In backpropagation, an effective error is calculated for every neuron, and this error is used

to adjust the weights and biases; the sigmoid function is commonly used in backpropaga-

tion. To train a network, the training data is first applied to the network, in order to gener-

ate the output vectors, a. Next, the error is calculated, by comparing a to the labels on the

training data; generally, a sum-of-squares error or mean-squared error is used, such that
S I

the error is proportional to E E (ai,- bi, s)2, where I is the total number of neurons, and S is
s=l i=l

the total number of samples in the training data. This type of error is useful analytically,

because the errors for each output ai s remain independent, and are simply summed

together to calculate the overall error.

There are many variations of the error adjustment algorithm used in backpropagation. The

basic implementation adjusts the weights and biases in the direction of the negative of the

__ _�__
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gradient, which corresponds to the direction in which performance degrades most quickly,

such as

Xk + 1 = k - k (6.7)

where Xk is a vector containing the current weights and biases, gk is the current gradient,

and a is the learning rate. The learning rate is a parameter that can be set to control how

much the weights and biases are updated, where a number closer to zero corresponds to a

slower learning rate; typical values are between 0.05 and 0.75 (a is always positive).

There are two approaches for updating the weights and biases: batch learning and on-line

learning. In batch learning, 9k is calculated from the sum of the individual gradients of the

errors for all samples in the training set, given Xk, and the weights and biases are updated

across all samples. Here, the subscript k refers to a single pass through all the training set;

such a pass is called an epoch. Batch learning updates the weights and biases slowly, so

many epochs are usually required to minimize the error. However, 9k is a good approxi-

mation of the true gradient.

In on-line learning, a sample is selected from the training set, the gradient 9k is calculated

for that sample, and the weights and biases are immediately updated. Here, the subscript k

refers to a sample. In a single epoch, on-line learning updates the weights and biases as

many times as there are samples, whereas batch learning updates only once (typically, the

samples are selected in a random order each epoch, so as to avoid cyclic effects). How-

ever, the individual 4 k gradients are essentially noisy estimates of the true gradient, so this

approach no longer approximates the true gradient. Thus, at individual samples, the

updates may result in a larger overall error. However, although the path may not be direct,

overall, the error will decrease; however, the randomness in on-line learning results in a

jitter about the minimum. This generally prevents the network from getting stuck at a local

minimum, which can happen in batch learning, because the jitter allows the on-line learn-

ing algorithm a method to move out of a local minimum.
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Another parameter which is often incorporated into backpropagation is a parameter called

momentum, g. The purpose of momentum is to prevent a network from being stuck in a

local minimum, by adjusting the weights not only in response to the local gradient, but

also in response to recent trends in the error. It can be incorporated by including a fraction

of the previous weight change, Axk _ 1, such as

k + 1 = k ak + fAik - l , (6.8)

where the momentum, gL, is between 0 and 1 [96][103][104].

For this work, the implementation in Weka was used (Matlab 6.5 also contains an exten-

sive neural network toolbox). The Weka neural network uses backpropagation to train,

with sigmoid functions at the nodes. The default values for the training parameters were

used: the learning rate was 0.3, the momentum was 0.2, the number of hidden layers was

set to one half the sum of the number of features plus the number of classes, and the num-

ber of epochs was 500. There was also a validation threshold, set to 20, which limited the

number of times in a row the error could get worse before training was stopped, and a reset

flag, set to true, which allowed the weights and biases to be reset and the training restarted

with a lower learning rate, if the network diverged from the training output. The final val-

ues of the weights and biases were determined with the training data, and subsequently

evaluated by the testing data. This implementation completed the training in under a

minute [97].

6.2 Data Sets and Classifications

Since the primary goal was to investigate the use of pattern recognition techniques to dis-

tinguish Parkinsonian gait from normal gait, using data from the GaitShoe, it was impor-

tant to select the data sets carefully so as not to bias the results. Factors which contribute to

natural variations in gait were examined, and the subject data available was evaluated for

occurrence of these factors. The data classes were selected in an effort to minimize differ-

ences between classes due to known causes of variations in gait, as discussed below.

____
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6.2.1 Gait Variation

Several factors which contribute to variation in gait were considered. Over a general pop-

ulation of people under age 65, there is a standard deviation of 10% across gait parameters

such as velocity or stride length. This variation across the population is due to a number of

factors, such as gender, age, and subject height [105].

Gender

There are statistical differences between the gait of males and of females. These are sum-

marized in Table 6.1. In general, males have a longer stride length, but take fewer steps

per minute, as compared to females. Overall, these two factors combine to give males a

slightly faster velocity than females [105].

TABLE 6.1 Gender differences in gait [105]

Males Females

Mean stride length [m] 1.46 1.28

Mean cadence [steps/min] 111 117

Mean velocity [m/min] 82 77

Age

In healthy subjects with normal gait l , age does not have a measurable effect on gait until

the population includes subjects older than 60 years. For a group of subjects aged 60 to 65

years, the mean velocity was found to decrease by 3%, while for a group aged 60 to 80

years, the mean velocity decreased by 9% [105].

Leg Length

In adults, there is a weak correlation between stride length and leg length during walking

gait (a stronger correlation exists during running gait). A study which grouped 120 male

1. When arthritis and other disabilities which affect gait are included, studies of gait in older adults have
shown a 14% deviation in velocity [105].
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adults into equal groups of short, medium, and tall heights (leg length generally corre-

sponds to height) found only a 4% change between the mean stride lengths in each

group [105].

6.2.2 Subjects and Data Sets

The fifteen subjects (detailed subject information is available in Appendix B.2) were

divided into five subgroups, summarized in Table 6.2 by presence of PD, gender, and age.

As discussed above, gender and age may affect parameters of gait such as stride length

and velocity. With large numbers of subjects, the number of males and females would

likely be balanced, however, in this small study, only three out of the ten subjects with nor-

mal gait were male. This resulted in a concern that differences between male and female

gait might affect the classification.

TABLE 6.2 Summary of subject groupings

Group Parkinson's Gender Lowest Highest Number of
disease Age [years] Age [years] subjects

1 No Female 24 28 5

2 No Male 25 30 3

3 No Female 48 54 2

4 Yes Female 53 65 3

5 Yes Male 64 76 2

In addition, the subjects with PD all had an age greater than 50 years; in particular, the

male subjects with PD were 64 and 76, while the male subjects with normal gait were all

30 years old or younger. However, the seven females with normal gait had two clusters of

ages: five subjects in their mid-twenties, and two 48 and 54 years old. The three females

with Parkinson's disease were in their fifties and sixties, so the female subjects with nor-

mal gait had two subjects who could be considered age-matched to the female subjects

with PD. Thus, to not bias the classification results, the groups selected for data sets

included only the ten female subjects.

------
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In regards to the effect of leg length l, the ten females had a mean height of 1.62 m, and a

standard deviation of 0.03 m (the tallest subject was 1.68 m, and the shortest was 1.57 m).

It was expected that, given the small spread of heights across the ten females, leg length

was unlikely to contribute significantly to any changes between the groups.

The groups selected for the classification are summarized in Table 6.3. Class "NLFY"

("young" females with normal gait) had a total of 92 trials across five subjects, class

"NLF" (age-matched females with normal gait) had a total of 37 trials across two subjects,

and class "PDF" (age-matched females with Parkinson's disease) had a total of 64 trials.

This sums to a total of 193 trials across all ten subjects.

TABLE 6.3 Classifications of the ten female subjects

Moniker Group Number of Total Trials
Subjects

NLFY 1 5 92

NLF 2 2 37

PDF 4 3 64

6.3 Feature Set

A key decision when building a classifier is the selection of features (the techniques

described above all classify samples via a vector of single features about the sample; none

evaluate the sample based on a data-time series). Clearly, the success of the classifier will

greatly depend on whether the features encapsulate the distinguishing characteristics of

the data classes.

The GaitShoe provides such a vast amount of information that selection of features can be

viewed as an ongoing problem, with the features used here as an initial solution. The fea-

ture set used is detailed in Table 6.4. The feature set was developed to include a variety of

1. Though leg length was recorded via the BML calibration routines, body height was directly accessible
from the subject information and was used for this comparison.
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information about the gait, but without unduly influencing the outcome of the classifica-

tion. Parameters traditionally expected to change with age, such as stride length and veloc-

ity were not included; however, the training process of a classifier should eliminate

dependence on parameters that are not related to age, if age is not the classification goal,

so parameters, such as foot pitch, that may be correlated with stride length and velocity

were included.

Table 6.4 has five columns: the first numbers the features, the second lists the data type,

the third explains the type of analysis used to extract the feature from the data, the fourth

lists the metric used, and the fifth is a description of what the feature represents. Three

types of analyses were applied: the mean of the data, the standard deviation of the data

("std dev"), and the clipped standard deviation (the standard deviation of the data with the

top and bottom 10% of data removed; "std dev (clipped)").

Two metrics were used, "L and R combined" and "L to R ratio." The metric "L and R com-

bined" was a combination of the data from the left and right feet, where the analysis was

applied to a vector consisting of a concatenation of all the data from the left foot and all

the data from the right foot (e.g. the right foot data vector was appended to the left foot

data vector). The purpose of this metric was to extract an overall feature from both feet.

Initial work included the left foot and the right foot data as separate features, but it was

found that left foot and right foot features were often interchangeable, so they were com-

bined for the final feature set.

The metric "L to R ratio" was the absolute value of minus one plus the ratio of the analysis

applied to the data from the left foot divided by the analysis applied to the data from the

right foot. The purpose of this metric was to get a measure of any asymmetry between the

two feet (healthy gait is expected to be symmetric). One was subtracted from the ratio, and

the absolute value was applied, so as to lump all the asymmetries together (this resulted in

a slight skewing of asymmetries in which the value for the right foot is greater than the

value for the left foot, but was not expected to affect the results significantly).

___ __ _�_
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TABLE 6.4 Feature set

Data Type Analysis Metric Description

FSRsum/bodyweight

FSRsum/bodyweight

StepF/bodyweight

StepF/bodyweight

StepF/bodyweight

Gyro-x

Gyro-x

Gyro-y

Gyro-y

Gyro-z

Gyro-z

Accel-x

Accel-x

Accel-y

Accel-y

Accel-z

Accel-z

Maximum pitcha

Maximum pitch

Maximum pitch

Minimum pitch

Minimum pitch

Minimum pitch

Percent stance time

Percent stance time

Percent stance time

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Mean

Mean

Std dev

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Std dev (clipped)

Mean

Mean

Std dev

Mean

Mean

Std dev

Mean

Mean

Std dev

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

L and R combined

L to R ratio

L and R combined

Walking energy variation

Walking energy asymmetry

Step energy amplitude

Step energy asymmetry

Step energy variation

Yaw variation

Yaw asymmetry

Roll variation

Roll asymmetry

Pitch variation

Pitch asymmetry

Forward motion variation

Forward motion asymmetry

Upward motion variation

Upward motion asymmetry

Sideways motion variation

Sideways motion asymmetry

Shuffle index

Asymmetric shuffle

Shuffle variation

Shuffle index

Asymmetric shuffle

Shuffle variation

Shuffle duration

Shuffle duration asymmetry

Shuffle duration variation

a. This parameter was ultimately excluded, as it possibly was age-dependent in this sample.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26
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Features 1-5 involve the summed output from the FSR sensors. Features 1 and 2 involve

the sum of the FSRs ("FSRsum") divided by the subject's body weight, and features 3, 4,

and 5 involve the integration of the sum of the FSRs between heel strike and toe off

("StepF") divided by the subject's body weight.

Features 6 through 17 are the clipped standard deviations of the calibrated outputs of the

three gyroscopes and the three accelerometers, with both metrics applied. The bend sensor

outputs and the pvdf strip outputs were not used at all for the feature set, because of the

likelihood that there was intra-subject variation due to the fitting of these sensors, as dis-

cussed in Section 4.6 and Section 4.7 respectively, rather than resulting from changes in

the gait of the subject.

The remaining features, like features 3-5, involved quantities that were derived from sen-

sor outputs during the gait parameter analysis. Features 18 through 23 involve the pitch of

the foot, which comes from the integration of one of the gyroscopes, and as discussed in

Section 4.3.2, the characteristic pitch of the foot has a maxima and a minima during each

stride (see Figure 4.16 on p. 120). Features 18, 19 and 20 use the maximum pitch values,

and features 21, 22 and 23 use the minimum pitch.

However, feature 18, the mean of the maximum pitches in the left and right feet, was

excluded when it was seen that it may have had a correlation with age in this sample. Ini-

tial work with CART revealed that when the older of the two NLF subjects was used as the

test set, feature 18 was used as a splitting criteria, and the test set was grouped with the

PDF group.

This feature, and feature 20, the mean of the minimum pitches in the left and right feet, are

shown for the data samples of each subject, plotted against the subjects' ages in

Figure 6.2. While it is impossible to say conclusively whether either of these features have

some age-dependency, the mean maximum pitch does seem to be significantly less for the

subjects older than 50 years, while the minimum pitch has a lesser degree of separation by

age. Though it generally trends upwards, the mean minimum pitch of the subjects older

-
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than 50 overlaps with those younger than 50 by more than 10 degrees out of a full range of

30 degrees (approximately 30% overlap), while the mean maximum pitch of the two

groups overlap by under 5 degrees out of a full range of 40 degrees (less than 13% over-

lap). While the training of the pattern recognition system should exclude age-related

parameters if not classifying by age, it was decided to exclude the mean maximum pitch as

a feature (both of these parameters will be interesting to investigate further, with larger

subject groups).
Mean Maximum Pitch Mean Minimum Pitch

90 -10
PNLFY F

80 . ; 

75 1

.70 i-o -2 .

65 ·

60 .: .
5.3. [NLFY

s* t 3-- NLF55 S

50 .401 ,
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

Age [years] Age [years]

Figure 6.2 Plots of maximum and minimum pitch, by age

The final features, 24 through 26, use the calculations of heel strike and toe off timing to

determine the percentage of the step each foot spends in stance ("percent stance time").

In feature generation from the data which were not continuous time series, there were

often only a few measurements available in each sample, for a few reasons. There were

usually five to seven footsteps per sample, so the number of total measurements was

small. The integrated FSR sum and the pitch extrema measurements were likely to be

adversely affected by dropped packets, so these data were analyzed for dropped packets in

the region of each of the individual measurements for that sample. If there were a signifi-

cant number of dropped packets, as listed in Table 6.5, the measurement was not used in

determining the feature. In evaluating the percent stance time, which was calculated by

Percent Stance Time = TTOk- THS, (6.9)
THSk I-THS(6.9)
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the last step was not used, in order to exclude any variance due to slowing at the end of the

gait trial. This meant that samples that had only four footsteps total only had two usable

measurements of percent stance time, since calculation of percent stance time required

two successive heel strikes.

TABLE 6.5 Measurement exclusion due to dropped data

Data Exclusion Criteria

Integrated FSR sum 10 dropped packets between heel strike and toe off

Maximum and minimum pitch 5 dropped packets in vicinity of each extrema

Because of all these factors, a few of the samples have only one or two measurements for

either the left foot or the right foot or both, which meant the standard deviation could not

be calculated for that foot. Thus, the ratio of the standard deviation was not used as a fea-

ture for the analysis of these data; there were no samples that had only two or fewer mea-

surements total for the left and right feet together, so the standard deviation of the

combined left and right feet measurements was used.

Again, this feature set of 25 features is an initial attempt to characterize the gait. There

may be other features which are more informative.

6.4 Hypotheses

The subjects used during gait testing for validation of the sensor outputs provided the

opportunity to investigate changes in gait of subjects with Parkinson's disease, as com-

pared to gait of normal subjects.

Three hypotheses were investigated. The first hypothesis was that the NLFY and NLF

groups were likely to have a high degree of confusion, because the only known difference

between the two groups was the age difference. For the three techniques that could handle

more than two classes (CART, Naive Bayes, and Neural Nets), Hypothesis 1 was tested

with the three class problem of NLFY, NLF, and PDF. Since the SVM implementation

- -
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used could only handle two classes, three two class problems were tested: Hypothesis 1.1,

NLFY and NLF; Hypothesis 1.2, NLF and PDF; and, Hypothesis 1.3, NLFY and PDF.

Assuming that Hypothesis 1 would be supported, the second hypothesis was that the PDF

group would be highly separable from NLFY and NLF grouped together. Hypothesis 2 is

a two class problem, NLFY/NLF and PDF, and was tested using all four techniques.

The third hypothesis was that the feature set was likely to contain enough information to

classify individual subjects. Hypothesis 3 had ten classes, corresponding to each of the ten

subjects, and was tested using CART, NaYve Bayes and Neural Nets (the SVMs were not

evaluated, but could have been tested with each single subject classified against the other

nine).

6.5 Training and Testing Groups

Careful selection of training and testing groups is an important step in the testing of classi-

fication problems. Three approaches were used for Hypotheses 1 and 2; these approaches

are summarized in Table 6.6. A fourth technique, called cross validation, was used for

Hypothesis 3.

TABLE 6.6 Training and testing groups

Moniker Number Testing Sets Training Sets

1 Leave out entire subjects N s An entire subject All other subjects

2 Leave out entire gait types 3 1) Free gait 1) Distracted gait, paced gait
2) Distracted gait 2) Free gait, paced gait
3) Paced gait 3) Free gait, distracted gait

3 Modified leave one out. 9 One of each gait type All remaining samples
for each subject

The first training and testing group involved using each subject as a testing set. The num-

ber of training sets and testing sets in this group was equal to the total number of subjects,

N s, in the classification problem; Ns=10 for all tests, except for the SVM two-class tests
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for Hypothesis 1 (Hypothesis 1.2: Ns=7, Hypothesis 1.3: Ns=5, Hypothesis 1.4: Ns=8).

This grouping was selected to investigate the robustness of the classifier, to see whether a

classifier of, for example, "normal" gait could classify any subject without requiring a

sample of that subject's gait during training.

The second training and testing group involved using a type of gait as the test set. As

described in Appendix B. 1, the gait trials for each subject were classified as "free gait,"

where the subject was told to walk as though she was taking a brisk walk through the park,

"distracted gait," where the subject was given a task which was designed to provide dis-

traction, and "paced gait," where a metronome was set at 120 clicks per minute, and the

subject was asked to walk at a pace of one step per click. Because the purpose of the "dis-

tracted gait" was to draw out gait abnormalities in the subjects with PD, and the purpose of

the "paced gait" was to improve the gait in the subjects with PD, these groupings were

selected to see whether distracted PD gait was less likely to be misclassified and paced PD

gait was more likely to be misclassified. The number of training sets and testing sets in

this group was equal to three, for each of the three types of gait.

The third training and testing group was a modified version of "leave one out." Leave one

out is generally considered one of the more accurate methods for analyzing classification

results when only a relatively small amount of training data is available, because it main-

tains separation between the training and testing sets, while maximizing the (total) number

of samples available to the training set [106]. In true "leave one out," the test set is a single

sample from all of the data, and the training set is the rest of the data; the classification is

trained as many times as the total number of samples. Because three of the techniques

used were not readily automatable (only the SVM, a Matlab package, could easily be set

to run through all the training and testing sets, providing all results after completion), it

was not deemed feasiblel to do this across all 193 samples for this initial evaluation of the

1. This should not be viewed as a long-term limitation; after a technique is identified as one which works
well with this data, modifications to these implementations, or even new implementations, can certainly
be developed.
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various techniques. A modified version was developed, which involved filling the test set

with three samples from each subject, with one sample of each gait type (free, distracted

and paced). Each subject had between 4 and 9 trials of each gait type, so nine sets of test-

ing and training data were set up. An algorithm1 was developed to randomly place the tri-

als into testing and training groups; for subjects which had fewer than nine trials of a

particular gait type, the existing trials were randomly selected to fill all nine training and

testing groups. The overall error is calculated from the sum of the errors for each of the

nine groups. These groups were tested using all four techniques; the same groups were

used for all techniques and all hypotheses.

Evaluation of Hypothesis 3 used a technique called cross validation for evaluation. For

both CART, and the Weka implementation of NaYve Bayes and Neural Nets, a 10-fold

cross evaluation was used (this simplified evaluation of this hypothesis, since these three

techniques were not readily automatable). In a 10-fold cross validation, the samples are

split into ten subsets of approximately equal size, with each of these ten subsets each used

as a test set. The training is completed ten times and the overall error is completed from

sum of the errors for the ten groups. This is quite similar to the modified leave one out

used in Hypotheses 1 and 2, except, with the implementations used, there is no way to

ensure that each of the ten subgroups has an equal representation of subjects, so it may be

less accurate than the modified leave one out method.

6.6 Results

This section presents the results of each of the three hypotheses, using the various training

and testing sets, and the four different techniques. The results are also detailed in

Appendix C.2, including all the individual results for the nine groups used in the "modi-

fied leave one out" training and testing groups (this section presents the summed results).

1. Genleaveoutids.m, an mrn-file available in Appendix F.2, was used to generate the testing and training
groups.
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An additional classification with Neural Nets, and useful features indicated through use of

CART are also presented.

6.6.1 Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 was tested with three classes, using CART, Naive Bayes, and a Neural Net,

and with three sets of two classes, using SVMs. This hypothesis was designed to show that

the two groups of females with normal gait were very similar. The hypothesis investigated

the separation between the three classes, to see whether the NLF group were more similar

to the NLFY group than the PDF group (e.g. the features were not classifying based on

age-related parameters), and to support combining the NLF and NLFY in Hypothesis 2.

Three classes

The results for the "modified leave one out" training and testing sets, and tested on CART,

Naive Bayes, and a Neural Net, are shown in Tables 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9. The tables show the

summed classification over the nine training/testing groups, the percentage of correct clas-

sifications, and the percentage classified as either NLFY or NLF. The results show that all

three techniques are remarkably good at classifying the three classes of data. In the CART

and Neural Net results, there is more confusion between the NLFY and the NLF classes

than with the PDF class. The degree of confusion is not very high, but that is likely due to

the fact that the "modified leave one out" training sets contain enough information about

each subject to build the classifiers well. The Naive Bayes results show close to even con-

fusion between all three classes, but still with acceptable classification rates.

TABLE 6.7 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 122 10 3 90.4 97.8

NLF 6 47 1 87.0 98.2

PDF 0 3 78 96.3 3.7

Overall: 91.5

--- ~~~~... 
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TABLE 6.8 Naive Bayes Hypothesis 1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 129 2 4 95.6 97.0

NLF 2 50 2 92.6 96.3

PDF 0 3 78 96.3 3.7

Overall: 95.2

TABLE 6.9 Neural Net Hypothesis 1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 131 2 2 97.0 98.5

NLF 3 50 1 92.6 98.2

PDF 0 0 81 100.0 0.0

Overall: 97.0

CART was also used to test this hypothesis using "leave one subject out" training and test-

ing groups. The results, summed over the individual training and testing groups, are

shown in Table 6.10, and shown by subject in Table 6.11. From Table 6.10, it is clear that

there is significantly more confusion between the NLFY and NLF classes, than between

either NLFY and PDF, or between NLF and PDF. While nearly a third of the NLFY sam-

ples were classified incorrectly, and nearly 90% of the NLF samples were classified incor-

rectly, only 5 out of 26 of the misclassified NLFY samples were misclassified as PDF, and

only 1 out of 33 of the misclassified NLF samples were misclassified as PDF. These

results demonstrate that when the classifier is tested with subject data not included in the

training set, subjects with normal gait are more similar to each other, regardless of age.

Close to 30% of the PDF samples were misclassified (in Table 6.10), but a closer inspec-

tion of the results by subject, in Table 6. 11, reveals that all of these misclassifications were

samples from a single PDF subject. One of the limitations of this initial work is the small

number of subjects available for evaluation. Subjects PDF-A and PDF-B appear to have

similarities between their gait, because when either of these are used as the test sample,
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the correct classification rate is 100.0%. However, the lower correct classification rate of

PDF-C (or, rather, the misclassification of PDF-C as NLF and NLFY) suggests that this

subject does not have similar feature values when compared with PDF-A or PDF-B. The

effect of a small number of subjects in a group can also be seen in the results for the NLF,

group, as only 4 samples of NLF-A and no samples of NLF-B were classified as NLF

when each subject was the testing group.

TABLE 6.10 CART Hypothesis 1 results, by class, using leave one subject out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 66 21 5 71.7 94.6

NLF 32 4 1 10.8 97.3

PDF 4 13 47 73.4 26.7

Overall: 60.6

TABLE 6.11 CART Hypothesis 1 results, by subject, using leave one subject out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY-A 16 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-B 8 9 0 47.1 100.0

NLFY-C 10 9 2 47.6 90.5

NLFY-D 18 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-E 14 3 3 70.0 85.0

NLF-A 15 4 0 21.1 100.0

NLF-B 17 0 1 0.0 94.4

PDF-A 0 0 20 100.0 0.0

PDF-B 0 0 23 100.0 0.0

PDF-C 4 13 4 19.1 81.0

Overall: 60.6

CART was also used with the testing groups consisting of a single type of gait (free gait,

distracted gait, or paced gait), and the results for each of the three testing groups are
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shown in Tables 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14. These testing groups were selected to investigate the

effects of distraction and pacing on the gait of the PDF subjects. The distracted gait did

have only a single misclassified sample, as compared to three with the free gait test set,

suggesting that the distractions may have been successful at eliciting abnormalities in the

gait of the PDF subjects. However, all of the PDF paced gait were correctly classified,

suggesting that the pacing did not provide restorative feedback. An unusual result is the

misclassification of seven samples of NLFY free gait as PDF; this may be a result of the

technique used, as this was not seen in similar tests using the SVM, discussed below.

TABLE 6.12 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using "free gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 29 2 7 76.3 81.6

NLF 4 8 1 61.5 92.3

PDF 1 2 18 85.7 14.3

Overall: 76.4

TABLE 6.13 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using "distracted gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 27 0 3 90.0 90.0

NLF 1 14 0 93.3 100.0

PDF 1 0 24 96.0 4.0

Overall: 92.9

TABLE 6.14 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 19 2 3 79.2 87.5

NLF 0 9 0 100.0 100.0

PDF 0 0 18 100.0 0.0

Overall: 90.2
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Two Classes

The results for each of the two class versions of Hypothesis 1, using "modified leave one

out," and tested on SVMs, are shown in Tables 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17. The tables show the

summed classification over the nine training/testing groups and the percentage of correct

classifications.

The SVMs are reasonably good at classifying the different groups of data. As expected,

there is some confusion between the NLFY and the NLF groups, as seen in Table 6.15.

However, there is also confusion between the NLFY and the PDF groups, as seen in

Table 6.17, and the most misclassification across all three versions is of NLF subjects as

PDF, as seen in Table 6.16.

TABLE 6.15 SVM Hypothesis 1.1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF % correct

NLFY 130 5 96.3

NLF 4 50 92.6

Overall: 95.2

TABLE 6.16 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF PDF % correct

NLF 46 8 85.2

PDF 1 80 98.8

Overall: 93.3

TABLE 6.17 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 132 3 97.8

PDF 3 78 96.3

Overall: 97.2
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To further evaluate these misclassifications, it is useful to look at the results from the

"leave one subject out" tests, shown in Tables 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20. These results show that

a sample in the PDF group was nearly equally likely to be misclassified as an NLF subject

(50% misclassified), as it was to be misclassified as an NLFY subject (43.7%). As seen in

the CART results earlier in this section, the classification rates of the NLF group, which

had a total of two subjects were very low; 91.9% were misclassified as NLFY and 73%

were misclassified as PDF. This second result is particularly interesting for the support of

Hypothesis 1. Table 6.11 and Table 6.18 indicate that the gait of NLF-A and of NLF-B

each have more similarities with the group of five NLFY subjects than they have similari-

ties with each other. However, Table 6.19 indicates that when the only choice for classifi-

cation of NLF-A or NLF-B is NLF, trained on only the opposite subject, or PDF, a higher

percentage are classified correctly.

TABLE 6.18 SVM Hypothesis 1.1 results, using leave one subject out

NLFY NLF % correct

NLFY 80 12 87.0

NLF 34 3 8.1

Overall: 64.3

TABLE 6.19 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF PDF % correct

NLF 10 27 27.0

PDF 32 32 50.0

Overall: 41.6

TABLE 6.20 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using leave one subject out

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 89 3 96.7

PDF 28 36 56.3

Overall: 80.1
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SVMs were also used with testing groups consisting of one type of gait, and the full results

are included in Appendix C.2. Of particular interest were Tables 6.21 and 6.22, which

show the results of the PDF subjects compared with NLF and with NLFY, with the paced

gait subset. Again, none of the PDF samples were misclassified, which suggests that the

pacing may not have been effective at restoring the gait of the PDF subjects (there were

PDF misclassifications with the distracted gait testing set and the free gait testing set).

Also of interest is Table 6.23. Above, the CART testing of Hypothesis 1 with the free gait

testing set showed the unusual result of 7 NLFY samples misclassified as PDF. However,

with SVM, only one of the NLFY samples was misclassified as PDF with the same testing

set, suggesting that the CART result was due to the technique, rather than the actual data

samples.

TABLE 6.21 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

8 1

0 18

Overall:

88.9

100.0

96.3

TABLE 6.22 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 21 3 87.5

PDF 0 18 100.0

Overall: 92.9

TABLE 6.23 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using "free gait" as the test set

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 37 1 97.4

PDF 1 20 95.2

Overall: 96.6

I
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6.6.2 Hypothesis 2

The results for Hypothesis 2, using "modified leave one out," and tested on CART, SVMs,

NaYve Bayes, and a Neural Net, are shown in Tables 6.24, 6.25, 6.26, and 6.27. The tables

show the summed classification over the nine training/testing groups, and the percentage

of correct classifications. The results for all classifications are very good, with correct

classifications better than 95% for both categories using all four techniques. The standout

technique is the Neural Net, which had 100% correct classifications for all PDF samples,

and misclassified a mere 2 (1.1%) of NLF and NLFY samples.

TABLE 6.24 CART Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 181 8 95.8

PDF 1 80 98.8

Overall: 96.7

TABLE 6.25 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 181 8 95.8

PDF 2 79 97.5

Overall: 96.3

TABLE 6.26 Naive Bayes Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 181 8 95.8

PDF 4 77 95.1

Overall: 95.6

TABLE 6.27 Neural Net Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 187 2 98.9

PDF 0 81 100.0

Overall: 99.3
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The results for Hypothesis 2, using "leave one subject out," and tested on CART, SVMs,

and a Neural Net are shown in Tables 6.28, 6.29, and 6.30. These results are cautionary:

though the combined NLF/NLFY group still has reasonable rates of classification, partic-

ularly with CART, the PDF group has significantly lower rates of correct classification

with both techniques. As seen previously, this is likely due to the small number of subjects

(only three PDF), so an important next step will be to collect data from more subjects.

TABLE 6.28 CART Hypothesis 2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 123 6 95.3

PDF 21 43 67.2

Overall: 86.0

TABLE 6.29 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 114 15 88.4

PDF 33 31 48.4

Overall: 75.1

TABLE 6.30 Neural Net Hypothesis 2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 122 7 94.6

PDF 18 46 71.9

Overall: 87.0

Hypothesis 2 was also tested using the testing groups consisting of one type of gait, on

CART and SVMs. The results, included in Appendix C.2, are similar to the results seen

when these testing groups were used with Hypothesis 1.
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6.6.3 Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 was tested using ten-fold cross-validation, on CART, Naive Bayes, and a

Neural Net. The CART and NaYve Bayes results are in Appendix C.2, and the Neural Net

results are shown in Table 6.31, including the summed classification over the ten subsets

of training/testing groups, the percentage of correct classifications, and the percentage

classified as either NLFY or NLF.

TABLE 6.31 Neural Network Hypothesis 3 results, by subject, using cross-validation

NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLF NLF PDF PDF PDF % % NLFY
A B C D E A B A B C correct orNLF

NLFY-A 15 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 93.8 100.0

NLFY-B 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-C 0 0 20 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 95.2 100.0

NLFY-D 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-E 0 0 0 0 18 1 0 0 0 1 90.0 95.0

NLF-A 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLF-B 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

PDF-A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 100.0 0.0

PDF-B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 100.0 0.0

PDF-C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 20 95.2 0.0

Overall: 97.4

Though all three techniques performed well, the Neural Network again had the best

results. Only five samples out of 193 were misclassified with the Neural Network, and

only one of those was classified as a subject of a different class. This high classification

rate suggests that the GaitShoe may be highly capable of capturing the nuances of individ-

ual subjects' gait (see Section 6.6.5 for Neural Net results using fewer features).
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6.6.4 CART Feature Information

As discussed earlier in this chapter, one of the most powerful aspects of CART is the

transparency of the trees as to which features are the most informative. All of the decision

trees resulting from the tests done on the three hypotheses were investigated, and the fea-

tures which were most frequently used to split nodes are listed in Table 6.32, in decreasing

order of frequency (the feature number corresponds to the number in Table 6.4); these

reduced number of features will be used to train a Neural Net in the following section.

TABLE 6.32 Informative features, as identified by CART

Feature Feature Derivation Feature Description
Number

1 Standard deviation of FSRsum/bodyweight, Walking energy variation
L and R combined

21 Mean minimum pitch, L and R combined Shuffle index

3 Mean StepF/bodyweight, L and R combined Step energy amplitude

24 Mean percent stance time, L and R combined Shuffle duration

10 Gyro-z variation, L and R combined Pitch variation

20 Maximum pitch variation, L and R combined Shuffle variation

8, 6 Gyro-y, -x variation, L and R combined Roll, yaw variation

12, 14, 16 Accel-x, -y, -z variation, L and R combined Linear motion variation

Of particular interest is the fact that all of these features used the metric "L and R com-

bined," which simply combined the data from the left and right feet into a single vector

before the analysis was applied. This result suggests that only a single shoe may be neces-

sary to capture the differences between the gait of subjects with PD and subjects with nor-

mal gait. Of course, certain pathologies, such as cerebral vascular accidents (strokes),

known to result in asymmetrical gait would likely still benefit from data from both shoes,

so that the metrics with the ratio between the left foot data and the right foot data could be

calculated. However, for non-asymmetric pathologies, using only half of the GaitShoe

system would greatly simplify the data collection process.

- -----�---�I
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Two Feature Comparison
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Figure 6.3 Subject data of two most informative features in CART analyses

The first two features listed in Table 6.32 occurred far more frequently than the other fea-

tures. These two features, the mean minimum pitch, and the variation in the sum of the

four FSRs, are plotted for all of the data samples in Figure 6.3. This graph shows an

impressive separation of the PDF class from the NLFY and NLF classes. In addition, it

shows considerable confusion between the NLFY and NLF classes, suggesting that these

two features are not simply separating the PDF samples on the basis of an age-related

parameter.

Feature 1 is plotted along the x-axis, and was derived by taking the clipped standard devi-

ation of the sum of all four FSRs, for both the left and right feet data. This feature is a

measure of the variance of the force measured underneath the foot (and normalized by

body weight). The magnitude of the total force seen between the foot and the floor is typi-

cally 120% of body weight in normal walking gait, but reaches as much as 220% of body

weight during running [105]. Therefore, a larger variance (when normalized by body-
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weight) corresponds to a more "energetic" gait, so this feature can be referred to as a mea-

sure of "walking energy variation." Figure 6.3 demonstrates that the subjects with PD

have a much less energetic gait.

Feature 21 is plotted along the y-axis, and was derived by calculating the mean of the min-

imum pitch seen during gait. As shown in Figure 4.16 (p. 120), the minimum pitch occurs

just before heel strike, and corresponds to both the amount of leg swing, the gait velocity,

and the amount of dorsiflexion of the foot. As both leg swing and dorsiflexion are likely to

be greatly reduced when the feet are shuffled, this feature can be described as a "shuffle

index." Figure 6.3 shows that subjects with PD are more likely to have a lower magnitude

minimum foot pitch, or a higher "shuffle index".

Two Feature Comparison (Showing PD Subjects)
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Figure 6.4 Subject data of two most informative features in CART analyses, individual PD subjects

Figure 6.4 is the same graph as Figure 6.3, but with the individual PD subjects identified,

and labeled by clinical treatment. Interestingly, the two PD subjects that had surgical inter-

ventions are closer to the NLFY and NLF groups, with the PD subject treated only with

medication is further away. With only three subjects, these results cannot be extrapolated
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to the PD population at large, however, it will be of great interest to see whether this result

holds as more PD subjects, with various interventions, are tested and included in the clas-

sification.

6.6.5 Additional Neural Net Studies

The features identified by the CART, as described in Section 6.6.4, were used to train

Neural Nets using reduced numbers of features, with 10-fold cross-validation.

For Hypothesis 1, when only the top two features, the mean minimum pitch ("shuffle

index") and the insole force variation ("walking energy variation") were used, the overall

classification was 86.5%, as shown in Table 6.33. However, this included a large number

of misclassification between NLFY and NLF, which is not surprising given Figure 6.3,

and only three misclassifications between NLFY/NLF and PDF.

TABLE 6.33 Neural Net Hypothesis 1 results, using 10-fold cross-validation,
and the top two features

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 85 6 1 92.4 98.9

NLF 17 19 1 51.4 97.3

PDF 1 0 63 98.4 1.6

Overall: 86.5

For Hypothesis 2, the results, shown in Table 6.34, were excellent when the top two fea-

tures were used. The overall classification rate was 99%, with just a single sample from

each class misclassified.

TABLE 6.34 Neural Net Hypothesis 2 results, using 10-fold cross-validation,
and the top two features

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 128 1 99.2

PDF 1 63 98.4

Overall: 99.0
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The results for Hypothesis 3 are shown in Table 6.35, using the top six features, the mean

minimum pitch ("shuffle index"), the insole force variation ("walking energy variation"),

mean force per step ("step energy amplitude"), mean percent stance time ("shuffle dura-

tion"), z-gyroscope variation ("pitch variation"), and maximum pitch variation ("shuffle

variation").

TABLE 6.35 Neural Net Hypothesis 3 results, by subject, using 10-fold cross-validation,
and the top six features

NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLF NLF PDF PDF PDF % % NLFY
A B C D E A B A B C correct orNLF

NLFY-A 15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 93.8 100.0

NLFY-B 1 14 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 82.4 100.0

NLFY-C 1 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 90.5 95.2

NLFY-D 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-E 0 0 1 0 17 2 0 0 0 0 85.0 100.0

NLF-A 0 0 0 0 3 16 0 0 0 0 84.2 100.0

NLF-B 0 0 0 1 0 0 17 0 0 0 94.4 100.0

PDF-A 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 18 1 0 90.0 5.0

PDF-B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 22 0 95.7 0.0

PDF-C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 100.0 0.0

Overall: 91.7

The overall classification rate for Hypothesis 3 is 91.7%, with only two misclassification

between NLFY/NLF and PDF. This is an interesting result, because there are fewer fea-

tures than subjects (6 features, 10 subjects), as compared to the results in Section 6.6.3,

where there were more features than subjects; one could argue that with sufficient number

of features, any subject could be identified. However, this result demonstrates that, for this

group of subjects, these six features were enough to classify these ten subjects with a clas-

sification rate better than 90%.

--- �--�-"
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Finally, a Neural Net was trained on three different sets of "contrived" groups. With the

small number of subjects, and with the strong results for Hypothesis 3, the question arises

whether the strong classification rate between NLF/NLFY and PDF is simply the result of

the Neural Net training on subjects, rather than on group similarity. Although Figure 6.3

indicates that there is actual separation between the NLF/NLFY and PDF groups, three

"contrived" groupings were set up, each with one subgroup of seven subjects, and a sec-

ond subgroup of three subjects. The groupings, shown in Table 6.36, were selected such

that each subgroup of three subjects had one of the three PDF subjects, and such that the

two NLF subjects were each in a subgroup of three, as well. In addition, because just three

contrived groupings were set up for this quick investigation (rather than an exhaustive

analysis of all combination of seven and three subgroups), the groups of three subjects

were set up by inspection of the data tables from all the previous classification, such that

subjects who had been misclassified as each other were included in the same subgroup.

TABLE 6.36 Contrived Groupings

7 Subject Subgroup 3 Subject Subgroup

Group A NLFY-A, NLFY-B, NLFY-C, NLFY-D, NLF-A, PDF-A, PDF-B NLFY-E, NLF-B, PDF-C

Group B NLFY-A, NLFY-B, NLFY-D, NLFY-E, NLF-B, PDF-A, PDF-C NLFY-C, NLF-A, PDF-B

Group C NLFY-B, NLFY-C, NLFY-E, NLF-A, NLF-B, PDF-B, PDF-C NLFY-A, NLFY-D, PDF-A

The results are shown in Tables 6.37, 6.38, and 6.39, and have classification rates of

79.3%, 68.4%, 80.8%. Compared with the 99% classification result shown in Table 6.34,

for groups NLFY/NLF and PDF, this suggests that the Neural Net is indeed able to train

on group characteristics rather than on individual characteristics...

TABLE 6.37 Neural Net results, using 10-fold cross-validation,
and the top two features, with "Contrived Groups A"

Group A-1 Group A-2 % correct

Group A-1 (7 subjects) 118 16 88.1

Group A-2 (3 subjects) 24 35 59.3

Overall: 79.3
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TABLE 6.38 Neural Net results, using 10-fold cross-validation,
and the top two features, with "Contrived Groups B"

Group B-1 Group B-2 % correct

Group B-1 (7 subjects) 108 22 83.1

Group B-2 (3 subjects) 39 27 38.1

Overall: 68.4

TABLE 6.39 Neural Net results, using 10-fold cross-validation,
and the top two features, with "Contrived Groups C"

Group C-1 Group C-2 % correct

Group C-1 (7 subjects) 124 15 89.2

Group C-2 (3 subjects) 22 32 59.3

Overall: 80.8

6.7 Discussion

This chapter investigated the ability of four classic pattern recognition techniques to dis-

tinguish gait using features derived from the vast quantity of information measured by the

GaitShoe.

The primary goal was to classify the gait of subjects with Parkinson's disease from the gait

of subjects with normal gait, to see whether the GaitShoe sensor measurements encapsu-

lated information about changes in gait between the two groups. This type of information

could be used to evaluate treatment strategies for patients with Parkinson's disease.

The subjects were selected from the fifteen volunteers who were subjects for the valida-

tion of the GaitShoe described in Chapter 5. The goal of the subject selection was to create

classes that differed only on the basis of the presence of Parkinson's disease. Only females

were used, both to eliminate any question of gender differences, and because the females

had a better match of ages. Though the ages ranged from early twenties to mid-sixties, the

group of ten female subjects had a subset of two subjects with normal gait who were rea-

sonably age-matched to the three subjects with Parkinson's disease. In addition, the
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females had a small variation in height, suggesting that leg length was unlikely to affect

the outcome of the classification.

The first hypothesis examined three classes: NLFY, females with normal gait who were

under 30 years old; NLF, females with normal gait who were 48 and 54 years old; and,

PDF, females with Parkinson's disease who were over 54 years old. The goal of this

hypothesis was to see if the features selected showed significantly more discriminating

among PDF and NLF classes than among NLFY and NLF classes. This was well demon-

strated by the CART and SVM models built with the training and testing sets where indi-

vidual subjects were used as the testing set. Samples from the NLFY and NLF classes

were far more likely to be misclassified as NLF or NLFY, respectively, than as PDF.

The second hypothesis used the positive result from the first hypothesis to combine all the

NLFY and NLF subjects into one group, NLFY/NLF. The four techniques were then used

to classify samples as either NLFY/NLF or PDF, and all techniques performed very well,

with correct classifications better than 95%. The strongest result was from the Neural Net,

which correctly classified all of the PDF samples, and only misclassified 2 (1.1%) of the

combined NLF and NLFY samples. In addition, when trained using only the top two fea-

tures, the mean minimum pitch ("shuffle index") and the insole force variation ("walking

energy variation"), the Neural Net classification rate was 99%, with only two samples

misclassified. These results suggest that the GaitShoe is quite capable of capturing

changes in the gait due to Parkinson's disease.

The third hypothesis investigated whether subjects could be classified individually, using

CART, NaYve Bayes and Neural Nets, all of which could handle multiple classes, to clas-

sify the ten different subjects. Again the Neural Net results were outstanding, with only

five out of 193 samples misclassified. The Neural Net was trained on only six features, the

mean minimum pitch ("shuffle index"), the insole force variation ("walking energy varia-

tion"), mean force per step ("step energy amplitude"), mean percent stance time ("shuffle

duration"), z-gyroscope variation ("pitch variation"), and maximum pitch variation ("shuf-
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fle variation"), and was able to classify the ten subjects with a classification rate of 91.7%.

These results suggest that the features derived from the GaitShoe measurements are able

to capture the individualities of each subject's gait.

The Naive Bayes classification results tended to be the weakest. However, Naive Bayes

requires the assumption that the features were independent, which was certainly not true

for the features used here, and likely had an impact on the classification. The SVM classi-

fication results were reasonable, but as use of SVMs are limited to two classes, the appli-

cability to larger groups of gait subjects is limited, though multiple classes can be

evaluated by developing SVMs with one of the classes evaluated against the others (fur-

ther work with SVMs, including adjusting the settings may result in better SVM classifi-

cation rates).

Though the CART classification results were reasonable, the real benefit of the CART

analysis was in the identification of two features which provide excellent separation

between the subjects with Parkinson's disease and the subjects with normal gait. As dis-

cussed above, the top CART-identified features were used to run additional Neural Net

analyses to demonstrate that these subjects can be classified with a small number of fea-

tures.

The Neural Net classification results were consistently the strongest, and demonstrate

great promise for future use in using the GaitShoe system to classify both individual gaits

as well as the gaits of groups of subjects.

The overall results from the pattern recognition analysis suggest that use of methods such

as a Neural Net in combination with the features of the GaitShoe may have great benefit in

analyzing gait.
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Chapter 7

REAL-TIME THERAPEUTIC
FEEDBACK

One application for the GaitShoe would use real-time analysis of the sensor outputs to

provide feedback about the current gait, to allow the user to make adjustments. This could

be useful for many areas, such as physical therapy, sports medicine, or athletic training,

and the feedback could take a variety of forms: musical, tonal, visual, tactile. It could also

be used to provide electro-stimulation at certain parts of the gait cycle [13], or to control

an artificial leg. This chapter describes an initial investigation into using musical feedback

controlled by a real-time analysis of the GaitShoe sensor data [107].

7.1 Overview

Music Therapy is an established field; however, it generally consists of patients listening

to a specific type of music, or patients playing musical instruments [108]. Even so, the

idea of using physiological measurements to control electronic music has been explored

for some time, notably the work by David Rosenboom and Richard Teitelbaum in the late

1960s, involving the use of brainwaves, heartrates, EMGs, and skin conductivity to pro-

duce real-time musical biofeedback [109]. Other recent work involves interactive music

and visuals set up as a meditation chamber, which responded to measurements of galvanic

skin response, respiratory rate, and heart rate [110], or interactive music with causal map-

pings between free gesture and sound to encourage withdrawn mentally disabled and

autistic children to become engaged [111].
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The use of on-body sensors for sports applications is becoming more common, but audio

feedback is generally limited to a simple beep, or a critique of a golf or batting swing from

a talking virtual coach [112]. However, applications in dance, such as the Expressive Foot-

ware, as described in Section 2.1.5, have made use of motion-to-music mappings to allow

the dancer to control the music heard during the performance [38].

Lack of applications in both the physical therapy and sports fields is likely due at least in

part to the absence of readily available methods for gathering and analyzing relevant phys-

iological data in real-time. Thus, the heavily instrumented GaitShoe could open the door

to many new applications of musical feedback.

7.2 Rhythmic Auditory Stimulator

To explore the use of the GaitShoe for real-time feedback, the "Rhythmic Auditory Stimu-

lator" (RAS) program [113] was developed in conjunction with Erik Asmussen, an under-

graduate researcher collaborating with our group. Using insight gained during the gait

analysis described in Chapter 5, the RAS provided three different types of sensing and

feedback. Mr. Asmussen is pictured next to the RAS running in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Erik Asmussen and the Rhythmic Auditory Stimulator

~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~
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7.2.1 The RAS system

Mr. Asmussen wrote the interactive RAS environment using the Max/MSP graphical pro-

gramming language [114] on an Apple Computers powerbook. The GaitShoe basestation

was connected to the powerbook via a Keyspan 19HS USB Serial Adapter [115]. Software

requirements within Max/MSP limited the serial data to rate to 56.6 kbps rather than the

usual 115.2 kbps, which reduced the data transfer rate of each shoe to approximately

30 Hz. The musical feedback generated with Max/MSP was output from the powerbook

using Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI). MIDI is a standard that provides a

method of easy transmission of information corresponding to electronic music. A Midi-

man USB MidiSport [116] was connected to the USB port of the powerbook, and trans-

mitted the MIDI output to an E-MU Proteus 2000 synthesizer [117], which output the

sound to speakers. This allowed the system to respond in real-time, approximately 100 ms

after the gait event of interest.

Although the RAS program can be configured to use any sensor outputs produced by the

GaitShoe, the tests discussed here only involved using the FSRsum parameter derived

from the sum of the four FSRs, "FSRsum," which is described in detail in Section 4.9, and

the paired sums of the two medial FSRs and of the two lateral FSRs. Screenshots for three

of the menus in the RAS system are shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2 Screenshots of the RAS system, showing the main menu (upper left), therapy
configuration menu (upper right), and feedback control menu (lower).
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7.2.2 RAS Feedback

Three types of sensing were developed for the RAS: pace sensing, force distribution sens-

ing, and peak force sensing.

Pace Sensing

This application was designed to aid subjects with Parkinson's disease. As discussed in

Section 2.3.1 (p. 44), previous work has shown that rhythmic cues at a pace slightly faster

than the PD subject's normal pace helps to lengthen stride and increase mean gait velocity.

Previous work, however, has just involved a passive metronome [55] [56], so the goal of

this application was to actively sense the pace of the subject, and provide feedback only as

necessary.

The FSRsum was used to determine heel strike time, and the current pace was determined

by subtracting the previous heel strike time from the current heel strike time. The RAS

contained a field to set the ideal pace, and the current pace approached the ideal pace to

determine the feedback.

Two different modes of feedback were available; the first provided the user with very sub-

tle rhythmic cues, which faded out when current pace was equal to the ideal pace. The sec-

ond mode played a charming tune while the current pace was at the ideal pace, with a quiet

drumbeat at the ideal pace in the background, and when the current pace diverged from the

ideal, the feedback converted to a loud drum sound only. When the user returned to the

ideal pace, the charming tune returned as a reward. The first mode explored simple cues

only when needed, while the second mode always produced background music (inspired

by the ubiquity of portable music players in today's society), with changes in correspon-

dence with the feedback.

Force Distribution Sensing

This application was an initial investigation into changes in force distribution. A gait

parameter of interest for runners is the degree of pronation and supination, as excessive
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pronation or supination can lead to injury if left uncorrected. This condition is typically

treated by the placement of orthotics in the shoe, but feedback could allow the runner to

try to correct the condition (for instance, if it occurs only as the runner becomes fatigued).

Pronation is a complex motion involving changes in the motion of the ankle. However,

excessive pronation or supination each have manifestations in the distribution of force

underneath the foot; inspection of the underside of an older pair of running shoes usually

reveals uneven wear patterns on the medial or lateral edge of the shoes, corresponding to

over-pronation and supination, respectively.

The paired sums of the medial FSRs and the lateral FSRs during static standing were

stored. During gait, the sum of the medial FSRs and the sum of the lateral FSRs were com-

pared to the stored results, to see if an excessive amount of force was applied either medi-

ally or laterally. This mode of feedback played the user a charming tune in a major key

when force distribution was determined to be within normal bounds. When excessive

force was detected either medially or laterally, the tune transitioned from a major to a

minor key, and if left uncorrected, became progressively dissonant.

Peak Force Sensing

The final application looked at the peak force detected by the FSRsum during stance. This

application was designed to aid patients, for example, recovering from a broken leg, or

after hip or knee replacement. During recovery, patients are told to apply a certain percent-

age of body-weight each week. The percentage gradually increases until the patient can

walk normally again; generally, the patient is instructed to step on a scale to see what that

week's weight limit feels like. Use of the GaitShoe system could provide the patient with

real-time feedback as to the force applied on the recovering leg, and could remove an ele-

ment of guess-work from the patient's recovery.

The RAS contained a field to set the acceptable threshold for force applied across the four

FSRs. This mode of feedback was similar to the previous mode: when the force was under

the threshold, the user heard the charming tune in a major key. If the threshold was
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exceeded by a small amount, the tune transitioned to a minor key, and if exceeded by a

large amount, the music became very dissonant.

7.3 Conclusions

This initial work demonstrated that the GaitShoe could be analyzed in real-time, and con-

figured to provide real-time feedback to the user about a variety of changes in gait. There

are many applications in both physical therapy and sports medicine which might benefit

from this time of feedback. Videos of the three sensing modes described here are archived

on-line, at http://www.media.mit.edu/resenv/GaitShoe/index.html. The next step for this

work is to evaluate the feedback on patients; tests using the pace sensing for subjects with

Parkinson's disease are planned.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSION

The development of the GaitShoe has resulted in a wireless wearable system with an

unprecedented number of sensors designed to capture information that can characterize

gait of both feet. The system costs under $500 per foot in prototype quantities and the

hardware for a single shoe weighs under 300 g. The hardware is readily fixed to a variety

of typical walking shoes, and data can be continuously collected over a few hours.

The gait parameter analysis indicated that the GaitShoe can be further developed into a

true wearable podiatric laboratory, which could be of great use in evaluating gait over

longer periods of time than are available in motion laboratories, as well as allowing the

evaluation to be carried out in a neutral environment, such as the subject's home. It would

also allow the evaluation of subjects who are without access to a motion laboratory.

Relevant GaitShoe sensors were calibrated and analyzed to determine parameters of gait,

which were validated by comparison with data collected simultaneously by the Massachu-

setts General Hospital (MGH) Biomotion Laboratory. The GaitShoe's determination of

heel strike time regularly anticipated the time determined from analysis of the force plate

output; the results suggest that the GaitShoe is capable of detecting heel strike before the

force plate. The toe off times determined by the GaitShoe and from the force plate data

were very similar. Placement of force sensitive resistors (FSRs) underneath the toe may

result in even the ability to detect toe off timing more accurately than the force plate. This

should be investigated further, by further calibration of the force sensors in order to deter-
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mine appropriate thresholds corresponding to the initiation of loading of the FSRs; this

needs to be done such that the time-scale of the GaitShoe can be precisely aligned with the

time-scale of the calibration system. In addition, the four coarsely spaced FSRs provide a

reasonable approximation to the force distribution measured by the force plate, and are

capable of providing information about shifting weight patterns from stride to stride

(information which is not available from a force plate).

A simplified analysis of the motion of the foot, using the x-accelerometer and the z- gyro-

scope, resulted in reasonable estimations of the pitch, velocity and stride length. However,

a more complete analysis including the outputs of the x- and y-gyroscopes, and the outputs

of the y- and x-accelerometers is expected to improve the results. In addition, the imple-

mentation of a Kalman filter is likely to further improve the outcome. Though future work

should certainly make use of the full suite of gyroscopes and accelerometers, the results of

the simplified analysis indicate that the GaitShoe is capable of reasonable estimations of

orientation and displacement.

The bend sensor output generally has a shape corresponding to the expected plantar flex-

ion and dorsiflexion curve. The output is likely to be more uniform with an improved

method of positioning and/or retaining the sensor. Further evaluation should utilize an

alternative reference system that allows the bend sensor to be easily held next to the ankle,

and that has fewer errors. Alternatively, the use of a more repeatable bend sensor could be

considered, such as one made from fiber optics.

The electric field sensor provides a method of determining the height of the foot above the

floor. In particular, multiple discrete electric field sensors can be implemented, such as at

the heel and the toe or metatarsals, which would provide additional information about the

orientation of the foot. The recent development of an ultrasound sensor by Steven Dan

Lovell provides a method of measuring the distance between the two feet and the relative

orientation of the feet, as well as a (future) method to measure the height of the foot above

the ground.
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In addition, the overall insole design should be reconsidered for future work. The PVDF

sensors were not used in the analysis, because of the variable output. The FSRs were very

valuable, but a more precise pressure sensor or alternative implementations of the FSR

might provide even better results. The electric field sensor connector must be replaced

with one that can better accommodate the coaxial cable used to provide the direct signal

shield around the connection to the electrode. The ultrasound sensor transmitter and

receiver attachments need to be redesigned so that they are much more stable, and are not

affected by dynamics of gait, such as the impact of heel strike.

The pattern recognition results suggested that a great future application for the GaitShoe

may be the use of the GaitShoe's ability to derive meaningful features from the extensive

sensor suite, and to use those features to recognize individual subjects as well as groups of

subjects with a similar gait. In particular, Neural Nets appeared to be a very promising

method for discriminating between both individual subjects and between groups of subject

with normal gait, and groups of subjects with Parkinson's disease. The results should be

confirmed with a broader study including larger numbers of subjects, as well as subjects of

both genders. If the Parkinson's disease results remain strong once subjects are added, this

technique may be able to be used to assess the effectiveness of the patient's medication

regimen, or even to assess the impact of various treatments.

In addition, the use of Classification and Regression Trees (CART) provided insight into

the most useful features for discriminating between the two groups. The standard devia-

tion of the FSRsum, normalized by body weight ("walking energy variation") and the

mean minimum pitch ("shuffle index") provided a excellent separation between the sub-

jects with Parkinson's disease and the subjects with normal gait,. These results show that

the subjects with Parkinson's disease are closer to a shuffle-gait than the normal subjects,

and that their steps have less force than the steps of subjects with normal gait.

The GaitShoe system was incorporated with a program written by Erik Asmussen in the

Max/MSP graphical programming language, and output MIDI (the standard for transmit-
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ting electronic music) to a synthesizer to provide rhythmic auditory stimulation (RAS).

The RAS implemented was real-time musical feedback corresponding to the detection of

three gait conditions: stride pace, weight distribution, and total weight. The system

worked well and provided interesting and engaging feedback; in particular, while filming

videos of the GaitShoe and the RAS, people walking by could be observed moving their

head and upper body in response to the catchy percussion rhythm used in the stride pace

feedback. Future work should include testing the feedback on patients with relevant gait

pathologies to evaluate the effectiveness of the feedback, and whether the feedback is

interesting and engaging to those who would use it for physical therapy. This is an exciting

area of future application for the GaitShoe, as it provides a new framework in which inter-

active real-time physical therapy can be investigated. This has many applications, from

rehabilitating gait in patients such as those recovering from hip surgery who need to bear

only a certain amount of weight on one leg, or those recovering from a stroke who need to

relearn how to walk symmetrically, to investigating the gait of subjects with diabetic neur-

opathy to evaluate risk for ulceration, to countless applications in the sports medicine and

sports training fields, such as detections of over-pronation or supination to provide runners

with feedback to allow them to make changes in their running gait or to make decisions

about when to stop a run if at risk for injury, to analysis.

Table 8.1 details a comparison between the GaitShoe and the MGH Biomotion Laboratory

systems. While the GaitShoe is not yet a tool to use for evaluation of gait prior to surgical

intervention, with the changes suggested in this chapter, it may be able to replace tradi-

tional motion laboratories for such clinical work as evaluation during design of orthotics

and prosthetics. In particular, it will be an excellent tool for areas without access to motion

laboratories. In addition, the GaitShoe has already been implemented in a simple real-time

analysis and feedback system; a valuable possible application for the GaitShoe would be

to use real-time analysis to provide electro-stimulation (for persons with spinal cord

injury) or control of an artificial leg, at specific times during the gait cycle.
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TABLE 8.1 Comparison between the GaitShoe and the MGH Biomotion Lab

GaitShoe

More than 30 degrees of freedom across lower
legs and feet.

No data collection on rest of body.

Collects data continuously.

Collects data "anywhere".

Wireless.

Can be analyzed in real-time.

Can be used to control real-time feedback.

Total mass < 0.6 kg.

Cost < $1K in prototype quantities.

Heel strike time determined with a a <
0.023 sec and toe off time determined with a a
< 0.017 sec, as compared with BML.

Stride length determined with a a < 16 cm, as
compared with BML.

Pitch determined with a < 7°, as compared
with BML.

Capable of classifying gait of groups and gait
of individuals, on small subject sample.

MGH Biomotion Lab

24 degrees of freedom on lower legs and
feet.

42 degrees of freedom on rest of body.

Collects 7 seconds of data.

Collects data in BML lab only.

Tethered.

Data processed after collection is com-
pleted.

Cannot be used for real-time control.

Total mass < 2 kg.

Cost: Proprietary equipment $1M, plus
space and personnel costs for use of system
(furnishing a lab with commercial equip-
ment would be >$250K)

Heel strike and toe off times determined
within 0.007 sec.

Distances, such as stride length, determined
within 1 mm

Orientations, such as pitch, determined
within 1°

The GaitShoe is a research tool that enables the analysis of gait in untraditional ways, such

as over long periods of time and in the home environment or through use of pattern recog-

nition, and provides a method for real-time feedback for use in such applications as sports

medicine, electro-stimulation, or physical therapy.
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Appendix A

MEDICAL INFORMATION

A.1 Terminology

Calcaneous: The largest foot bone, located in the heel of the foot.

Dorsiflexion: Flexion of the foot; forefoot motion upward, toward the ankle.

Gait: Manner of walking.

Heel strike: Time at which the heel first makes contact with the floor; indicates end of
swing and start of stance; see Figure A. 1.

Lateral: Away from the centerline of the body; for the right foot, the right edge is lateral.

Medial: Toward the centerline of the body; for the right foot, the left edge is medial.

Metatarsal heads: The distal ends of the metatarsal bones, at the point of articulation with
the proximal phalanx of the corresponding toe (located at the "ball of the foot").

Plantarfiexion: Extension of the foot; forefoot motion downward, away from the ankle.

Pronation: Complex motion of the ankle, resulting in the sole of the foot shifting medi-
ally; occurs during the start of stance to absorb shock from heel strike and to assist in bal-
ance.

Stance: Period in which the foot is in contact with the floor; this generally takes up about
60% of the stride cycle; see Figure A. 1.

Step: Interval between two successive heel strikes for opposite feet; see Figure A. 1.
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Stride: Interval between two successive heel strikes of the same foot; see Figure A. 1.

Supination: Complex motion of the ankle, resulting in the sole of the foot shifting later-

ally.

Swing: Period during which the foot is not in contact with the floor; this generally takes up

about 40% of the stride cycle; see Figure A. 1.

Toe off: Time at which the great toe is first no longer in contact with the floor; indicates

end of stance and start of swing; see Figure A. 1.
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Figure A.1 The Gait Cycle

A.2 Parkinson's Disease

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a chronic and progressive movement disorder resulting from

the loss of dopamine-producing neurons in the substantia nigra area of the brain. Dopam-

ine is a chemical messenger which relays neurological signals for the coordination and

controlled initiation of movement. With the loss of dopamine-producing neurons, dopam-

ine levels fall, resulting in the symptoms of PD. The diagnosis of PD is made following a

physical exam for common PD symptoms, and ruling out other conditions with similar
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symptoms. The exact cause of PD is not yet known, though there appears to be some

genetic contribution. Environmental toxins may play a role as well.

The most common symptoms of PD are tremors of the limbs, jaw, and face, rigidity of the

limbs and trunk, bradykinesia (slowed movement), and postural instability, resulting in

impaired balance and coordination. Manifestation of these symptoms in gait result in short

steps and a shuffling gait, called festination, in difficulty initiating gait, called freezing, in

difficulty to turn, and in loss of balance.

Parkinson's disease is generally treated first with medications designed either to work by

increasing dopamine levels (e.g. by providing precursors, or by activating the release of

stored dopamine), or by activating the dopamine receptor directly; medications to slow

progression of the disease are in development. Surgical interventions are available, gener-

ally to patients who are not satisfied with the results of medication-controlled treatment.

Pallidotomy (to alleviate rigidity and bradykinesia) and thalamotomy (to alleviate trem-

ors) are procedures in which small regions of the brain are permanently destroyed to alle-

viate symptoms. Deep brain stimulation implants, considered by some to be a safer and

more effective surgical treatment, involve an electrode implanted in the brain to provide

an electrical impulse to a targeted region to alleviate symptoms (the electrodes are con-

nected via wires to an impulse generator placed under the subject's clavicle) [ 118] [119].
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Appendix B

SUBJECT TESTING

This appendix describes the subject testing used to acquire data used in Chapter 5 for vali-

dation and in Chapter 6 for pattern recognition. The study design, including subject

recruitment, consent forms, and the testing protocol, is discussed, and information about

the subjects is included as well. Donna Moxley Scarborough, MS/PT, was the principal

tester at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) Biomotion Laboratory (BML).

B.1 Study Design

The subject testing involved placing the GaitShoe instrumentation on the subjects' own

walking shoes, with the insole inside the shoe and the shoe attachment mounted to the pos-

terior aspect of each shoe. The small antenna on the circuit board transmitted the sensor

information to the receiving transmitter. All signals were digitized and saved on a laptop

computer set within 30 feet of the shoes during data collection. The subject underwent

simultaneous gait evaluation using the MGH Biomotion Laboratory's Selspot II data

acquisition system. Each subject was asked to perform a series of locomotor tasks, while

both gait evaluation systems simultaneously collected data. The gait parameters collected

from the two systems was analyzed and compared to validate the analysis of gait parame-

ters from the data acquired by the GaitShoe, as discussed in Chapter 5; in addition, the

data were used for the pattern recognition study, as discussed in Chapter 6. The informa-
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tion gathered did not offer any direct benefits to the subjects tested. After the subjects

complete the protocol, they concluded their participation in the study.

B.1.1 Subject Recruitment

The subjects with healthy gait were recruited via e-mail and word of mouth. When sub-

jects replied with interest in the study, they were provided with more details about the

study, and an appointment was set up at the Biomotion Lab.

The subjects with Parkinson's disease were recruited by collaborators Drs. Stephen Parker

and Leslie Shinobu of the MGH Department of Neurology, who performed initial screen-

ing of PD patients within their practice and described the research project to prospective

subjects. If a subject verbally agreed to being contacted by phone from a Biomotion Labo-

ratory study representative, Drs. Parker or Shinobu provided the subject's telephone num-

ber to the study's administrator who contacted prospective subjects via telephone to

provide more details about the research project. With further agreement from the subject,

an appointment was set up at the Biomotion Lab.

All subjects were adults who could understand and follow basic directions. Persons were

excluded if they reported acute pain which prevented performance of their comfortable,

typical movement. Similarly, persons were excluded if they have a unstable medical con-

dition such as hypertension or diabetes mellitus.

B.1.2 Consent Forms

The protocols for this study was approved by both the MGH Institutional Review Board

(IRB) and the MIT Committee On the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COU-

HES). The subjects all consented in accordance with the MGH IRB and the MIT COU-

HES. The MGH IRB consent form for subjects with healthy gait is shown in Figure B.1,

the MGH IRB consent form for subjects with difficulty walking is shown in Figure B.2,

and the MIT COUHES consent form is shown in Figure B.3 (the two MGH forms were

stamped with the IRB approval; the stamp is not visible in these figures). Subject testing

�I____ _____I__
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took place from the March 25, 2003 through June 6, 2003; the Health Insurance Portabil-

ity and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) went into effect April 15, 2003, so the final

eleven subjects (tested after April 15, 2003) additionally signed the HIPAA paperwork.
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Figure B.3 MIT COUHES Consent Form
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B.1.3 Protocol

The protocol followed during subject testing is shown above in Figure B.4.

The subjects were asked to walk in a variety of ways. First, each subject was first asked to

walk at his or her own pace (termed "free gait" for use in Chapter 6). Next, a number of

calibration routines were carried out, including "chair rise", where the subject stood from a

seated position. Following the calibrations, the subject started gait while within the view-

ing volume of the BML cameras, to collect data with the BML system about the initiation

of gait, and then one to three "free gait" trials were carried out. In each of the following

four trials, the subject was told to do a task (detailed in Figure B.3) designed to provide

distraction ("distracted gait" in Chapter 6). Next, the metronome was turned on to 120

beats per minute, for two to three trials ("paced gait" in Chapter 6). Finally, lines were

placed on the floor with a separation of approximately 1 m, and the subject was asked to

step on the lines while walking (included with the "distracted gait" group in Chapter 6).

Collection from the BML optical system concluded with "static standing", while the sub-

ject stood still with the feet 30 cm apart (this data was used to determine the orientations

of the accelerometers with respect to the horizontal, for each subject). The testing con-

cluded with data collected from the BML force plate and the GaitShoe while the subject

walked forward to the center of the viewing volume, turned, and walked back to the start-

ing point; this data was not analyzed for this thesis, but was collected for future work in

analyzing gait which includes turns.

B.2 Subject Information

A total of sixteen subjects were recruited for the validation of the GaitShoe; they were

provided with identification numbers1 consecutively from 11 to 26. Gender, age, height,

1. An additional ten subjects (01 to 10) were recruited for prototype testing and evaluation of the GaitShoe;
the data from these initial subjects was not used in the final analysis presented in this thesis.
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weight, and presence of Parkinson's disease are detailed in

subjects are referred to by a coded name).

TABLE B.1 Information about volunteers for the subject testing

ID

11

12

13

14

15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22

23

24
25

26

Gender
[Male/Female

F

F

M

M

F

F

F

F

F

F

F
F

M

M

F

M

Age
[years]

24.9

28.2

25.3

27.5

48.2

28.6

54.0

26.8

27.4

53.8

26.9

65.9

64.9

76.4

65.4

30.3

Height
[ml
1.6

1.6

1.8

1.8

1.6

1.6

1.7

1.6

1.7

1.6

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.7

1.6

1.8

Weight
[kgl

48.2

59.1

75.0

115.0

52.3

50.0

54.5

66.4

55.9

63.6

69.5

68.2

94.5

77.7

52.3

90.9

Table B. 1 (in Chapter 6, the

Parkinson's disease
[Yes/Nol

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N
Y

Y

Y

Y

N

The data collected for Subject 21 were excluded from the analysis because the antennas on

both the left and right GaitShoe attachments were in need of repair; this was not discov-

ered until after data testing was underway, and resulted in very poor data transmission,

with a data collection rate from the GaitShoe lower than 50 Hz for each foot, rather than

the usual '75 Hz.

Thus, the final cohort of subjects included five subjects with Parkinson's disease (2 males

and 3 females), and ten subjects with normal gait (7 females and 3 females).

1. One of these ten subjects was diagnosed with myasthenia gravis (a neurological disease usually affecting
face muscles), however, no changes in gait were observed by the physical therapists at the BML, or in
GaitShoe data used for the pattern recognition in Chapter 6. This subject was therefore not uniquely
labeled, but included as a subject with normal gait.

==
. . _
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Appendix C

PATTERN RECOGNITION
INFORMATION

This appendix accompanies Chapter 6, and explains terminology commonly used in pat-

tern recognition (see also Pattern Classification by Duda, Hart, and Stork [96]). This

appendix also contains the complete results from the classification. Results are presented

in the same order as in Chapter 6; many of the tables here were included in Chapter 6 as

well (results from the additional neural net studies are only in Section 6.6.5).

C.1 Terminology

Bayes Decision Theory: See Appendix 6.1.2.

CART: Classification and Regression Trees (a type of decision tree); see Section 6.1.1.

Figure C. 1 shows a sample tree, with three classes, 123 total samples, and using four fea-

tures to create the tree.

Clss = Class 1
N 123

Feature 1<=10 1 > Feature 10

N od 2 Nod 3
Class Class 3 Cla ss = Class 2

NI 48 N I 75

Feature 3 > 5.5 Feature 3 <= 5.5 Feature 2 30 Feature 2 <=30

Terrnal TarNolT I 2 Node 4 1 T.rInil
C 1 No 2 Cla = Mas 2 N 5

C:lass = Class 1 Class = Class 3 Class = Class 1
N=9 N=39 N=43 N=32

Ternhal I Ter-al
Nod 3 Node 4

Class = Class 2 Class = Class 
N=25 N. 18

Figure C.1 Sample CART tree
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Class: Descriptor for a group of samples, e.g. "apple" or "banana" or "orange".

Confusion Matrix: Table of results showing how the sample in the testing set were classi-

fied. Table C. 1 shows a sample confusion matrix for a classification of apples, bananas,

and oranges. Each row shows the results for a single class; in this example, 48 apples were

correctly classified as apples, and 2 apples were misclassified as oranges, for a 96.0%

classification rate for the apples. Similarly, all 50 bananas (100%) were classified cor-

rectly, and 40 oranges (80%) were classified correctly.

TABLE C.1 Sample results presented in a confusion matrix

Apples Bananas Oranges % correct

Apples 48 0 2 96.0

Bananas 0 50 0 100.0

Oranges 10 0 40 80.0

Overall: 92.0

The overall classification rate is calculated by the sum of the correct classifications (the

numbers along the diagonal), divided by the total number of samples in the testing set; in

this example:

48 + 50 + 40
Overall Classification Rate 50 92.0%. (8.1)

50 + 50 + 50

Data Set: Collection of samples, including samples from all classes. The data set is typi-

cally split into a training set and a testing set.

Features: Continuous or categorical properties that (ideally) distinguish between the

classes. For classifying apples, bananas, and oranges, categorical features might be color

or shape, continuous features might be hue or mass. A feature such as "food type" would

not be useful, as all three classes are types of fruit.
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Leave One Out: A method of evaluating the classifier by having N training and testing

sets, where N is the total number of samples, and each testing set consists of a single sam-

ple and its corresponding training set consists the N- I samples not in the testing set.

Neural Networks: See Section 6.1.4.

Sample. A single piece of data, consisting of a class label and the features.

SVMs: Support Vector Machines; see Section 6.1.3.

Testing Set: Group of samples used to "test" the classifier; the classifier is applied to these

samples to see what percentage of the testing set is correctly classified. If the testing set is

used to adjust the parameters of the classifier (as it is with the CART software), the results

are termed "overly optimistic;" it is good practice to use a separate "evaluation set" to

avoid this.

Training Set: Group of samples used to "train" the classifier; these samples are used to

determine the parameters of the classifier to distinguish between the classes of the sam-

ples within the training set.

C.2 Complete Results

C.2.1 Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 compared group NLFY (females with normal gait, younger than 30 years

old), with group NLF (females with normal gait, older than 48 years old), and group PDF

(females with Parkinson's disease, older than 54 years old). The training and testing

groups are described in Section 6.5.

The results for Hypothesis 1, using modified leave one out, are shown in Tables C.2, C.3,

and C.4.
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TABLE C.2 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 122 10 3 90.4 97.8

NLF 6 47 1 87.0 98.2

PDF 0 3 78 96.3 3.7

Overall: 91.5

TABLE C.3 Naive Bayes Hypothesis 1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 129 2 4 95.6 97.0

NLF 2 50 2 92.6 96.3

PDF 0 3 78 96.3 3.7

Overall: 95.2

TABLE C.4 Neural Net Hypothesis 1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 131 2 2 97.0 98.5

NLF 3 50 1 92.6 98.2

PDF 0 0 81 100.0 0.0

Overall: 97.0

The results for Hypothesis 1, using "leave one subject out", are shown summed in

Table C.5 and by subject in Table C.6.

TABLE C.5 CART Hypothesis 1 results, by class, using leave one subject out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 66 21 5 71.7 94.6

NLF 32 4 1 10.8 97.3

PDF 4 13 47 73.4 26.7

Overall: 60.6

-------
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TABLE C.6 CART Hypothesis 1 results, by subject, leave one subject out

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY-A 16 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-B 8 9 0 47.1 100.0

NLFY-C 10 9 2 47.6 90.5

NLFY-D 18 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-E 14 3 3 70.0 85.0

NLF-A 15 4 0 21.1 100.0

NLF-B 17 0 1 0.0 94.4

PDF-A 0 0 20 100.0 0.0

PDF-B 0 0 23 100.0 0.0

PDF-C 4 13 4 19.1 81.0

Overall: 60.6

The results for Hypothesis 1, using "free gait", "distracted gait", or "paced gait" (gait types

are described in Section B.1) as the test set, are shown in Tables C.7, C.8, and C.9.

TABLE C.7 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using "free gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 29 2 7 76.3 81.6

NLF 4 8 1 61.5 92.3

PDF 1 2 18 85.7 14.3

Overall: 76.4

TABLE C.8 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using "distracted gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 27 0 3 90.0 90.0

NLF 1 14 0 93.3 100.0

PDF 1 0 24 96.0 4.0

Overall: 92.9
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TABLE C.9 CART Hypothesis 1 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF PDF % correct % NLFY or NLF

NLFY 19 2 3 79.2 87.5

NLF 0 9 0 100.0 100.0

PDF 0 0 18 100.0 0.0

Overall: 90.2

As discussed in Chapter 6, SVMs were used to classify between two classes.

Hypothesis 1.1 compared NLFY with NLF, Hypothesis 1.2 compared NLF with PDF, and

Hypothesis 1.3 compared NLFY with PDF. The results for each, using modified leave one

out, are shown in Tables C. 10, C. 11, and C. 12.

TABLE C.10 SVM Hypothesis 1.1 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY NLF % correct

NLFY 130 5 96.3

NLF 4 50 92.6

Overall: 95.2

TABLE C.11 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF PDF % correct

NLF 46 8 85.2

PDF 1 80 98.8

Overall: 93.3

TABLE C.12 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using modified leave one out

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 132 3 97.8

PDF 3 78 96.3

Overall: 97.2

.
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The results for Hypotheses 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, using "leave one subject out", are shown in

Tables C.13, C.14, and C.15.

TABLE C.13 SVM Hypothesis 1.1 results, using leave one subject out

NLFY NLF % correct

NLFY 80 12 87.0

NLF 34 3 8.1

Overall: 64.3

TABLE C.14 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF PDF % correct

NLF 10 27 27.0

PDF 32 32 50.0

Overall: 41.6

TABLE C.15 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using leave one subject out

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 89 3 96.7

PDF 28 36 56.3

Overall: 80.1

The results for Hypotheses 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, using "free gait" as the test set, are shown in

Tables C.16, C.17, and C.18.

TABLE C.16 SVM Hypothesis 1.1 results, using "free gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF % correct

NLFY 38 0 100.0

NLF 3 10 76.9

Overall: 94.1
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TABLE C.17 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using "free gait" as the test set

I NLF PDF % correct

NLF 12 1 92.3

PDF 4 17 81.0

Overall: 85.3

TABLE C.18 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using "free gait" as the test set

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 37 1 97.4

PDF 1 20 95.2

Overall: 96.6

The results for Hypotheses 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, using "distracted gait" as the test set, are

shown in Tables C.19, C.20, and C.21.

TABLE C.19 SVM Hypothesis 1.1 results, using "distracted gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF % correct

NLFY 29 1 96.7

NLF 1 14 93.3

Overall: 95.6

TABLE C.20 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using "distracted gait" as the test set

NLF PDF % correct

NLF 12 3 80.0

PDF 4 21 84.0

Overall: 82.5

TABLE C.21 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using "distracted gait" as the test set

NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY 30 0 100.0

PDF 3 22 88.0

Overall: 94.5

-
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The results for Hypotheses 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, using "paced gait" as the test set, are shown

in Tables C.22, C.23, and C.24.

TABLE C.22 SVM Hypothesis 1.1 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

NLFY NLF % correct

NLFY 22 2 91.7

NLF 1 8 88.9

Overall: 90.9

TABLE C.23 SVM Hypothesis 1.2 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

NLF PDF % correct

NLF 8 1 88.9

PDF 0 18 100.0

Overall: 96.3

TABLE C.24 SVM Hypothesis 1.3 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

% correct

21

0

3

18

87.5

100.0

92.9Overall:

C.2.2 Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 compared the combined group of NLFY and NLF (resulting in a group of all

females with normal gait), with group PDF (all females with Parkinson's disease).

I
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The results for Hypothesis 2, using modified leave one out, are shown in Tables C.25,

C.26, C.27, and C.28.

TABLE C.25 CART Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

TABLE C.26 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

TABLE C.27 Naive Bayes Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 181 8 95.8

PDF 4 77 95.1

Overall: 95.6

TABLE C.28 Neural Net Hypothesis 2 results, using modified leave one out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 187 2 98.9

PDF 0 81 100.0

Overall: 99.3
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The results for Hypothesis 2, using "leave one subject out", are shown summed in

Tables C.29, C.31, and C.33, and by subject in Tables C.30, C.32, and C.34.

TABLE C.29 CART Hypothesis 2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 123 6 95.3

PDF 21 43 67.2

Overall: 86.0

TABLE C.30 CART Hypothesis 2 results, by subject, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY-A 16 0 100.0

NLFY-B 17 0 100.0

NLFY-C 19 2 90.5

NLFY-D 18 0 100.0

NLFY-E 17 3 85.0

NLF-A 19 0 100.0

NLF-B 17 1 94.4

PDF-A 4 16 80.0

PDF-B 0 23 100.0

PDF-C 17 4 19.0

Overall: 86.0

TABLE C.31 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 114 15 88.4

PDF 33 31 48.4

Overall: 75.1
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TABLE C.32 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, by subject, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY-A 15 1 93.8

NLFY-B 17 0 100.0

NLFY-C 21 0 100.0

NLFY-D 18 0 100.0

NLFY-E 20 0 100.0

NLF-A 16 3 84.2

NLF-B 7 11 38.9

PDF-A 6 14 70.0

PDF-B 12 11 47.8

PDF-C 15 6 28.6

Overall: 75.1

TABLE C.33 Neural Net Hypothesis 2 results, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 122 7 94.6

PDF 18 46 71.9

Overall: 87.0

TABLE C.34 Neural Net Hypothesis 2 results, by subject, using leave one subject out

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLFY-A 16 0 100.0

NLFY-B 17 0 100.0

NLFY-C 20 1 95.2

NLFY-D 18 0 100.0

NLFY-E 15 5 75.0

NLF-A 19 0 100.0

NLF-B 17 1 94.4

PDF-A 5 15 75.0

PDF-B 0 23 100.0

PDF-C 13 8 38.1

Overall: 87.0
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The results for Hypothesis 2, using "free gait", "distracted gait", or "paced

set, are shown in Tables C.35, C.36, C.37, C.38, C.39, and C.40.

TABLE C.35

gait" as the test

CART Hypothesis 2 results, using "free gait" as the test set

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 43 8 84.3

PDF 2 19 90.5

Overall: 86.1

TABLE C.36 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, using "free gait" as the test set

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 51 0 100.0

PDF 2 19 90.5

Overall: 97.2

TABLE C.37 CART Hypothesis 2 results, using "distracted gait" as the test set

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 38 7 84.4

PDF 1 24 96.0

Overall: 88.6

TABLE C.38 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, using "distracted gait" as the test set

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 44 1 97.8

PDF 3 22 88.0

Overall: 94.3

TABLE C.39 CART Hypothesis 2 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

NLF/NLFY PDF % correct

NLF/NLFY 31 2 93.9

PDF 1 17 94.4

Overall: 94.1
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TABLE C.40 SVM Hypothesis 2 results, using "paced gait" as the test set

C.2.3 Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 classified each of the ten subjects as individuals; the results, using cross-val-

idation, are shown in Tables C.41, C.42, and C.43.

TABLE C.41 Neural Network Hypothesis 3 results, by subject, using cross-validation

NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLF NLF PDF PDF PDF % % NLFY
A B C D E A B A B C correct orNLF

NLFY-A 15 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 93.8 100.0

NLFY-B 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-C 0 0 20 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 95.2 100.0

NLFY-D 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-E 0 0 0 0 18 1 0 0 0 1 90.0 95.0

NLF-A 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLF-B 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

PDF-A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 100.0 0.0

PDF-B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 100.0 0.0

PDF-C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 20 95.2 0.0

Overall: 97.4
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TABLE C.42 CART Hypothesis 3 results, by subject, using cross-validation

NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLF NLF PDF PDF PDF % % NLFY
A B C D E A B A B C correct orNLF

NLFY-A 14 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 87.5 100.0

NLFY-B 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-C 0 0 16 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 76.2 100.0

NLFY-D 0 1 0 16 0 0 1 0 0 0 88.9 100.0

NLFY-E 0 0 4 0 13 3 0 0 0 0 65.0 100.0

NLF-A 0 0 2 0 3 13 1 0 0 0 68.4 100.0

NLF-B 0 2 0 0 1 0 12 0 0 3 66.7 83.3

PDF-A 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 17 1 0 85.0 10.0

PDF-B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 21 0 91.3 0.0

PDF-C 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 19 90.5 9.5

Overall: 81.9

TABLE C.43 Naive Bayes Hypothesis 3 results, by subject, using cross-validation

NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLFY NLF NLF PDF PDF PDF % % NLFY
A B C D E A B A B C correct orNLF

NLFY-A 15 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 93.8 100.0

NLFY-B 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 100.0

NLFY-C 0 0 18 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 85.7 100.0

NLFY-D 0 0 0 17 1 0 0 0 0 0 94.4 100.0

NLFY-E 0 0 3 0 16 0 0 0 0 1 80.0 95.0

NLF-A 0 0 1 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 94.7 100.0

NLF-B 0 0 0 0 2 0 16 0 0 0 88.9 100.0

PDF-A 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 95.0 5.0

PDF-B 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 95.7 4.3

PDF-C 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 90.5 4.8

Overall: 91.7
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Appendix D

HARDWARE INFORMATION

This appendix contains information required for the building of the GaitShoe circuit

boards and other hardware, and contains part numbers and purchasing information for all

parts used.

D.1 Schematics and Board Layouts

D.1.1 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) Board, Rev. 5

The schematic for the IMU board (Rev. 5) is shown in Figure D. 1. The board layouts with

part placement information are shown in Figure D.2 (top side) and Figure D.3 (bottom

side).

In Figure D.2, the two footprints for the two different versions of the Murata gyroscopes

are visible. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the ENC-03J was used in all testing, but the

footprint for the surface mount ENC-03M was also included on the IMU board (the alter-

nate pin connections can be seen in Figure D. 1) in case the ENC-03J becomes no longer

available.

Similarly, the Analog Devices gyroscope (the ADXRS 150) was a demo DIP version and is

not available commercially. It is now available in a 32-pin ball grid array surface-mount

package; pin-to-pin mappings between this package and the layout on the board (e.g. the

sixteen pin header would plug into the holes for the current DIP) are shown in Figure D.4.
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Figure D.1 Schematic of the IMU board
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Figure D.3 Layout of the bottom side of the IMU board
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As indicated, the capacitors should be included on

close to the ADXRS 150 as possible.

1l
J PDD

PGND
I ST

' ST2

ItTemp
A, 2GND

2.SV
1 CMID

SUMJ
Rateout

CP

4 CP4

CON16

the daughter board, to be located as

C2 C3 C4

Figure D.4 Pin mappings for the commercially available ADXRS 150

D.1.2 Tactile Board, Rev. 5

The schematic for the Tactile board (Rev. 5) is shown in Figure D.5. The board layouts

with part placement information are shown in Figure D.6 (top) and Figure D.7 (bottom).

Table D. 1 lists the header pin to insole sensor mapping used for the GaitShoe insoles (all

odd-numbered pins are connected to ground). Pins 1-4 can be used to connect to a ground

plane, though the connection through the electric field sensor header can also be used.

TABLE D.1 Insole sensor mapping

Header Pins Connection Left Insole Right Insole

1, 2, 3, 4 Ground

5, 6 FSR Lateral heel Medial heel

7, 8 FSR Fifth (lateral) metatarsal First (medial) metatarsal

9, 10 PVDF Calcaneous (heel) Great toe

11, 12, 13, 14 Bend Sensor Insole Insole

15, 16 PVDF Great toe Calcaneous (heel)

17, 18 FSRI Medial heel Lateral heel

19, 20 FSR First (medial) metatarsal Fifth (lateral) metatarsal

21, 22, 23, 24 Bend Sensor Ankle Ankle
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Figure D.6 Layout of the top side of the Tactile board
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_10 pFP 700 pF _1 K _220 K mmbt3904

Figure D.7 Layout of the bottom side of the Tactile board
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D.1.3 Main Board, Rev. 5

The schematic for the Main board (Rev. 5) is shown in Figure D.8. The board layouts with

part placement information are shown in Figure D.9 (top) and Figure D. 10 (bottom).

I I ll 

Figure D.8 Schematic of the Main board
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Figure D.9 Layout of the top side of the Main board

The six holes along the bottom edge of the Main board are for interfacing with the JTAG

programmer, for uploading code to the microcontroller. The four holes along the left edge

(looking at the top of the board) can be used to bypass the wireless transceiver and send

the data directly to the computer. Both of these interface with the Programming board,

described in Section D. 1.5 below.
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Figure D.10 Layout of the bottom side of the Main board

D.1.4 Power Board (Rev. 2)

The schematic for the Power board (Rev. 2) is shown in Figure D. 11, and the board lay-

outs with part placement information are shown in Figure D. 12 (top) and Figure D.13

(bottom).
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Figure D.11 Schematic of the Power board
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Figure D.12 Layout of the top side of the Power board

Figure D.13 Layout of the bottom side of the Power board
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D.1.5 Programming Board (Rev. 2)

The Programming board was designed by graduate student Ari Benbasat. The schematic

for the Programming board (Rev. 2) is shown in Figure D. 14. The board layouts with part

placement information are shown in Figure D. 15, showing traces on both the top and bot-

tom are shown).

+5 TX5 ul
RX5 ll TX 5 X1

1 2 TX T1N TIOUT IX12 J6

HEADER 5X R Figure 3.14 Scheati RIOUT RIIN bRX 6
N4 20 ~R2OUT R2IN 9 T920

8 CI+ C2+ R2
13 C1- C2+ 

+3 JP1 ': J5 12 V C2- 10
TCK 17 v C2- 16

TCK TMS C +514 V 'ND
T TD \

5 6 8~TD1
3

W)+ VCC GND DB9 Female

9 10C.- 5 :FF MAX233CSD

HEADER SX2
CON6

Figure D.14 Schematic of the Programming board

Figure D.15 Layout for the Programming board
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D.2 Component Information

Information about the components used to build the GaitShoe is split across two pages, in

Figure D. 16 and Figure D. 17. The part type, description, and a vendor (the websites for

the vendors are listed in Figure D.2) and the part number for the vendor are listed, as well

as the footprint and designator corresponding to the schematics of each board, and any rel-

evant comments.
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TABLE D.2 Vendor information

Company

Analog Devices

Android World

Digikey

Interlink Electronics

McMaster Carr

ON Semiconductor

RF Monolithics

Rochester Electronics

The Images Co.

Website Address

www.analog.com

www.androidworld.com/prod47.htm

www.digikey.com

www. interlinkelec.com

www.mcmaster.com

www. onsemi.com

www.rfm.com

www.rocelec.com

www.imagesco.com

D.3 Other Hardware Information

D.3.1 Insole Sensor Connections

The soldered connections to the sensors in the insole must be able to withstand the forces

(normal and shear) encountered under the foot during gait. One method that has worked

well was to cover the well-soldered connections with hot glue, let it the glue cool slightly,

press it flat, and then trim off the excess. This is demonstrated on a pair of bend sensors.

First the bend sensors are soldered to the wires, as shown in Figure D. 18.

__ps~ ~c
-- a_ :[

Figure D.18 Bend sensors soldered to wire

Next. a "gob" of hot glue is annlied to the solder connections. as shown in Figure D. 1 9

Figure D.19 Bend sensors with a "gob" of hot glue
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After the hot glue cools slightly, it is pressed between fingertips to flatten it into a thin

layer; the result is shown in Figure D.20.

Figure D.20 Hot glue flattened by fingers

Finally, the hot glue is trimmed, as shown in Figure D.21.

Figure D.21 Trimmed hot glue on bend sensor solder connection

D.3.2 GaitShoe Attachment

The GaitShoe attachment was made out of 0.125" polyethylene terephthalate glycol

(PTG), which is a thermoformable and machinable material. The process of making the

attachment is detailed in the photos below.

First, a pattern, such as shown (to scale) in Figure D.22, can be used to trace the pattern of

the attachment on to the PTG, as shown in Figure D.23. The solid lines in Figure D.22

indicate the base pattern and the dashed lines indicate extra material to add for a right or

left antenna attachment (the pattern does not need to be followed exactly).
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Figure D.22 Sketch of the pattern for both the left and right GaitShoe attachments

Figure D.23 Pattern traced onto PTG for forming the GaitShoe Attachment
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Next, the easiest way to cut the PTG is to use heavy-duty shears, as shown in Figure D.24.

Figure D.24 PTG cut to shape with heavy duty shears

After the PTG is cut, the holes should be drilled1 , and then the PTG can be formed using a

heat gun and a rounded block (or other available implement 2), as shown in Figure D.25, to

shape it to the desired geometry.

Figure D.25 Heat gun and wooden block used to shape the PTG

1. The final hole in the attachment connecting the battery enclosure to the attachment must be drilled after
both pieces are shaped; the holes for the stack should be marked using the IMU of the stack which will be
mounted on the attachment.

2. For example, a the bottom of the attachment can be rolled around a small screwdriver to form the enclo-
sure at the bottom of the attachment for the fishing line.
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The battery

l - -... .--- -- 

D.26.

Figure D.26 Sketch of the pattern for the battery enclosure

A left GaitShoe attachment and battery enclosure are shown separately from the back, and

together from the front in Figure D.27.

Figure D.27 GaitShoe attachment and battery enclosure; viewed separately from the back (left),
and viewed together from the front (right)
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Appendix E

ULTRASOUND SENSOR

This appendix describes in further detail the ultrasound sensor developed by Steven Dan

Lovell; photographs of the ultrasound circuit boards are included in Section 3.2.1, and the

working principle is discussed in Section 3.3.7. Mr. Lovell contributed to the writing of

this appendix.

Ultrasound transducers can turn electrical energy into mechanical energy and mechanical

energy into electrical energy. They have a range of frequencies over which they are reso-

nant, where the ratio of energy input to energy dissipated in the device itself is low. The

mechanical energy they produce and sense is in the form of pressure waves, thus the signal

they can send propagates at the speed of sound, making them suitable for determining dis-

tances between a transmitter and a receiver by measuring the time between the transmis-

sion of the signal and the reception of the signal.

E.1 Circuit Boards

The ultrasound sensor was implemented on two circuit boards: a transmit board that

attached to the stack on the right shoe, and a receiver board that attached to the stack on

the left shoe. Attached directly to the transmit board was a single daughter board to hold

the transmitter. The receive board had two daughter boards that each held a receiver, and

were connected to the receive board via wires. These are shown in Figure E. 1.
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Figure E.1 Photo of ultrasound hardware mounted on the GaitShoe hardware

The schematic of the main transmit board is shown in Figure E.2, and the schematic of the

transmit daughter board is shown in Figure E.3.

Figure E.2 Schematic of the ultrasound transmit board.
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Figure E.3 Schematic of the ultrasound transmit daughter board

The schematic of the main receive board is shown in Figure E.4, and the schematic of the

receive daughter board is shown in Figure E.5.

>^~~~~t1 1 4 , ;;I~~~~~~~~~7 >. a

Figure E.4 Schematic of the ultrasound receive board.
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Figure E.5 Schematic of the ultrasound receive daughter board.
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An omni-directional polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) ultrasound transducer manufactured

by MSI, part 1005853-1, was used for the transmitter [120]. Two directional piezoelectric

ceramic (PZT) ultrasound transducers (such as V-MA40A5R [121]) were used for the

receivers.

The omni-directional transducer must be driven at high voltages (150 V-300 V) at 40 KHz

to generate a signal that can be measured over a distance of a few feet. A step-up trans-

former, resonant at 40 KHz with the ultrasound transducer as a load, along with a push-

pull amplifier that takes a 3.3 V input from the microcontroller and outputs 9 V, was used

to drive the omni-directional transducer at 270 V.

The receivers were placed on signal conditioning daughter boards that could be placed

away from the main ultrasound receiver board. The daughter boards had two stages of fil-

tering: a medium gain single pole high-pass filter and a medium gain double pole band-

pass filter that added DC bias. This signal was then fed back to the main receiver board

where a comparator was used to determine when the signal crossed a threshold. The

threshold is variable and set by a potentiometer. This threshold crossing is used to deter-

mine when the first arrival of the ultrasound signal occurs.

To determine the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, the time of flight

(TOF) between the transmitter and receiver is measured. This TOF is multiplied by the

speed of sound in air to determine the distance of separation between the transmitter and

receiver. To determine the TOF, the transmission of the ultrasound signal and the start of

timer on the receiver must occur simultaneously. For this, the wireless radio frequency

(RF) transmission already employed for communication between the GaitShoe hardware

and the basestation was used. The basestation issued the ultrasound transmission com-

mand to initiate the start of transmission and the start of the receiver timer; the length of

time between the RF transmission from the basestation and the reception on the Main

Stack board, and then the subsequent communication between the Main stack board and

the ultrasound transmit and receiver boards was assumed to be the same for the transmit
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and receiver boards. When the ultrasound transmit board received an ultrasound transmis-

sion command it drove a short pulse of 40Khz square wave to the ultrasound transducer.

When the ultrasound receive board received an ultrasound transmission command it

started a timer, counting the number of clock cycles. When the ultrasound receive board

was signaled by the comparator that a threshold crossing occurred, the value of the timer

(i.e. total number of clock cycles) was stored, and subsequently transmitted to the base sta-

tion. This occurred twice, once for each receiver. The two distances can be post-processed

to determine the angle at which the line the between the transmitter and middle of the two

receivers is on relative to the line perpendicular to the two receivers (see Figure 3.35).

E.2 Microcontroller Code

The microcontroller code written by Mr. Lovell for the transmit board is shown in

Figure E.6 and for the receive board is shown in Figure E.7.

Figure E.6 Microcontroller code for the ultrasound transmit board.
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Figure E.7 Microcontroller code for the ultrasound receiver board.
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E.3 Initial Results

The uncalibrated output from the two ultrasound sensors is shown in Figure E.8, along

with the uncalibrated output of the four FSR sensors on both the right and left feet, to pro-

vide a reference to the gait cycle (data outliers caused by RF dropouts and undetected or

mis-timed sonar burst were removed as described in Section 4.1.3).

Right FSR Outputs

A 0.2E 0.6 - .......... Right FSR-MMX 04---lef- Right FSR-ML'~gOA~~~~~~~~~~ ' ' " ·-·-·~~~Right FSR-HM0.2- _- - -I . .... . . . L RightFSR-HL
o I I I I ! I I0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 35 4 4.5 5 5.5

Left FSR Outputputs

V 0.8

0.6_ . Left FSR-MMLeft FSR-ML
c , ·......Left FSR-HM

, 0.2 - e. ...-. .*. .- Left FSR-HL

o [ I I I I I I0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

Ultrasound Sensor Outputs

W 0.8 -

06.'

0.4The ultrasound receivers was located on the left foot, and the ultrasound transmitter was
0.2located on the right foot. The bottom graph demonstrates UltrasoundSensor 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5
[sec]

Figure E.8 Sample data from the two ultrasound sensors

The ultrasound receivers was located on the left foot, and the ultrasound transmitter was

located on the right foot. The bottom graph demonstrates that the ultrasound sensor out-

puts are proportional to the distance between the receivers and the transmitter (ultrasound

sensor A is located behind the stack, while ultrasound sensor B is located near the metatar-

sals). Shortly after 1 sec, the left foot is in mid-stance, and the right foot is in mid-swing,

and as the transmitter on the right foot passes each of the receivers, the sensors reach local

minimums in turn: the rear sensor (A) first, and then the front sensor (B), as each is passed

by the transmitter. Then, shortly after 2 sec, the right foot is in mid-stance and the left foot

is in mid-swing, and the sensors again reach local minimums, but in the opposite order, as

this time the front sensor (B) passes the transmitter and is followed by the rear sensor (A).
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Similarly, the local maximums can be observed shortly after 1.5 sec and 2.5 sec as one

foot starts heel strike and the other foot starts toe off, corresponding to the maximum dis-

tance between the two feet.

This initial observation of the ultrasound sensor demonstrates that it may be a useful

implementation on the GaitShoe for acquiring additional information about gait. As indi-

cated in Figure 3.35, the two distances measured by the ultrasound receivers can be com-

bined to determine the distance and the relative position between the two feet. However,

before fully integrating the ultrasound sensor in the GaitShoe, both daughter boards

should be redesigned. As seen in Figure E. 1, the daughter boards (in particular, the receive

daughter boards) are rather bulky and obtrusively located; now that the sensor has been

demonstrated to work, a redesign of the positioning and fastening of these boards is neces-

sary. The attachment also needs to be robust enough to withstand active gait. In addition,

the typical power draw of the stack without the ultrasound sensor is 45 mA. On the stack

with the transmit board the power draw increases to 65 mA, and on the stack with the

receive board to 70 mA; this may restrict the use of the ultrasound sensor to applications

where the batteries can be changed frequently.

Finally, a plot showing data from all of the sensors on both feet is shown in Figure E.8; the

sensor outputs are uncalibrated (but staggered along the y-axis for legibility), during slow

gait (to get the ultrasound data with as few outliers as possible). One of the ultrasound sen-

sor outputs is plotted with the left foot data, and the other is plotted with the right foot

data. This graph shows the full suite of sensor output of the GaitShoe.

Left Foot Data Right Foot Data
16 -L Gyro-Z 16 - R Gyro-Z

L Gyro-Y - R Gyro-Y14 Ahyro-X l~t~-- - --- "l--"~-- 4L Gyro-X
.-, - - ..........- ...... - ..........-..-.. ---- .............. Y............................ .------- - .----- --- --- ----- R Acce--YAccel-Y RAccel-Y2L Accel-Z - RAccel-Z

-_' ' -L Accel-X R Accel-X
~_. _.-~---.._r-~_ ~-.~_.~_---_ ~f -- L Bend-Insole - R Bend-hnsole

-- L Bend-Ankle -- _ - R Bend-Ankle~~~~- ~~~L PVDF-Heel > A _ ~, R PVDF-Heel
8Bt ~ ~ J o ~ I _ __L PVDF-Toe - R PVDF-Toe

L FSR-Medial Met 6 . - . -. R FSR-Medial Met
6- L FSR-Medial Heel -- R FSR-Medial Heel
L FSR-Lateral Heel R FSR-Rateral Hee

4 ~. ~ Jo ~_j~--g..~ J/ -- L FSR-LateralMet 4 ---- _--------- - R FSR-Rateral Met
-- ' , ~ -- L ElecField-Toe - R ElecField-Toe2 _- . _ __ ._._._..._ ............... .- .L ElecField-Heel 2. -..... _... . ....... . .._. . .... .-- R ElecField-Heel

-Ultrasound-A Ultrasound-B

034o60 1 2 3 4 5 6
[sec] [sec]

Figure E.9 Data collected from all sensors, during slow gait
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CODE

F.1 Microcontroller Code

The code for the microcontrollers is based on code originally written by Ari Benbasat. It

was modified by Steven Dan Lovell and the author. Figure F. 1 contains the header file

206.h used by the microcontrollers, the basestation microcontroller code is in Figure F.2,

and the stack microcontroller code, with comments indicating the lines which need to be

switched for the left or right stack, is in Figure F.3 and Figure F.4.

Figure F.1 206.h Code
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EnRI�TIIEs nwnl
PV11'1x551
lm101551
mlls *Imanro
BTup�TIl�allnum
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Figure F.2 Basestation microcontroller code
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tasec -- cide for the basestarion ii
*ioclude ���diu h,
�llnclude IU( h
Ponrard declarations
vcld iniflv:idl;
uild collecti\nalo9 Ivoidi.void sollec�*l-cels uaidl.
void rr�nsmir�ararvmdl.
void rrans]Nlbtle.ilunslgned char.unsluned sharl.
v:IJ setltuxiunsigned char init
· deflne SFLREC CTPn-i.TEnsble-n;
Xdefine sETTRRNS CTRO-O;TEnatle;l.
i Declare ports

sblt rT*l ;P111.
stlt CI�PO i P1- ;
sbiCTEnatle ·P:�7i
sbltSFWREsET -r2�1.
11 Plug In l�ri�u� Cable
Idata unsigned char loo*upl6(1 - 1�].�7.li.l' (3.r15.�6.51.13.541.57.

58.71.�1.7�.�8.83 8�.81.9U.Y:.99.
101.1U�.105.10t.lU6.111.11�.116.
1)1.119.1�1.142.1(7.149.11a.1i�.
11(.15�.111.161.la6.169.170.h2.
17i.1�'(.18o.18'1.105.191.19p.�o1.:02.
�o(.2U9 :1U.:1I.�II.::I.2L(.;;8.:3?1.

· ?efine Mrl(P'P7 i
rdefine MUXPIN

Mux stuff
sbit X - P11?.
sri' IU · P12i
sblt Ai - Bill.
sbit ii�-P1^Li.
sbit �N1- F1�3.
sbit �EII- pli�l.
slit D·11- P115.
sblT �il- P116;
stlC T:EXreap - pnl7, iiT:eX is lmpr.lperly used irr �ULSFI h

,/lme rhis temy variable until that is resilved
Variables

lu gyr"x.
lu gircy;
lu g�ui;
lu YT1.
1u YIT1I
lu Y:T1.
lu ZT1.
bit ini-yci'.paure.dir�y.
lu benil.bend:.isrl, fsr:.i�r�.frrl, fsri.fsrb;
iu chc�cxeleit. tlmestamp. �iaerrampCiunrer, capsense;
unsigned char mllbow, milHlgh.
bit first. rlanslloi.
v:·IJ nliii^iocti) interrupt i

viiJ oscinitlvuldl
int delay;

/,all the commented lines In oscinit were commented iut fur testing on
/the cygnal dev beard
i/they should be uncommented when not testing on the dev board

)SCXCN - Oxb6· i-i Enable external crystal
YD�N i UXDEI -, disable ua�chd-p timer
WTCN .OZILl

delay-:ii. I·- Delay.lms before pulling XTLVLU
whileldelay-l;
while ( IVsIJXCN i Ux6011, i ' WalC until erfcmal crystal has

started.
rsCIC1I; OxOCI ii switch to external oscillator
SS'INN -(rsBi 'Disable internal osciliaror; enable

ii missing cloc* detecCor
while i IISrXCN i OxBO1 . ii wait until exrernal cryg'dl has'i started
OSCICN - VxOBI i· switch to external oscillator

Setup fun=tin
v:ld initivoldi

sscnntfii.
II setup serial cornm lusing timer II
PPTONX 1- IIIITtT�N�BLP· I· Turn on U�RT
IJKCUI I- TII*U ITUOIVIZi I Use SYSCLR. instead of sYSCLKI1? frr T1
517jN.U�RTBBIT I RECEIYV:I 1 TLIINPINI� PECEIVLINT. ii setup serial port
11100 - T1TI1(ER T1BBITREVJRD1 · ' setup up serial timer and Timestanrp timer
SETTIIIEPI1.OXII.OIUO1. Ii Fli. lli ?L IYlndoYS). P�. 1161( I.acI Baud timeout fYr:2

llB( HHI iry'2bl I------------ set baud rare here
ITI -1, ii Ready to send
STRPTTIIIEll(lli

Setup TimerO for TimestamF
CKCON - TODIV1I. -' Use SYSTJLL i� instead of sYs'LLK for T�
TMSD - TUTIMER T�88ITRILjRD.
iETTILI�PIO.OX�BUX001. -.'EYeTy TU INT is Ims if TO uses SISrJLKI1�STIIPT TII(ERlOli

Setup RD�
IDrW i i. -ITurn on IUC
II�I1(USL - OX�O. .Turn on the analog mvx
aoc�n� · i; Turn on rracting mode
IID�UC� - 5iiR16iC1, liSe( the RDe cloci� and pres-iller
PEFOCN; MD. /ilnternal reference
II setup sPI
PLT�H� -0x01.
SPIOCN - OxUli i Turn on sPI i set re master mde
SPIO-JYI(. OXOri '1Se�5P1511·ci(reZe

·I·ISeCu� Ti capture
i ·
PRTUII1( I- T2EX
T:CIII - T:TIIEP T�CIIPmRE I T�EIII�BLE. EYIII -i;'i TIH T:L .RCIIP:H.PCIIPIL on

ii highlov transitions if T:EXSTIRT TIMEXlal.
i

EIE1 I- OlOli
RI-nl TI - U. I/set PI and TI for use with interrupts. default to O
ESill -Enable serial interrupt
ETU·1, ilEnable Timerr interrupt
Ui-l- ii Maie sure global interrupts are ,n
-/ inputs shruld be open drain 101 and high impedance rthis is the default
-I outputs should be pushpull iii and default low
PP;TOCI· oxOli
PRT1CP I OX�r. WI;PN�-�3-EN'I.O.
PPITCF - OXO]i
PPTCF - OXIII .
liTurn on transmitter
CTR1-1.
CTRU-O.

ior(i-Oil�:�OUO.1**) ii Ii 1(000- lli.)* Iwlndows1· 30000 17.(X imac) baudrare
---- change if yzu change baud rate here -----

TI-1.
transmit ultrasound �arLeL
sLTTRIWs;

SW�I�PllOxFF.�ranrF1��);
SPXiINI�IOX00.transFl�g)·
SUIDIIF�rolCILICm5Fld(l).
ZrmDI�FTlOx33.Zransrl�gl;
SUmINTillxib.�r�nslla�ll
SWDIPFI�(OXVV.�r�nrFi��l i
IWDI�I�IOI6C.Lrlmsrla�J;
SLNDINTlOx6c.transFlagl.
SUIDIPFT(VX33 .transPlagl.
SU4LIIFI: Or6�. IransTlayl;

SET REC.
THPiUljH THIS LINE Lm Ican leave In. but data rate will be louerl

furil-0;1�1100n;i*+1 (II·I1(UOU 115.:1� luinjowsl. 10C·00· i� 6ir iroaci baudrate
change if ynu chPnye baud rate here ----------

SET TIWIS.

SUIU_1NIlox00.tranrFl·lyii
SWDINI�IOXSC.tr�lnDF1��1.
SENUINTlOxl3.transFIn�li
SPNDIPF�lnx6t.�ra�nrpld�li
SWPl�(lx99.�r�nasi��i;
SUiDINTIUxii.ZTaneFl�g)i
SU�_IP�·lOr6rLroinsFldgi.
tr.n�lNittlesrchec*edblr byLel0l.chectedsiC bytellli; /.�ch�n�ed to translNibbles for

�msislency
�r�n�]llibblea(�i�eslarapbyteI0l.rimei�t byteIlll.
iWDIKIIOXl�.�ranrF1�171;
5LNDI1PIIOX66.Zranrr1.9)1

uhile(lTI)I
.ICet timestamp when first gets set to iero In receiueis8

SET REC.
fcril-l;irl·l000.i++I (ii' 141000 lli ?L Ivinduwsl. 30000- i? 6t imacl tclu�tare

-------- change if YOU chme baud rate here -----
TI-11
^FT TPI-NSI

SUI�_1IF�(OxPF.lr�nsslay/;
SUiDINTIOX00.�r�nLFI�i�ii
SUIDINTr�ICC.LranDF1.911
SUIDI�FTioX33.r��nssla(ill
SENDINliOx66.fran�rl�gli
SUmllFI�(OI9P.rrlinrFia�);
ii�l�IKI·IOX1S.Lr�nsF�d(lii
SEND INTlOxEB.transFlagl.
rran;lliibtiesichecired8lf tyCelOl.�heci�edBIL tycellll..'.shan�ed to rranslslbbies for

cunri�ren-y
rranrlNlbb�eslrinesran�y.byteI"l.Clmerra
SWDIIR(10�33.Lro�n5Fll�i.
SENDIIPl�iox�6,trarisFlapl.

whilellTii;
i.�Ce� timestamp when first gets set to ieru In rereive:iP.SET REC

vrid LransNibblerlunsign�d char high. unsignei char lewl
I � Balance each s�x bit blul-X
unsigned char in.out;
in - loub0x3l..lliirar six biia
out · looiupllnl.
SW�IPFI�IYYC·LlanSI11111,
In- iluw�,i hihr�2l6or3F.
out - i"uluplinl.
su�orlsr(aut.�rensr��1!;

void ?erTlmeECam�lruidl
Code for using T� Capture
T�BXfeap i Ii /·PUI� is P�EI
T�EXtem�; n.
T-EYtemp - II I iMaire sure P:EY a'es through a high to low transition

I' EXPI - 0. -IustSZ manualll reset this flag after every T� capture
· i timestamp byielUi - LCIIPiH.
·, tlmesrounp.byrelll- RrJIIB2L;

tlmestamp wird; rimestampcuunter word.

void tranrmiCISBil (
TI should nor be cleared here because jlliU must see that TI has become one
S�NDI�lxl has been changed to uurt using interrupts Instead of polling

ii Uses Transilag fur the purpose TI war used before
transPlap; II
TI i Oi

Vrid leceiuelShlvoil i
if(first i II

first ;0;
getTimesramp ii

RI-o;

yrid serialintl) interrupt �
�rdllSmlC�SP�I1I
recelueI2srl.

void T(ilntli interrupt 1
�imestlmgC-:unZer word ii.

i
void mainlvoidi
int i.
Initil.

5ETRei7;
whilelll

-hce~t wr 1;-l eI h ce~t wr. 0
//IFN lO 1'i - - -I CD. ^?.IF -R' - -E*T ..N
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Figure F.3 Stack microcontroller code, part one
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Peaislers charted
EPI(D� i'l 5(·UnCel

Ler:urces Used
SPI P; 6 .rrltraroundllssi Pi 0 ISRCXI. P; 1 rnIsl. Pi 2 (Mosil

N-rer
· NSS must 1:1 iv [rr a few syrcii cy�les bef·re it is rerogniled as l:u iY the slave· · · ·· · 1·-1··"'······'111····'�"·

SPIInCrrrujlred · u·
Illtrasnund uiS·o. signal tj slave that a transmission is heyinlng
whllel--5F liunrrr-l01. � wait fr-r slave to re�eluc the 115Sslave signal5P! cuunte
SPIOWT i ::LITLBYTE· itransmit t Slave

u-:1� ultro�sounlii��rr I I"'······'··1' · '·"1·······11·-···
ultrarom�acal II transmirs p start cjmmand tune bytei via SPI rn the ultrasaund board

This shuulri Inirlallle the ultrarlund range finding prclesr on the ul;rasiund boards
*e�i.F�ers chan(il:l

SPIODIT, ii�lc"untel
Peiurrer ure-i

SPI P? i lllrra5YUndN5Si . P� U ISLCKI _ Pi I i�li:l . P; i IH.IEII131re5
· · ·"ll-�···���··r···�t�····1··l··i

while irlllterruitedli
SPITransmll 'ILTX�llil�lD �TRRT COF . i transmit ultr�s"un� start

vrili ulrlaaaun:va:s i
ulrlasaunjvali I transmits a dsfa� cimmllnd lone byrel via SP1 tr the ulcraslun� brard

This shlli·: initialile the data transfer tetween the ul�rarrund re�e�uc baard and the
`urreiiiurrdirlg transmit tard

Rey-sfers chdnl:�·�-
IPlln. SPIlilAT. SFlcUunter

*es·urrer used
5Pi P2 i ill'Zas:Unililil. Pi I IIKCKI. P� I IH19;1. P1 2 H�:S11

Notrs
· · ·�·'·1···1··1·1····�······tltll··
Ihai EFIByte((·iir�eriU.SFIBICe.iTiTr�insmi�l
riial cun�er-"

whilei iPlIrterruPted
SPITranE·�II ("W·RIIS�lllm�U�C :.L�EI .
while SPlIrterruptedli
while 1SsIllte.ToTransmir SPI�i'eC'Ynrel.-nli

SPITrdrlEml�lllLTRIIS"�n��_D*TII-I·Dt)·
whiiei irlInterru�red`i
ulrrasilunndata lisl8yre'runrer--l ; SPIoD�T.
while csmler**·l0li

This -"lurter must be yresenr so that the slave has ample time to write
· Ifr iite f:· its sFI register. ra�llre to wait f:I arleast this long will
result in gsrlol�e being read hy the master

corl�el;·

APPENDIX F

lu a�cel;�.
bit inrjrle.pause dirty.
Lu ienjl.tsn?;.fsrl fsri.fsrl fsr( fsrl.fsri.
lu capa. c�p8, tap;. �apl.
lu Cime�lamp.�hecXeslr;
unsignedchar miiLow, mllHi�h.
unsigned char -�unlel
int i-u. use? to cr�are oycrari·ns that allow me ro set ireaiPiinrs
vrid mll!ill·1·:X�� in�errup� i

vl? IPIlllr(Yrldl In�errYPt
il········�·I······�ttl·I··�··tl···
EPIInt Il occurs every rrme an SPI transmrssion finishes. causing an 5rl interrupt
XeYlsterr changed

SFlF, iPIIn, i:unter
Lasrurces used

","e
Nites

· 5PI inrerrupti r·ccul wiren an SFI byte has finished rianimlrr�n?
· jpIF must be cleared by rfrulre �n this Inrerrupr or the HC' will hang at
the IPI InrerluPr vector rlrirerruF·t 6. memor,. l:caclir Oxo�j· 11·1·-···"'1·····'Itll·····1·1··

When an BPI Infeirupl iliurs, an sPI byte has flnisiied rran;n�lcc�ng
'I�l�+�unriiiSSili . raise slave I NL- Cln sr It �dri -luCii in its received tyfe

vhilei+tSPlliunrcl·1 i; wait fir slave �· rl-c�ue the NSSsiave s;analIPI c"unteriu.
Sri In; r^PlrOitT.
rPllrfelrip2ed. 1.
IFIFin·

SFllnltlI inillaiiies rhe Mrr tr run SPI interrui·rs
Pe9isrers changed

IE.SPI�I SPII·IIC·SPI:CY� .LIE1.PPTila(. PRT;--P
*esur-es used

P_ 4 SCY.PT i III�LI. P1� IMi�SI), r: 1 INSS1
NYCOS

'If 5P: interruPts are set then there shluid at the uel)· least
re a ZPIF - U. statement In the interruyr t Prevent the nco from hanging
at the SP1 interrupt ve-tor (inrerrupt 6. memory loisr�:r Oxo(

5FI ii enatled as �ASI`EX since SPICNII
IE 1- -x8'· ·enaileglit�l incerrupsSPI(IN - 1xC3. . enatleSPI inMSTEXm:dp
SPIOrl-C. Xi��. .- IPI Frame siie - bblcs, this is the defal.lt ietCln;I
iPln�lW- UxOl, this sets SCK -;YSCLK iu maximum value Is TYSCbY ilr
EIE1 i UI"1. -EaateeSFI Interrupts
PltT:IC: - OXCI· �.SP1 Pins SCK.IIS.LISI.NSS available m PI Fins P� U.P2 1.F2..P� i re

Specclueli·
These are �i�nal �eu Pins �1.2(.11.i( reysacfiel�

PFT2CF - Oxn5 SCK.II)SI are output. Mrsil Ig.e are InC.1�FIT2'P hi -UIJ�.
FPTJCP - OX'I1, r 11gC P3 Y as the rurpur for the slave s Iis; line input

stal* c 2dl fr the lrft an? right rtaci

*in-ludt 201a
:r-rward de:lratrinr

vci� inlrIvilll
-rld c-l:ectR�sl:g(v;ldi.
veli rl�ectiljrelilujidl.mid transmit larelvrid ;
,,ld Zranslliiilerluosigrred �n�r.unsignei char).
vol? ierlluxlu�ri�ined char irri.
*iELlne iETr:- ITR-1 TBn.Lle- ;
Ideilne EET r1.4Nj ITPI-i.TEna�le-l.
i Del:are F'L5Sbit �TX1 .Plli

-bl� 'TL" -P3(.
ibirTEnable -P."�

5112rFW�E91:i if;
�eclare di · Ir iirles

shf( DIXI iP2�.
iblt DiXi
Fblt UIPJ iP
5blf IIILL -P]I�.
stir [11h6 -P31:.

iPI Irlatei �ieclbrat�uns
· ?ctln, Jltiar un�_Nlj �iI�.-
ti� LFILII;1; used rC indl-ate whether SPI transmm;s�on has cnnliujedhlr SPIIII
hlr "LTX*:. In sTaaTil-��E - allpi;
b'r OLTRII::l IRI�_OIITllmDe -�UXI(_
ch-lr 0LTXIl:·1 mI�XE�YnIOE -1�.
iii·tr ulLralundla�aliil
enllm SPIItrle.F ITldnLDd�b, nrueci·inrsr N��,unteyi.
cnlr ;prInr··irurr�·i;l.Ill-fine IjiiRBli: LL
I Plug in 11.I1� raile
il·lt� unsine: -har Ir:iiup!6�1 ; 1;1.:�.:9.39411.15.1ib.51.51 1�.17.

18.'1.71·��.7P.63 8*.YL.9( 821)
lrl.lU:.1�5.1U6.1UB·111.11(·116
13511*.1'11.1(2 ili�l'l)·150.153·
15(.151.ibi.161.16L.169.1�'1112·

while i lii^xilll i OIi�ll. .- Walr until erterr.al crystal iras
staired

)S'I5N - I�XO'_ �' Switch t external osrlllarrr
?SCICN i "sp. Disaile internal oscrllat-- eni�ic

m�si�n? ciucir lerectur
while i r:s3XCN i (XPr I wait until external crystal ilasstarred
LIICN - IXoB· .'witch t- external oscilloltrr

SecuP fun-tiun
Viid iniZlvlid

scinitiI.
R'h - 0

j.tP serial cumm lusin� rimer i)PPTUIIX ii U�RT�I�BLB. � Turn on �Rr
CXCZN I- TIRIV_ I USe EYSCLI(, instead of IYS�LX'li
SC�N - �^BBIT·--· IECEIVEON· ii setup serial port
1W:D - T1TIMEI T188ITPEVjllDi II setup UP Serial timer
EETTIMErrl.UXFII.'IXO"I� I- 1----------.- FI. Ilili( lylndoV5 . Fl
lit Imail Baud Limeuut for Ii llBi 1IH1 crystal �------- switch L·au? rate here

TI i I_ i. i·eady ri send
STIIPr TIIBP iii

5r�lp IIUC
iiDCUi - 1 Turo on IDC
I�HY it - Ux2n. . Turn on the anaiig mul
IDc� i i. .Turn an rracllng mode
RD-UCr - TiiRli G1· . iet the *D� cloci and F'e5·elerItEFUCN.MDi internal reference
I ietllp SPI

PPTM: - LX(1-
ISPIUCN i nx03· Turn on 5P1 . set tr aasLermlde
sPI07ltP. 1xUF. Set LPI Illci� lace
Setup slrelerame�er timer

1?II� -T'ITIMER TI1�BIT·
-Setuy timed interrupt
TiCIW-T�TIME� T�LEVIIRD; i.*-elOadfn�Ti�el
'5ETTII(�*li.l)X�P.UXI11. I·I CyClg Start value is oX61:1 ElnlT each ti=L
SETTInERLPEV:IW10�9.Uxllli - 15 o 5(1 US and Inxlnlior 1x61311r0 5(lus · ��ms

�·T�C�lliTITInCR T2RELL�O, ileluadlnyt�m-r
S�.TTIMEP12.0XBI.OX��). �· cycle start value is Ux(lll since each �lci�

· SETTIIIERIRED;IIDIUXBB.OX071. �· is U.iill us an� IOX100UU(XLl�llXn i�luJ;22ms
-i5)-srFm timer for cum�uter

TldPICN · OxOi�, i turn rimer 3 ·n, dlurdr b�· 12
'1�PlltLH - iX·i7;
I·n�X1PLL i IXP9;
Sezui· interrupts
ETI · 1. Timer i interrupt on
E5 i i ierlal port inrerruyt

E4·I. - naLe sure giital rnterruPts are on
-I Pe�dy tr receive

Inputi sliould be u�en drain 101 and high irn�ed.nce Irhis Is ri.e defaUlt
i outFYLs should be purh�ull iii and Jefault l�v

PPT Ci i CXC1.
PPTICT - UXIT. UlliE112-VIJiFII(-U;
P*T3CP - uXI-·
FLT;�I i nx �;

I·urn in transmitter
7TLi-!.
CTX if.
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Figure F.4 Stack microcontroller code, part 2
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vi�lleliiDsUSYI, ii Wait f'lr operation �r. finish
folll-O.I�P*USEVaPS.i*rl.
Sm*-��iD�7(yyrail·
CLE�PCII.?1.
ilil-O

viiid �e�FSRDara
int i.
EN2
SET RDCIl.iI
5e�L(UI(OI·
IID�ISY-1:
vhlleliiDBUBYI: ii Walt for rperatlon to finish
f:rll-O.I�PIUSED�·lPS.lt*l.
BmhE_�SClbendli;
sernurlli;
RDBUSY-I·
whlleliiD�ISYI· 'I Wait fur operation to finish
f��ll-OIIPIIU5EI�'.PSI**l_
5T·)sE liDibend2l·
�eLIIYX121·
�DBIISY-1.
whileiRDBll5Yl i Wait far operation to finish
fTII1-D·I-PIIUSCLI..PS·I*rl;
S�lir�DCifSTii·
5eLllu�lll.
�iDB115Y-1
uhlle(liDBUSY1. �.· Wait for operariro cu finish
frrii-D.irPli"SEL��iPS.I**li

bbtMYXl'il.
WB"SY-1-
uhiieiRDBOSYI.. i Wait fur :perarion rj finish
firii.OiiP�rjELJJP5. i+ti·
STOPEDC/tJr�l .
i�ZMUX151
WsCSYI1·
uhilriM�1SYi, i;- Wait fur oper.riun to finish
Llrll·O.IP�USEL·YIPB it*l.
STIRE*�C frr(l·
S'CHYX161.
RD�SY-I·
uiiile I�DhUSYI. I Wait for operation ri finish
firli-Li.lrpii"SrLCrJP5.1*-I.
STOPE�D�lfir�l -
511mYxi7ii
li�BU5Y-I·
UbllcliiD�1S�I- I.I Wait for operation r finish
fr�(i-U.I�PI"5�_UlnPS·il*li
BXTtEI�(fEIbl.
CLU\IRDCII·�I·
ENlio

i IslanL variaties
Oyrox.vord - gyruy.vrd i yi,,; word; U.
yaunr-;incycle-dirry;LI.SPIIDlf();

void seCHuXiunsigned char Inlrdetlne Nun LjPS 6�
int I;
RO i inhOxO1.
Ri - tinhex�2i,,l;
112 - (inh0x011"2.
for I-O;l��m�LICUPB I*+) .

uuld seZCaplluX(inL inl, inl in:j
*define rJIIP�ILn�_ll)lPS 10�

int i;
DIPIS; Int.
OIP*- ln2.
iitrli·0i 1-CIIP�L�_LII·)PS, it.l

void ae�IMimatell
Odeflne PIUSEL�iilPS ii
(Idefine sRUnB. LII)PS iuu

int i;
Wlil;
6ETI�DCI1.?1·IICUllecZ dara
Ee�MuxlS1 -

RDBDiYiii
whilelRDBOSYI; II Wait fur opcrariun to finish
forli·�; I�P�USrL·iiPS.I--I
SRPEWC raocelrI .
SetllUXIOI·
I�DBUSY-li

whilelliDB'ISYi; i Wait for operation Lu finish
furll-o.l�P�USPLCriPS.lrtl;
STOLElrV7I Bccelyl;
seinuxi�);
IIDBUSY-li
vhlleriiDBUPY)· ii Wait for upera�ion to finish
fUr!l-O.I�PIIUSEVnPS;1**);
SmBE Iwciaccelili;

se�lluxlli;
�DBUSYill
uhllelliDBoSY1..I' Wait f-r operation to finish
forii·�;i�F�JSEUj-�PS;i+*i·
SMBEprTiaccelli);
seLMullll)l
�0811SY-1:

vhile(RDBUiyl ii Wall for uperation tu finish
forii-O;i-lliUSEWOPS.i-r).
S1URE�a7(Q/ruxl;
ierMurl2l
liDBIISY-l·
uhiieiRD�J�Y); ii Wait for ope��nan to finish
frrli;O.i�r*-��jELmPB.1*+l·
BTjRERDC IW'OYI -
setMuxi61.
iiDBUS1-l·

Yi B171 I I_21
---- -2 .1 1 , . --------- ------ -

-, , ." - -l- 1
--- -1- - - I-er -------------

STIU*TTIL(PR(2). .-.- 50 rhat it doesn t interrupt the first cycleOe� data
VefCRPDaL�Eill-
9e�IIILR�aZdll.
?eZPSRDafali;
�C�'JIIPUII�IIEIIII

StTP·U-i
ICONIII�PTBBIT sBrEIVE�I�II_
while(ll

whllel RII.
RI·OI
temp - tempa.
tun�2 ;�BUF.
If (temp -. 'xii ii Leapa -- nxbc/ breal; .6e for L. EB fr.rEuitch shues here
If itemp;- �xse �r renpa ;- Oxbri

ulrrasoundsCarrll; .'send ulrra�i·und sornn�and via SPI to ultrasound hoardultrasoundvalsii

ICIW rimestanp fur rerl�nsrois�ioncounter -8.
whilelcounrer - ii) i ·· 111 variables to be saved therefore loop � rileswhliel Ril;

Tti i Oi
checledsit bylelli - chectedsit bjreI0l;
ihesi�edBIL bytel0l - tlnear�u�p-e�yleili;
�lmesta�n�p bytelll - rimestemp iytelUI;
Llmesrampby�elnl- SBOF.
ciunrer++;

SC:IN -III�FTBBIT-
TI-1·
5� TIWIS·

SUILII"XFrl ;
SUIDlo1001 _
I�ND(UXCCI i
Se�DiOxllll
SWIDIUXb61 .
SUID o�PPI.
5PIDlnxSSli
SUID1�16CI..·I-(C for L. EB for I ·-------- switch shoes here
Lransml�Irn�eZarl.
�l�nsmlZInsuieDara(l;
SEND(rlmesra�F� bytelilii
SENDl�ine6�amp hytel"lii
CUiDlchaciie�Blr byfellli.
SWiDlcherydgir byceloll.
TranllNlb�leslOXUO.Ul�l;�i.Owldd�i�s101
�rllns�NibhlelrOx��.ul�lasounddarllllli
ZTanrlNlbt·leslOX00.ulLraaoundd�Cal2li.
trans]Nlbtlles10x�0.ulLrc�soundd�t�Illl.
EUIUIUXSI1, iiclisin�
SUIDl�xP'I .

S�T TtET.

void getCRPD�LaE�(I
int i.

SET�a3(2.�1; I--P 12.61 L rZ.ll r--------- switch shoes here
I'iensor

selllapMuxrIoi;ADI�SY·1·
whileiiiDBUSYi; ii wait fur operaliun to finish
forli-O;l�p�USELTPS.I*+I-
STOP.EIVllse�ll;
cL�a�_ar�(�.ai;

r
void LI-anh)llibtlesiunrlyDed char high, unsipned char iuwi

ii D5 saiance each six bit tlor*
unsigned char in.ouL.
in i louCorlF; iifirst six bits
our. looi�upIinl;
SUiDiuutii
in - llow,,6 hi�h·r;lhUxlF.
our ·loo�uylinl .SalDroUtl i

uo�d transmit�MuDaZ�(voidI
/I·send gYru data
rranslNibbierliflrox tyCeI0l.9yrTX �ycellll;
LranslaibLles Igyroy byrel0l.gyray bytellll.
r�ans3Nibt·leslW'oi.bytel0l.i�rc: byteIlll·
lisend accel data
irt�nt�3Nibtlesiaccely byrllol .arcely.byrelili;
�ranrlNlbbieriscceli1 bjrelol·aiceill bytelllli
translNib��eslolcselx tyteilll.�ccelr byrellll.

void rrDnsmi�InsuieDlta(l i
it-send analog data
LransJNlttlesrtsrl.bycel0l .fsrl byrellli;
Il�nalNibtlen(fsr2.byrel�l .flr2.tyfelll);
tran�lliib�iesifsr� �ytel0l.fsr3.6yrelll);
Ll�ins)Nibtleslfsril byrel�i·flr4.bycelll)
translNlbtlesIfsrS byrel�l.fsri bytelllli
rr�nrlNlbtler(fsr( byrei0l.fsr6 byteill);
franslslbble�ibendl bytel0l.tendl.byteilli·
rrans�Nibble�(bendi byrel0l.ten�i byreIlll.
rr�ns�Nibt�eslcao2bv�e(Ol.sa�2 hytellll.
translNlbb�esliar��.bycelul.cllp� byreIlil;

vrid n�aln(voidl
unsigned char temp. temg�.
liiltri.�VIVE - o·
while(i)
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The balanced byte code for wireless transmission is within both the basestation and the

stack code. The basestation issues commands for each stack to send its complete packet of

data for all the sensors in turn, and the basestation also includes a timestamp set by its on-

board clock. In addition, during subject testing, it checked a pin connected to the BML

TTL trigger, to detect when time zero was set on the BML system. These timing issues are

summarized in Figure F.5.

· 13.4 msec b

ne

I I

- 0.075 msec / sensor

Figure F.5 Timing issues, as controlled by the basestation

F.2 Matlab Code

This section contains code for Matlab m-files used in this thesis; code located beneath the

name of the file, and the order generally corresponds to the order in which these files were

mentioned in the main text of the thesis. The color green is used for comments, red for text

within the code, and the rest is black. To obtain these files electronically, email the author

at <sjm~alum.mit.edu>.

-/,
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uers-=I
dirp('load shoe data.'i · : :i'.·· -r. r .·r- . -i·; i i·' ii :·! ·-;I i -· 1 i �

r:rcrf vers�=2
dlrpl'lcad LEFT she. dara.'i

end

Ifiiename, filrlacl- ulgctfllei".txr'i;
fllep]ace-lfilelac filenamel;

IroJS·COlfl-5lleifilenan�eli
fi�enj.. abbrll-ifllFnamell.l: Icalf-li)l 'tr'l;

frlenrme abbrZ1=Ifilenameil.l:namclenqrhl ' crunr'l; ·· · .- i... · I·· r:..� ·-·
iii �i

fllenan�Ffrlgg�rlnfa-liiienameli.l: Icclfii) '_flag'l;

matfllenamcl=l'c:l.o]m\rerearch'dafalrru data\' filenamcabbr2lii

chcc)ler�txist(filepl�c�.'file'i;

:1 chrcter -- 2
errarl'Shoctrunc: invrlld ille nime!'i;

cr.d
ra*da�al-dlmread(flleplace. ' 'I;
messagel-lfilename · �narl.d·l;
dlspimeaPagell;

:f vers--Z I vers==l

f�leplaceii-flleplace;
liass.colfR1-PlielfilepiaceRi;
flleplaceXil.colfR-4)='pl;

�ilcnamePPfllename;
fllcnamcPll.colfli�·P';
filename�bbrlR-lfllenamlR(1.1: icolf(ll 'tr'l;
fllename abbrZR-llllenamcRI1.l:namelengfh) 'tnlncli; -�. L L.'. i--? ··

maffllenameR-l·C:\61n�iiesearah'dara�fru i�lenameabbrlhl;

checi�er=erilf ifrleplacel.lfi:elli

If checler -= 2
diopl'Lcad RIGET dara.·l;
Ifrlename, illclocl- urgerflle(".txr'i;

flleplace;liileloc filenamel;

Ita�s.colfl-s�ie(filenameli
filename abbrla-Ifrlenameil.l: Icalf-lll 'rr·l;
filename abbrZR-lfllename(l.l:nane�Fngrh� ' trunc'li -· I `-�-''
n��tfllen�meR-i'C:lp3mlrerearch\dctiltiu data\' fiienameabtir2kl;

C:\sjm\Research\MatlabTHESIS\timetrunc.m

May 12, 2004

C:\sjm\Research\Matlab \THESS\timetrunc.2

Mav 12. 2004

checkrerzxlst(fileplace,, Ifle I;

if chcer -- 2
error { Shoet runc: inalld f wle nanmo! ):

and
f ilep laceR f lepl ace ;

.nl

rawdataR=dlmreadlflleplaeR,, I );
me.ge-lfllehameb i loaddl:
dirplmessagqehl

end

...... . , ... .... .. , .. .. .. .. .. .. -.

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ,· .· .~·

tlmeL=tlmecodit lon rawdraL (:tpo$)); ,¥ . t.-

gyrozL-rawdataL: gyroz Pos;
gyroyL-rawdataL:, gyro¥ pos$:
fsrsLradataL{:,fsr. start:fsrs start+3);
pvdfsL=rawdataLi:,pvds start po:pvdfs start pos.1);
trlqgerL-rawdataL 1:, t rlgger p o$1;

: t vers>=2
trigspots4;

t rlgspot-splot$;
end

flgur. (fg); clf;
dataplottrRqyrozL,tlmeL, fig,'raw data - 1.ft'splots.l.. 'b', 1)
dataplotterRgyroyL,timeL, flg, 'raw data - left'.splots ll, 'r', 1)

dataplotterfrsL(:ll>tlmeLFfig,' ' ,plots,l,2.'b' 1)
dataplotterRlfsrsL(:,21,timeL, flg,' ',~plots. l,2,k', 1)
dataplotterRfsrsL(:.3),timeL. flg,' ', plots,l,2,g'q' 1)
dataplotterRbfsrsL(:,4)tlmeL, fi g,' '.splot$s.2.r', 1)
dataplotter~RpvdfsL (:, 1), t meL, fig, ' ' , splot$, 1, 3, b, 1 .
dataplotterRpvdfsL(:, 21, timeL, f xg, ', splots, 1, 3, r' 1)

) .- ' ' . _ -. , .: .. I.......... . ., r ,; , ., C. 4 -rr 

rot L-lengh ( t lmeL)

:t vers>-2
timeP=tlmecondtiohnrawdataR(:t pos)l ; ... . . -

gyrozR=rawdataR :.gyroz pus);
yroy-radta=(:gyroy pos}:

fsrs-irawdatafrs:fr starr:fr sart+3):
pvdfsRrawdataR(:,pvdfsstart pos:pvdfsstart pos+l)

trlggerR-awdataP ( :, trigger posl;

dataplotterRzgyrozRtimeR. fig, 'ra data - rlght',splots,l.5 1, 'b. 1)
dataplotterR(gyryPRtimeR, fiq,'raw data rght , plors,l5-1, 'r', 11
daraploterefsrR(:, l), lmeP, flg.. $splots,1, 6-l, 'b', 1)
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il.ncr inn IdaTaTruncL, dararruncii, frunclnf oi-timetrune Ivers, fig, oavelri

I"�:-r· · I- . I·.i ·. ·.;· 1� i-.�i · �r.. · ·-- 1 · . ·. r;

I;·- '· :···i--:'ll:.:· ·;!·), i! -I·i -·L

i-i. ·F1 ··· II-·_ 1L :·· . i-·
LI·. · i..r -- -:1- -r

ii . � - -I·
i

.i.ii;- I .; · J I.r ii·i·r·.l) II :L.i;·

i·lr.-ri·i:.x--r ii� · ?ri. -·jL I -·1:-

i·r i-'ii�l: r - · ·:i·· . li·

d r. i -r u 1··:I *�--L· ):!i i ).I � -L·- -! ui

-?· �-�.i-

-i i·-ri··-.·i-i; .·-i
it

-: I · --- I; ;-: ·. L ·-. - r I -�i..�·- .I I :-- lir I-·-I!
1�1 'I

ir.·il-.·n;.r r'l;i·· I-·· - i - i ·. i �·-:
i- ·-r·

-- i

allargs-*ho,
Isilear94.cali=orlclall-rgsl;

if slicargr(l
errarl'You muzr entCr a v�r3lon number. SFe htlp.'l;

eilerf sl�eargs�2

I�vers-=l vcrr=;?
tpos�l8;
gyrolpas-l;
gyroy poo�l;
fsrs rtarl-7;
pYdfs sfarf pas-ii;
triqqerpas-i7,
baaef lmepos;I6;
namcienqrh-6;
I: vers;·l

Eplats--�;
elic

Iplot�-�i
li·1
rnterval-0.00668i

elrsr! uero--3
rpor-lsi
PYroi p"S=li
g�ray pas;Z;
f�IO srarr-lli
pYdfssrartpoo-9;
frrggerPos-lli
hap.�in�e pno-16;
namelength-6;

sglor(li�i
lnterval-0.0o668;

clrei: vers--l
rpos=Zli
9y'oxpas�l;
9Y'OYPOO;Zi
f�rs rtart-ll;
pYdfsstarfpoP-9i
frlggerpol-lsi
bascrlme por-n;
namclengrh-C,

aplors-,;
�nterua1�0.00668i

ei;s
error I'Thaf version nunter is non-exlrtan�!')i

end

·-1.
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dataplottrR(fsrsR:,2)l.meR, fig,' ,splots, l,6-l, 'i, i
dataplottrR(fsrsR):,3),tim eR, flg,' ',splots,1,6 1, 'g', 1)
dataplotterR(fsrsR(:,4),tlmeR, flg,' ',splots,],6 1,'r' 1)
daraplottlrR(pvdf sR ( :, )tmeRfig ' .splot $,7-l, 'b', i)
dataplott rR(pvdfsP( :,2) ,tlmeR,fig, ' ,splotsl,? 1,'r', 1}
dataplott ,rp trlggerRt meR f z, ' , splots.lsplots. 'b', I)

rowtR-Ilr ~th (ti@RI;

tlel-lnpot( ) r Where ,ouS 1 yr . Izhe data t o s. -t n Ip ;. a :r lst :or hef re :\he i
ct ctrs .sll.rig n '):
., tlmel=999. :et u-r:r

time=npu(' n Where *aourd yu Lle rhe rlrra Io pndn (F'li a print )url Ftrd SltU.c: i
te:nsin '

bottom=0.2;
topl .;

Iterl:

x^.)e lter. 5
!. tlme2..;tlmel

t mez, tlmelt0;
.,u

f- 1 =] ;$plots

subplo: (splots,1,.l
ax;s ( - lmeI time2 bottom top] );

r1

goodoarnot. Input){n rs this uht you uant-d' >.n Tn change start t~me ON ;Y. enter :. r {

k '-lnge end t ime ONLY, enrer ., to change both enter 3, 'n ,nd if dnne. entr O (1O -r z w

.nn nu:, lO I· oom in .r '):
,' godorr it-=999:-*:ru rn;~n

! goodorr :t==O
._¢ l<tzmeL(1) i (vers>=2 & timel<timeR(I) 

dl:p('siry agoi,, rct time mulst be after thLeglilt .rg nf bth L ar.d R t me,
'U

5. il tlme2>tlmeLlrowtL) (vers.-= & tlme2>tlme(rowtR) )
dlip( 'Try again, end .lme must be before the end of t.otn [ ord P rimes' ')

end
i:.f gonolrnot=l

clmel .npu) n Where .zeld you l~ii chle dlaa to tar'n '):

tme2=.nputn Yhere would you lire the ddta to end?'n '):
else-f goclornot==3

timel=:nput(''n Where would you like the data to start?'n ,);
tzme2-nput(''n Where w*ulid you ],ke .he data to end?. i;

=i ,. f gondornot==10
bottorm 0.1; top=l.;

.',..f gomlorot=- 10
bottom;0.3 top=O 7;

a rerlter-) :

C:\sjm\Reserch\Matlab\THESIS\timetrunc.m
May 2, 004

C: \sjmResearch\Matlab\THESIS\timet runc.m
May 12, 2004

rangeL- rgstartL 2:trgstartL+2:
rangetrgstdrtR 2:rigstartR+2;

displd~a=lxmeL (rangeL) rawdataL(rangeL,basetzme pos)/LOOO trlggerLrangeLI one F
s 5, L) rangeL' ,:0000

ti~R(rngeP) rawdataRrangepbasetlme pos)/000L triggerR(rangeR) ones(5,1)* e
. rsneR' vIDOC::

dlsp]data;
trlglnfc=sotrows(dspdata,2)

_( trlqgnanfo), ==

shoetrlg-trzglnfofl,41;
lInetrlg-trlnfoi5)*1oo:;

aut d=[shoetrig iznetrig/i000]

i · ri

fIr~ ve r s .=l
rangeLztrigstartL .:triqstarL+2;
rangeL rigstortL 2:trlgstafrL2;
dlspldtd[tImeL(rangeL) rawdataL(rangeLwbasetlme posl ,10000 trlggerL(rangeL) one

s(5I) rngeL'100000]
tsLgznt=sortrows(dlspidata,2:

Ir .=1:5

l. trlgfo(i,31-=1
shoetrl-trlglnf)l.4);
linetrig=tr lnfo (1,5)*10000;
auftld-lhoetrlg linetrgi100001

,
r.;ci

· r~d

autoldyes=nput(''n Do y0 want to aicept the .utid numbe-s' En-er d is yes, i r- co ¢

f autoldyes=-O:;Drk.nd

Shoetrlg-nput('n Enter I1 If trlqger high occlurs first 1¢ i, ;If tzrst =n R.',n 

lnerlg~npu(in inter llne number of firt rrler high.'n '):
dsp~l )dlpmsg9=(ov entez-ed ' num2srhotrli) ' for shncr~lg, and n m:+tr(ll es

netrig) F fm
r

l;n*rl g.'];dlsp(dispmsg}¢

goodornotznput('on 7s thls what y~l, wanted ? 'n Tn zterat. eter l, else t dIre, sr.. 

:f goodornot-=O

lter-teril;

~f shetrzg=l'
-runclnfo=shoetrlg lnetrag atarttimeptL+l];

truncfo=shoetrig I1netrig starttJmeptalI];
and

. amelf
appender(matfilenamelgdatatrunc fllename abbrlR);

appender(mtflenaeL~trunclnnoofilenade trggrlnfo(:
message =['" fllenameabbrlR'" " sd. ]-
dlsp(' ');
dlspm(mesaqel;
i: ers>=2

appenerimatflenameRdatatrucPoflenam abbrlP):
measao= I " f lenme abbrlR 'I s aved ' ]:
disp· )I; 
dsp (message):
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.-- - ------I--- --- =-'I

=~ . I -= = =

ger .shlgh. n ):i

mpt(trvmR )))

I I) i,':

Rl-l)): I

r i
srdTtt �meptLlflndZlmFPO'"LSlf imel.tlmelili
endf imept L;f Indr rmepo Inrs I;lmeZ. r In�eL, Ii ;

tvero,-:
5��rZtlm�prR-flndflmepalnr9lfimel.t�meR,
endrlmep�P-llnd�lmep�lrro(f Imel.LlmeR.li;

el.J
dlpp(l · );

disFI· · I;

Iterrl;
torromi .1;
tap�l-i;

;tcT--l
rrlgsrart-timel;
trlgend=��m�2i

axlntltlmel tlmei bottom tapli;
flncj-lnpuf(' Enler the "m� Il;al b-trre the rlqqa
trlgstarf�time3i.5;
tng�nd·rrml)'l.i;

rll

r;::splotP
sutplotisplofl.l.ri
axle Ilrrlqstart triqend t·of tom topl ii

Dr�

fll-ilndflmepa�nflltrlqstarr.llmel.lli
�L:iflnd�rmepoln�lltng�nd.rlmel.ll;
ICryL.fassliflndi�'lqg+rLitL1:fL:.li`�ll

i�vers,-i:
fR1-flndLlnepoint�ltrl4sfart.�lmeRlli
tR:-f Indf imepnlnt sIrrrgend.tlmrR. ii;
IrryPlfossliflnd(rrlgqerP(ZP1:tR2.11-i!i

:i not(lsempcy(fryl)i L ivers;;i 1 Ivers,-i L nof(lsemi
sutploftrplor4.l.trlqopaf�; hold on;
plot(TlmeLI�Ll'fryLiIll.ll·LT�9qerL(tLli
t�*fl�lmeLI�LiirTyLIIl-l.iil0.i·num2Pfri
if ver9)-/

suhpl�r isplot s.l.splotsi; hold on;
platiflmFI(�PiifryRiII II:I·�T19qFrRICR1I�IyRI1
�Fxf(fimeP(tRlitryPI:I l.llr0.i.numZ5flltR1rfrl

I--- 1
6 :4 4: 57 N -4:11 .

i

- - 1e i I. neril~ i
" I

i' 90odornt;=(r
Lrl9gfhr�L=tLlirryL(1l1i
.: ver:;)-2

-.r�iPfarrR-�Rlf�ryP1111;
sr·l

dl4pl· �l;dl5PI·Cl�ir on r;lqgar pn�rts until you f�rd the flrnr h;gh ·r-qqer rrl i

rl;rp('-Fn nrr ealnpe.'l;
9namei

Iriqsfilrrli.npurl' r· Enter first illqn trigger in;nt rnr L · n 'ii
i Yer:l)-i

frilzfartR-lnputl".n Entei flrsr high trigger polrr far P 'r · );
rrl
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111
else~~~~~~~~~~~~~..1 

I -, ~d~-ll
cn I

-.- '. 'I',:-Il rlqapl

func:lor Iphoedata rerl, shoedara ret2, qualinfal, qualrnfo2i�4F�"hoedaraord�r(oub�verr. i
sho�daral. shoedat�2. Lrlgqerflag, f�gi

-'-lr i· li· :1-· i. ·-.. ·---!. 1 . .·-·li- . · .. ·i ..:.· - · r i. � r: �
I·ii ; . I i-.

i-- ·. · · 7··-1 ·· 1 ·. .- ·'·i·;·-! !:·i.;i ·.·rb-�

i·
i·

r·i
r-. . :. ·...,..·1 -. ·1 i. · �. : � -·i i·-.

'ii-. �II·. . ) -i.

I.e il·

II

I -
i·

taoerlmcl-rhoedarall:.161i
�rigq�rl- shaedafall:lh);
comprln�F1-sh�edalal(:.lsli

rr·d

IdaTalength2.daLaridrh2l�sllclshoedafa2)
if natlsemptyiahoedataZI 6 data*ldrhZ--ls

CIrOIl�at� IS rrong siir")
ei;F

baEellmC2EPhoedata?(:·1S)i
trlgglr2- ahaedata21:·hi;
I-ampflme2-shoed�fa:I:.18�;

rnrl
dafaam0unt-15i

cllclf subluerl��?
reordsil-l9 11 1312 19 11 7 6 5 6 31 2 1 15161;
reorderZ-l9 11 1? 12 10 II � 6 6 5 3 12 115161;

Idaraleng2hi.dara*�dfhll-Elieishoedatal)
It noflPcmptytrhaedatali i daraxldrhl--ls

eTTOTI'Datd in *rong slle!'�
e

basetlmel-shotd�rall:.16�;
trigqerl= ohacdtal(:.ni;
comprimcli9harddfall:.181;

prl

Idatalenqrh2.dara*ldth-!-silclohordataZI
· : narrsempfylshacdarali L dararldrh2-;ls

errarl'l)ar� 13 rranq olre")
· :sr

basef lme2-nha�data21:,161;
trrgqcr2= ohacdara2(:.ni;
comprlme:ishoCdar�ZI:1181;

Fn�
dar�amounr-15i

ei�r
errori'please enter a vaild uarrlan number'i

it sublvero-�l Pub�vers-=I
Irim�l.tlmcZ, rrlgqapl-timead�uster i Iba�rtlncl �rlqqeri comftln�ell. Ibaoerime: triggerZ �

campflmeZl.rrlgqerflagi;
end

rf no�isFmpfy(Phaedafa�i
Isho�dafa rerl.qualmfoll�daraadjuaLcrlIshoedalal I:ll:daraamounr) rlmeli.rcarlerl.fiq i

i ;
c:ie

dataroad-l-lli
end

If no�lsempfy(nhoedataZi

" ........... -0aol
-. ,- .l~ls 1 312 0 2 1) 5 6 I 8 1 -,
-- ,2- .l 11 3 2 ' 11 4 P 2 5? B 1 -

Idrlnrldrudrl~ieood~l
... -epysoeaa)~iraa~dh-l
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founsorted,3):
salfir nf sortybaset~m,3i:

. . .. .. . .

1-. 

n), I * med 
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:' dr lin uacn nxrro~u or nlr~r oac nxro<. Lus t05 adrnro bacrliJ-n s
.409)-dtaif: bac.(li.S)).O

,tiNss(flrstL(]),4)--l'n;

Ir,:L

,,d

fOn~eho~m Bg_=O XO flrstf l)>1
dara/nfo b.k=nra lnfofarlNssfirstRI1)-]:frstr(l),:l)
dtainfo f::.=ntd info(atlNss(fzrstR) :fzrstR) +l, :) ;

L! datalnf.ac] 2) >0 & datainfo back(1,2).0.0 5
atzNss(lr$tf(1),4)- l;

.... f (dae-llnfo baci(],2)>O & datalnfo back(l,2¢-.1) & (datainfo forw(],l)>0 i data 
Inf frw~ll)<[ 051 1. ' . : .

at:Nss( .rstf(l) ,)--:

i: datJ]nfe bock(Gi,5.5

Page 2
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Il ··. ·r liln*L.tlmeR.rrl4sap.af Ir.rerumchscil-f Imead!unteritasetlmetri99Fr_'axtimeLlba i
setlme�rrlqqcl ra*tlm�P.trlqgerflagi

lnl-.00668ilnr-ilnl;'2;
I�*ngrhL. tosai -sli�(basrr Im�t rrggerra*r ImtL1 i Ilengthli. t"ssi iS inc IbaseL Im� trlqg·r� rart 1 i

oneshaeR155lnc;0;
it :engrhLiiU i lengthil--0

ermrl·I.�EliD1: i. nr P �afa musr b° rrr emi·iy")
F::F;r 1Cniitill;;O

ti6SFflmetrlggerrarfImeL-lO O Ol;lenqfhL-l;
nn�shoemi rslng-l;

iiasrf�mFlrlggarra*t�m·P-I" C OlilenqthR-l;
cn�shnemlismg-;;

Cnl
btrL=baEF-lm�tT�ggerTa*tlmeL;bfrLi:. l�;t·trLI:11)/10000;
ttrR-basrtlm��rrrqqeria*rlmeR;t�rRi:.ll l�o00;

r)

i I-i noflSempty(rriggerflagi i trlggerilaq(ll--lif trrllr·,undtrriqglrfla9(2)i.:)-�l
er�OrllllfWlnEADj: pmblen i r;th rr:gg�rfiag·i

ttrl(rounllifrlqgrrflagl�il · il=l;
e?-el! noriselnpfy(rrrqgerflaql i friggerflagili;;2

ittrPlri·undlrrlgqeriiaq(211.Zi-;l
erTorl'NZWilNEliDJ: protl.m 1 *�;'i rrlqerfiay')

rnl
b-IP(rounrliLriggerflagiZi).Llili

-Insli nnr;sFnoryitrlgqerllagl
errOr('NEiillllEID.:: Frntlsm 1 rit'l trl�qeifiug'i

-Irrl

irl I=l.lengt)l.;brriill5:t�lI1 11;I1111

··

hfrl-nta cafILl rLi.

btril-nra cat(L-rRI;
rFrurncheci-l�` rL; btrR1;

allrimelnfo un�ortrd;lttrl; brrPli
dllt Imelnfa pa�tbybapetlme;Porrrn*s talitin�elnfe
allrlmeinfos"rrbybas�rrmethcnrarrlll�-so i
afl=dllrlmelnfoP0rftytaOF�lm�tnFnra*tlmF
afil=lenqthiati);

cr10sOilliatiNS9-lii
tol- lil:afiL

at�05J-latl0srid�lli. :il;
·· ;5·1

dflNss-la�lNsr;iril(1. :ili
111·1

latlU51L.fo411-5".(.T1"SS1. /.�INPSL.TOPS:i�ll(
ii atlUssL i arrtrsaL -- arll;errorl·t�mead� . mi

CO�Ptlm�il=atlNIOI:·31i
Ocomprlmcs�dlftizomptlmerl;
DctU�-find(Dcomp'lm'r--(i);
00CfO�.dlfflDcrOsi;

OcrUrll.Zi�C;
rr 1;Z:length(3cr�Pi

.: OcfOSii.liOctOsill.lI-il
OcfOairl:i-0c�05(1:.2111;

sri
rod
DCtOSi:r2iiOcrOPi:l:lili
Daf(isls-flndiDctosl:.21-;11;

checirner�rox�;l:;
fir lil.lenqthlr)ct0sl�l

I--lenqfhiDcf0S151
If OCTOslol�l--lenqthlDct091

OctOs end-l)it0slDcr0slo(llirl;
"I·

Dat09_cndiOcfOrilengfh(Dct0si iii;
cir�

rlJe
DCfF� end=OC�OsiOi`fOs1s(1*l)l�*li

cr.d
chCCLlarSiaflNs�iDCTOslDCf051Pllii 3Ct0� er
anyrollouers=flndil-heciroral:141---l i;
.: nof(lsempfyianyr01�ovrrsli

any0o=flndich�cXro*51:.41;=01;
If not(isempty(any0s)l

dl�pllflr -hlai irhourlrl·� hppeni

n-flaor(daralnia b.cii1.11,0.40961;
i: datalnfo thciil.�lt0; n-nil;.nll
daralnfotactn*ra�absIroundtidatainfotaci - (Idara�

Infotacili.jjin'.'i096�/1.0055811 i�rlqnldatainfotauil:.3iin'.lC961; -·�

:t dar6lnfo baci; nxro,0 i daralnfo taci nxro�.l i abs( (darainfa taulll.3iin' i
409hl daialnfo baciil.5lil.02

drlNnS(f�rsrR(:).(l-I'ni
· r.d

FnrJ
· rd

Ind

I··
rFmoverar4-l:;

il`r 1-::atlNsjL
n-0idafalnfe baci nxro-0;

dflNSSil.(itC
II nofiEempty(removrrars) i larriremgu�roxsl;-il; ' i ..- I-I�

datalnfa bac)r-nra Infa(lat�Na5(12.:l;atrNrs(lr:iji;
II**

d.f.inia bacl=nta Inio(atlNns(ll:1.:ii;
sri

if IratlNSSL
datalnfa forr-nta InfniaflNSsli:1*l.:lii

· rl

it daralnfa baoi(l.il,0.5
n-flaaridatainfa baclll.5ili.(096i;
I' daralnfn baai(l.�i'0

n-nil;
cl.d
dat�lnfc b.cX nxro-ats(round( idatalnfo brsili. �lin'.10s61/1-0066LI i - (IdaLa �

Infe haci-11.3itn'.1096�/i.U06tSI) I'arqn(daralnfa baci(l.ll*n'.(09El; - · · · ·

· ld

:f data�nfo baci(l.il,0 i datalnfo baciil:·Zi�G 05
dflNss(�.ll--i0i

�ilr�t i'atlNsjL i Inara�nfa tacill.2i,0 i data�nfa tari(l.li�0.il i tdarainfo fa i
rrll.llO i dara�nfo forrll.llr0�051

airNSI(i.41i50i
c:-cl! datalnfo baci�ll.li'0 i daralnfa bactil.lir0�05

atiNSsii.()-li
rl:cif dntdlnfobacinxr0'0 i dar.lnfctuin*ro�.Z i cbsi (rlatalnfotaci(l.ilin� i

IL96idacalr;fo �iac�11.511�.05
aZ1N5Sii.lil-5�·ni

rl*r

r' daLalnfcbaciil.51��0.i · ·; · : ·· ·'

I

I:U·':U

a�:NSIiDcZ0010Cr�Eloliil-::DCfDslDCtUS1S
-rd
Icrl.�rJS1-9lrFichecIrro*sli
or iir :CrL

ii abs(�ound( (L-h�ciroroli�.ll-chIciro*r(ll.li I/lnf)(iihec)lraxsll.lichrcir �

b-·ri
�ri-l
it ii-CI-Li rallro*;lisrl

Frd
rallro*,l - .- �i · I-
at.Nssi00tOEiDcfOIljilii iDcrO+ end. :I-lahcci�ro*Pirollrar:crl.:l;checirn*sl

ihel.ifhC5erOrSi:CheCiihF5FTorSiOCtO.iO Iii
arr)

· Id

flra�L-flndla�lNSII:·il;=ll;f;rsfR-flndt

if cnF0hoemlsSlng--0 flrstlliil
daralnfa hiclr-nr� rnfolatrNs�(flrsrlll)l:frrsfL(11.:l);
dara�nio fr*-nt6 InfaiaciNosiflysrl(ll:flrrtLll)il.:lii
it daralni, haci(l.:l,� i datainfo baciil.ZlrO.�S

.�IHP5(irrstilll·4iili
Cl��;i (d.alnfabaci(l.llO i daralnfo bacLil.ll�O.il i (datalnio far*il.li,6 i lara i

Into farul:lll-6-OSi · ··
a�lllEslflrOfLlllli=-li

I�
i: daf·i�nlo iiac�il.SIC.S

n-loor(darainfo baci(l.li,�.(09tl;
ii laf�lnfe bac)lll.?lr0;n�nil;rnd
da� ilnfa bauX nxro-ats(round(idat.Info baciil.3i*n�.(C�SI /(.0055811 lidaLa �

Iniabaciil.3i�� 109CI,(.�C6tS)I i�signidatdinfc brcill.i)in1.40961;
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eni
.f not(lsemptyrmoverows(H

atlNss(removros,:)-I]
atlNSsL-atlssL length(removerowsl;

e.d

N , 7 ..... . . --. .... -'
for -s:aiN.sL

t { artNsSsii],)<
niatlssi(l, (/(50):

if dtiNS s(4(,)
at¢lN(i,7-atcNss(i-1,?7atiN5s.l+l-at.4ssa¢ssi1,
daiNS,)<atlNS(i-{' is! ho' ' I .h 1a,· -3 t .·e ..j . I

nfloo(atl~sialss3-aliss/Ol-1;)0.0

If atlNss(l~l} atlssi :,1(

.rnderdatiss(i7=atsLss, l a t,3)ati Nsll)+N-.406 alnssL i ,1);
ael: atlrNsL-a4i==

at ss atznss (i:( at, l;
ni

erd

DtimeltiNs ( jatNIS1.i3 -atfs ( 3-aiN~ss (tlNssL 7(:

aft =atINlns alrL-atissLi

IatOL~tsslsiteaatlsss)

.E onshemssg>O

alat1-t10ss(2:atioL. :):
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earlzerstartia st (CTprevlzus) 10;
f earllerstart<l

earllerstartl
.sld
r2f=last(CTprevious earlierstart + 2; r,.' - , : . ...... , F

earlierstart-lasi (CTprevlu);
r~f=2;

end
fixedrowstemp=nta fIx([atir(earlierstart:atirL:); at10sz(i,:) 0; 2 atir at 

zrL3)+5 0 atirlatlrL,5) atrr(atirL,6)+2 atr(atrL,7)+5 ].r2f); · '..- :'. ].
flxedrow$=fixedrowstmp (l:atirL earllerstart41, : ):

atlr=[atlr(l:earllerstart-l:);fledrows]; atirL=atlrLdl;

,ise .. '. t,. - .. .. r_ ... r
reorderedrowstemp-nta fix rrlatr(lastlCTprevioua : atzL, :; 0 2 atlrlatirL, W

3(+5 0 atir(atirL5) atir(atirL6)42 atlrrtirL,7)5 ],a%1ss(i:)); . ., '.,

reorderedrowsreorderedrowstempl:atirL last(Cprevlous11 1,:(t
atsr=atir (:last{(Cprevlus)-lI,: ):;rr deredrows]; atirL=atrL 1:

.{:d

c.d
end

Dtime2=(atiratir L, 3) atir 1, 3)) - (atlratlrL, 7) s tir7) );
:f Dtimel>O.l Dtime.>0.3

disp{lbig time gap?')
Dt imel

Dt ime2
erd

DtimS=dlff(atr(:,7):;
Dflagl;

o. l=l:length(Dtlmes(
ir Otlmesi<= oo6

,f Dflag

dzsp('check time generation zn tlmead')
Dflag=0

rrd

11 Dtlmes(l) atlr(l,5:6l atzr(irl,;S6)]
ni

er.d

lf length(atlr)-=atlrL
dsp·check length of atir *rt atr1. In tlmad')

erd
if length(atir)--lengthL~lengthR

dlsp(check length of atir wrt lengthl41engths in tiead]'l
erd

. -. , -. ,-., . - ....................... - .. .. ... . .- . -
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zf not sempt¥(t rggerflagl
trlgspot-find (at lr (: 2i- )

i isempty(trigspot)I lengthltrr gpot)>l
error('problem wth finding triggtrflag ')

end

if atlr(trlgspot 5==I : .
timetoubtract=a t ir(trigspot,

7 1;

eie
tlmetosubtract=atlr(trlpot7)-lnt;

ri
atir (:,83=atir:, 7) t metosubt fact

onesb forerrig=f ind(atlr(l: trigspot -1.5)==;

atir(lastonesbefortrlg), 8:

trlggap-round( atlr(lasr(on esbeforetr lg),81/. 013 4 1; ......

I~~~~~~~~~~~ I 

[¢ atzr(l.71<0

atzri:, 81 =atlr(l, 7+atir1,7);
,:t,.f atlr41,7(>0

disp(,hought this shouldn"t happen: tlmeadJ no trig'
atlr(:, 8) =atir(:,7( -atir{1,2l;

eie
atir:, 3=atlr~:, ~;

rli

trlggap=(: -..

.nd

., ~ ~~~~~~~~ 1

unsrtatrsortrows (atr 5): -.1 * :

li r.toss=iind(un~rrtatlr(:S)==2

t lmeLtemp=unsor t t r : r- l ,: )
tlmetemp=unsortatr(fr:atzrL, :):

Lchec =timeLtemp: 6-btrL(:,6);Rcheck-timeRtemp(: 6(-btrR(:,6(:
Lcheckn~sfind(Lcheck -=;O a:checknOs=f ind(Rcheck-0);
.f not.l.empty.lhec .....disp..erro. n reconstrutng timL'(:eni
:f not(lsempty(RchecknOs)) :;dsp('error m reconstructmg tim*R') :;r:d

tlmeL~tlmeLtemp (' 8; tlmeR=tmeRtemp : 8)

294
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I .......

-`--- ___�__1---111�11_1

" ," : I · i " 1l

dis i ... .nq 1.g'i - ... ;
:t notline�pfy(at105511

1-:) 11·1·
ari0sr porrb�orrgmalindex-sorrrorplari0sr.61;
ariOss�sortm*o(�r10la rorttyorlginallndex,31;

end

:ir 1-l:�f�oPsL
CTpreuious�find(atiri:.3lrarr0ssll·3il;
CT�allo*lng-find(�flrl:·3i)atl0ssli.3il;

if nOtlsemprylCTprev10u5) L not isemprylCrfalla*lnqi .- I..: .·r ·:il··'�

flaPtiCTpnvioual'l-iCTfolla*�nqlll

ii a�lrilastiCTprevlau01.21)1 aflrilaJrlCTpr·ulaus1.41�-0 · i -· r i

rarlleTS�arf-laOtlCTpreulouoi-l0;
;f earllrrs�arrli

earllersta rr-l i
end
r2f-laOLICTprFulausiear;lcrs��rf *2; ii ' . ·; i -. I.· ·'. i II

el;e
earllerat arr-lasf i CTprevlauoi ;
r2f�2i

.rl
flxcdio*5=nra f�xlIarlrlearlrerrrarr:�astlCTpreulousi,

ICTfallorlnq(l).:il·r:fl;
aL1T-laf;II1'FdrlielOtarrl·:lifixedrorsi atll

TL-�f�ILili
rlne

reorderFdrox�-nraflxrrlatirllaariCTprev :CTfalloringil).:l.dLlOssli.:ll �

arlr-laflril:larf(CTpreuiouo)-l.:iireord
:Ili atirL-aT1TL*li

-n0

Fis-rl IsemytyiCTprevlousl

frxra*s=lari�srlil:l 0; atirll,:ll; fixra*s12.1)--50; · -i
--.. il.t

fixedro*a�nfa fix(fixrors.ll;
aflr=lfixedrorPiarir(2:a�lrL.:lli atirL=atirLtli

-I�e-
reard�redro*3fen�p�ntaflxrril0 2 atrril.sl5 � nt�rll.5i O arlril.�l) ;arlr i

Il:CTfolloxlng(l).:ll.atlOaoll.:il; i. · r, ' -. ,.: i · i..r v
reordrredrarp�r�orderadri·*nren�piZ:Crfa
atir�lr�orderedro*o;aCirlCTfallo*ingllli atlrL;arlrLil;

end

e:le · -� ?
·f las�lCTprevloUS)i=l�IrL .-. · · - . i ;·-

! i atlr(laor iCIpreuiausi .2)�1 arir(l�ot (CTprevlousl.4I-=O · : · ... ·r· �
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, . . . . . .

e I

IM

I .. 2
, :-11:I ii

:I- -- , .....ullfoiafa ~ ure iar~

I .!_ - .~~~- I I - . .I 11 I I I I I I I 

I'eajtn�·*.fail�ner.ne*ro*nums.gapol-9ap ·· · : i

da�aadll;·2il-rcalrnIx(:·ll;daradd� I;·l�i-rsaltn�*i:.ii ·0.1; ··- . �i·.r . ·· i.Idataad� l�nqth. colsl-sr/F(daraadll i
]-l:dataamount
datat"rep:�c'-flnloutliersldatal:·lirflm

not�sempty idatatcreplacelIdfrl.fasnli�lle(da�aforeplacel;

Illararorepld"(ll� -;1 datatoreplacelili ;-datrlln9Lh r
I I

dafdllatat0rFplace(lI.li=m.anidafal:,:i)

P-polyflf (Itlme(datatoreplacFli.l)-l·ll;t�mlldara Ida�
taldaratreplacellll) -ll�i ;data(datatareplacr(�.11*111� jli;

dara(dafatnreplace(l.ii.ll;pelyval(p.clm
-rl

r,.,o,,l-,;,d;,..;6.,ums-�dtarcrcp;dcei

f*aflaq=dec�baneldaraadllr·2Zi.3.181;
t*"fla9(7)-numZltrldafat"replacci'rili;
daf aarll Ir. Z: i -tape:rlce itrof lag. 3 i .

dataforeplaceii.21--1
quallnfo(l.6)-quallnfoll. 6111;

-;ir.r d6taroreplace(�.ll�-)
4uallnio(l.51-quallnfa(l.iltl;

rrl

i dal almgrh, d.lt aamaunf full frmpl ;s lit idaf al i
quaj���ta;iera·ill.l51;

slqthriliiiiliiii;3iJii;i;5i5i5;5iii3;

"rlqddfa-darai
rlecr daia;

I d.raamounrf ullf Fmp�;:Fng�h ir�"rderi
daraamauntfull teap
lengrh(flc"r ardFrl
errari'pm-:em n�h iigor�rdrr');

Insrl-ols=0;
tir l;l:rla�aamlmr fullrrmp

ii reord�rlll'0
data(: .reordrr(ii I=origdarai:. I);

rrif reo-�srlli-=0;
loofc"la=loofi-cls*l;

Dlirl

arlgdata-daca;
laraamaunf�ull;lataamountfulltemp-laotcc

rlme-data(:.da� iamounrfulli;
dafaamounf-dat.l·lm0ur.;fulll;

Ir:.fossllllnd datai:.l:dafa�mountI;-?i;
:i n-ri'5Fmpty r;l)

suapectrox: :Induniqu�ir2l;

iuspectra*::l;
lil�

1-2 -21 2 1- 1-

ns=cn-51:.ili;

is-ii 2 j Ii i j 4 1 i 3 Iii 3 1 i i 3 4 1; 3 P1;

]oua*i IG O O O O U O O O O D O O O O.I C O O � 01;
�lghax-ll ]1 1 1111 11 ii !1 1 2 ii 1 11;

*IdLhili
�3r I;1:dariam"unr

flqure1�145171 i;subplilrimsi�i.nji�).p+i�));
ilqFad-lcf;
plotad�l�faldataadli:.l).daraadll:12lil
fitlrltiTiFSill:lli
a·.ual-a�-z;a*�allaxvalil:ii laraxl7i highlxilIli;

i "nrlsemjry(q.l-sl
14dplenqfh.' -ssl-rlei9dp9)i
guallnfo(l.' ;gaplenqth;
4Ual�nfnil.li -sun(qapsl:.2ii; I : · · I- ·: .··i -·

4Yallntal:.lll=m�nl�apsl:.;)i;
iludlrnfo(l.: Il-�naxiqaps(:.��l;

qualinfoil.ll) -sum19aps(:.3)li :.· ;. . : - ·?:. ·· - · ·. ·-..`i
��rtgap�3-sr trorsi4aps.i)ion�srarr;f�ndlsorrqapsS(:.
4Yallnfo(l.i:l =Jum(Portqaps3(�nrstartill:larr(onrot�rr . · ·

slrtqaps2�st:-rro*s(q�p5.2);num3nes-find
i--:I ;nuLthrreS-lindisOrtgapsi(:·21;;3�;

i : notis�mprylnumonerl i qualmia(l.il-lengrhlnumoncsi: · nd
no�la�mpylnum�*osli qual.nfoil.l�i-lenqfh(numfrosli F110
noflsemp-y(nwnchrcFsI; qurlinio(l.l5i-lrnqthlnumthrs�al; · I.1
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fun-rlon daatorepl ac=mfldoutllerdatatimeslgthrfiglte maxsuspectrow.

if narginr<
rigthr-3:

iterm-2:

cl,ie nargln4

Iterax-2:

suspectrows-3;

lseif nrglnxs
istemax-2:
duspac-lehI]:

e1-eid nargmt
SuSPaCtroS-li-

-rd

if i germax> =
Ifrle)ax--
dirp(ltermax reoet tD ']:

ed
dataleng a (2:lnth(data ) ,:

l fr rll-daaalcngh
dat,(m2-[ i ,e- .. -h... ,:

end
d daanritdata;

tl~eorig=tme:

Ir2.toss-fnd(daa (1--2):

for- il length r2) : ; .,
1f r2()__l

tlme-[time) lenthata),:}];
data=daa (2 leng~dth (ata . ) ]

elve-i r2)1)--datalength
tlme-Itimel:lenthata) 1, )]

data-datal:lenr{h(data),:)]i :
dis .

radzdaalnth-legth Idaa):
tlme-timei)lr2(l]-lr:ad ): lmer2(ii+~dl roat:1egthrat. )]:
dat-Idaatal r2(1l-rdadD : data(r2(i+-r~ad lnghdaal )]:;

en3

dataorlgir2(i),1)-l1; - - . . .

) [)

C:\sjm\Research\Matlab\General\findoutlier .
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end

.e fig>D 4 . 3 i
ef iactll

time i loc-ll;
elae.f iact>iatalength-l0

tzme i loc-datalength-1D;
ele

time 1 loc-lact:
*nd

erdl
SigDd lter-std(Ddata lter:;

manDd lter=mean(Ddata Iter);

Dd z flag={ Ddata zter{Ddata 1 loc, i)>-sigthr*sigDd zter+meanDd irer Ddata ltr W

{Ddata i locl)meanDdtr- s igthr*~lgDd ter ) i Ddata iterDdata locl)--0;
Dd lplu4 flag=( Ddata iter(Ddata loc+ll)>=slgthrsglDditr+meanDd ter Ddat 

a lter{Ddaa 1 lecall) mean d i ter sgthrsigDd iter )&L Data lter(Ddatal1ocll) -- 0;

lt Ddlflag & Dd iplusflag & dlffsigns{Ddata lter(Ddata ·lo c,),Ddata ter{Dd
ata 1 loc+i, I-)

repldata=0repldata data( (-iad])+l,2) iter20i]: -
data=idata(l:(1-ia d],]:); data(i liad])2:length(data],: I]; -. { ]

) f f 19O
subplot2,1,2)
plot(ltmeorlg(time loc-lD) <lmerig(tme z loc+10)], +islgthr-sigDO t 

er sigthr-sigDd iter]+meanDd lter col(lter+l,:))

plot(0t0l4mecrg(tme i loc-10) tlmeorlqitlme_ locl1D)], -sihrsDd t02 0
er sigthr-slgDd ater]+meanDdxlterrcol(zter+l]]::;

en4
e leif srflag

Dd · flag=( Ddata zter(Ddata i locl)>(thr 1)*s19Dd xter+mednDd iter ) Dd W
ata iterDdata 1 loc,1)-meand iter (sigthr 1}*sigDd iter;

Ddlplus flag-= Ddata iter(Ddataz locsl,1l>-(sigthr-ll$zgDdxlt r+manDd lt
r Ddta · ter(Ddaa i Ioc+il)<_meanDd lter {slgthr l'siDd lrtr ):

diffsignsflagdliffsIgns(Ddata lter(Ddata lloc 1)Ddata lter(Ddata 1 locrl1
)1):1

:f Dd_ flag & Dd lplus flag & dlffsigns flag
repdata=lrepdata; data{(· lad])+l,2) iter-2+2]:
data-[data~l:(l-ladj),:) data)(1-iad)+2:lengthdata),:)]; ...- ! e'

:i fflgo
subplot)21,2)
plot([time(time 1 loc i0) time(time i loc+10)], +islgthr-l)*sgDd l W

er (gthr l)'sxgDd lter3zeanDd iter.collter+l. :;
plot( Itlme(t me i loc-10) tmetlime_1loc+10)]. I(sithr 1) 'siDd it 

er (sigthr 1'sigDd lter]meanDdtercol(~ter+l:));
cnt

C:\sjm\Research\Matlab\General\findoutliers.m
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f ure(flg)
clf;aubplot(2,1,1);hold on;
plot t imeorig,dataorlg {,, 'b')

plotirmeorlg.dataorg(: ,I), 'b. ')

IterO:

repldata- l ;

col-I'k : '- ':r 'i'c ': 'c ' g= ~'r: '' ]

sigthrorlg-slgthr;
srL-length ( suspectrows )
ornd-i:

w"i rtrltervie ax

e ier- ig>0 .....
Ddata-dif f (data (:, l) );

subplot 2,1,2)hold on;
plot (t me, [Ddata;0})

erJ

lengthdatastart-length (data);

srindl
ror l;l:lenshdaasart 2

srflag0;

iad3=lenthdatastart .ngth (data.: ! .. ..) I r' ] .. . .·

lactdata(i lad).2);
lactnextdata(i lad])+l,2:;

:[ erlnd<srL & lact>suspectrows srind) .. . . .... I L

sr nd-srind+l;

r srind<=srL & lactnextr-suspectrows ( srind} .,.- -- ,, 

srflag-l;
sr nd-srindil;

ni

imld75: , 

if length (data} ~2' · mid
imd-floor(0.o5*ength (data)I 2

.fd

if l ladj)< m
Ddata Iter-dff{datal: lmid21) );

Ddata loc-(l lad ])
elsef (i iad])>lengthdata:,l})-imld

Ddata iter-dlff(data(length(data(:l)) zmd':idengthdata(:l)),1))
Ddata loc-l ladj} (length data{: ) )-lmid'2)+l;

Ddata iter=dlff(data(( iad)-imidl:l-lad])+lmid ii)):
Ddata i loc=lmld;
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_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _

I

repldata�lrepldara;rZ oncsilenqLhjr:l.ll'lIt�r'Ztl)j; . I:
I�rd:ll.r04sl-i�lieirepld�raii

�f ordS1Li
oortrcpldata2�oorfravsircpidara.2l;
IOICTepld�Ta�Z1-sorfrorsisorfr�pldataZ.1

· la�
sorfrepldatii2lirrpld�fa;

rnd

dafarorepiace�Il;

dorcollr�cr'lZii.:i-'r3'i

i-l:srdllL
II sortrepldafaZlli,2i-�lreril

rcplnatr-?;
C;IC

replnot�=li
pnl
.f i-ii

datatorrpiacFiIdarafOreplac�;oarrrepldat replnotel;
II flgO

plotlrimeorlq(sorfrepldata2ill.lil·darao
epldar,:lii.Zi·:lli

· nd
e!laif ror�repldata21(1.11--sarfrepldafa2:l1-l.

dafafor.piac·=ldafarOreplaae;�artrepldat replnotcl;
.f flq�O

Pubplofi2.l.lii
plotltrmcorlqisorrrepldaraZlll.illldatao

epldata2111.2i.:ii
lnd

�ol
· nd
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, UIt ,r [ xnesw ynew, rownums gapsl=gapfllier (x y, ln figl

d~ftalength-lenljth Ixl;

yl-lengh iyl; . . . .

xchangeirdiff(~ (:,));
xchange(:,2)~ undichan(:,] /l-l;
[rx .ss].flnd..xehange(:2)>,);

gaps.rx x _,har. e ,. , ;
L . - , t .s..s ].. -:aps);dotalendthalelllrh {.frg f yl-daxllgnyft epaethnsr~sae

arning off MmTAB:plyflt:O¥NoUnlque;

·f lsdmpty gaF',)
X . . . .

gaps=[]: l 

scane" iff(.(:. ))

rown mr*ns m ozIg( , )=1

C:\sm\Research\MatlabGeneraapfiller.m Page 2

I May 2, 2004 7:12:44 AM

sneve xll gaps . - t f
xnew(1,2):O .. ...
ynew=y(l-gaps(1,).l);
rownumrornums ori:sip(lll(
Inew-gaps(-l; . ... . -

;,i= :gL
f, gaps(~i 1-4 . . -...

p=polyflt(Ixnew((lnw l.l;(x(gapslll+l,i)][ yne((lnew l),1) ;ylgap(l,:i W

xnew(new,l=x(gaps(,])).--ln:
nnerllnex,2(l: 
ynew(lnew.l)=polyval(p.xnew(inew,l));
rownums(ne*w.l:-0:
Iaewlneil:

gaps(1,3)=l; . ' . I , .. .
nl

xnew~[xnew; xlgaps(~,l) l:gaps(lll),l~ zeros(9aps(l,I) (gaps(,l)+l)~],l) e
]:I-.j - _f

ynew=Tynew; y(gaps(li:+l:) gaps(ll1),1:];
rownumsirownums; rownum orig(qaps,l) +:gaps(i l,l)]
Inew-length(new)+l;

el.e
xnew=[xnew; x(ps(ll)(l:datalengthl) eros(dat.length (gaps(~,l)l)+l,)]:; ,

ynew=Iynew; y(gaps (i,+l:datalength,1l];
rownums=rown $; rownums oag(gaps(l,l)+l:atalength, 1)];

r.dl

f fig>O
figure(fll(clfhold on;

plot , (x, yb. '(

plotadjdata.m
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plot(sdta2s<,2$a2s,l),e'k '. 'I;newedth'.0.5,rerlle',ms k;:

e's-i' twoflag==l . · - ,
plot(sdta~s(~,2),sdta 2sd s(ll).'kd', 'mrkers.ze'ms g.' markerface.clor', 'q')

.iself twoflagj-=2 ,,i

plot(sdta2s(l,2)sdta2sl,)' kp' 'mrkersize',ms r. 'marirfacecclor', 'r'l

d sp(,'h on')
troflag:

wnd

f.n,--.-r plo~r=lddata(datatime, adustment ,fls)

figure(flg) h;h d on;

plo, (timetdata k'); ' .

dt==;ldata time .dustments];
sdta=sor rowsdta, 3], r 

sdraL=length (adra);
ms 1=16:

ms qray=8:

ms I-1b:
ms ,=10;

Ir0.tos]=flnd(sdta(:. ) =O); .1 .. . . . . . I
r0L-length(rO); ..... ., .
lt (sdta(rO(]) .rO(rL~2)~sdta(rO(l.rOtr L)l) k...... th.SF~markers . ms k); w

Irll=findisd X )== l) i i >- . iW 
.frt(smpyl) )

rlliengt? (rl); .. . :]' I .. .,...
plotIsdtalrl() :rlrL) .i lsdta(rl (1l:rlrlL), ll 'ks 'markerslze',ms ray, 'mdrkerfac 

ece.r. IO.S ( C 0.8 ): , - . .. . _
.rld

, .sempy(rl) rOL=sdraL ...
sdrai = I 

I:- f lsempty(rl) &rOLesdt.L . .. . .
sdta.s=sdt (r0 r0L +:$dtaL, :(:

.!£,.; rC (rL) .l==ri(1

))

& r/l(rlL)=sdtaL .. .. ! . . ] . . -,

sdta2,sI];
eileli r0(r0L)+li=rl(i: &i rl(rlL).sdtaL .... . ., . . . : ,f

sdtais-sdt (rl (r]L) + .sdtaL, :);

dlsp('what ,ld i m.ss?')

.f not (lsmpty (s'ta2s)) . I .-. . . . .
sdta2sL, t s] =sizeIsdta2s)

twoflaqi=dec2base isdta s Ii, ;:, 3, 1 8
twofl aqjstr2numt wfla9) ; '

.: two a g:-0 . ,, I ,
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. '3 0 = : ,. ' o , .. 4 . .. I 00.00i

dsp('dlsabled') irern
i 1. . ri i .

load c:\sam\research'daa\aldata\allgav

load c:\ sm\.research,data\calibfactors\allmeans
load c:.sm\research.da t a\caibfa ctos\fsrtokg
load c:\ssm\research'dat~,calibfactorsbend2deg
load c:\.s] m\re search \dataecalib fact ors \ gyrocalf ac

gyro sfs=1gyrocal stl(:,2) gyroal st2(:.21]; . : - -- i 3 0
load c:\szm research'data\callbfacorsacccalfac 9=9.81;
accel zos=4 0.5 acel scalefactor stackl4,:+accel scalefactor stackl(2,: 4 ' 0.5a 
ccel scalefactor stack2(1, ::a ccels calefactor stack2(2,:}'] ;-

accel sfs-0.5'(accel scalefacr stackl(1,:l-a cel calefactor stackl2,)l ) 
'

{0.5*(a i
ccel scalefactor stck2 (1,: ) accel scalefator stack2 (2.: ) ) /gl ' ];

tor i=1:2: length (datanames)

d:sp(['gsv0' ny2$trldatanamesi,l)) ' ' n m2strdatanae$i.,2)
)

', row . num2tr(1)] m
I i

val(ta
L

- gsvO' num2strsdataname${,111 '~ num2trrdatanamesl'2)) 'L.');
.val([daaR = gav0 num2str(datanamesli,1)l nu srrdaan~.sli,2)l 'R;']);

sub meansL eanSLidataname.(1l1 lw:;ub~meansR=meanaR~datanues(:,l) 1O,:;

:f daanmes z, 1) <21; stackL=; . stackR=2; :1 i e; st ack.L2; stakR=l; .~d

dataL=srtrovs ldataL, 22) ; nonzero=fznd (dataL(:,22)>1; ;: notlsemptyinonzero) ;dataL=d 
taL(l:nonzero l)-i.:); rd

dataP=sortrov$ dataP,22]inonzero=findidatah :,22)>01; :f notsempty(nonzerol;dataP=da e

tanl :nonzerol{) l,:);-Ld

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 .4 0 4 ~ 4 0 .4 04.0 0 .heelmedkgL=fevalFsmallfsrs,dataL4:0i,) heellat kg L-f evaiF sallfrsdatIi: ,21 0);metmed kg L =feval(F bigfsrs, dataL(:,3)l; metlat kg L =feval(F bgfsr$, dataL{:,4));heelmed-kg R=feval{F smallfsrsdata(:l))i heellat-kgR=feval~F mallfsrsdata(:,2) vI;metmed kg R -fevali(F blgfsrs, dataR(:,3)); melat kg P -feval(F bigfsr, datasR:,4);fsrsumL metmed kgL+mtlat kg Lheelmed kg L+heella kg L;
fsrsumR=metmed kq_+metlat kg Rheelmed kg R+heellat kg R;

caldataL(:,l:4heelmed kq L heellat kq L metmedkq L metlatkg L

¢aldataR :, 1:4)=heelmed kq_ heellat kq_ metmed kq R mtlat kq ;

C:\sjm�Research�Matlab\THESIS\gencalibra
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· · · ·. · ·· · -···· · '·� i····-:�··· -:···I

�ald���LI:.l�i;ldaraLi:1131-rubjmcanoLil
caldafaRI:I1SI-ldataPi:,131Pub�meansRI1. 1/4Yrasfsil.stactPii

��ld�ZaLI:.11�=ldaraLi:.lli-subjme�n6LI1
cald�t�ai:.11,-ldaraPI:·ili-nubjm�ansRii

caldafall:. si-idaral(:. 9lrub7mean�LI1. 911/gyro qrsi3.srachli;
caldaraa(:. 'ii-(daraRI:l PI-subjn�eanoRI1. 9iligyralfal3.afacLPi;

caldarali:ll��;ldafaLI:·14iacc�l iosll.sracili� /accel Pisil.stacbLI;
I-aldataP(:.l�)-(daTaR(:·ili-acu�l los(l.PtacXR)l/aaCei ofpil.sracLPi;

caldsfal(:.121-ldataLI:1�Zlaccel ioall.rtactlliaccel sfs(2,stacLLii
caldafaRI:·12i-(daraRI:·1Z�accel ra�i2.stciiPli/acce1 sis(Z.sfacLRi;

CaldaCaLI:·lOl-ldaTaLi:rlPi�acc�l los(s.stacillllaccel sfsijsLacill;
i�a�d�faRi:·l01-idaraR(:.l0iacc�l ios(s.staci;ilil /accel sfslj·staci�lli

'I - 2 ., I . 1 I ' 1 I Icaldatal(:,oO)frsumL; 3adataR I2 I Ii2srsumhI
caldataL:,21 )=dataL(:,21; caldataR(:,21=data(:211;

frr f=:14

fiqureill;subplo(3.5.flplotdataL(:,21),caldataL :,f));
fzqure21; subploti3,. fl;plotdata R:. :f)l

end

eval([1'gswO numtr(dataname$(~,l) i ' num25trldaanamesli'1)) 'L cal=caldataL;']l;
eval(['qsvO' n~2mtrldatanames(,)l)) ' numtridaanamesi.2)] 'R cal-caldataPR; '];

emfsaszszl, ['gsv0' num2strsdatanames(l,)l i s nym2strdatanimes(lZ2)) 'Lc&']);
emfsaszs(2. ['qav0' num2strrdatanimes~l,1)l ' ' num2stridatanamesi,211 'Bcal']);

save c:'$3m',researchdata\calibrateddata ' cal

cear caldataL caldatra
r.d
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C: \sm\Rese,,rch\Matlab\General\linearinegrator.m
May !2. 2001

linear integratorendadjust.m

C: \sjm\Rese rch\Matlab\THESIS\linear integrator endadjust.m
May 12, 2004

Page I
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'.~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~ . '.,I ^ : ' - ' 

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

.. ~~~ ~ ~ . .. .- i. .. ·

" . data, t ime. in. t .alvalue ,;

.ndi, mt. .!' max(~nt d. mln(,nt dat.:'
scapeha ch=5: '~, . .1~ta

las ooddif f gqrto o (fda free=0; mallbupos=l[]; usesalbutPO=0

frittme=];nirlge value=0; lastd:ff=0;nudgehstory=l0; 0];
e~,,le escapeha ch>O

i abs(enc olue-last(~nt data
I
)¢endlimt

. encraue>lastfint data) getoutoflallfree
D:?. k:

i lsempty (smallbutpos)
smal.butposlnudge value abslendalue-lastint data)}];

· :.:' abs(endvalue-last nt dta) )smallbutpos(12)
sma lbutpos=[nudge vatue cbs endvalue last mt datal ]

r1 :(

ed

. .

I, (flrstrlme i (oppgns(lendvalue lastilnt data)i,lastdliff) absendv!ue lastiln i

t dita)I==lesser abs(endvalue-last (Inr datai) ab$lastdiff)) ))
nudge ,alu,=nudge values(enalulue lasto nt datalI;
iestd ff=(endvalue last(lnt data):; nudgehlstory=[nudge vluenudgehstory(l)]

~ getcutof-allfree & Isemptyimallbutpos) & abs(laS~(lnt data))<1 0ndllmlt:; 

L _
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I1I- I·r Ir.r b.it�;llnear rntegraroridara.tlme.Inlrlalvaluei

time enrl-iengrl(t�m�l;
nt darall.li nltlalvaluei
^� li;:flmF Frldmi(dita(ildatalil)), (timel·ifimrli-lii;b-rlafali-lim'frmeli-lii

Int dafal..ll=iliii'm' (rlms(,l^i - fimeil-il`ZI i b'lclm�lllflmellill i int dafa(i- �

usesmallburpns r norlsempfylrmalltufpori; nudgevllue;smalibufporli�; FPcap�harch
1; *r·l

dafaarl�-data*nudqevalue;

E 'nr data-linear Inrrgrrtoridata adl.rrme. �nlrialvalu.l;
e5caprhlrfch-escapehatch-l; flrstrlme;0;
-L escdpFhd�ch-i0;d;spiI' - it fm.' nLrr2,fi(larrlf.m�il I. ·. CIP. il.l��i.

�nd

I

I

I

if nofloppslqnr( iendvalue-laot(lntdarai I.lasrdlffli i not laDs(Fndvaluelaat(int i
datall-=1F��erlatsiendualu�-laPtllntdara

·-I·I · i·'·ri-· � -·-.i - �. . *·

II eacapehaLch�:0;gerautoflailfrc�;l;usesma nudge u.iu�-l0'nud �
qehiarory(l'; lastdlif�(Fndvaluelasrilnrdarall; nudqehl'i�ary;;nudgevalue;nudqehlstory( �
ii:;

cl,�l: noriappll4"Eltendualue-larfirnr daf��l.iastdlffi) . - · ·- �

nudqevalue-0.80·nudqehlsroryill; lasfdlfi-iendvalue-laor(lnt da;aii; nudgehl �
rcary�lnudgevalue;nudqchrsroryllil;

Clr� - ·L · -� - L :i �·i· i·i -.- ·- ii
I i

nudgevdlue-mranlnudgenlsforyl ; lasfd�ff-(Fndualuelast I�ntdaral i; nudgehls II
rnry�lnudg� value;nudgehrstorylii!;

cnl

4rd

.: 9ef0uf�f�allfree i Ijempfylsmallbufponl i absllastiint datailrl0'm�lllmlf. ·

rr·l
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simpsonsintegrator

simpsonsintegratorendadj ust.m

C:\sjm\esearch\Matlab\THESIS\simponsintegratorendadlust.m Page 1

May 12, 2004 7:41:47 AM

fbn;i on [yyslsesi=slmp posne aorindad]ust(tt l,tt 2timedlff,y¥_lnlt,.ndvalue

yy inito~rg-yy inlt 

yy sl[yyinitt si-[tt i];

for i-ttl~timedff:timediff:tt 2
yy si -Iyysi; quad(@anglepp fun.l tlmedff ltyy init]7 yy initlast(yys);

t s, - [t_':; ,]
end

load c:\sm\Research',Daa\callbfactors'anglepp ttpp tt_l:timedlff/5:tt 2];
yyorlg-ppvalpp, ttppl;

endllmlt-.001*maxxyy s~i-mln(yy sl);

escapehatchO; nudge value=O;
while escapehatch>0

r abs(endvalu last {yysi)])endlimlt i endvalue>last(yy s) ];brrk;ent

nudge value-nudqevalue+l endvalue last (yy sl);
yy nudged=yy orig+nudge value; pp-splxneltt pp.yynudged);
save c:\$sm\Resarch.Daa\callbfactors'iangleppnudged pp;

yy :lt-¥y ~lnlt orl-yy si= yy lt ·
Er i-rt litimediff~tlmedff:tft 2

yysI -IYYSl; quadlanglepp f un nudged -:lmedlffx)+ylnit]; yy nltlastlyy a

i)i;
n-l

escapehatch-escapehatch 1;
if ezapehatch-=O;dlsp(I

'

- - at time , nym2strtt 2)', escope hatch flppe 

d']);end
evd

300
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func�llr IYYoll�P11-slmpranoIntrgra�arlfnname.rl Z.Llmediff.yy Inrri

.f nargin�3
tlmedrff=.001iyy�n�f=0;

cls+jt n�rgln�4
yy init-0;

Fr.d

:Or i-rt l:riaedlff:tr 2
yygl FIyySii 4Uadlfnname.�-tlnediff.i)iyy_�nitl; yylnlr·laPriyyg'l;

51-- lr all iii
end



accel_integrator.m

C:\sjm\Researh\Malabl\Analysis\accelintegrator.m
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Page 1

:Ir·- .rr laccln:r�sults xroam.acclntresult0 yroem.dccIntresults rjhoel;rcc�l Intcgraterll i
FasX.HeaJY.flme uifch.rraci.subl.tound�ocs.fiql
· � narq�n�l

flg-lO;
-r·J

9;9.81;

load c:1.57mi.aesl·lrzhlOatalcal�tfacrorsld
Fval(l·Ti6lenidl-_cl scalpf�l-far �f�ci;' num2Etrlsfaci) I;I11;

Inad c:l.slmlRFs·.�rch'Dafaicalittactors\.ll
-valii·nurpulsir.si-m.in� sraci· numSnrrlsraci) 'I' num:otr(suii]:01 '.:i;'l);

io - O.i'(ncal�ljil.:i*ncalej(Z.:)I;
zf:q- C.i'tscalllill.:iscaleaiZ. :)i1i9.811;

rhef�-yltch�p�r Is�;
nres2silioufpui:rtresf Il.lllro(ll lsf28(11 lourpufnarrerr(lllil-lol�iiisf29(211;
alpha�il.l�-pi-i iln(Hrlsrsil.li/g ii
alph�iil.ii�as�r I�reatsil.21/1 i;

phrs�lrhercialp-.ls(l.li rhetaialphaall.;i];

di��g�i�n(ph'SI:, ii;
dy=gf�in(ph'51:,:il;

nx; Inear]tdxl;
ny-lnea��Gyi;

cpl�corlph'"(:.lli ;sp*-Elniph'l(:·ll);
cpy=c''"lph'"i:.ili;spy-"l"iph'Si:.:li;

Rx-ln�:-'spyny(spxi lispx.�spycpy.fspx);
iiy;- jKr.'i-pyMy 'cpxl·i Ispl.�Cpy"py-�cpxii

iinunrllocsX=boundl"cs; boundl�2sy=boundlacs;

I·l:+leibollrdlacax.ll
Xuel shoe ibnr.ndlocsllll ii :toundlocnXli.Zi I 1) ;�lnear Int egraror(Hx Itaundlocol(i. ii :bo i

undlac·sXi'·211·rlmeiiioundlacsxir.ll :boundlocsXli.Zi I·01;
Xlielroomlbnlnd:ocpX(;.1) :boundlOcrX(i.Zi.li �lmearinregraror(a�(iioundlacnx(i.ii :bol

undlaosX(I.:ll.tlm�ibaundiocoXI�·li :baundlocrX(1.2iiO);
IrelroomibnLndlacsY11.11 :baundlocnl(l.ZI·li -�lncarlnfc4rataiii(y(boundlocPY(1.11 ·bo�

unrlloi-sYI'·iii.tlmeltoundloCSTli.li:bo

C:\sjm\Research\Matlab\Analysis\accel lntegrator.m
May 12. 2004

Page 2

7:48:55 AM

Ydssp room(boundlocsYil) :boundlocsyl(,2, I-linear integrator(Yvel roomboundlocsY 
,1) :boundlocsYli,2)ltlme~boundlocs(ll) :boundlocsY(l,211,01: .,

Xvel shoe(SlZ.(Mbi3))=0:Xvel room(slizeMx ,I)=:Yvel roomlslze(Mx,1))=0,YdlSp room(slize(M 

Xdlp shoe=linear integrator(Xvel shoe time 01: ..
Xdlsp room-llnear-lntegrator(ivel roomltme0);

.r fig>O
flgureflg);lf;

subplot (2,1,i);hold on;plot {tlme [AMxll;tltle('x ,cels'); ..

plt (tme bound$ocX():1) )A(beundloc X (:,))g;plt(ttmebudlosX(: 2) ,A W
x(boundlocX(:,2)l).'rx');...

potf tlme(boundlocsx(:,I ) )Mx(boundocs(:,I); ) .'):plot (tlme(boundlos (:, 2 ) )M W

x(boundlocsx(:,2), r.);
subplot(2,1,2);hold on;plottlme, IAyl;tltle('y acel');...

plttme(bundocsY(:l Ay{boundlcsY(:.). );pltatime(undlc osY(:2)A
y(bundlocsY(:,2)l),rx'):

flg=flgl;flgure(flg);clf;
$ubplot(211I);hold on;plottime. ,Xvl room Xvel shoe):ttle{'

x
velcltie~);

subplot(21 l2);hold on;plotltlme[ Yvel-room);:tlel('y vlo.:tles'):

filg=flgl flgure(fig ;cf;
suplot12 1,1).hold oniplottime, lxdlsp room Xdsp shoe];title'X dsps';
subpot(2.,1,:;hold on;plotftIme, Ydsp_room];;ttle.(y dlbp'];

gyroz_linint.m

C:\s]m\Resear h\Matlab\THESIS\gyrozlinin t.m
May 12, 2004

Page 1
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C:\sjm\Rese1 rch\Matlab\THESIS\gyroz inint.m
May 12, 2004

·rrd

if xemptybounds} bL3;,f flg>O;figurefll clf;subplot(22,l);plot~tmefgyroz):;pll0 e
;midptbounds=0;gyrozcal=gyroz/scalefactor;rL ;rd: :e*tr n;.

l I=:bL
mdpt=rotau0.5boundsil,)*boundszl 12)))
mdptbounds(i 12)-mIdptmldptboundsl1 )-mldpt:

bound-bounds(2:bL 1,:);

mldptbounds=midptbounds{2:bL ,:);bL=bL 2

,c: i=l:bL
plC

h
ll cmgo(mldptboundsl,1):mptbounds(~,21)=linear lntegratorfgyro (mldptboundsl

1,1) ;mldrpboundsl.2))/scalefactretnimedpdptbound$l:dtbunds~2);
en1
pitch I1 rzo(L=0
gyrozcal=gyrozscalefactor; - .

!f fiq>o
flgurelflg);clf;

subplot(2,2,1)hold on:

plotitlme, gyrozcalefactor,'b' ,-,,, ',.
plot (tIme gyroz/ scalefactor 'b. ' ); axvalg=axls;
plctltlmelbounds(:'l))'gyrozibund$(:'l))iscalefactor'r ')

plot timefounds(:.21 ),gyroz(bounds(:,2))/$calefactor,'g.')
plot(tlmeimldptbounds(:l)),yrozlmldptbounds(: I)/$calefactor.'y.'
plot(tilme(mldptbounds{:,2)l,gyrozmildptbounds(:,2)/ scalefactor,y.¥)
axls(tlmel) .1 lastftime)+.l axvalgl3:4)])

subplot(f,2):;hold on;

plotlmghgyroztlme(:,2)mgh gyroztime(:,1)'r '' linewidth' 2)

axis([time(l) .1 last(time).l axval43:41 ]);
stretchgraphs(2,2);

subplot(l,..)hold on;

plotfmghgyroztlme{:,2)mghyroztl.(:,l)r 'Ilnewdth',2)xvalmaxs;
plot~tlme.pltchl 1 zo'k:','llne.ldth'2%:
axls(Iaxvalm(l:21 axva(3:4]l;

pli-lFltch 1r czz',tlme):

lo~dd c:~s~m.beo4hra cch'tact'clibatosgyoa

recordedshlft=gyrocal st{f3,);
salefactor=cyrocal st2(3,2);

L=lenqth(gyro. raw);mgz-mean(gyroz raw);nf=.001;

abovemean=0:stoperf onen=10;

it Yroz ra() mgziO-nf
abovemear-lit^a~

r.d
pi1<

fl l=abovmean:-l:r.aterlOfsreater(floo r. '-abov(meanlfabovemean 30)) ... .

.t gyrol ra*(limgzxnf
stopherfrmeanI :Xkl

erd

zo=cllppedmean(qcro. raf:stopherefcrmean))
qyroz-gyro/ srw so;

bounds=9yrozllnllntboudflder(gyrozftlmehstonf);

Ibn, toss]=size(ot.undsl; IhtL. toss-siz.(hsto);

.: LhtL.I
bL;nlt=bL;bcllndslnlt=bounds;

boundsgrollnlntboundflnder(gyozftlmehto.flncrnfrltmr);
IbiL. tea =slze Ibounds) :

r bL=h: Lil:Cese.:elrd

.rd

[loss,lo ;=mn(abs(boundsnlt(lbnit,I) bounds(:,l)));
bounds(l.-,I)=boundstzblnt,1);

t ouds Iblnltl ul bn ., .)I
!rss.lo: =mn(absboundsi ilblmi-,2)-boun(::,.))
ounds (1 . ) bundln I(lbinl , 2 )
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gyrozlinintwithspline.m

, C:\sjm\Research\alab\ S IS\gyrozlinln ihspline.m
May 12, 2004

Page 1
8:45:22 AM

funcir [pla,psi, mldptbund, gyrozcal,srplmnefitpts] -gyrozlinnt wlhsplxne(yroz raw,trm 
, st ack. hnae f x, mghgyrozt Ime)

la :smRaa claacaltfactorsg~sl (.21;a

reordedshft=9yrcal st2 (3,11;

scalfactor=gyrcal~st2 ,2);

end

L=enqth iyrO awl;

mgz~mean {gyrora);
nt-001:

abovemean-0; st opher f o ean- 0;

if yroz raw(1)>mgzlO'nf '
abovemeani br ai

,f gyoz rai]<gz*nf

edst ophre fornean;1; re .

end

zo-cl lppedmean (gyres raw(l: sophre foman);

:f abs (o- recordedhi f ) . 05
zorcordedh ft; nf-.05;

end

gvro~-~vro~_ra ~o;

bound=qyrozlnnboundf ndr (gyoz, ~e hae 

XbL ral] =smze(bounds); [htL, t ess]-size (nscel;

zter-2; zncrnf- [52;2]

~bounds-yr o~llnlntbdf ndm dr~gyroz,timehtmnlnrf~tr
[bl toss -sze bound);
:~ bl--hrln~ ~raX;end

C:\sjm\Research\Matlab\THESIS\gyro\Iinin w i"hspline.m
Mlay 12. 2004

Page 3
8:45:22 A\M

rtltlme(1]:O.Ol:lasttime)]'ttl-·lengthtt);

pp=pline(trmcqyro/scalfactor);
y-ppval(ppt~ tt
save c:\sjmlReearch\Daacallbfactors\anglep pp

splincmdptbounds(:l-findtlmepoins(tlmeipbons:lt;
spinemdptbound:2)=fdtimpl timemtods:2)t;

ptchipich ll: mldptb ounds(1,1 1); tlmeitmm ~ lpbud(,)1; ~ ' 

tt2plot];¥y2plo-];

If usesplinsi 0 ,% i · .-a . ..... ? .,- '..... .....
intpt~-[];plneintpts=I];

for ~mlmdprtounds(1,1] :midptbound(~,2)-i

intpts=intpts;~ m+l;
e.d

,~d
[~pn, toPS1s]ii(~ntpt~
intpt~;

get;dJfros-' ;' ..............
fer pC:lpL 1

J2 2 ntps2plll- lntpts2 25 , .2. , .-,. , 2 2..2... 2 <

ntps(pl,)-inrtspt$~,1] gtridfrowslgetrldofrs;p];

en d
lntpsgetridofrows :=[]; iPL, tos,]-szelnpts];

if lntpts~l-mldptboundsii<5

2 2 mldptbounds222 212-2np s 2 ipL, 25
ntps22p2l2 

2
2p2 2, d222,; ~, , ..... . 2 )2 , 22. 2.....2u,

lnps(ipL2,:]={mldptboun221,2 21 mdptbounda i2!; , ' .' .... '2

If fig>; splxnsintpts:l)=flndtlmepointstlmeintps:l)t) spllnenpt 
(:2~f lndtieplnsitleiintpt s(:, 21)ttl end

pitch i-plch sipltch imldptbounds(~,l::intpts(1,1):];tlme s~-illme slr 
~memlptbounds(171)::ntpts(111)]; :,-- ;, h,

for p-l:ipn
Ipxt ch sl e prltmp, tlmpo si tm]smposnerao ahaq4pedrjs2t

me(ip lp,1)l~ iet~sp,):pth 1i psp ll),p~lh (npsp,) ;
pich s~[pitch s~;pitch sitemp(2:lenghptchs~ emp) 1;pitchll(lnt

tsp,2):itpsipr l~l]]] ; r . ... -.... . '

tlmes~l

=

[time st; time si temp{2:lenthpltch sl temp ); tlmeslnp 
ts(p,2):intpslp il,:]]]? · J, , . r ,.i , . P . . - ~ ,,

C:\sjm, 2Research\MatlabTHESIS\gyrinin ithspline.m
May 12 2004

Page 2
8:45:22 A\M

itr-tr -1

[tosslloc~lnabboundsinit{;Iblnit1) bound{:,il);

re- lbnl: b Lin lt i '.. 
[tosloc]=min~ab~b~nsibondl lbznt,2 bnds(:,2)));

bound2loc ± 2,bounds2nit)lbln l 2,=;
end

..3

:f lsemtyiboundslI bL--;if flg>;figurefg;clf; .ubplo{2,21)plttleyrz;pl l=[S
];psll[]mldpbou.~O;gyrozcall-gyroz/scalf~o~~~~u;

for i-2:bL

m idp2=r2 und .522 b o uni22 22)2b ound22 1 ,2));
m ±dp bound2i-l,2l=m2 dp ;mldp.bo un2.) l,1)=mldpt;

.nd

bounsa-hounds2:bl ,:;
midptbounds-midpbounds(2:bll ,:;bLbL 2;

Ipitch1 mdptbaunds(~ll:mdptbaundsli.))~nudgsli~]~l~inearln~grar_ndadj u st
(~yrozmdtbund~(~)i:midptbunds(i.2)1/scaifatr~tim"mcitm ds~:midpbund 

end
ptch l ln)-Oil tCh li(mdp , ,- , '~i-0 ,, ; . .. I 

gyrocalgyroz/sc~cfaaor;

pitch ll=pltchll';

fnr I-l:bL

if Imdptbounls(i2;-m~dtins~]>tmdptb ptoundsi2l .. [mtonsi.11)

fr, m=mdptoundsil,1+l:mldpbounds 1,2)
If [tlm.(m)tme(~- Ill>*2 .06 ] ' r'', ; t, .. ~ ,l ', :·l

usesplmesr(l~-l;

end

if ntsempt¥(uepllines]
if lenghiuesplin)<bL; uaespllnes IbL,11=0;erd · - . -.. .. , '. :, , ,i I

C:\sjm\Research\2atlab\THESIS\gyro\linin2 w ithspline.m
May 12. 2004

Page 4
8:45:22 AM

:! f2g>: 22 2plot22 t2plo2tt22 pl2ne2ntps2p, 22:spt;2 2
ot-[yy~plot;¥¥[pllnentpts~p,1] :splineintptsp.~]); ~ad~ .... : ii:~ I , 

.nd

patch sl-pztch sl;pltch ll(ldptbounds[~,l] :mldptbounds(12)-l]];

tim t~m~l i emldpbound$(1,11 :midptbounds(i,2)1)]1;

lid

pitch sl-lplch sliPitch iilmldptbondsL,2):LI];
time s

2

p [ time s 2; 2m22mldp2t2und2bL.2:L]];
mldptbound(:,3)uep~lnes;·· ... :.,, .'.-I-.. .. ... }..., · ~~, .I

pitch s~-[];tlme $~=]; .... v- ' '- ,,
midptbound(13 )=o; -,~ r1.... 'L-.. .-. I = , a:,r~

end

figur.~iq] ;elf;
subplo 2.21);h ld on;
plort me~gyro/calefacor 'bl;

it nolsemptyueplins);plot tt2plyypo'.';splle~pslpo t t2plot;. 
_.; slznefztpts-I [o ];end

plot It 2me, gyr 22 / 2cle factor, b. ' 222 axval2ax2s;
plot t lme (bounds :, )I igyrz (bounds ( :. 1) /a l ·fa ct o r, .r.' )

pl2t 2t 2 m 22bounds:,2 2. 2yro 22 boun s : ) ) 2/ sea2efactor, .' ]
p]2ot 2 ime mldptb2unds:22222222, l2 2 2y 2 2tbo un2$ 2 : , 1 2 2 / calefactor, ' y
plot2(t22m22,m22ptbound22, [ .. 2],2ro222b22 ,ato222r22 y.2'
as{[t2me2222.2 2asttl2me22.l axvalg(3:4));

subplot (2,,3 ;hold on;
if notzsemptylusespl~ncl ;plot [time.pxh sl, 'q--', 'linewdth',2] ;end

plot (t ~meplch~ll, 'b--', ' linewidt h' ,2 ;axvall=axls;
plot (mghyrot lm :, 2)mghyot m :. 1) ' r ~', ' lneidth,21;
axls(itlme(1)-.1 last~tlme).l cxval(3:4)l;
s rechgraphs (, i

subplo~l,2,21 hold on;

plot (mghgyroz tlm ( :,Z 2] mghgyrt lme :, 1 ) ' r', 1inew ldh',? ; axvalm-axls;

if notlsempy lusspllnes] ;plot (tlme si~pxtch si, 'g- -' 'lzmewldh',2] ;end
plot~tlm.,pitch l,'b-', 'lneidth',21:

axis ( axvalm (:2) axval (: 1;

.nd

pli [ptch i, time] ; psi ~ [pich silmsl];

302
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gyrozpostspline.m

C:\sjm\Research\Ma lab\THESIS\gyrz _ postsplne.m Page I
May 12, 2001 7:45:25 AM

| sne ~n ispl r.epeaks,spllnepeaksL,blggestg p]=gyrozpostsplnellnnt,tlm@,flg)

Ipe6Xre.sulfsH.peaL�resullPL.tiqqesfqaF1
peai. r�sulrs-j�ai resuitsli;peal resultsll;

natlsrmpcy(jeat resultsl
ye�i r.sulrs(:.31-frndt�m�pclnf5(peai renulcsl:IZilrimel;
:rl r-l:s:l�(pcairesul�E.li

tlmesp];nrllt�mc(peairerulrall.314.11 :.00334-rrm�(peai resulrsil.llil.lil';
4y'CIEF?'"e-rplmeitImrlpeatresulro(l.JI I).gllnrnflpFaire�

sul�o(l.3i4:peiirrcsulcol�.3ii4.li.tim
if peairesulf sil.lijO; i�pllnepeci-SII.1) Inr*tlm.pf I-maxl9yraspllnei;el�e; loplln�p �

ea�c II. ii r n�*t Imepr I-min Iqyrosplme) ;�rrJ
spllnrFeail(�·;�=2lmespllnetne*timrpf ii

.i flq,0;figure(flgi;hold an;plaf(fln�e.gllnlnr.'anlnrl.l-3 .3 .4ill;plot(rrmeopll II
'e.Fy'05rllne. 'q.'i;Piotirime.glinInt.'b.'li

pllrlspllnepeais(:.:1. Pplln.peais(:.l�. 'I·. 'marl-eredgFcnlar·.·y'. · marirric�°�
io:cr·· Ir·li

end
er�

rpilrepeaiiHilrpl'"Fpeai;s(l:�li·lpealr� peairFsulrlHi:13lli
oFllnPpeaial-lspl'"epeair(slre(praireoul peai�result�

-·�·

sp~t~a ilip melkl l

i
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hstos_fsrsum_spline.m

C:\sjmResearchMatlab \THESIS\hstos fsrsu spline.m
May 12. 2004

(localhmallfndabDyylhback~:hback;loclhmx1-)mnasDyhakha
klocalhmax - )) ):

h~tii,1-Chbackilocalhmall(1)l) hso(1,r31-hbaclocalhsmall)-l; brak

-~dd

hsto:,2)oneshtvL 1) 'tme(1) ;hsto{:,4-ones(htvL, 1);

tf ts dzff$=[];

:c~ i-:htvL
tetat-hsto vzcznzty(~,2);

if i-htvL;~forw ttLi tf orouit. t aroillyil1 ear); f t
$ dlffs- tf t$ dlf f.;{tfor-tetart) ;ed;

ifi ;-=hfvL & {f or ttart) 2'Zme.n (tf t dffs)>0;
tforw-ttartimaxlrtftsdlf f);

e,d
localtmln-fimD(yyitart:tfrw=mnDyttttfor~])nli );

fi.r tsmall~tstar~tlaatiocaltmzn)-ltforw
+f absDyy(tmali)<.05

hsto~i,2)=ffttsalll; hsol,4)~ltsail;

.]~lf tsmall-;tforw
local tmall-f ind lab$(Day(tstart laet ilocalmln) l:t forw) )==ml~{labs (y¥(tstart 

+lastloaltmnl-l:tforw)))i;

hstodlZ,2=~tlti~tstar letlocaltmz, las (ocalt~mall)-l); htoli,4)~%$tart+~
lastllocaltmln) lilast(1ocaltemal)-l; break

e,~d

end

~[ f:~>0

$ubplot(21,.1)I;plot itlme,~ufsr, 'b');axval-axis;
plot 100, ]00,'b.'~hld on; plot 100 100,'.');plot(-100, I00,'r:');plot(-100 10 

0.'mo');piot-100, 00,'~o'~io(i00,100- 1,'-)t20,100'--
axzslaxval);pafIlottm.,$fsr,'b'):
plotlttyy, 'k.;plottlmesmfsr, 'b.';

plotaxvall:2),[Inoloadcuoff noloadcutoff],'r:')

plot ithstovicinity(:l)).yyihstolcnity(:lll'mo');
plot ltihstvicinity(:,2l)~yylhsto vcnty(:,2)),'go'l

plotlhsto:l),yyhsto(:,i)),'m.'l;plotlhof:,2,yyheo(:,4)), 'g..)

[r h-l:htvL

plotflhtolht~ll hstolht,1)],axval(3:41 'm ,)
plot{hstolht,) hstolht,2),axai(3:4l 'g ')

plot([hst(ht,2) htolh,2)],axal3:4)'g:')
end

subplot(2,2);plo't{tDyy);axval-xzs;

plot( OP100, 0'b';hold on;plot{-00. 100,'m--'):ploc(-100, 100,--');
axlslaxval)plotttDyy;
for ht-l:htvl

plot([hmtolht,11 hstolht~ll ]axval3:dl,'m ,1

plotllhsto~ht,2) htoiht,2~].axval3:1,'g- '1
plot([IhatelhLi2 hsto(ht,2)l~axal(3:ql'q:')

pitchcomparepostspline.m

in.-tlur hsto-hstosfsr$~mspllneosnfr~tmeyy, tfg

if nat in~s;fg-0;.n

tt Ll.~trh tt _ 

.oladcuto f f~man { mln (sumsr, cl ppemea ssr};
flats~findlosmsr~noloadcutoff); Dflats-dlffflat:;

nonflas-flndDfs~la>1; here sf_vlcnlty[fifslatnflat$1+l flatsinonflat$+l ;thrvLr t
aoss)slrelhstoepf vlcnity)7

hate f vcnity check=[I hsate f vciity(:,.2)hsto sf vrclnlty(:,l) [difhe f_vicil z
t¥(:.ll~ difllhnadda_vicinltit(211;1000 1000]];---
tlme for hsto f viciny check~[czm lhsosfo v~~iy:2>tm~st fvcnt{.
[dzff~tmeihs~o f lcinlry(:,ll)) dff(tlm~hst osf vlcinity:,2)));l 13-3;

hsto sfvlcadJ-hstorsfvlclnltyhtvahtvl~nuadOad-;

for ~=l:htvl .... i r.....·,: .,.,~ ... v ...

if (l=hvL & hto sf vlcznztycheck(1,l)<12 & tzm for here f lci nty Checki,11<2~ ¢

0'2'.00565 lamtadj=~i TI [ z<tvL a lasad-l-1 & {{hPosf_vclnty_check{,2:~12 W
& tzme for hero sf vlclnty chckl,21~20'2.00668 I(hasf vlc~lltycheck;l,3)12 & 
tim.F iohfrtO f viinlty chck~i,3)~202'.00668]i

=f numadj=htvaL

here sf_vic d][hsto_sf voad](l: i humad D-2:) hsto_f lc a d3{i n umad]- l, I
1~ hsaesf vlc adjli numad],2)]:;hraLlhtvaL-l;

hate sf vlc adj=heto sf vlc ad]{:i numad-l:l;hto sf ve ad](-nmadl]i W

hre sfvlc adi-nu nad]+],2/;hnfso$flc~ ]1~d]2haL : )]; htvaL-htval ;numad]= 

numad]l;latad]=i;
.,d

enJ

iil-tLihtvaLhtYL; htvL-hvL; hsto sfvlclnlt-hsto ,f vtcad; .,,d
en~d

hsto_vzcnlti:l)=f.~t~ mpolt${tm. ht fvcnly:l)tl
end

If tlhsto viclnzty(2,1)) tihso uvlclnlty(1,1{ 2meandffttlhstovclly(2;htvLll l) 

hsto vzinity= hso vieinlty(2:ht vL:);h t vLhtL;

for- z=l:htvL

if i--1;hback-greaterllhsto vlcznzty{1.1 roudmanh vicinty(2:htvL, 1-hto vi 

cnlty l:hvL ,))));es.hbackhstovzcnyi12;n
hendiho wcil~y{~l)+~100~

{toslocalhmax]~nax{yyhback:hend);
fag hsmall=hbacklocalhmax{)-l: l:hbac

if abs(Dyy~hsmall))0.005
hstoli,1)=ttlhsmai1); hetoi,3=hmall;

oreal
elm~f hsmall-hback
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fUnaLCn plch~compare poatsplzestart, stop leqendon)

load c:\~aj\reearch\atlab\nO\run02 asian
load c:'sm\resarch\Matlab\run02\run02 $$CandD

load c:sj mreeearchmatl b 2run022 \r2 Fcaldata a j
load c:\sjm\reearh\matlab·run02,r02caldat a ]
load c:\smkResearch'Doata'aldatal~allmgh

r02qiful=lr02 Oqi~s$1;0;r02q r02qss3riis4r2q3,

load c:sm.Rsearch\Dataresultsir0pltche$p

if nargzn~0;star~l;sto~3;leqendonO;,ieif nargln-;;lgendon=0;nd

fl istart:2:stop -i, i r ,,~' .· '.r...... ' .. ,
dlepi'gv0' num2strlr02qfullz,1)) ' ' nuisrrlr02qlfull~lll ,2) row ' numstrll)]~

eval(['data - gay0' num2srtrCrOqfulll,11) ' numstrtr02qifull{~,21) 'Lcal'll;
oval(['dakaR - gsv0' numsrlr0qzfulli,1)) ' ' num25tr(r02qzfull~z,2)) 'R cal;']);
val{'mghdata = ~gh0' nwistrrr02qrfull(il))-' ' num2tr(r0qfulliz,2)l 7;'3);

subplot2.2.1); hold on; If legndon;plot 10,-10'b.l;plot(-10, 10,'q.':plot-10, W

10,'o','mrrkrrdgcolor','y','markeraeoo''';n;.
[shoeh, ,hell$bggaollnznt ostsplnepdatapL{:,15 da{,1,c)

[r~llr2L}~mprssmlnghdhata(:~5)) ;ad~L~finlghouer(mghdaatrllr~L~2L5)~~d
1L:r2L,31),5,O);

subplot(2.23);hold on; xf legendon;plot (10,-10.'color',[1.3 .3 .5);plot( 010,' 10'b

plotlmhdaalrlL:rL 31.mghdata(rlL:r2L , 3.51,coor,[ ...
[mqhhL, mqhll~mbapL=pitchgeaklrndradl(:,l· dL(,)2.c)

for pml:izemqhhl,l
[tossloc]n(absmghhLi,2) shoehL(:,2l);

plchaslp, :9)[1 mghhlp:) mbggapL shoehLloc,:] sbqgapl];
,nd;phL-P
for p=l:SlemghlL, l)

[toss~loc]~in(asmghlLp, )-shoelL{:,i))
pztchesp 10:17~[mghL~p,:) mbqgpl sheelLlot') sbggapL;pitches(p,])=l; r ·

.{,df notlsmpt~phl} i notl$,mpt¥{p} ;Rstart=maxphLp} ;elsef :~emptylphL) & ieempt 

YIp);iRstar=;eieelf sempt yphLl;iRstartpieie;Rstart-phl;,ndr

Ifr0£qafulllz,1)-=14 & r0qlfullirZ)>-3 ,.i - ,, i.,
tzmept$=[];f nisempylmqhhL );tmeps~[mep pt;mh hL:2);nd~ notzempy(mg W

hlL);tmepts=[tsmept$;mghlL(:,2)3;.rn;if lsemptyltmepts) ;tlmrpts[3 4]:en~
lowertmfloormin~tlmmps)) l;~f lowertlm~0;lowertme=0;.nd
uppert rme-floor (maxIt lmepts))+l *; if uppert lm.-lowrtlm.<4 ;uppert ime-lortzr me+;.nd

subplot{2,,2);hold on; if legendon;pie% 10. 10,'b');pot(-10 10,'g;lt
0,-10,'o','mareredgcolor''y','marlera~oo''';n;.

C:\sjm\Researcha\abAnalysis1pitch compare postspline.m
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2aeh2, 2holR22bqgapR-gyrlinln pos22spl2n*2ataR(,222 da2a222,222,4222;

[rln rRcmpresoshimghdlata~)~il;adjR=fndmghautizr$mqhdaatrR:r2R~)~mg
dfalta1R:rR.31),5,0);

subplo{2,2,lhld on; if legendon;plo(-10, 10,'eelor',[.3 .3 .45);plo(-10,1 1
2,'b.';plo2-22.2, ,'o','mark22r.dg.color'' y', 'marrfacecolor','r');22;. ..

plot(mqhdatalrlR:riR, 31),mghdatarlR:IR2R1)'color',[.·3 .3 · 45])...

[mghhR, mhlR~mbgg apR=p 22ch2eafid 2 2adjR{: 222,a2]R{:,2,2,2cf ;
timopts=[);If notlsemptylmghhL):tmepts=[zmept;mqhhL,2]e:f notisemptylmg W

hlL) ;tlmepts~[tsmepts;mghlL{:,2l ];end;f notlsemptymqhhB) ;tmept.=[mepts;mghhR(:,2)];es

rdif ntzemp(mg~lR);tzmeptflse pts;mgh l (:2]e;% lsemptyitlmeps);tmepts~[1 4I
!;end

lowertn-floormznitsmtsl) ;if lowertzme<0;loertse-0;end

uppertslmefloor Imaxltmeptl )l;.f upperame loertimer4;upprt zme~lowertlmeq;end1

ter p-l:Slze~mghhRl)
[toaa~loc]~z~niaasmmhh~(p,2)i-shoehR(:,);

e ;pztchesPPatart,91=[2 mhhRp:) mbggapR shoehRlloc:) $bggapR];

for p-l.$zemghlRil)i
[oslioc]~mlnlt(agmhRlR,2) hoelR(:,21)l

pzche(p+Rtar,10:l~[mghlP(p:) mbqgapRl shoelRlloc:) sbqapRP~che{p+ 
start1)=2;

,,.d

title,=[
'

GathcPitch - Left ';' GaitShoe Ptch Right ';',ML Foot alrray 
P22ch Lef''2L oot r2ray Pitch - Right';

Ir pl:4;ubplot(2,2,pl;txtle(t ltle${p,:l);ylbl'nl [ degres');xlbel('Time ls 

.cl'{
chanet2'2A222l',22,'2';chae42nt2'A2a2',12,2' 2 ;222222222222222 upperme 2

50 100 ):
.f 2egendon & p 23 ;l'gend('orig 2a 2 Pitch Dat','Splln.fit t Pitch 2ta',' 22e22

and ins'22i.2:2 .2g2nd2n & p2 ;legend2'2r2ginal B2L Pitch Daa'.'2222d BL 2itch 2ata'24

strtchraphl~g(2,2)

val('ef~aaas(1,''pchcomp'pitcheu gev0 num2rir02qifull(1,1)l ~' n=2tr(r2qi W

If notnempty(plch$) & sle(pitchea2)l'l;pitches($zeiit he,1)l)0ed
r0pcche-[r02pztchea~repmat~r0qlful~l z]:)slzpltches,1),l) pitches;

,ave c:\s~mR$earchatal~results\r02pltche p r02pltches

C:: : esarc.j la~ I IShs I rsm -lie.
.. " I .
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cr: cn {blghFpoks, lowpeks, bqqestgap]-pitchpeafinder(dsta~tlmem9horshoeflg)

. . . .

.f n~rgln<4;fiq-0;-:!e.
r

nargkn<3;errorjnot erough argunents").;n-i
[rowt, toss]-$:~entlme;

FaveO;pup-20;Fdown=-5;
.f mhorshoe=

tlmedff=1/]52;ptspace=3:;

t mdlff=2.00if8:prspace=4:

.,,d

*~r ,=::rowt ., .. . . .

datail . pdown . . ..

hlghorlcwil>= 5:

*.:sal darol; l pup -
h ghorcw(1}-+l ; .... .

*ld - - I I - . .· I· f

hlh~r'ow:7ps re=S:

lowsflndihherlow== 11:

- norlsemptylzwsl
lewpt$s[lows(l O]r=;

~r l=2:lenths1ows)

loWt.(r.,)-lows(l);
_ e

If lnws ll los (< 11 gapsze:
lowprs(r,2lnws(l-l1;
iopts(rll-lows(ll;r=ril;

fri

eod

. loptslr~zl-=;lowpt s(r,2)=last(lowslnrd;

]oclp.Pak Localloc]=mln(data(lowpts(,l1:lowpts(l,2),l));trueioc=lowpts(;,l)41oc W

: trueloc ptspace'lptspaceba ck=trueloc ;ptspaceahead=17 truelot;.
el s. . truelocptspace>length (data) ptspacahed=length ( data ) trueloc;pt space *

back=treloc (zngthfdata ,6(;:
.lrl;ptspaceahead=ptspac:ptspaceback=ptspaceaend

extragars-round((tlme(truelocp tspaceabead) tlme(trueloc-ptspaceback))/{tlmedlff)
2prspace);

localFak ]ocalloc] m:n(data(lowpts(,l):iowPta(~,2),l));treloc-lowpts~i,1)+1oc

l owpea}:(,:)= [ loclpa tme(trueloc) trueloc extragaps];
e01l

C:\sjm\Research\Matlab\Analysis pitchpea kfinder m
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�

r lo*peaisir, jl .lenqch(datal Z·prspaceil; lo*peai�s Ir.: I�l:;·nl; - · i

norrsempry iln*peai�ll; If lorpeatr(l.31 �2'prapacc;lcrpeakJ ii.: I-ll;rnrl; er.d;

notraemptyilo*peaiol ;lo*p�aXs(:.jiillirr1

lo*peaisill;
Fnl

hl9hs�flnd(l`iqhorlor-;li;
lr notisrmprylhlghsl;

highpts-lhigholli Olir`li
's; 1-Z:l�nqfhlhlghsl

if hlghpf9(r.:i-=0i
hi41;pfsir.llihi4h51iii

·!p.
hlgh�lll�hlghsllliiqapllie;
hlghprsir.il;hlghsll-Ili
hlghprs(r*l. :I-highniil;r;ril;

cr�
enl

*nl
I: hlghpr� iT.Z1--O;hlqhpfs Ir.ZI-lasr(hlghsl ;en-J;

Iloc�ipeai ioaal:asl-maxidatain14hp�Sil·li :hlqhpTSI1IZi�li�itTUFioCihlqhpT9li.l)i i
l"callocl;

if frueloc-pf rpace�l; propacetacl-r rueloc i;p�npaceahearl-i, -rrueloc;...
C1..C:I frueloc*pf�pace�lenBLh(datai;prspaccah�a �

tac)-�frurloc-ilength(dara)l61;
ripLlpaceahrad-pfspac�;ptnpaccbac)l-ptsp

exrraqap5-raundiif�meltrualoc*ptspaceahc iflmedrffi�
?'pfspacel;

hlghpeaisil.:l-llocaIpeat tlmel�ruelocl trueloc eltragaFsli
*nl
f hlghpeais(r.3llenqthldatai-2'propacc*l; j; ; I

1-
rof�oemp�ylhlqhpeaisiil: h�qhpealsll.3i'i'pfapace;hlghpCcirli.:i;

: natlsrmpfy(hlghpeaisi·i;�ghpealrsi:131-l
· ?,e

hlqhpeai.s-lli
· rld

tl94esrqap-maridlff (fimel Ii

:I flgO
flqure(flgl; hold an;
plotlflme. data. 'b.')
-f narlsemp'y(lo'peaiol;plotllnrpeai;s(:.il icrpeais(:.il.'�·. · mrrieredqeclor'. 'y'.' �

narierfacscnlor·· 'r'i;srd
.f nof�sempzy(h�9hpea)lsl;plof Ihighpraioi:,2l, hrghp�aioi:·ll·l-l. · ;nsrLererl.�ecolor·, ly'�

r'narirr:dcFcoir'l·r'iiel;d
en·1

---- �---- _-

. . _, . _, _ _ . _ _ . _ . _

shmilrar�mqhdafal:.li:li�;

�oarProf=mqhdaral:158:tOI;
I '

shaniRr0f-mghdatal:.5,:6�1;

i

aniielpns-mghdatal:,�:Pli

anillPpos�n�ghdara(:.61:631;

I

1: IIEer~hMflb'HEI~etgd
Nav . . 0.

Page 1

8:03:06 AM

Page 2
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-- 1;-lmnhdf

-1 I- - -. .1--1 - - - - .-. 

i

iocrl.F0S-n4hdafii(:.l:J)i

shaniipas-mghdatl(:,10:11);

foarPpos-mqhlafal'·5):5�);

shnXRpon=m4hd-�·ll:164:661;

�ooTLr-it�nghdafc '.1:61;
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fun;cion datatlmeflndoutlxersldata,time.dxffthr, flgl

f nargin<3;dlffhr=2;fig=0;
eisf nargln. 4;figO;.nt

Ddatadff (data;

.! fg>O
flgure f l9

Clf subplot(2,l, 1;hold on;

Dlot(tie data, g'l;plottInlmedata,'q.')
Subplot(2,1,2);hold on;
plotf(tle [Ddata;OI, 'k'

erd

badlnd- 1];
fnr l-l:lengthdata)-l

if abs(Ddatal))>diffthr
badlnd-lbadnd;1];

^ d
end

,f notlsempty(badnd)
gapsize=S . ' =
)f length(badindl>l

removept=[badlnd() O];r-l;if badlnd(2)<badind(1)+gapsize; start-2 ;s;aremovept e
sil,2=badlndl);removepts 22)=0;r-2;istart=2;e~r;

ecr l-istart:length badnd)
if removepts(r, I)--0;

removepts { r,1I) =badind()

;f badlndlibadndi-l)igaple
removeps (r,2)=badxndi-l;
removepsr I =rl-badxnd(1)rr+l;

erd
end

end
If removepts r,2)==O;removepts(r,2)=last badlnd);ed;

elre
removepts=[badlnd badmd]r=l;

.nd

dataremovept$(1,) :removeptsi( 2)-)=]time(removepts(l) :removegpts(l,2)-I];
end

end

ii fg>O
subplot(2,1,1);
plot (tIlme data, 'b. '

rnd
daatt-[data t/me];

genleaveoutids.m

C:\sjm\Research\Matlab\THESIS\genleaveoutids.
av 1,. 2004
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r02pr04Fad(findth:-[];
f indthlsfznd (r02prO4Fadj ( 1:,)=-12);
rO2pr04Fadfndthls: )l]{;
findth.-findrO2prO4Fadj(:,l)==16);

rO2pr04Fadjf lndthls,) = [;
flndthis=fmdlr2pr04Fadj(:,l)==18);
r02pr04Fad](findth,:l-[];
fmdthisflndir2pr4Fad](:,l)==19);
r02pr04Fad](flndthis,1=[];
femalenums=[15;l120;22;25];

lef c=-4

findthlx-fndir02pr4Fad(:,-l)=-15:;
r02pr04Fad~flndthis :)-i]
fmldthls-fEndfr02pr04Fadj(:,l)==17);
r02pr04ad fndthis,:)=[l

femalenums=[111;;16;18;19;20;:22;25];
eld

tranandtestset=rO2prO4Fadj;
clear tranandtestclas;

if c=2

for t-l:lengthtrainandteptset :,l)); i' traznandtestsetft,4)-=l;tranandtestclas i
sit,lil-1 ,Ifei tralnandtestsett,4)-2;troln andtestcla$(t,1)- 1 ;leerror('error in s .

tup of matrices in trainsvmreaults');end ;nd

e!self c-_s
for t-lslcngthltramandtestset(:l));tralnandteatclasset,1)=trainan dtestsett,4)

nhl

!r t-l:lengthitrainandtestset( :,));If traznandtestsett.4)-=l I trainandtestset F

(t,4)-=2 trainandtestclass tt, l)-l.lai trainandtestset(t, 4--4;tralnandtestclass t,1)
- I;el.;errro(.erro

r
In setup of matrices n trainsvmresults')mn ;nd

end

traknandtest.tdata-tranandtestst:,1S:15) trainandtetset:17:31) trainandtests. 
t(,33:35) tralnandtestset( :45:47;

tranandtest-[trainandtestset: ,9) trainandtestclas$ tranandtestsetdata trdlnandtest w

Set:,57:65)3; i > .r .

eval([clabelscB:) 'C ail-trainandte$%;']);

for 1=1 9
traznandtestsubset-[trainandtest(t:l:2}8 trainandtest(:,28+i)];
tranandtestsubsetsortrowsftralnandtestsubset,29);

flndteststart-flndtralnandtestsubset(:,29)--i);

trainlng-trainandtestsubset(l:fzndteststart(1) I, :;
testinq -tranandtestsubset(fzndteststart1 :lengthtrainandtestsubset(:,l)),:);

evalslclaelsic, ) 'Clo' nunstrfll W n-training '])
eval(clabesc, : 'C Ic num2str(l) 't-testing;']);
evaleclaelsfc, B 'C low num2strll '-iraninrcg esing]:'l)

-rd
er~d
sove c sszm8esarchadatrlrblclassylhylmats hyp laveutdp
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func�lon makchypUnarP
dlop( 'dloablcd'l; r��urrl
load c:?o�m' r�rearch\matlab�run�2\r0Zpr0(f emaler;
subgait-(r02pr0lf(:.II rO2pr01FI:r311;leausourids=rrrosllenqth1102pr01F(:,iil,for f=l:lengrhlfcmrlenums�;4names-i 'frec'; 'dllt';'pac·'i;foT9�1�:10:30ro*r=f indt*ocals(sutgalr. Ifemalenumolf) 91 Iisubllengrhs(l.ql0l-Irngrhlrorsl;evalll'sub] ' gnaml,(qil0.:l '-ra*s; 'II;m·l

sl-sub�lenqthsilll;pnamesir.:l ';'II;daTai:·Z)-randlIL.11i:: 5L�P
dupp;ldarai:·ll randisl.lil; .r. - i r i ·. r·�lr.rl
dups�sorfrovsidupP.2I;
i� sL,4

darstol*l:l. :I-dupslsL-19sLiil:sLI :);
ri�� ·i

daral5:8. :)rdups;

dups�Porrro*loidupr.Zi;
datal9.:i�dupsl'i.:)i

�rlJ
end
data-sarrrorsidata.2ii
evalil'rubl 1 qnameslr. :i '.datai:.lli'll;

end
rarcrrps=loub� free oub] disr subjpacel;
fOI T-1:9

for grl:3
leaveourids(rortrips ir.gi.rl-�i

er.d
end

end

clalels�l' hyp:';'hypll';'hypll·i'hypl3'i' hypl'l;
for c�l:5

.azprorr�dj.lrozpro4F l·aueoutidol;
if c=;Z

ii I r
frndthis=flndlrOipr04rad7(:.ll=-201;
r02pr04Fad�lfindfhls.:i�I1;
r���dth�s;rl��dlrazpr0(radj(:.li��ZZI;
r02prO�Tad�lfindThls.:i-lj;
rindth�s;rlndirazpronradj(:.ll--25�;
roIpr04rad�ifindrhrs.:)=Ili
famalenwns�lllilZ;16;18;19;15;lji

el�e�f c==3

findfhls�find(r02pr04Fad;l:.ii-;lll;

"- -.....

-------- i---------
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